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FOREWORD
Citizenship of the United States is a priceless treasure.
It guarantees, to the person who possesses it, many valuable rights and privileges. At the same time, it requires
that the citizen shall n-feet the dbligations and perform the
duties necessary to safeguard this coimtry from any possible enemywhether within or outside its borders.
This textbook is designed especially for the use of the
foreign-born who are preparing themselves for their naturalization examinations as applicants for United States
citizenship. These 30 lessons tell about the kind of Gove-rnment we live under, and about the Constitution upon
which it is founded.
Anyone who studies these lessons will not only learn a
great deal about our country and how its Government operates, but will be a better citizen because of such study.

Commissioner of Immigration
and Naturalization
VII

NOTE ON THE USE OF WORDS
In writing about so large a subject as Government it is
not always easy to use short and simple words that are
readily understood by persons who have newly learned
our language. For this reason, readers of this book will
find that each long or hard word is printed in Italie type

the first time it is used. At the end of each chapter, all
the words that have been printed in italic type in that
chapter will be found explained. according to the particular sense in which each word has been used. At the end
of the book, all of these words and their explanations are
printed again, arranged in alphabetical order.

It is believed that an understanding of the most of
these words will prove useful to students of this book in
all of their future reading about our life and Government.
VIII
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CHAPIER 1

The Groups To Which We Belong
"America is another word for opportunity."

Ralph Waldo Emer8on.
OUR COUNTRY AS A LARGE GROUP OF PEOPLE
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You must often wonder about this large country in
which you now live. From the days of the first settlers it
has been the home of those who came from other lands to
find a new and freer way of living. That is one reason
why it has been called a new country. No one of the
groups that came to America had a right to claim the
whole country, for the early settlers came from Spain,
England, France, Holland, Scotland, Ireland, and other
lands.

The settlers who came to this land brought from their
home countries their customs and usual ways of doing
things. As they lived together in this country, they found
that they were different in some ways but alike in others.
Most of them were brave and had come here boldly d etermined to build up a new country. They were willing
to give their lives, if necessary, to protect their homes
from danger and to keep for their families the right of
self-government.

Today the new country of the settlers has become a
great republic. It is divided into 50 States, many of
which are larger in themselves than some of the countries
of Europe. Each State is separated into big divisions of

land called counties, which in turn are separated into

smaller divisions called townships. There are also many

large and small cities and villages. But they are all
united under one flag and one Federal Government.
1
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Today we are still a great mixture of peoples who

have brought into our country many different customs,
habits, and religious beliefs. That is one thing that

makes citizenship in the United States so desirable.

All of us in this country believe strongly that its many
citizens can govern themselves, can get along well together, and can treat one another fairly. We all hope
and plan that such citizenship will offer a fair chance of
usefulness and happiness to every citizen.
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD GROUPS

If we are to understand our new country, we must first
of all understand life near us, in our own neighborhood.
When we look about us we see men and women busy with
some sort of work in factories or mills ; others are farm-

ing; still others work in stores.

Since there are many

kinds of people in the United States, we are not surprised
to find in it many kinds of work through which these people can make a living. Look about in your own neighborhood and see all the kinds of work that people are doing.
How many different ways of earning money do you find
in your own community?
We may not know all of the people who live near us.
In large cities we often do not know our next-door neigh-

bors. We do know, however, that most neighborhoods
have their own homes, schools, playgrounds, stores,
churches and religious meeting houses, and other places
where people meet together. All over this great country
there are thousands and thousands of local communities
somewhat like our own neighborhood. If we can think
of all these other communities that are scattered throughout the State in which we live, we can begin to understand what our State is really like and what the problems
and interests of its people are. Then we must consider
that there are 50 such States, each with its thousands of
communities. If we can imagine these many little communities within our Nation, some alike and some differ-

1
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ent, we can begin to understand what our Nation is like.

All these thousands of communities are parts of one
Nation. It is to this Nation that your own community
belongs.

In your community you hold membership in a number
of groups. You are a member of your family, your

church, your study group, your work group, and your
community group. Perhaps you belong also to some clubs,
societies, or civic organizations. Then, beyond your own

neighborhood, you are a member of your county group,
your State group, your national group, and finally of the
world community.
So we find around us all kinds of groups. In each one
of these groups every member is probably also a member of at least two or three other groups, so that we can
say that the groups themselves touch and join and merge
into one another in many places. Sometimes groups
work happily together, and sometimes they fight each
other.

For instance, criminal groups work against a

happy and safe community life, and groups of honest citi-

zens fight against the criminal groups.
HOW GROUPS MAY BE CLASSIFIED

If we think of the size of our groups, we find that some
contain only 3 or 4 persons and others millions of persons.
Our national group, the whole people of this country, consists of over 200 million persons. Someone has called our
Nation "the largest club to which we all belong." If we

think of the make-up of our groups, we find that they
vary from those having almost no organization to those
which have many officers, plans, and purposes. If we
classify groups by length of time they last, we shall find
that some of them last only an hour or two while others

go on for many years. A group of people may come
together for only a few minutes to decide how to act together in some neighborhood problem. On the other

hand, our national group is more than 175 years old.
Groups which are doing useful things for the community

14
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are called prosocial. For example, our work or busi-

ness groups, our families and our school groups are
prosocial. Groups which are doing things to hurt others
are called antisocial. For example, criminal gangs are
antisocial. (See Figure 3.)
Here are some of the groups of which all of us are
likely to be members in our daily lives :

1. Some of these groups are concerned with the ways
in which their members earn money. Sometimes we
refer to these as the businoss groups or work groups.
Among them we find the groups of people who work
in mines or factories or stores. We find groups of farmers who grow things from the earth. We find groups of
bankers, of school teachers, of railroad workers, and of
many other kinds of workers. Everyone who earns a
living belongs to some business or work group.
2. Another set of groups is closely connected with the
homes of this country. These are our family groups.

There are millions of families in this country. We

depend on families to bring up the children of our Nation

and train them to be good citizens. We expect families
to guard the health of their own members. In this task
the families are aided by health groups, such as hospital
workers, doctors, and nurses. They are also aided by the

play or exercise groups, such as hiking clubs and other
kinds of athletic clubs.

These !may groups are parts of larger groups. A

number of families make a neighborhood, a number of
neighborhood groups make a larger community, many
communities make a State, and 50 States make up the
United States.
3. A third set of our groups is the religious groups.

They help us to learn the true values of lifewhat

is

right or wrongand about unselfishness and the best way
of living. This set of groups includes the priests, ministers, rabbis, pastors, and teachers of the different
churches, parishes, and synagogues, their workers, and

15
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DIFFERENT KINDS OF GROUPS
"Everywhere men cluster together in groups in order to get things
done."
Classified according to:

t

Two people discussing their
work.

1. Size
180 million people in one
national group.

A party planning a picnic.

swol°
2. Organization

i

Our Federal Government.

A group watching a fire.

svto
3. Length of time

s

Our Government groups.

Our schools.

Pt°4°661
4. Value to the
people

"fteicri

Criminal gangs.

Figure 3

Ovr Montt Kinds of Groups
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the members of their congregations, organizations, and
schools. Nearly all of us belong to one or more of these
groups.

4. AnothPr set of groups is concerned with education.
Their purpose is to helD the people to live better through
teaching and learning. Of caurse, many other groups
help to do this, but the educational groups have it
as their chief objective. This set of groups includes the
teachers and students of our schools, colleges, universities, Americanization schools, and various kinds of train
ing classes. They also include reading groups, and groups
to study music, painting, poetry, and other forms of art.
You probably have a number of such groups in your own
community.

5. Another set of groups is occupied mainly with government. We call these our government groups. In
these groups we can place every person who helps to nutsage or has any part in the government of any township,
town, county, city, or State, or of the whole Nation. Most
of these groups are parts of larger groups. Some one has

said that in our group life we live in "wheels within
wheels." Look at Figure 4 and you will see how our
smaller government groups fit into larger ones. Many
Many counties make up
1 State; 50 States together make up the Nation known
as the United States of America ; and hundreds of nations
townsLips make up 1 county.

make up the world community.
You can probably think of many other groups of which

you or your friends are members. If you can, please
make a list of them, and of what they do. The list will be
discussed in your class. Be sure to keep the list, as you
may be able to add many things to it when you have
finished the next two or three chapters.

Our Constitution and Government

Our Government Groups
\Wheels WithinWheels"

World

rrl n-)

it

Me Nation

-The

Countie

Corti) lasi
Of

Naturalization

I The Americjr Citizen 10 Served B9 Meng
overnment wed.
Figure 4

Our Government Groups
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THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. Why did the early settlers come to this country to
make their homes?

2. What did they bring from their homelands to add
to the new country?

3. Look at the map facing page 1 of your book. Find
the State in which you live. In what part of the United
States is it located? In what part of the State do you
live ?

4. What does the quotation at the beginning of this

chapter mean?

5. Name all the groups you can remember that exist
in your local community. To how many of them do you

belong? Are you the leader of any of them ?
6. Can you think of any groups that you would like to
have added to your community? How do you think they
would help the families of the r3ommunity?

7. Can you think of any groups that you would not
want added to your community ? Why not?

8. What kinds of work do the people in your community do? Try to make a complete list of the work groups
in your community. You might begin by learning the
kind of work done by each member of your study group.
9. Name the educational groups in your community.
Remember that your ',.rivn class is one of them. What do
educational groups try to do?
10. Are there any music, painting, or other art groups
in your community? What do these groups try to do?

11. Name at least three of the government groups of
which a citizen may be a member. What do we mean
by saying that in our government groups we live in
i'wheels
within wheels"?

12. What do we mean by saying that this Nation is
made up of thousands of groups? Are they all of the
same size ? Are they all good? Do they all work
together?

19
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Words* that the student should understand:

In this chapter we have used some new words. Each
student should be sure that he understands the meaning
of each of them. Discuss them in your study group and
use them in sentences. Be sure you include the following
list :
Americanizationthe process by which foreign-born persons
are helped to become good American citizens.

antisocialagainst the good of the people.
citizena full member of a city, state, or nation.
citizenshipmembership in a city, state, or nation.
civic organizationsgroups working under officers for particu-

lar purposes and interested in the good of a city or community.

classifydivide into classes.
communitya group of people living together who have some
common interest.

congregatiunsgroups of people who come together for religious services.

couatiesparts into which a State is divided for government
purposes.

criminal groupspersons who join together to do things that
are against the law.
customscommon uses.

discusstalk over.
educationteaching and learning.
Federa2 Governmentthe persons who have charge of the public business; and the organization (big enough for the whole
nation) that they manage.
hospital a building in which sick persons are cared for.

interestsspecial things that a person or group likes.
italic typeprinted letters which slope to the right.
loca2closely connected with one place.

managecarry on.
memberone who is part of, or has a share in, a group.
membershipthe belonging to a group formed for a common
cause.
*Difficult words, which are printed in italic type in this chapter, are explained
at the end of the chapter simply and in the sense in which they have been used in

this book. A similar list will appear at the end of each iif the chapters that
follow.

2'
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neighborhoodplace where people live close together; everything near you is in your neighborhood.

objectivepurpose or aim.
opportmitychance to better oneself.
problemquestions to be answered.
prosocialfor the good of the people.
religious beliefsa system of faith and worship.
republica country governed by leaders who are selected by the
people themselves and are expected to do what the people
want.

right of 8e11 -governmentright of a group of people to manage
their own affairs.
towna community larger than a village; also a form of government.

township8parts into which a county may be divided for government purposes.

itnitssingle things, single parts of a goup or organization.
miver8itie8tplaces of higher education.
varyare different from one another.
village8--small communities.

_
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CHAPTER 2

How We Qualify for Group Membership
In a democracy every human being is important to
the whole group.

In our first chapter we learned that we do not live
alone but as members of groups. For thousands of years

people have lived together in families, villages, towns,
cities, states or countries, and nations. They have also
come together in pleasure groups, work groups, and religious groups. In time some of these groups have died
out and others have grown. Today the life of the people
is made up of thousands of groups, and each of us belongs
to a number of them. Let us find, out how we become
members of the various groups to which we belong.

WHAT GROUP MEMBERSHIP MEANS

Most groups set up certain qualifications for their
members. For example, before you can join the group
of people who vote for the President of the United States
you must be a citizen of this country. Before a child can
join a school group he (or she) must have reached i certain age. To join some clubs one must be elected to membership and pay dues. Every group must set up some
definite qualifications for its new members, if it is to last
long and grow. Very few of us would care to belong to
a group that admitted every kind of person. You would

not want all kinds of people admitted to your work
group. If you were ill in a hospital, you would not want

to find that the doctors or nurses had no proper qualifications for their work. You would not want the swimming pool in a park near your home to have a lifeguard
11
1"8
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who 'could not swim. You would not want the police
force in your town to be made up of policemen who were
lazy and careless. You would not want your neighborhood filled with persons who were criminals. And cer-

tainly you do not want undesirable people admitted to
citizenship.

In setting up its qualifications for citizenship in the
United States, our Government has tried to keep persons
who would not make good citizens from becoming members. No doubt you are glad of this. If you are joining
the biggest club of all, the United States, you will want
to understand its membership. Let us see what qualifications one must have to join this national group.
WHO ARE OUR CITIZENS?

The Constitution of the United States provides, in the
Fourteenth Amendment, that:
"All persons born or naturalized in the United
States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
are citizens of the United States and of the State
wherein they reside."
If a person is born in the United States and subject to
its jurisdiction, then he is a citizen. Most people are
citizens because they were born here. Congress has made

laws to give citizenship to the people of Puerto Rico,
Guam, and the Virgin Islandspossessions of the United
States that are geographically separated from the 50
States.
The Constitution also provides that the Congress shall
make rules by which persons who were born in foreign
countries may become citizens of this country by natural-

ization. When an immigrant becomes naturalized, he
actually takes our country as his own country and becomes a member of our national group. In becoming
naturalized, a person must give up his old country and

Our Constitution and Government
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become a loyal citizen of the United States. Millions of
persons who were born in foreign lands have become

members of this Nation just as though they were born
here.
WHO MAY BE NATURALIZED?

The laws which control naturalization are made by the
Congress. The Constitution of the United States gives
the Congress that authority. The Congress passed the
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952. It says that a
person can be naturalized only in the manner and subject
to the conditions set out in that law.

The law does not let every alien become a citizen.
It says, in general, that before he can petition for
citizenship he must have attained the age of 18 years,
must have lived in the United States for at least five
years, and must have been physically present in this
country for periods totaling at least half that time. He
must have been lawfully admitted to the United States
for permanent residence. He must live in the State in
which he files his petition for at least six months before
he petitions for citizenship. Before he can become naturalized, he must be able to speak, read, and write English
(with certain exceptions), if he is physically able to do
so. He must tmderstand the history and the principles
and form of government of the United States. He must
prove that he has been and is a person of good moral
character. He cannot be naturalized if he is or has been
opposed to organized government, or if he is or has been
a Communist within 10 years of the date of filing his
petition.

If an alien has qualified on all matters laid

down by the law, then he may ask for citizenship.
Before he can become a citizen, however, the law says
that he must take the following oath:

"I hereby declare, on oath, that I absolutely
and entirely renounce and abjure all allegiance
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and fidelity to any foreign prince, potentate,
state, or sovereignty, of whom or which I have
heretofore been a subject or citizen; that I will
support and defend the Constitution and laws of
the United States of America against all
enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear
true faith and allegiance to the same; that I will
bear arms on 'behalf of the United States when
required by the law ;* that I will perform noncombatant service in the armed forces of the
United States when required by the law ;* that

I will perform work of national importance
under civilian direction when required by the
law ; and that I take this obligation freely without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion: so help me God."
HOW DOES A PERSON BECOME NATURALIZED?

A person who wishes to become naturalized must first

execute an application to file a petition for naturalization. Government forms for this purpose may be obtained free of charge at any office of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service or at the office of the clerk
of any court having naturalization jurisdiction. This
application when filled out should be mailed to the
nearest office of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service. With it must be submitted three unsigned
photographs of the applicant.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service will then
notify the applicant when and where he is to appear for
his examination.

Every applicant for naturalization

must bring two witnesses to his examhiation. An officer
of the Immigration and Naturalization 'Service will then
*The Immigration and Nationality Act permits, under certain circumstances,
the taking of the oath without these clauses.
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aid the applicant in filing the petition for naturalization.
The witnesses that the petitioner (the one asking for
citizenship) has brought must ibe citizens of the United
States. They must he persons of good moral character
who have known the applicant well and have seen him
frequently. They must testify to the petitioner's good
moral character, his attachment to the principles of the
Constitution, and his residence in the United States and
in the State.
The examining officer will also question the petitioner
to determine his knowledge of the Constitution and gov-

ernment of the United States as well as the history of
this country. In most instances, the petitioner must
demonstrate his ability to read, write, and speak English.
The Federal Government supplies textbooks on citizen-

ship to help applicants for naturalization in preparing
for citizenship when the applicants are studying in
public-school classes.

Usually, at least 30 days must pass after the petition
has been filed with the court clerk before the petitioner
may appear before the judge for final action on his petition. He will be sent a notice stating on what day he
must appear in court, since naturalization dates are fixed
by the court. The petitioner himself must appear before
the judge with his witnesses, unless such witnesses have
been told by the naturalization examiner that they do not
have to come again. If the judge, at the hearing in court,
is satisfied that the petitioner is well qualified for naturalization, the petitioner will be permitted to take the
oath of allegiance to the United States. After the oath
has been taken, the judge will sign the order granting
naturalization, and the new citizen will be given a certifi-

cate of naturalization. This is the official paper that
shows that the petitioner is a citizen of his new nation,
the country of his choice.
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As a new citizen, the foreign-born person shares with
persons born in the United States all the rights and responsibilities of citizenship, except twohe may not hold
the office of President or of Vice President of the United
States. By his oath of allegiance to his new country he
agrees to take up all the duties of a faithful citizen.
THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. Name two groups of which you are a member. Can
everyone join these groups? If not, what are the quali-

fications for membership?

Do you approve of these

qualifications?
2. Do you think there should be qualifications for persons who want to join a group of dentists ? Surgeons?

Bankers? Why?

3. Would our lives be in danger if there were no qualifications for membership in a nurses' group? Group of
druggists ? Group of lifeguards? Group of police?
4. To whom does the Constitution give the power to
make a rule of naturalization? Why do you suppose this
power was not given to each of the 50 States ?

5. Only well qualified persons can become citizens of
our country by naturalization. Why?

6. Why should our citizens by naturalization be at-

tached to the principles of our Constitution?
7. Why do you wish to become a citizen of the United
States?
Complete each of these:

1. Four things to which every applicant for naturalization in the United States must swear or give proof are:
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1
2

3
4

2. If you are going to become a naturalized citizen,
what are three things to which your witnesses must
testify ?
1
2
3

3. Study the oath of allegiance to the United States
that a person takes when he is naturalized. Name at
least three things that he promises when he takes this
oath.
1
2

3

Some more words that the student should understand:
abiwredeclare under oath against a thing.
admittedpermitted to enter or join.
aliena person who is not a citizen.
allegUtncethe duty of faithfulness which a person owes to his
country.

Amendmenta change in, or an addition to, a constitution or
law.

applicanta person askirig for something.
attaehmentdevotion or Joyalty to.
certificatean official satement in writing or print telling some
important fact.
Congress, thethe national group of lawmakers in the United
States.

Constitution of the United iltatesset of general rules and
principles of government on which the whole Federal Government of the United States is built.
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declaresay.
defendprotect from danger.
deftiteclearly known.
democracya government of the people, by the people, for the
people.

demonstrateprove by doing.
domesticat home.
dutiesthose things which a person should do.
electedchosen by the votes of members of a group.
enemiesthose working against something.

evaeiona tricky way of hiding the truth.
examinationthe testing of a person's fitness by asking him
questions.

examinera person whose job is to test the fitness of another
person by asking questions.

fidelityfaithfulness, loyalty.
fvn02the last.
good moral characterqualities that result in good conduct
usually honesty and respect for the rights of others.
immigranta newcomer to a country.
jurisdictionthe lawful power of a government over its people
and their property.

/0ydfaithful.
mental reservationsome thought that you hide in your mind
and do not tell anyone.

naturalizationthe way in which foreign-born persons are
given citizenship.
obligationsomething we owe or must do.
officialissued by the Government.

petitionto make a written application.
potentateone having great power, as the ruler of a country..
President,--the chosen chief officer of a group.

principlesgeneral rules or true beliefs that can be used as a
foundation for other rules or plans.
qualifledmet certain requirements.
qualifyprove our fitness for something.
renouncedeclare against, or disown.
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sovereigntya kingdom or very powerful state.

supportuphold.

witnessespersons brought before a judge or government officer
to tell what they have seen or heard or know about something.

CHAPTER 3

Ways in Which All Our Groups Are Somewhat Alike (1)
There is nothing strange about our govermnent
They all do their work in the same general
way that our family, church, and other face-to-face

groups.

groups do.

You have already learned that the United States of
America is made up of thousands of groups of people.
Some of these groups are very large. Others are as small
as a single family. In very early days two or more per-

sons often found that by working together they were
stronger than when each person acted alone. Perhaps it
was in lifting or dragging a large log that two or more
persons learned that the strength of a number working
together was greater than that of the same number
working alone. In fighting wild beasts and in 'building
stone forts, men learned to work in groups.
In your own life you see groups meeting to worship
together, to talk about some difficult public question,
to oign a petition, or to build a new house. All about
you are groups of people working and acting together.
Sometimes these groups are working together to earn a
living in the best way they can. Sometimes they are coming together to hold services in a church, or to attend a
town meeting and talk about government. There are also
the groups that live together in neighborhoods, local communities, villages, towns, cities, States, and in our great
Nation.

There are also many less carefully planned groups. If
you go to a movie, you see many people coming together
zo
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just long enough to see the show. If you go to the park,
you see little groups having picnic lunches or playing
games. And if you visit a hospital or clinic you find
groups of nurses or doctors talking about sick people.
Every where about you there are groups. Added together,
all of these groups make up our entire Nation. They
are the means by which we get together to work, play,
worship, and live. Sometimes some of these groups are
unfriendly and fight each other. Sometimes they merely

work against each other in trying to win an election.
This happens when our political parties try to elect candidates. Some of these groups go on and on for a long

period of time, while others may gather for a few
moments only.

Has anyone ever tried to help you understand certain
simple things about all of these groups ? There are many
features that all of them have in common. If you can
understand the ways in which our groups are alike, you
will have gone a long way toward understanding our
Federal, State, and local Governments.

BASIC WAYS IN WHICH ALL GROUPS ARE ALIKE

We are now ready to make a list of the basic factors
that most groups must have in order to get things done.
1. Groups almost always have some authority. This
gives them their right to exist and do their work.
2. Groups almost always have some objective (purpose)
for which to work.
3. Groups almost always have some kind of organiza-

tion through which to carry on the work. Groups operate through this organization to fulfill their purposes.
4. Groups almost always have contacts (are in close
touch) with other groups. They work closely with other
groups in order to get things done.

f
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5. In most groups all of these factors are governed by
certain principles and standards agreed to by the members of the group.
You will want to consider these points one by one to see
if they really do exist in all group life. Remember the
key words will be (1) authority, (2) objectives, (3)

organization and operation, and (4) contacts. All of
these must be thought of in terms of the group's (5)
principles and standards.
ALL GROUPS HAVE SOME AUTHORITY

No matter what group you think of, you will find that
some person or persons in it must have the right to say
what shall be done. Someone must have the "last word."
In the home, for example, the children know that their
parents have the final authority. In case of disagreement, the parents have the final say-so or last word. In

our Nation the final authority belongs to the whole
people.

In some groups the final authority is in the hands of a
single person. This single person has the power to decide every question for the group. When a group has a
single leader who has the power to make decisions for
everybody without any argument, the authority is called
autocratic. The authority in some foreign govermnents
is autocratic. In such a system of government the people,
discuss the government and find fault with it much less
often and more secretly than they do in countries where
the authority belongs to the people. In a dictatorship
the people must obey the authority of one person. They
have no right to tell the government what it cannot do.
The people merely follow. They do not rule or limit
the government.
In some groups a very few persons hold the authority.

In such a case we have an oligarchy, which means "the
rule of the few." Perhaps you know of a group where
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a very few members seem to have control of the entire
group.

In other groups the final authority belongs to all

members of the group. We call 2uch authority democratic, which means "the rule of the people."
You are trying, perhaps, to decide what you would call

the kind of authority to be found in your church, in your
social club, or in some foreign country about which you

know. Of one thing you may be certain, whether it be
across the ocean or in your own home, there must be
enough authority given to one or more persons so that
the gi oup can do its work.
DELEGATED AUTHORITY

Groups often delegate authority. In most groups the
members keep the final authority in their own hands but
delegate it (pass it on) to someone specially chosen to do
certain things. Even in a discussion group like your
own, someone must have the authority to act as leader.
Someone must state the questions and divide up the work.
In your neighborhood schools certain authority is given
or delegated to the principal and teachers. If this were
not true, you would think a long time before you would
send your children to that school. No one would be an-

swerable for what happened to them or for what was
taught to them. No one would call the pupils together
or give them work to do. No one would give grades and
promote pupils. There would be confusion. In the

schools to which you send your children you want the
authority so delegated that you will know who to see
or call if anything goes wrong. You want someone to be
in charge and to be responsible.
You may have a group in mind in which no one seems

to know who is in charge of things. Perhaps there is
delegated authority in the group, but it is difficult to fmd.
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Unless the group more clearly delegates its authority, it
is likely to become weak. Someone has to be found to
take responsibility, for responsibility and authority go
hand in hand. If the president of a neighborhood im-

provement club has the responsibility for making his
club a real power fc: good, he must be given authority
to work out programs, to assign duties to members, and
to call them to account if they fail to do their part. If
the traffic policeman is responsible for the safety of persons at 'busy street crossings, he must be given the authority to order traffic to "stop" and "go." If you happen to hold an office in one of your groups, or if you are
the chairman of a committee, you have been given (dele-

gated) a certain amount of authority. If you hold no
office at all, as a member of the group you still have

some responsibility. You should see that the group
passes some authority on to its chosen officers.
Our Government units must have authority to do their
work. Who has authority in these units? From whom
do they get their power? The final authority belongs to
the people. This is true whether you are thinking of
the government of your Nation, State, county, city, town,
or village. When the people vote to elect government
officers they are only choosing persons to whom to delegate some of their final authority. The citizens of this
country believe in having elections often, 'because such
elections make it possible for the people to keep control
over those to whom they have delegated authority.

If you will keep in mind, then, that in all of the government groups in this country (1) final authority belongs
to the people, and that (2) the people delegate some (but
not all) authority to their chosen representatives, you will

have learned the first great principle upon which oui .
system of government is built. This is a basic principle
of our government and will be discussed fully in many
places in this book.
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GROUPS MUST HAVE SOME OBJECTIVE OR PURPOSE FOR WHICH TO
WORK

Groups do not just happen to exist. They are generally formed because two or more persons decide to do
something together rather than singly. We must, therefore, always look for a group's purpose or its objective.
For example, a group of farmers may work together for
the purpose of threshing grain, harvesting crops, or
building a barn. A group of children may be brought
together by their parents for the purpose of getting a
teacher, forming a school, and having the children taught
the necessary things to make them good and successful
citizens. A group of serious people may get together
with a minister or priest or rabbi or other religious leader
for the purpose of worshiping God or of studying religious teachings. A family group will have the objective
of improving the comfort of the home and helping one
another to make a success of life.
What are the objectives of our government groups?
All of them have the general purpose or objective of operating for the good of the greatest possible number of
people in the community. For example, the general objective of a city government is to make life safer and
more orderly for the people living in the city. But, as
a part of this general purpose, there are many other more

simple objectives that give real meaning to the general
one. What will the government do to make life safer
and more orderly for the people living in the city? Cer-

tainly the people will want their community to be a
healthful place in which to live. Therefore the government will have as part of its general objective the protection of the water supply and the taking away of waste
and garbage. The people will want the city to he an
attractive place in which to live. Therefore another part
of the government's objective will be to maintain clean
streets and well-kept parks. Certainly the people will
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want their city to be safe to live in. Therefore a part
of the objective of the government will be to provide
police protection for life and property. Many other
objectives may be added to these. As we shall see later,
sets of objectives like these are to be found in any one of
the government units. All of them have the general objective of serving the people. The government constantly
makes laws and rules to limit and regulate our activities
for the good of ourselves and ow neighbors. The government gives us all sorts of service that we cannot get for
ourselves.

But for the moment it is enough to know

that (1) government in a democracy is intended to serve
us, and not just to order us around, and that (2) its first

objective is to serve the greatest good of the greatest
number of its people. We will discuss the objectives of
our government units more fully later in our work.
THINGS TO DO
Questions to discuss in your study group:

Give as many reasons as you can to show why people, from very early times, have lived in groups.
2. As you come and go about your work for just one
day, see how many examples you oan notice of people
working or playing in groups. Discuss these in your
1.

class group.
3. In what way does every citizen in a democracy have
some authority?

4. In a democracy, why is it important that we do not
give any one person too much authority?
5. Select any one of the groups to which you belong.
Would you say that the authority within this group is
(1) democratic I (2) autocratic? (3) oligarchic? Why?
6. Why does every group have some objective or purpose in life?
7. Are all group objectives for the good of the people?
Can you give an example of a group that has a bad objec-
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WORK PROJECT
Consider some of the new stores, buildings, roads, bridges, schools,

churches, and other improvements that have been built or made
recently in your own Of a nearby community. You may include those
in nearby towns or cities if you are familiar with them. Who had the
authority to build or make them, and where did they get their authority?
What purpose or objective will each serve in the community? See
how fully and completely you can make a bigger chart like the one
below. If several persons in your study group work on this project,
it will be interesting to compare and discuss your work after the charts
are completed.
1

IMPROVEMENTS IN MY OWN OR A NEARBY COMMUNITY
The Improvsment

2

3

4

5

6

Delegated awhodty and
final awhodty

Purpose or objective
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tive ? Why should people learn something of a group's
objective before joining it?

8. What do you consider the main objective of the
group of traffic policemen in your city? What do you
consider the main objective of the staff of doctors and
nurses in your local clinic.? Are these prosocial objec-

tives? Why ?
9. What is the objective of your class group ? Is there
any delegated authority in this group'?
In this chapter we have used some interesting words,

Every student should be sure that he understands the
meaning of each of them. Discuss them in your study
group and use them in sentences. Be sure you include
the following:
activitiesthings that a person or group of persons do.

assignset apart.

authoritypower that must be obeyed.
autocraticgoverned by the power or authority of one person.

basic factorsthings at the foundation or base of, that work
together to get results.
candidatespersons seeking office.

chairmanperson who takes charge of a meeting.
clinican organization of doctors, usually connected with a hos-

pital or medical school, that examines and treats sick or
injured persons.
committeegroup selected to do a special piece of work.

confusiondisorder.
contactsplaces where things touch.
controlpower of directing or guiding persons or things.

decisionsacts of deciding, or statements of what has been
decided.

delegatepass on to others.
democraticgoverned by the power or authority of the people.
dictatorshipautocratic authority given to a leader.
disagreementfailure to agree.
discussiontalking things over.
existkeep on living.
featuresimportant and noticeable parts.
garbagewaste food matter.
4rt
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improvementthat which increases a thing in value or quality.
oligarchya government in which a few people have the final
word.

operatedo work.
orderlypeaceable, free from sudden change by violence.

political partiesorganized groups that urge certain ways of
running a government and try to get their own members
elected to office.

programsorderly arrangements of things hoped or planned to
be done.

promoteraise from one school grade to another.
protectiona guard or defense against danger or loss.
regulatemake rules for, or do a thing according to rules.
representativespersons chosen to act for a group.
responsibleready to answer for one's acts.

responsibilityreadiness to answer for one's acts; or a call to
duty that must be answered.
servicea useful thing to be done or given.
servicesreligious meetings for the purpose of worshiping
God.

standar&fuced rules or measures.
systeni,an orderly arrangement.
worshippay honor to a supreme being.

CHAPTER 4

Ways in Which All Our Groups Are Somewhat Alike (2)
Certain basic processes run through all of our
groups.

We have considered two of the ways in which all of our

groups are alike. If they are to get thing& done, they
must have (1) authority to direct their work, and they
must have (2) objectives (purposes) for which to work.
Let us see in what other ways our groups are 8imilar.
GROUPS MUST HAVE SOME FORM OF ORGANIZATION AND OPERATE
THROUGH IT TO CARRY OUT THEIR OBJECTIVES

In every group (except the kind that stays together

only for a short time) there will be some form of organi-

zation. It is through organization that a group operates

(works) for its objectives. No matter how good the ob-

jective of a group is, it usually cannot he carried out
without organizing, that is, dividing up its work among
group members.

In different groups, the form of organization may
diler greatly. Even a group that has a very simple
objective, like going to a school picnic, does not carry out
its objective without some organization. Usually, a few
members get together to decide where the group will go.
Someone is responsible for the food, and someone looks
after the trawiportation for getting there and back. In a

school organization there is usually a school board and
there are teachers and pupils. Perhaps there is a superintendevi. Each person has a part of the work to do in
operating the organization 80 that the community will
have a good school.

4
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Each of our government groups has an organization to
carry out its objectives. Just as our school or our neighborhood bank or factory has some form of arganization,

so have all of our government groups. Each has its
elected or appointed officers, certain committees, and
certain branches. All of these make up the organization.

Our Nation and all of the 50 States have written constitutions which outline a workable form of government
organization and tell how it is to ba operated. The cities
have their charters, which do the same things for them
that the constitutions do for the States and the Nation.
In this country we like to pat into writing the plan of
our government organization. That is one reason why we

have city charters, State constitutions, and a Federal
Constitution.

In some foreign coimtries the form of the

government organization is not written down at all.
Sometimes it isn't even very well understood, because it
changes so often.

Just as objectives by themselves are worth very little,
so also organization by itself is worth very little. The
organization should at all times be working toward some

Our study group has a simple objective, to
teach its members to be good citizens. It has an organiobjective.

zation made up of the teacher, those who attend its meet-

ings, and perhaps class committees. But this is not
enough. Those in the organization (teacher, class members, and committees) must work together to reach the
objective.

There are many differences in the organizations of our
government groups. Our various government groups are
not all organized alike. Even our cities do not all have
exactly the same form of organization. Nor are all the
towns, counties, or States organized exactly alike.
The organization of our town governments may differ
according to (1) the size of the town, (2) its location, or
(3) its ppecial problems or objectives. A small town far
out in the country will not need he same kind of organ-
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ization for its government as a large city needs. There
will be fewer things for the small-town government to
do, fewer services to give to the people. But the people
of a small town lying near a large city will expect many
of the same services from government as the people of
the city get. Therefore, its organization will be different from that of a country town. If a city is located on
an important harbor, one of its objectives may be to help
its people handle foreign trade. It may be organized to
regulate shipping and to operate wharves and docks for
loading and unloading vessels, which an inland city does
not have to do. Towns in which main highways meet
will need more traffic policemen than towns in narrow
valleys where there are fr.
vets. So we can
only sum up by remindil
,,t that (1) all of our government groups must hale some form of organization,
(2) the organization will not be exactly alike in many
of them, and (3) the organization, whatever it is, must
be operated to carry out the objectives of the government

group.

EACH GROUP MUST WORK WITH OTHER GROUPS

We have seen that there are thousands of groups in
this country and that each of us is a member of a number of groups at the same time. Although these groups
may have different leaders, different purposes, and different organizations, the very fact that they have many
members in common makes it necessary that they keep

up a friendly relationship with one another. We have
found that people form groups because they can do so
many things better by doing them together. In the same
way different groups are helped to reach their objectives
by working in a friendly way with other gmups. Neighborhood life is better if family groups do not quarrel but
work together for the good of the neighborhood. Religious groups do not prosper if they waste their strength
in opposing other religious groups. Your business group
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will be much stronger if it cooperates with other business groups for the good of the community. Farm
groups never succeed when they spend their time in find-

ing fault with town or city groups because, after all,
they grow many things that city people need and they
use many things that must be bought from city people.
Our government groups must work with other groups.
They need the support of the people whom they serve,
and the people, in turn, need the services and protection
of the government. Government groups must pay their
bills with money given to them by the people in the form
of tazes. The people must have confidence in the government, or they will not be willing to go on delegating

authority and power to it. A county must work out a
peaceful relationship with other counties, with nearby
cities, and with the State. The State, in turn, must live
as a good neighbor with other States. It must live in
friendly relationship with the cities that are within its
borders. It must cooperate with the Federal Government. In turn, if a nation does not carry on its dealings
with other nations in a fair and peaceful manner, it may
be at war most of the time. So, just as private persons
must learn to work together in a friendly and helpful
manner, government groups must keep up friendly contacts with one another and with the other groups to which
their members belong.
THE AUTHORITY IN EACH USEFUL GROUP, AND ITS OBJECTIVES,
ORGANIZATION, AND CONTACTS WITH OTHER GROUPS, MUST BE
GOVERNED BY DEFINITE PRINCIPLES AND STANDARDS AGREED
UPON BY ITS MEMBERS

This may be a little hard to understand at first. We
have discussed the authority in each group and understand about that. Also, about the group's objectives, and
its organization and its contacts. Now we find that un-

derneath all of these, like a foundati9n under a house,
are certain agreements among the members of prosocial

groups as to the true and fair ways of doing things
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agreements as to how the members believe they can work

for the greatest good for the greatest number.
In the past our parents and grandparents and those
who went before themour ancestorsworked out convenient ways of making life better for themselves and
their communities. Some of their ways worked out so
well that our ancestors kept on using them until they
became customs. Some customs last for hundreds of
years, while others 'become less useful as times change
or as people invent something better. The customs
that last a long time become standards (fixed rules or
measures) and we can use them as measuring sticks
for testing proposed new ways. Some of them become
firmly fixed beliefs, or principles.

(See Figure 6.)

On the foundation of these standards and principles

are built all the different factors of group living
its authority, objectives, organization, and the kind of

contacts it makes. The standards and principles of

a group are important things for both its members and
outsiders to understand. For example, in our government groups, the most important standard of all is the
Constitution of the United States (about which you are

going to learn a great deal through the rest of this

book). It is the strong foundation on which all of our
government groups are built.

We say that everything a government group does

must be constitutional. Please remember this word, for

it will be used often in your preparation for citizenship. It means that we in this country regulate our
group activities according to the rules set down in a
written constitution. The authority that we give our

government groups, their objectives, their organization,
and their contacts must be in agreement with the Constitution of the United States.

Our more everyday groups also have standar& and
principles that govern their actions. Perhaps you have
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a son who is a Boy Scout, or a daughter who belongs to

the Girl Scouts. The Boy Scouts have the Scout Law,
the Scout Oath, and the Scout Motto, and the Girl Seouts

have their seven principles. Even in our homes we are
governed by principles.

Almost every child understands

the principle of "obedienre to parents." He (or she)
also understands that there are principles of property
rights that must be respected in the home. Every boy
knows that he must not take his mother's glass vase from
the table and break it; nor must. he take money from
his father's pocketbook without permission. We expect

a grocer or butcher to act according to the principle of
fairness in giving us vegetables that are fresh or in
weighing our meat honestly. Many of the fundamental
principles of life are so simple and sensible that we do
not think much about them as we go along. But the best
things in our lives are built upiri them, and they are very

important

THINCI8 TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. Name four groups in your local community. Do
they all have some kind of an organiitation I Why were

these groups organized?
2. Are all of the groups with which you are familiar
organized exactly alike ? Why or why not?
3. Why do our city and town governments have different kinds of organizations ?
4. Why does our Federal Government need a somewhat
different kind of organization from that of a town/
5. Why is it importimt for the members of a family to

live happily together ? Do you think it is just as important for the various groups in your community to
cooperate and work together? Why?
6. Does your family group have any contact with other

groups in your community? Can you name several of
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these? Why is it important to keep peaeeful contacts
between these groups

7. Do yon think individuals as well as groups should
have certain principles and standards to govern their
livps? Name several very simpk but important principles you admire in your friends.
8. Name several important principles we expect to find
being followed by groups of government officials. Of
teachers.

Of church leaders.

9. What important principles and standards come to
your mind when you think of the new citizenship for
which so many readers of this book are working?
Suggested field trips:

Arrange for your class group, or committees selected
by it, to visit some of the interesting spots in your local
community. Two suggestions are given below:
1. Visit the city hall of your city.

(a) What are the objectives (purposes) of the
government groups working there I

(b) Where do they grt their authority?
(c) What contacts do they have with other groups
in the community?
2. Visit a ReAsion of a county court.

(a) What objective doos it serve?
(b) What contacts does it have with the people in
the community?
(c) How is it organized to do its work?
(d) Is the organization operated well enough to
serve the needs of the community?
(e) What authority does the court have to do its
work I
Some more words that the student should understand:
anee*tor*parents, grandparents, and their poen& and grandparsnts all the way back.
appointedchosen for a job, but not by vote.
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arrangeput things in order.
bordcr*--edges or boundary lines.

ehorterac4rts of general rules authorized by the Government
that are the foundations on which certain kinds of organizations are built up.
confideneetnist. belief in stmeone's honesty or ability to make
good-

rosAfihdiors/11--in agreement with the principles of the Const
tut ion.

cossfOtaionssets of gentral rules that are the foundation upon
which organizations are built.

ronrenionfhandy. well suited for ready uw.
rooperairAworks in a friendly way with other people.
foreign tradebusiness of buying and selling between people of
two countries.

harbora body of water forming a safe place where vessels
may stay.
obedieneedoing what one is told to do.

property rightsrights that a person has in things that he
OWT1s.

proaperget along well.
relationshipa well-undemtood connection between two or
more pemons or things.
itesti;otsrneet ing.

Rimikrsomewhat alike.
miperintendentit person who watches and directs the activities
of others in an organization.

mresmoney that people must pay to the Government to help
pay its expenses.

transportationway of getting from one place to another.

CHAPTER 5

The Advantages and Obligations of Group Membership
No person is worthy to share the advantages of
group membership unless he is willing to &femme the
obligations of such membership.

In our last two chapters we learned a great deal about
the make-up of groups. We learned something about
their purposes and objectives, their leadership and authority, their organizatior the way they touch and affect
other groups, and the foundations on which their group

life is built. Now we want to know what each member must put into his group life and what he can hope to
get out of it.
ADVANTAGES OF GROUP MEMBERSHIP

Every person becomes a member of a family group
when he or she is horn, although sometimes the family
group is broken up by death or is scattered before the
child is fully grown. In almost every other kind of
group, the members belong because they want to, and
usually because they expect some advantage from their
membership. As we have explained, there are a great
many things in every person's life that have to be done
and that can be done better by a number of people working together in a group than by single persons struggling
alone.
It is possible to have a private teacher for a single child,

and some people like to have their children taught in
that way. But a boy or a girl in a class at school usually
receives the instruction he or she needs from the school

3.0
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teachers and has the added advantage of learning how to

get along and make friends with other boys and girls

which in itself is a very useful thing to learn.
In a work group the members have a better chance to
earn money if they are all helping to make good articlea
quickly and well, or to sell things at good prices, or to

arrange for fair wages and healthful working conditions, than if each one worked at. home and had to do the
whole of a difficult job by himself.
Members of a group interested in religion can do many

good things for one another and for other p.-4-1ple, can
work together to have a worthy place in which to meet
and worship God, and can gain strength and wisdom
from one another's advice and experience. A religious
person could not have as full a religious life alone.
Governments are usually formed by groups of people
fqr the purpose of making and enforcing laws that will
protect the rights of the group members and will give

them opportunities (better chances) to improve their
lives and make sure of their comfort and happiness.

When immigrants move to a new country, they generally
find that some kind of government already exists there,
and they therefore must accept that. government. When
ehildren are born they cannot choose their birthplace so

as to begin living under a form of government to their
liking. Children are fortunate if they are born in a
democracy, and immigrants are fortunate if they are
allowed admission into a democracy; for in a democracy
the final authority belongs to the people. and the goverAment groups are organized to serve the people.
Later in this book you will find a chapter (Chapter
10) about the rights and opportunities of group membership under the form of government of this country.
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OBLIGATIONS OF A GROUP MEMBER

Each person owes sonic sort of duty to every useful
group of which he is a member. lie cannot expect to
receive the advantages of group nu.inbership unless he is
willing to accept eertain obligations.
Any person of good understanding can carry out these

obligations. He (or she) must be willing to work in a
friendly way with other members of the group so that
the whole group can do its work smoothly. For instance,
if the group life of a home is to go along smoothly, each
member of the family must respect the rights and property of all the other members and must do his or her part
in the work of the home. In a study group each member

must be polite and helpful, must do his or her part in
the school work, and be careful not to damage school
supplies or property. In a religious group each member

should take part in the services and activities of the
congregation and should try to live the kind of life that
will make the church grouip strong and rr-spected. In
one way or another we have similar duties as members
of every organized group to which we belong. It. is only
by doing our duty in each of these groups that we can
get the most good out of our membership. And the
groups themselves can be no stronger than their members
make them. (See Figure 7.)
We consider that a neighbor is a good member of the
community if he is friendly and honest, keeps a neat
home, and helps to make the neighborhood healthy and
safe. In the same way every citizen may become an important member of larger groups, such as the city, State,
and Nation. But if any one member does not do his

part, even in a large group, he makes the rest of the
members do more work, which is not fair to them. A
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Obligations To Our Groups
No group is stronger than its members
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person who does not work well with his neighbors in
nearby groups usually does not make a very valuable
member of larger groups.
SOME OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS OF OUR NATIONAL GROUP

Every mentber of our National group (which is made
up of more than 200 million citizens and aitout 31/2 million noncitizens) has important obhgations to the Nation,
from which he (or she) gets so many benefits and services. Some of these obligations do not arise often to
test the ood will of the group membership, but when
they do present themselves they bring inconvenience or
danger and call for real self-sarrifiee. Other obligations

arise every day and are repeated tests (although not
difficult ones) of good citizenship. Here are three obligations, for example, that may require considerable time
and discomfort, and possibly even danger:
In time of war, any able-bodied tnan may be called
upon to fight for his country.
Even in times of peace, any man may he ordered by
the sheriff of the county in which he lives to help in

arresting a criminal or in enforcing the public peace
and order.
Any man who is a citizen (and in most States women,

too) may be called upon to serve on a jury and must
then, if he is chosen by the judge, stop his regular work
and attend court as long as he is needed.
Some citizens may go through life without being asked

to do any of these things, but there are various other
things they may be called on to do, such as serving
on local school boards or other committees, joining the

National Guard (militia), or giving other voluntary
services, things which it would be hard for a good citizen

to refuse to do. And also there are the taxeswhich

1
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both citizens and noncitizens may be called on to pay in
order to meet the expenses of government.
PATMG TAXIS

Few of us really like to pay taxes to the Government,
and some of us think we get off without doing so, but
we must remember that almost everybody who buys
things from a merchant or pays rent to a landlord is
helping that person to pay taxes on his business or prop-

erty. because the merchant or landlord has to charge
each person a little extra for that purpose. Of course
almost every part of the government must have money to
pay expenses. Some citizens, on the other hand, look on
their taxes as their membership dues to the government
organization, which gives them so many advantages and

In paying taxes they figure they are paying
for police protection, fire protection, good streets and
roads, schools, and hundreds of other government services. Turn to Figure 8. It shows many of the good
things that we receive for our tax money.
services.

117111WG

Another duty of every citizen, which is also a great
right and privilege, is the obligation to vote for officers
of the Government. Through using his right to vote, the
citizen plays his part as one of the real rulers of this
country. We can have good government only if we elect
able and honest officials. In electing officials the vote of
each citizen counts for as much as that of any other citi-

Each citizen is "equal before the law." If the
newly naturalized citizen understands the obligations
that he takes upon himself with his oath of allegiance,
he will not fail to vote as wisely as he can. He will
gather all the information he can get about the candidates in every election and will think it over carefully.
zen.
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WHY WE MUST HAVE TAXES IN A DEMOCRACY
Some of the Things We Get for the Taxes We Pay
PROTECTION

I. Po Ikea's' to poled es.
2. Laws to premed ow families and homes.
3. Courts to prated ore rights.

4. Armed Forces to protect ow covfty.
S. Fire departments to prevent and pet oft hes.

HEALTH
6. Pere water systems.
7. Sewer systems.

I. Inspected milt and meat.

9. UMW's* and hosebols.
EDUCATION
10. A widespread system of peblic +schools.
11. Free public kfireries.

ROADS AND CONSERVATION
12. Highways and meets.
13. Protected Forum and wildlife.

PROTECTION OF SAVINGS
1 4. Bank inspection and inaprence of saris, in bank
1S. Revelation of corporations.

RELIEF AND AID
16. Social Security beeelas.
17. Help for dependent, diseased, and crippled children.
12. Relief from droeghts awd Roods.
19. Employment insurance for those who are injured or lose their lobs.

Fiore
Why Wi Mea Hen Tones is a Demosecy
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If the citizens of this country do not do their duty by
voting, they will put our democracy in danger. It
is only by using their right to vote that the people can
rule This country. All citizens who are interested in
their own welfare, the welfare of their families, and the
welfare of the Nation should remember this.
SOWING THE COSIBIUNITY IN OMEN WATS

One of the usual ways for a citizen of the United
States to show good citizenship is by taking an active part
in the affairs of the community in which he or she lives.

In his own town, village, or neighborhood a citizen can
get first-hand information about local problems of govern-

If there is a new bridge or school to be built, a
new public hospital to be planned, or a new park to be
located, the citizen can learn for himself about the real
need behind these plans. He can then talk them over
with other taxpayers and with public officials in his
neighborhood. Good public officials should always be
ment.

glad to discuss such matters with citizens.
GOOD CITIZENSHIP BEGINS IN THE COMMUNITY GROUP

We see that good citizenship begins in the community
group, where the citizen knows the community's needs

and takes part in the everyday life of the community.
The national group cannot be democratic (which means
that ;t cannot give all the people their fair share in the
government) if the community groups are not democratic.
Every citizen can also help the community very much
by his everyday behavior, such as careful driving, helping
to keep parks and neighborhoods clean, and having a neat
and clean home. He can do his daily work earnestly and

respect his neighbors' rights. Even boys and girls are
aiding the police in large cities by helping younger children to cross busy streets safely on their way to school.
Parents, in their homes, have one of the greatest obligations of good citizenship in training their children to be1
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OBLIGATIONS AS GROUP MEMBERS
Discuss in your class the obligation that a person owes to every
group of which he is a member. After the discussion, complete the
following chart as best you can:
Obligations that a person owes to his FAMILY:

1.
2.
Obligations that a person owes to his SCHOOL group:
1.

2.
Obligations that .3 person owes to his CHURCH:

1.
2.
Obligations that a person owes to his WORK:

1.
2.

Obligations that a person owes to his NEIGHBORHOOD or
COMMUNITY:
1
4

2.
Obligations that a person owes to his COUNTY or CITY:
1

2.
Obligations that a person owes to his COUNTRY:

1.
2.

Figure 9

Worlc Project: Obligations as Group Members
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come hdpful citizens. NO WOnder we SaY that the best
eitizen is the tale who has learned to be a good member
of his !Italie, his schlml, his club, his neighborhood, and
his eoninninity.

In conclusion, we can say that our citizenship is a privilege given to some of us at birth, but gained by others
through naturalization. It puts upon each citizen the
obiigation to work as faithfully as he can for the good of
the whole group.
THIN(iS TO 1)0

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. In our country does the vote of a rich citizen count
for more than the vote of a poor man ? Why or why not ?

2. Do the everyday activities of a person show us
whether he is a good citizen? Why ?

3. Name some of the things in your community in
which you think every citizen should be interested.
4. Select one of the groups to which you belong that

has at least 10 members. How was it formed? What
was its purpose ? How did you become a member? What
is your own part in the group?
Suggested field trips:

Are there any new improvements being made in
Any more parks? Public buildings ?
Roads? Bridges If so, elect a committee from your
group to visit each of them. Ask the committee to report
to your group and tell how each new project will help the
your community ?

community.

Some more words that the student should understand:
admiMonpermission to enter into or join.
advantagesthings that are helpful.
articlesparticular things.
corporationsgroups of people who join in business, each group
with legal permission to act as one person.
dependentrelying upon others for support.
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enf,rchsy -using authority, or even forr, to jolt a law or

rule

into etTect.
e.z pe rim ..1---(Tht

e lie ric

of things.

that. which has !wen learned by having tried a

thing.
good willwillingness to live or work together well.
improceincrease in value or quality.
; Con re file mydiscom fort ;
t rouble.

somet ling t hat

gi ves

a

person

inspeetedlooked at carefully.
hiNpertioncareful study or inquiry made by actually looking
at .the thing examined.

insuranceprotection against loss.
:mya group of citizens who are chosen to listen to trials in
a court and to decide which side is right.

landlordan owner who rents his land or buildings to someone else.

librariesbuildings or rooms where books are kept to be read.
local prohlenvneighborhood questions that need answering.
merchanta person whose business is to buy and sell things.

militiaan organization of soldiers who in peacetime have
other jobs, and who drill and are trained only on a part-time
basis.

officerspersons given authority by a group to hold definite jobs
or "offices."
officialsofficers.

privilegea special advantage that we should prize.
regulationrule to limit or direct action (usually government
action).
self -sarifeea giving up by a person of things he needs, usually
in order to help other persons.
sheriffa law-enforcing officer of a county.
voluntaryaccording to one's free will.
voteexpress one's choice betw ;en men or plans by indicating
"yes" or "no."

'welfaregood living conditions.

CHAPTER 6

How the Coloaists Defended Their Freedom and Started
a New Nation
"Independence now and Independence forever."
Daniel :Webster.

In Chapters 3 and 4 we learned that. certain basic
factors will be fotmd in almost all the groups that las t.
We must soon go forward to study these basic factors
as they are found in the many different kinds of government groups in this country. Before we can do this,
however, we shall need to know something of how our
government groups were started. We already know that
our form of government is built upon our Federal Constitution. In this chapter let us go back to the days of
the earliest settlers and learn how they kept their freedom and established an independent nation.

THE EARLY COLONIAL GROUPS

Our Nation is now a Republic made up of 50 States,
the District of Columbia, and outlying possessions. It
has grown from 13 States to its present size. Before
the people of the 13 States organized themselves into a
new Nation they had lived, in separate groups of communities, called Colonies.
Most of the early Colonies had been settled by groups

of persons who had some special objective. The Virginia Colony, for example, was settled by an English
"company"a group of Englishmen who tried to make
50
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their fortunes by taking the lumber, tobacco, indigo, and
her agrirultural pnyducts id the new ei)untry back to
Europc and selling them for a profit. Naturally agriculture was the chief business of the settlers.
The "Pilgrims" from England came to New England

to fa-e cold winters and unfriendly Indians, beeause

they valued the right to worship God in ways that were
forbidden at. home.

The Quakers formed another group of early settlers.
Led by William Penn, they ranw from England to what
is now Pennsylvania and were interested in founding
new communities in which they would not be persecuted
for their religious beliefs.
Settlers from Holland built the town of New Amsterdam on the south point of Manhattan Island as a trading

center for the great Hudson River Valley, which had
been explored by their famous sailor, Hendrik Hudson.
The British afterward took the town and renamed it
New York.

Only a few years after the English landed in Massachusetts and the Dutch in what is now New York State,
the Swedes, Finns, and other northern European people
began coming to Delaware and New Jersey as settlers.

Later some of the Spaniards from Florida and the French
from Canada moved to the new country to join the English
colonists. Many Germans came to Peimsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. The Scotch and the Irish became
settlers in all of the 13 Colonies and helped, with bravery
and cheerfulness, to explore and build up the new coun-

try. But the greater number of colonists, from New
Hampshire to Georgia, were the sons and daughters of

English parents and ancestors.
Turn to Figure 10 and you will learn when and where
some of these early groups settled in our country. But
you must remember that only the English came in large

enough numbers to form separate government groups
that lasted. These groups were friendly enough nd
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SOME OF OUR FIRST SETTLERS
People from many foreign lands came and settled in this new world.
They sought liberty and a better living, and the happiness they hoped
these would bring them. Here art some of the early arrivals:

1607

The ENGLISH settled at Jamestown, in what is now

Virginia.
1620

The ENGLISH (Pilgrims) settled in what is now Massachusetts.

1623-1625 The DUTCH settled on Manhattan Island, where New
York City has since been built.
1638

The SWEDES settled in what is now the State of Delaware.

1681

The ENGLISH (Quakers) settled in what is now Pennsylvania.

1683

The GERMANS settled at Germantown and other
places in Pennsylvania.

1714

The SCOTCH-IRISH settled in large numbers along the
western edge of all the colonies from Pennsylvania

to Georgia.
1718

The FRENCH settled at New Orleans, at the mouth of
the Mississippi River.

Figure 10

Some of Our First Settlers
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that settb.r. or other (-01intries
found themselves weleomed and %%ere glad to live under
the governments set np by the British.
nviialb4Prly enotil.rh

Su

The only groups in this country that the settlers had
difficulty in getting along with were the American Indians.
The Indians could not read or write. They did not understand numy of the colonists' customs; no did the colonists
understand the customs of the Indians. The colonists

built permanent homes in groups and communities and
worked hard to improve the land, to increase trade and
industries, to provide good schooling for their children,
and to provide orderly, peaceful living conditions for their
families. The Indian tribes had an authority and organi-

zation that seemed to the colonists to he constantly
changing. Their members generally lived in established
territories, bad homes, and took care of the forests. Many
tribes used forms of agriculture. Some moved from place

to place, hunting and fishing. A few Indians joined the
settlers' groups, but most of them were a constant danger
to the peace and order of the Colonies.
It was the hope of the colonists that the King and the
Parliament at London would give them a real form of selfgovernment, with authority delegated to their own assemblies to make their laws for the purpose of protecting
their lives, their families, their property, and their freedom. For hundreds of years past England had been one

of the few countries in the world in which the people
had had a large share in the authority and responsibility
of government.
THE KIND OF GOVERNMENT THAT THE BRITISH GAVE TO THE
COLONIES

The government of the early Colonies was in the hands
of the British King and his advisers. For over 100 years

the colonists were fairly well satisfied with it.

The

mother country did not interfere too much with the personal freedom of the colonists. The British King sent
IN A
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viivernors to the eolonies; bilt the isolonists were allowed
to elect memi)ers 1)1* lawmaking assemblies which had the
right tO drl'idf 116010 taxes, Hiblie improvements_ an(I
)ther important matters. The riiyal gl)vernors sometimes

interfered with the rights a ow assemblips and of the
MistS, Ilia in general this pei)ple 1)f the Colimies were
very loyal to tlw King and British (overnment and
thought themselves well treated.
1.1)14

THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR

Between 1754 and 1765 ehanges began to take place.
The British became engaged in a war with France. In

America the French, with their Indian allies, and the
Britisb colonists, with their Indian allies, fought against
each other. The colonists fought bravely and spent their
money freely to defend their country. The Bititish sent
generals and soldiers to help the colonists. Together

they won the war. The war was over in 1768 and the
British got Canada. Afterward the British Government,

which had spent large sums of money in fighting the
French in Europe and in India, as well as in North
America, tried to collect part of the cost of the war from
the colonists, who had already suffered heavy losses in
fighting the French and Indians. To do this, the government in 1765 put a heavy stamp tax on all kinds of
business and trade in the Colonies. Part of the money

raised in this way was to he spent in the Colonies for
improvements and, better protection against the Indians,
but part was to be taken back to Great Britain.
Many of the colonists claimed that they could have won
the war without the British soldiers; but, more than anything else, they complained that they were being taxed
without being given the old English right of voting for or
against the plan of taxation. They had no representa-

tives in the British Parliament, and their own elected
assemblies were not consulted by the British Government
across the ocean.
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As feelings grew more bitter, the government of King
( 4OrgI III began to interfen. in otlwr ways with the lives
and businesses of tlw colonists. Great Britain had always
tried to keep other countries from getting a share of their
trade, and the CI donists luld made no Objection as long as
they could count on British protection from the French,
the Spanish, and the Indians. But now the British Government put new burdens of taxation and regulation on

such trade, in ways that hurt the colonists badly. And
the colonists began to feel that all their freedom, and
especially the rights of self-government, which they had
always claimed, were being taken away from them.
Delegates from the Colonies met as a "Continental Congress" at Philadelphia in 1774 to discuss the troubles that
they were having with Great Britain. They hoped to get

fairer treatment by sending a petition to the King, but
many of them were willing to fight to get from Great
Britain what they considered to he their rights.
HOW THE COLONIES WON THEIR INDEPENDENCE

The war which had ended in 1763 left the British
the most powerful nation in the world. In planning to
fight against this great power for their rights, the colonists had to remember that they were divided into 13
separate groups, loosely joined by a new Congress of dele-

gates having no real authority that would be binding on
the people back home in each colony. The Colonies had
no well-trained soldiers and no real armies. In the roughand-tumble fighting with the French and the Indians they
had been very successful, but after all it must be remembered that they had been fighting against the Indians in
the new country for a hundred years or more and knew
that kind of fighting much better than the British soldiers
and their officers did. However, the colonial fighting men
were not trained to fight in settled country, on regular
battlefields, and against well-drilled groups of soldiers
rt
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w ho had learned in famous battles in many parts of the

world to work together and gain the great advantage
of cooperation. The colonists were mostly farmers, trappers, and traders, and even in their cities they had few

factories that could make weapons and other things
needed for fighting a war.
The only money they had was British money, and, when
the war began, their trade with Great Britain and with all
other countries was stopped by the British war vessels, so
that they could not get any more money from outside the

The weak central government that they had
set up had no right to demand tax money but could only
Colonies.

ask each Colony to give as much as it was willing to give.
GEORGE WASHINGTON

In June 1775 the Continental Congress did the best
thing it could possibly have done to carry on the war successfully. It chose George Washington, of Virginia, the
bravest, most able, most patient, and unselfish man in all
the Colonies, to be the commander of the Colonial Army.
He had been a fighter since his boyhood and a very useful
citizen in many other ways. He soon proved that, even if

he did not have enough soldiers to beat the famous
British "red coats," he could lose battles without losing
the war, for he never let his army be capturedas British
armies were captured by our forces at Saratoga in 1777
and at Yorktown in 1781, in the two most decisive battles
of this war. His soldiers loved him and all the colonists
trusted him.
Washington's fame and the colonists' fight for freedom

soon began to draw helpers from Europesuch men as
Lafayette and Rochambeau from France, Kosciusko and

Pulaski from Poland, and von Steuben from Germany
and these men helped to train and lead the colonial soldiers in the kind of fighting that was needed to beat the
British. Love of freedom and admiration for George
Washington often kept the Colonial Army from breaking up and going home when there was no money to pay

01
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the soldiers and hardly any food, clothes, or weapons to
keep them alive and fighting.
THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

The struggle against the British drew the colonists
closer together. At first they hoped that their willingness

to fight might persuade the British Government to respect their rights and to treat them better. But as the,
war went on, they began to favor complete separation
from Great Britain. Soon a committee of the Continental
Congress, made up of Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin

Franklin, John Adams, Roger Sherman, and Philip
Livingstone, was appointed to draw up a Declaration of
Independence.
On July 4, 1776, the Declaration of Independence,
which had been written mostly by Thomas Jefferson, was
adopted by the Congress representing the 13 Colonies
in that part of America which later became the United
States. Almost a month passed before the Declaration
was signed by 56 men. These signers and their families
were regarded as traitors by the British Government. It
is no wonder that Benjamin Franklin said, as the document was being signed, "We must indeed all hang together, or most assuredly we shall all hang separately."
Among the signers were farmers, lawyers, merchants,
ministers, planters, doctors, and men of other occupations. If you study Figure 11 you will read the names
and occupations of the 56 men who signed the Declaration. You. will also learn which State each represented.
The 13 Colonies that became 13 States were (1) New
Hampshire, (2) Massachusetts, (3) Rhode Island, (4)
Connecticut, (5) New York, (6) New Jersey, (7) Pennsylvania, (8) Delaware, (9) Maryland, (10) Virginia,

(11) North Carolina, (12) South Carolina, and

(13)

Perhaps your own State is among them.
The Declaration of Independence proclaimed that the

Georgia.

Colonies were from that day forward free and inde-
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THE SIGNERS OF THE

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
(Adopted July 4, 1776)
State

Name

Work

owner.

Md.... lawyer.
Md.... lawyer.

Charles Carroll
Samuel Chase

N.J . .. lawyer.

Abraham Clark
George Clymer

Pa

William Ellery.... R.I .

merchant.

William Floyd.... N.Y

lawyer.
land

Benjamin Franklin. Pa

owner.
printer.

Elbridge Gerry.... Mass... merchant.
Button Gwinnett
merchant.
Lyman Hall
.. Ga .... physician.

John Hancock.... Mass... merchant.
Benjamin Harrison. Va .... planter.

N.J.... farmer.

John Hart
Joseph Hewes
Thos. Heyward, Jr

William Hooper

Name

State

Mass... lawyer.
Thomas Lynch, Jr. S.0
Mass... brewer.
Thomas M'Kean.. Del
N.H... physician. Arthur Middleton. S.0
Va
land
Lewis Morris .
N.Y .

John Adams
Samuel Adams
Josiah Bartlett
Carter Braxton

N.C.... merchant.
S.C.
lawyer.

N.C.... lawyer.

R.I
Francis Hopkinson. N.J
Samuel Huntington. Conn
Thomas Jefferson.. Va .
Richard Henry Lee. Va .

Robert Morris.... Pa
John Morton ..... Pa

Thomas Nelson, Jr. Va .

William Paco . ... Md

George Ross

Pa

Benjamin Rush. Pa

Edward Rutledge.. S.C
Roger Sherman... Conn
James Smith

.

Pa

Richard Stockton.. N.J
Thomas Stone .... Md

George Taylor.... Pa

Matthew Thornton. N.H

merchant.

Francis L. Lee.... Va

lawyer.
lawyer.
lawyer.
planter.
planter.

George Walton... Ga
William Whipple. N.H
William Williams. Conn
James Wilson .... Pa

Francis Lewis

merchant.

Oliver Wolcott ... Conn
George Wythe
Va

Philip Livingston

N.Y ... merchant.

farmer.
merchant.
surveyor.
merchant.

lawyer.

lawyer.
Robert T. Paine... Mass
John Penn . . ..... N.C
lawyer.
George Read
Del.... lawyer.
Caesar Rodney
Del.... merchant.

Stephen Hopkins

N.Y

Work
planter.
lawyer.
planter.

John Witherspoon. N.J

Figure 11
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lawyer.
physician.
lawyer.
shoe-

maker.
lawyer.
lawyer.
lawyer.
manufacturer.
physician.
lawyer.
merchant.
merchant.
lawyer.
minister.
lawyer.

lawyer.
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pendent States and no longer under any allegiance or
obligation to the British King, and that they had full
power to make war or peace, or to take any action that
other independent States had a right to take.
THE FINAL VICTORY OF THE AMERICANS

The colonists were successful in their War for Inde-

pendence. When the news of the Declaration of Independence reached Europe, the French began to think
about fighting the British again. The courage of Washington and his Army, the colonists' victory at Saratoga,
and the failure of the British armies to defeat the scattered and weak colonists led France to make an alliance
with "the United States of America" in February 1778,
and soon after to send a fleet of war vessels to their aid.

Spain and Holland also joined the war against Great
Britain although they did not send help to the colonists.
The British began. to have troubles in many places. Before long they had to give up Philadelphia, which they
had captured in 1777, and were only able to hold New

York City and parts of the Southern States. Finally
their only fighting army in this country was surrounded
at Yorktown in Virginia and forced to surrender.
The patience and able leadership of George Washington, the courage of his little army and its officers, and

the help given by our French allies had won the war.
When the treaty of peace was signed in 1783, the Colonies were recognized by the great nations of Europe as
independent States and an independent Nation, which
they had been claiming to be since 1776.
INDEPENDENCE DAY

Ever since the signing of the Declaration of Independ-1
ence we have celebrated the 4th of July as Independence

Day. We celebrate it as our Nation's birthday. The
old cracked Liberty Bell, which was used to "proclaim
Liberty throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants
thereof," may be seen today in the old Statehouse in
Philadelphia.

(See Figure 12.)
Mtn
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truths to b.
solf.evident, that all
created qual, the

men

arm

they

arm

ndowed by their Creator with
unalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty,

certain

and the pursuit of happiness."

Figure 12

The Liberty Bell
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THINGS TO DO

Put the correct words in each blank:
settled what is now known as
1. The
Pennsylvania.

2. The lawmaking body of the British Government is
called the
3. The 13 Colonies fought a long war and won from
Great Britain their
4. The document declaring the 13 Colonies to be free
and independent States is known as the

5. We celebrate our Nation's birthday on the fourth
of

6. The 13 Colonies that won their independence from
Great Britain were :
7.
8.
9.
10.
11
12.

1

2
3

4
5
6

13.

Some more new words that the student should understand:
adm,irationgreat liking for.
adoptedaccepted.
agriculturalconnected with farming.
allianceagreement of groups to cooperate.
assembliesthe meetings of a group; a word often used in connection with lawmaking groups.

bindingserving to connect persons or things closely together.
BritiApeople of England, Scotland, and Wales.
burdensthings heavy or hard to carry.
celebratedmade an important or a happy occasion of.
Coloniesnewly settled communities or countries that belong
to an older national group.
colonistspersons living in a colony.
Continenkd Congressa group of delegates from all the colonies which met first in 1774 to make plans to protect the
rights of the colonists.
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createdmade new.
CreatorGod, the Supreme One.
decisivedeciding, having final influence on the result.
Declaration of Independerwethe public statement by which
the Continental Congress declared the 13 North American
Colonies to be free from Great Britain.

delegatespersons to whom other persons give authority to
represent them, usually at a meeting.

demandask or call for with authority.
documenta written or printed paper that often is used as a
guide for action.
endowedgiven valuable gifts or rights.
establishedset up or created.
fleeta number of ships under one command.
forbiddenordered by mmeone in authority that something
not be done.

f oundingstarting or setting up.
independencefreedom from being ruled by someone else.

independentnot needing the support, or subject to the control, of someone else.

inhabitantspeople who live in a place.

interfereact in a way to hamper the actions or freedom of
another person.
occupationsways of earning a living.
Parliament, thename for the British lawmaking group.
persecutedtreated with repeated acts of cruelty.
persuadewin over by argument.
Pilgrimspersons who left England to find religious freedom.
proclaimedmade a public statement about an important
thing.

profitgain, sale of an article for more than was paid for it.
pursuitsearch for.
recognizedaccepted.
self-evidentso clear that nobody can misunderstand.

surrendergive up.
traitorspersons who go against their allegiance.
treatyan important agreement between two or more nations.
unalienablethat which cannot be taken away.
weaponsthings to fight with, as guns.

CHAPTER 7

How a New Constitution Was Planned and Adopted
"We the people of the United States, . . . establish
this Constitution for the United States of America."
First words of the Federal Const!tution.

After the colonists won their independence from Great
Britain they faced the problem of choosing a form of
government for themselves. What kind of government
would about 4 million people in a new country choose ?
To what kind of a government would they give power to
make laws that they themselves must obey ?
To answer these questions, the wise leaders of the 13
States wrote the Constitution, which is today the supreme

law of the United States. Let us read about the planning of the Constitution.
THE NEED FOR A STRONG GOVERNMENT

The War for Independence freed the 13 Colonies from
Great Britain. They became independent States. But
they still had the problem of setting up a government on
which they could all agree. Here were 13 States, free

but in an unfriendly world. They did not know how
closely they must get together for safety, or how inde-

pendent of each other they could afford to be. They had
not paid all the expenses of the war. They had no money

with which to pay their .debts. No general plan had
been worked out to guide them in their relationship with
foreign countries. They no longer had a mother country
to protect them from other nations. They had no real
central government. What were they to do? What good
or bad things could they see ahead of them?
Oft,
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Some of the people in the States wantcd to set up a
strong central government. Others were fearful that in
so doing they would lose some of the freedom for which
they had fought.
THE ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION

For 8 years (1781-89) the people of the 13 States tried
to work out their problems through a plan of government
known as Articles of Confederation. In this plan a central government was set up, but it had so little power that
it could not do much to help the States or their people. It
had no chief executive to enforce its laws. It had no
power to collect taxes, and so could not work out a general tax system for all 13 States. It could ask the States
for money but could not force them to give it. The
people of each State felt that their State could withdraw
from the Union whenever they wanted it to. The Con-

federation, could not really protect their property. It
could not settle disputes among the States. They could
not even feel sure that it could defend them from their
enemies.
A DANGEROUS PERIOD

The 8 years from 1731 to 1789 are known as the Critical

Period of our country's history (a period when difficult
decisions were being reached). During those years it was
often thought that the people of each of the 13 States were
too much interested in their own State te join in forming

a strong union. Many thoughtful people began to fear
that the States would stand idly by and let their chance
of becoming a nation slip away from them. It was hard
to get able persons to take leading positions in such a
weak Confederation. Slowly the States began to drift
apart and to distrust one another. And so, little by little,
some of the leading men of the States began to argue
that there must he a strong central government, with
enough authority to force the States to obey its laws. It
was difficult to get such a plan started. But fmally the
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Congress, which was the only central group for the representatives of the 13 States, decided to suggest to the States
that they arrange for a convention to change and
strengthen the Articles of Confederation.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1787

The 'Convention began its meetings in Independence
Hall in Philadelphia on May 25, 1787. This was the same
hall in which the Declaration of Independence had been
signed almost 11 years before.
The State governments had named more than 70 delegates to attend the Convention, but only 55 came. The
State of Rhode Island did not send anyone. Only 39 delegates finally signed the Constitution. The signers and the
other delegates who worked faithfully to draw up the new
plan of goverrment are now known as the "Fathers of the
Constitution."
What kind of men represented the States in this Convention? If each community in your State were asked to
send a representative to your State capital to help im-

prove your State government, you and your neighbors
would certainly try to select someone who knew the needs

of the community and was able and vigorous. Just so,
in 1787, the States sent to the Constitutional Convention
at Philadelphia some of their most experienced leaders.
The best known among them were George Washington,
who patiently acted as president through the long sessions, and by his wisdom and influence did his country a
fine service, in gniding and holding together his fellow
delegates; Benjamin Franklin, the 81-year-old Pennsylvanian who had for so many years represented his country in England and France; James Madison, of Virginia,
who did more than any other member of the group in
octually writing the new Constitution, ably helped by
Gouverneur Morris and James Wilson, of Pennsylvania
and Alexander Hamilton, of New York, the fiery, young
advocate of a strong central government.
1061
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The Convention was made up of men who came from
different groups in their communities. Each was loyal
to his own State. Some came from small and some from
large States. Their opinions differed widely on the ques-

tion of how the small and the large Stab s should be
represented in the new government. Some of the deputies were rich and others were poor. Some were property owner3 with slaves as a part of their property. This
led them into differences of opinion with the representatives of States that did not approve of slavery. There
were sharp differences, too, between the representatives
of the farming States and of the States with large cities
and many merchants. At times it seemed hopeless to try
to get any general agreement.
DIFFERENT PLANS FOR A NEW GOVERNMENT

Every delegate had to think of many people besides
himself. Each had to remember the main interests of the
people of his own Statethe business interests, the ways
o; living, the customs of governmentas well as many
smaller group interests within his State. No delegate
could feel comfortable about going back to his people at
home unless he had gotten for them as many good things
as anybody got out of the new plan of government. Of

course, that meant that every state group of delegates
had to be ready to give up some of the things that their
State wanted in order to get other things that it needed
as much. The thing that all of the States really needed
most was a smoothly working system of national government. It was because some of the delegates were wise
enough to see this, and were persuasive enough to make

the rest of the members see it too, that the convention
finally succeeded in planning and adopting a Constitution

that all the world has admired and that has been a
model followed in various ways by other governments
ever since. The leaders of the convention were wise
enough to compromise.
rbil
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THE COMPROMISE

Some of the smaller States had at first wanted to be
compleyy independent that is why little Rhode Island
had not sent any delegates. But as the members of the
Convention talked matters over for 4 months, they all
began to see certain things more clearly. Some of these
were :

1. That no single State could be sure that it was safe

from foreign invasion.
2. That no single State was strong enough to protect its
foreign trade.
3. That no single State could successfully handle the
problem of the Indians.
4. That no single State could deepen and improve, for

shipping and water control, rivers that ran through several States.
5. That they all needed good connecting raads for
travel, trade, and post)] service.
6. That they all had much the same needs and the same
ideas about laws, freedom, religion, and self-government.
7. That they all had suffered needlessly from the weakness of the Articles of Confederation.

The small States were still worried for fear that other
States, especially the large States, would get the better of
them.

Some delegates were so distrustful that they

walked out of the Convention rather than agree to give
up any part of their State's independence.
Instead of breaking up in a disagreement, as some expected, the Convention finally agreed that each small
State should have the same number of Senators in the

United States Senate as the big States didtwo each.
They also agreed that representation in the House of
Representatives should be divided among the States ac-

cording to the number of their inhabitants. However,
as the big States might be expected to pay more tax
money to the central government than the small States,
all laws about raising money would have to be agreed
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upon by the House of Representatives, where the large
States would have more votes, before the Senate could

vote on them.

There were also several other compromises by which
different groups of States were given certain special
rights in exchange for giving up other rights. But in the
end they all agreed to a plan for a central government
that would be strong enough to Twice them act together
and form a single nation.
EXAMPLES FROM THE PAST THAT GUIDED THE CONVENTION GROUP

If you were asked to write out a constitution for a club
or other group organization in which you were interested,
how would you begin? Would you look about you for
some model or example from the past to guide you? That
is just what the Fathers of our Federal Constitution did
at Philadelphia. They looked into the past for something
good to copy. But they did not copy any single model.
They borrowed certain ideas from a number of different
sources with which they were or had been in contact.
1. They borrowed from their experiences with the British government. You may remember that the English
colonists brought to this country many ideas of self-government in use in their home country. The British had
a constitution (although not a written one), which was
supposed to protect their right of self-government. There
was a great deal more personal liberty in Great Britain
than in most European countries, and the people there
had the right to elect certain members of the Parliament.
They could rely on the British law courtb for fairer trials
than in other countries. Some of these ideas became
standards and principles that guided the writers of our
Constitution.

2. The Colonial Charters helped to guide the Conven-

tion's work.

The citizens of the 13 Colonies had lived for

many years under written colonial charters. Some of
these charters contained many ideas for government organization. The colonists who lived under these charters
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usually liked the ideas set forth in them, and it is natural
that they used them as models from which to work out a
Federal Constitution.
3. The Declaration of Independence helped the makers
of our Constitution. The delegates at Philadelphia found
great help in the Declaration of Independence, which had
been adopted 11 years before. It had stated some of the
objectives of a democratic government. It had declared

that such a government must get its power from the
people. It had protested against many wrong things
the British Government had done. Many of the principles and standards of our Government that are as true
today as they ever were can be found in the Declaration
of Independence. For example, it declares that all men
are created equal and have a right to live, to be free, and

to work for happiness; it proclaims the duty of the
Government to preserve these rights of the people.

4. There were 13 State constitutions in 17g9. When
the Colonies renounced their allegiance to Great Britain
they also declared themselves to be independent States.
Each of the colonial groups then wrote its own State constitution. In doing so it borrowed ideas from the colonial charter. At Philadelphia the Fathers of our Federal

Constitution studied the plans of government that had
been set up by these State constitutions and found some
of them very helpful in guiding their work.
5. The Articles of Confederation helped the Convention. The Articles of Confederation under which the 13
States had lived during the Critical Period were of some
use. The government organization under these Articles
had been very unsatisfactory, but it gave the delegates at
Philadelphia many suggestions, which kept them from
repeating the mistakes of the past in establishing the new
plan of government.

6. The political ideas of leaders were of help to the
delegates at Philadelphia. Not everything that guided
the Fathers of the Constitution could be found in written
form.

The great thinkers among the delegates them-
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selves had many ideas about government. They, after
all, were the ones who had fought the mother country

in order that they might establish their own form of

government. The ideas of great thinkers of other nations
helped also. For example, it was a French writer,
Montesquieu, whose writings suggested to Gouverneur
Morris and others the idea of dividing the Government's
power among three branches: the legislative branch, the
executive branch, and the judiciary.
RESULTS OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

After a long summer of work, the Convention asked

Gouverneur Morris to write the final draft of the Constitution. This he did, and on September 17, 1787,* the
document was ready for the members of 'the Convention
to sign. Only 39 of the 55 members signed it. Some
were absent and other refused to sign. Then there remained only one final step to take which was to send
copies of the Constitution to each of the 13 States for
ratification. (See Figure 14.)
SUMMARY

We can see clearly that the making of our Constitution by the delegates from 12 States was a very difficult
task. We know that it called for great wisdom to write
a new plan of government that would have a chance of
being accepted by the States. We know that, just as we
would borrow ideas from many places if we were to

write a plan for any new government group, so the
Convention group borrowed a bit here and a bit there
to weave into a new pattern of government for ow. Nation. The adoption of the Constitution created a new
Republic of 13 States, all joined in one Nation to form
the United States of America. The Constitution is to
this day the highest law of our land.
*On February 29, 1952, the President signed a Joint Resolution passed by

both Houses of the Congress, designating September 17 of each year as "Citizenship Day" in commemoration of the formation and signing, on September 17,
1787, of the Constitution of the United States, and in recognition of all who,
by coming of age or by naturalization, have attained the full status of citizenship.
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THINGS TO DO

Can you select the word or phrase that will make each of the
following statements read correctly?

1. The Articles of Confederation were
( 1) our present Constitution.
(2) our plan for State governmInts.

(3) the early plan of government for the 13
free States.
2. One of the questions before the delegates to the Constitutional Convention
(1) how to weaken the central government.
(2) how to provide for fair representation for
both large and small States in the new
government.
(3) how to spend the money of the States.
3. The final draft of the Federal Constitution was

was

signed by

(1) all members of the Convention.
(2) no members of the Convention.
(3) 39 members of the Convention.

4. After the War for Independence, the 13 States

were

(1) wealthy.

(2) safe and secure.
(3) deeply in debt.

5. After the War for Independence, the 13 States

needed

(1) a weaker central government.
(2) a stronger central government.
(3) no central government.
6. The purpose of the Constitutional Convention was
(1) to revise the existing plan of government.

(2) to talk over the war.
(3) to elect a president.
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7. Our Federal Constitution was written and signed

in the city of

(1) New York.
(2) Boston.
(3) Philadelphia.
8. The only State not represented in the Federal Convention at Philadelphia was
(1 ) Virginia.
(2) Rhode Island.
(3) New York.
Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. Why was it so difficult for the delegates at Philadelphia to decide on a plan of government that the 13 States
would accept ?

2. Who were some of the leaders at the convention in
Philadelphia ?

3. What were some of the reasons that caused the 13
States to want to join and form a union ?

4. From what sources did the Fathers of the Constitution borrow ideas to use in writing the Constitution for
the new Nation ?
Sonw more words that the student should understand:
advocatea person who urges some special course of action.
Articles of Confederationvritten agreement for cooperation
among the 13 independent State government groups after the
Declaration of Independence.

compromisemake a bargain in which each person or group
gives up gomething in order to make agreement possible.
Confederationthe group of 13 original States under the Articles of Confederation.
conventiona meeting of delegates.

Critical Periodthe time when difficult decisions had to be
made.

deputiesrepresentatives.
disputesquarrels.
distrustfeel no trust or confidence in.
distru.stfulhaving no trust or oonfidence in what is going on.
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draftwording, choice of words to express ideas already agreed
on.

executiveun officer or group of officers whose duty is to put
something into effect, as a law.

executivehaving authority and power to put things into effect.
experiencedhaving remembered and profited from trial and
practice.

House of Representativesa group of elected representatives
chosen by the people to make laws, particularly the "lower
house" of Congress.

ideasthoughts or opinions.
influencepower of a person to sway the opinions or actions of
others.

invasionan unfriendly entering or attack.
judkiarya system of courts of justice.
legislativehaving power or authority to make laws.
mode/something to be copied.
opinionswhat a person thinks, without knowing it to be true.
preservekeep safe or in good condition.

protestalobjvted to (usually against something that injured
the objector).
ratificationadoption, acceptance, favorable vote.

representationchoice of a few persons to act for a larger
group.

reviseimprove by changing.
8ecuremake a thing safe.
Senatea group of lawmakers, particularly the "upper house"
of Congress.

8ource8places from which anything comes or is gotten.
supremehighest, most important, having most authority.
Unionthings joined to make a single whole, like the States in
our Nation.

vigorousfull of life.
wealthyrich.
withdrawto get away, or to take away.

CHAPTER 8

Establishing the Constitution, Which Gave a Central
Government to Our Nation
"Let our object be our country, our whole country,
and nothing but our country. And, by the blessing of

God, may that country itself become a vast and
splendid monunwnt, not of opprenion and terror, but

of wisdom, of peace, and of liberty, upon which the
world may gaze with admiration forever I"
Web8ter.

In the last chapter we learned how the 73 States passed
through a dangerous time under weak Articles of Confederation. We learned that some of the leaders of the

States saw the need for a stronger central government.
We learned how 55 leaders were sent to Philadelphia to
strengthen the Articles of Confederation, and how their
work resulted in the Constitution of the United States.
In this chapter we shall learn how the Constitution was
adopted by the people of the 'States and what kind of a
central government it set up for the new Nation.
HOW THE NEW CONSTITUTION WAS RATIFIED (ACCEPTED AND
MADE OFFICIAL)

When the delegates to the Constitutional Convention
finished their work by voting in favor of the new Constitution, they had only taken the first step in making a new
Nation. They themselves had no power to force the 13

State,' to accept their work. One State--Rhode Island
had not been represented at all in the Convention, and an-

otherNew York, one of the largest and most powerful
had only agreed very unwillingly to let one man, Alexander Hamilton, attend ; many New York leaders were
75
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against having a central government. So the delegates
provided in the Seventh Article of the New Constitution
that the adoption (or ratification) by "nine States, shall
be sufficient for the establishment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the same."
ACCEPTANCE OF THE NEW CONSTITUTION

When the various State governments received copies of
the Constitution, they took official action, calling upon the
people of their 'States to send delegates to State conventions to study the new Constitution and to vote "Yes" or

"No" on it.

Delaware acted first. Its State Convention met in December 1787, only a few weeks after the Constitutional
Convention finished its work in Philadelphia, and ratified

without a single vote of "No." Pennsylvania ratified 5
days later by a vote of 46 to 23. Then New Jersey and
Georgia each approved the new Constitution without a
dissenting vote ; and before the month of January 1788
was far advanced, the Connecticut Convention voted 128
to 40 in favor of ratification. Massachusetts had a bitter
contest in its Convention, but those who favored the new
ConstitutiGn won by a vote of 187 to 168. The ratifying
resolutioie t}:nnked God for the "opportunity deliberately
and peacefully without fraud or surprise of entering into

an explicit and solemn compact with each other by
assenting to and ratifying the new Constitution"; but
suggested that certain fears of the good people of Massachusetts could be removed by amendments which they
hoped would soon be adopted.
In the spring and early summer of 1788, Maryland,

South Carolina, and New Hampshire ratified without
serious disagreement. This completed the favorable vote
of nine States, so the Constitution could be put into effect
without further delay. But the great States of Virginia,

North Carolina, and New York and the small State of
Rhode Island were missing and left great gaps in the
territory of the new Nation.
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SEVENTH ARTICLE: "The ratiRcation of the conventions of nine
States shall be sufficient for the establishment of this Constitution
between the States so ratifying the same."

Date of Ratification
December 7, 1787
December 12, 1787
December 18, 1787
ianuary 2, 1788
anuary 9, 1788
ebruary 6, 1788

State

1. Delaware
2. Pennsylvania
3. New Jersey
4. Georgia ..
5. Connecticut
6. Massachusetts

April 28, 1788
May 23, 1788

7. Maryland
8. South Carolina
9. New Hampshire

une 21, 1788
une 26, 1788
uly 26, 1788
ovember 21, 1789

10. Virginia
11. New York
12. North Carolina
13. Rhode Island

May 29, 1790

Within seven months from the date of ratification by the Rrst State,
nine States had voted to approve the Constitution. However, the
new government could not have gotten along very well without the
approval oF the two large States, Virginia and New York. After New
York had approved the Constitution, the city of New Vork was chosen
as the temporary seat of the Federal Government. It was there that
George Washington was inaugurated as President on April 30, 1789.

Figure 14
RatiRcation of the Federal Constitution
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The people of Virginia, the biggest State with the
largest population, were sharply divided about the new
Constitution. Only three of the six Virginia delegates
had signed itGeorge Washington, James Madison, and
John Blair. The great name of Washington was a strong
influence in its favor, but the fiery orator, Patrick Henry,
argued long and brilliantly against it. Finally a favorable vote of 89 to 79 was taken. In ratifying, the Virginia convention declared that the powers granted under
the Constitution were only such as were willingly given
by the people of the Vnited States, and that liberty of
conscience and of the press could not be taken away from
the people by any authority in the United States.
Then came New York, and here a great struggle took
place. New York was a big State, standing like a wedge
in the center of the seacoast, with the best harbor of all.
It could completely cut off New England from the other
States. If New York voted against the Constitution and
stayed outside the Union, it would separate the new Nation into two unconnected parts. So it seemed important
that the advantages of the Constitution should be ex-

plained more fully to New York. With this in mind,
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay
wrote and circulated 85 articles in which they set out the
reasons why the Constitution should be adopted. Their
strong arguments were published later in a book called
"The Federalist"a book that is still very valuable as a
study of our government. The articles seem to have convinced just enough members of the New York State Con-

vention, for on July 26, 1788, New York ratified the
Constitution by the close vote of 30 to 27.

At last, success was won. North Carolina, the twelfth
State to ratify, did not accept the Constitution until 7
months after the first President had been chosen. Rhode
Island, the one State that had not sent any delegate to
the convention in Philadelphia, refused to have anything
to do with the new govermnent until May 1790. By that
time she had discovered that she was being treated like a

.89
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foreign nation and that she was too weak to stand out
alone. So she finally consented to ratify and thus to
become one of the United States.

(See Figure 14.)

Even after the Constitution had been ratified, many
persons were still disturbed about this new and strange
Union to which they belonged. Others accepted it eagerly
and believed that it would in time make the United States
one of the greatest nations on earth.
THE FIRST PRESIDENT

After the new Constitution had been ratified by the
States, the next thing to do was to choose the men who
were to represent the people in the new government.
First; a Congress was elected. The people elected their
Representatives and the State assemblies elected their
Senators, as provided in the Constitution. Then the people of the States selected well-known citizens to serve as
electors and to choose a President. These electors chose

George Washington as President and John Adams as
Vice President. New York became the temporary Capital
of the Nation, and it as there that George Washington
was sworn in as President on April 30, 1789.

No wonder there was rejoicing on the part of the
leaders who had worked so hard to form a new plan of
government. Certainly they had done something to be
proud of in later years, for they had set up a Constitution
that was to become one of the most famous in the world.
THE BASIC FACTORS OF GROUP LIFE AS FOUND IN THE NEW
CONSTITUTION

As the Constitution brought together into a single
government group 13 State governments and about 4
million people, it will be interesting to see whether this
great charter provides all the basic factors that we have
found in other important groups. The Fathers of the
Constitution may not have been thinking of these basic
factors while they were at work in Philadelphia. They
were simply trying to make a government plan that would

"V
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The Objectives of Our Federal Government as found in
the Preamble of the Constitutior

preamble
We the rJeople 59-he
United States, in. oraer to

Arm a more perfrot
union ,esfablish Justice,

insare àomesfic tranquillity, proviev6r the
common defense, promote

ibeSeneral weAre, and

secure tbe Kessings-

!rye I i bert9 it) ourselves

and ocirioarzlerizi,v-do
orOain ancS establis h..
1

ibis Consfifutionhr the
United States of America.

Figure 15

The Objectives of Our Federal Government; Preamble of the Constitution
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be better than they had had before, either under the Confederation or under Great Britain. Yet, in order to get

what they wanted, we shall see that they actually considered all the basic factors of group life.
1. The Constitution provides for an authority strong
enough and broad enough for a great nation. The final
authority belongs to the people themselves. The different.
branches of the Government receive their authority as it
is delegated (passed on) to them by the people, who can
increase or decrease the power of the Government if they
wish. The Constitution gives to the central government

of the Nation the authority to make laws on almost all
subjects that are of common interest to all the people, and
the power to put those laws into effect and make both the
State governments and the people respect and obey them.

Federal laws are the "last word" on national questions,
but State laws are the "last word" on State questions,
because the people have delegated part of their authority
to the Federal Government and part to the State governments.

2. The Constitution makes clear the objectives of our
Federal Government group. The opening sentence of
the Constitution (which is called its Preamble) explains

the purpose of the States in adopting this important
agreement. It says that the people wanted to form a
it more perfect Union" in order to (1) establish justice,
(2) insure domestic tranquillity, (3) provide for the
common defense, (4) promote the general welfare, and
(5) secure the blessings of liberty for themselves and
their families forever. In chapter 19 of this book you
will find a full explanation of each of These objectives.
In Figure 15 you can read the Preamble of the Constitution in the very words in which James Madison, Gouverneur Morris, and the other "Fathers" wrote it.
3. The Constitution provides for the organization of
the government group. It sets up a Federal System of
government. The Federal Government is organized by

3,2
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the agreement of equally powerful States, which agree
that a central authority can do many things better than
they themselves can, working separately. For this rea-

son it is often called a dual (or double) system of
government.

By far the greater part of the Constitution is taken up
with regulations about the organization of the Federal
Government. It gives a long list of the subjects on which
the legislative, or lawmaking, branch can make laws. It
tells how officials shall be chosen and how laws shall be
passed. It describes the duties of the President and the
powers of the Supreme Court and other Federal courts.
Although it does not contain rules for the organization of
the State governmentsbecause 13 of them were already
doing their work before the Constitution was adoptedit
reserves to the States many powers that are not delegated to the Federal Government and in that way clearly
shows what duties the State governments will be expected
to do.
4. The Constitution provides for contacts with other
groups. For a Federal system it is necessary that the
Constitution should set up well-understood relationships
between the central government and the State governments. We have just spoken of the powers delegated to
the Federal Government and those reserved to the States.
Besides these, there are certain powers that are shared
by both Federal and State Governments and are known
as concurrent powers. Please turn to Figure 16, as it
will help you to understand these somewhat complicated
relationships.
The Constitution also provides for contacts between
our Nation and foreign countries, by giving the President power to appoint ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, and to receive ambassadors and other
public ministers from foreign countries.
It also explains the relationship that should exist between the several branches of the Federal Government.

9
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" The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution nor
prohibited by it to the states are reserved to the states respectively, or to the
people." The 10th Amendment of the Constitution of the United States.

Figure 1 6

The Federal System
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5. The Constitution was built upon certain important
principles and standards. We shall study very carefully
some basic principles of the Constitution (and its
Amendments) in chapter 10 and in the last two chapters of this book. Many of these basic principles seem
to have been in the minds of the Fathers of the Consti-

tution as they made their plans at Philadelphia, but
were not put into the Constitution when they adopted it,

because the delegates were trying to set up a central
government that would satisfy the people, rather than to
declare general principles. This caused a great deal of
questioning in some States, as we have seenin Massachusetts, Virghlia, and New York, for example. These
States ratified the Constitution only on the understanding that a Bill of Rights, declaring many general prin-

ciples of freedom and justice, would be acted upon
promptly by the new Senate and House of Representatives and would be submitted to the States for ratification as Amendments to the Constitution. Such a Bill
of Rights was adopted by the Congress in its first year,
1789, and was agreed to by the States in the form of 10
amendments before the end of 1791. We will study the

principles of the Bill of Rights in the next chapter.
Now it will be interesting to make a list of a few of the

basic principles of the Constitution as it was at first
adopted.
STANDARDS OF GOVERNMENT

First of all, the Constitutional Convention decided tnat

three branches of Governmentthat which makes the
laws (-the Legislative), that which operates the Government and puts the laws into effect (the Executive), and
that which explains the laws and settles disagreements

on legal questions (the Judiciary)should each represent the people separately and have limited powers,
largely independent of each other except for certain
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"checks and balances." Second, it decided that all
men should be equal in their right to the protection of
the laws. Third, it decided that all the States should
be equal, that no State should receive special favors from
the Federal Government, and that each State must recog-

nize and respect the laws of all other States. Fourth,
it decided that every State should be guaranteed a repub-

lican form of government, with the final authority belonging to the people themselves, and with the powers of

government delegated by the people to elected representatives. Fifth, it decided that the people should
always have the right to change their Constitution by
the carefully considered action of their representatives
in the Congress, if approved by three-fourths of the
States. And, sixth, it decided that the Constitution,
laws properly made by the Congress, and treaties agreed
to by the President and the Senate. were to be the highest

laws of the landhigher than the laws of any State or
the orders of any public official.

(See Figure 17.)

THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. At the Constitutional Convention at Philadelphia
there were all sorts of delegates present. These 55 men
came from different kinds of homes and daily work ; they
came from different parts of the country ; they felt separate loyalties to their home States.
Yet, somehow among all these differences these leaders

sat down and found things on which they could agree.
No one of them received everything he had hoped for,
but almost everyone received something he had wanted
in the new form of government. In the end they agreed
upon a constitutional system of government for the new
Nation.

Why do you think that they agreed ?
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Can you find in your own life examples that show how
several groups of persons have overcome difficulties for
the sake of some larger purpose ? Does this sort of compromise happen around us every day? Among businessmen? Among farmers? Among laborers? Why do
citizens of our country have to learn to compromise in
their daily 'contacts and lives?
2. The authority in the Constitutional Convention did

not belong to one man alone. It was in a number of
great leaders. Can you name some well-known group in
your daily life in which the authority belongs to a number of persons Perhaps, in which it is delegated to a
committee ? Can you give an example in which one person has all the authority?

Is there opportunity for authority in every group to

which you belong? Are you a leader in any one of these
groups? Why do we need many good leaders in a democratic country?
3. Why should every good citizen in this country know
something about government groups ? Try to make a list
of the reasons why you should study national, State, and
local political groups.

4. Locate your State on the outline map in Figure 2.
What reasons can you give for wanting your State to
have a government of its own ?
Some more words that the student should understand:
arabaesatkrsthe highest-ranking persons sent by one nation to
represent it officially in dealing with other nations.

arguedgave reasons in favor of or against.
arguirnentsreasons in favor of or against.
articlea particular part of a writing consisting of two Or
more parts.
article8written or printed statements of facts or reasons.
assentingagreeing, or voting "yes."
Bill of Right8an official statement of basic rights belonging
to the people of a nation.
Capital place for the headquarters of the Government.

5'8
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checks and balancesways in which each principal branch of
the Federal Govern Ment can prevent one of the other two
branches from acting too fast or becoming too powerful

(fully explained in a later chapter).
circuktedpassed around to people.
common defenseacts for protecting all the people of a country.
compactan official agreement.
complicatedwith several parts so woven together as to be hard
to understand.
concurrent powerspowers that the Nation and any State may
use at the same time.
consulsofficers who represent a nation in business matters in a
foreign city.
conte8tstruggle.
convincedsatisfied by argtunent.
deliberatelyacting only after careful thought.

dissentingvoting "No."
domestic tranquillitypeace at home or in the community.
elector8persons chosen by the voters to meet and select a
President and a Vice President for the United States.
establishmentsetting up, putting into effect.
explicitexplained very clearly.

favorablefor instead of against.
Federal Systenvthe central government working in agreement
with State governments.

fraudtrickery.
guaranteedmade safe or certain.
justiceabsolute fairness.
legalin agreement with law, or connected with law.
liberty of consciencefreedom to think what you believe is
right.

mon/Runtsomething large and fine, built or kept up to remind us of some person or past event.

oppressimcruel use of authority or power.
ordaingive a formal order for.
populationpeople living in some particular place or area.

posterityour children and their children, and so on; our
descendants.

Preamblean opening statement.
press, theanything printed and offered to the public, such as
newspapers, magazines, or books.

prohibitedforbidden, not allowed.
promotebring or force forward.
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public ministershigh officials, sent by one nation to represent

it in dealing with another nation; lower in rank than ambassadors.

publishedprinted and offered to the public.
ratifledaccepted and made official.
recognizeaccept with approval.
republican form of governmenta government by leaders Who
get their authority straight from the people.
reservessaves especially for a purpose.
resolutionstatement of an official group adopted by vote.
sentenceseveral words used together that express a complete
thought.
submittedpassed on to someone else for action or assent.
sufficientenough.
temporarylasting only a short time.
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CHAPTER 9

How Our Constitution Has Grown
The greatness of the Constitution lies partly in its
method of development,by formal and informal means,
according to the needs of the people.

In our last chapter we learned how the 13 States ratified
the Constitution and accepted the new Federal Government. But no form of government is likely to remain unchanged for over 175 years. Times change, and the people and their needs change. The Fathers of the Constitution provided for the development of our Constitution
so it could serve these changing needs. By "development" we mean an advance to meet new needs. Let us
consider how our Constitution develops.

HOW CAN FORMAL CHANGES (AMENDMENTS) BE MADE IN THE
CONSTITUTION?

The Fifth Article of the Constitution provides two different ways in which changes can be proposed to the
States and two different ways in which States can approve such changes and make them a part of the Constitution. These four ways (which are the rules by which
sueh formal cbanges can be made) are shown in Figtoe
18. In the first place, (1) the United States Senate and
House of Representatives may each decide, by a favorable

vote of two-thirds of those present, that a proposed
amendment shall be approved and sent to the States for
adoption. (2) If, on the other hand, the legislatures of
two-thirds of the States apply to the Congress for an

amendment, the Congress must call together a national
convention to discuss and prepare such an amendment.
90
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FOUR WAYS OF AMENDING OUR FEDERAL
CONSTITUTION
AND TAKE EFFECT

AMENDMENTS MAY
BE PROPOSED BY

WHEN RATIFIED BY

The legislatures of
three-Fourths

of all

the States.

THE CONGRESS

(By favorable vote
oF two-thirds of those
voting in both houses.)

Special State conventions in three-Fourths
oF all the States.

The legislatures of
A NATIONAL

three-Fourths

of all

the States.

CONVENTION
(Called by Congress

when requested by
two-thirds of the State
legislatures.)

Special State conventions in three-Fourths
of all the States.

Figure 18

Four Ways of Amending Our Federal Constitution
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In case either step (1) or (2) is taken, the consent of
three-fourths of all the States must be gotten before the
proposed change actually becomes effectdve. In sending
the proposed amendment to the States for their consent,
the Congress may (3) direct that the legislatures of the
States shall decide the question; or it (4) may call upon
the States to hold special conventims (very like the Constitutional Convention, which we studied about in chapter
7), each of which shall be made up of delegates from the
people of that State who shall decide for or against the
proposed amendment.

There have been 25 amendments in all. For all except the Twenty-first Amendment, Congress proposed
the amendment and the legislatures of the States adopted
it. However, in proposing the Twenty-first Amendment,
the Congress directed that each State must call together

its own convention to vote its decision.
You have already learned that the first 10 amendments
to the Constitution made up what is usually called the Bill
of Rights. These amendments stated a long list of rights
that the people already had and that the Federal Government was forbidden to take away from them. You
will fmd a full list of these amendments, and of the 15
others that were afterward adopted, together with a list
of the 7 original articles of the Constitution, in Figures
19, 20, and 21 on the next 3 pages.
OUR CONSTITUTION CAN GROW IN OTHER WAYS

When George Washington was inaugurated in 1789

under the newly-adopted Constitution of the United
States, there were only about 4 million people in the
United States. Today there are over 200 million. In
1789 there were no really large cities, no railroads or
automobiles, no telephones or telegraphs, no radios or
televisions, 'and very few factories. As cities, factories,
railroads, automobiles, telephones, telegraphs, radio, television, and many other things developed, the plan of government given us by the Constitution had to be fitted to

new national needs many more times than 25 amend4 ri

;
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THE CONSTITUTION AS IT WAS ADOPTED
PREAMBLE
FIRST ARTICLE

Provides for a Congress and defines its power to make laws.
SECOND ARTICLE

Provides for the election of a President and Vice President, with
defined powers, and For the appointment of other officials.
THIRD ARTICLE

Sets up a Supreme Court, authorizes the Congress to set up other
courts, and defines their powers.
FOURTH ARTICLE

Defines relationships between the Federal Government and the
States, and between the States themselves.
FIFTH ARTICLE

Tells how the Constitution may be amended.
SIXTH ARTICLE

Accepts responsibility for all debts that the Nation owed before
the adoption of the Constitutioni declares that the Constitution, constitutional laws, and treaties are the supreme law of the land/ and
provides that all public officers must take an oath to support the
Constitution.
SEVENTH ARTICLE

Declares that ratification by nine States will put the Constitution
into effect.

Figure 19

The Constitvtion and Its Growth by Amendments: The Constant len
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THE BILL OF RIGHTS-1791
FIRST AMENDMENT
Forbids the Congress to interfere with religion, hes speech, a fres press, or with
the right to assemblo peaceably, or to petition the Government.

SECOND AMENDMENT

Giui to the people the right to have weapons.
THIRD AMENDMENT
Guarantees against lodging soldiers in private haus*s without the consent of
the owners.

FOURTH AMENDMENT
Provides that them shall be no search or leisure of peaces, houses, goods, or
papers, without a

warrant.
FIFTH AMENDMENT

Declares that there shall be no Mai for serious offenses without a grand Pry
indictment, no repeated trials for the same offense, no condemnation without
Mal, no compulsion to be a witness against oneself, and no property taken for
publk use except at a fair price.

SIXTH AMENDMENT
Requires a speedy and publk trial for criminal offenses in the disMd where the
aims was committed, a fair jury, a plain sta-i.. waent of the accusation, gives the
accused the right to be represented by a lawyer and to compel the attendance
of his witnesses, and rsquires all witnesses to

testify I. the presence of the occesed.

SEVENTH AMENDMENT
Provides that In lawsuits about anything valved at more than $20,

jwy shall be allowed.

a trial by

EIGHTH AMENDMENT
Prohibits too large hail of fins, and awl or unusual punishments.

NINTH AMENDMENT
Declares that rights not stated ht the Constitution are not therefore taken away
from the people.

TENTH AMENDMENT
Stoles that powers not deleoated to the United States nor prohibited by the
Constitution to the States are reserved to the States or to the people.

Figure tO

The Constitetioo emi its Growth by Amendments: Amendments 1 to 10
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AMENDMENTS PASSED AFTER THE BILL OF RIGHTS
ELEVENTH AMENDMENT (1793)
Declares that the Judiciary of the United States does not have authority to hear
a suit against a State if brought by a citizen of another State or a foreigner.

TWELFTH AMENDMENT (1104)
Provides a better way of electing the President and Vice President.

THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT (1465)
Puts an end to slavery.
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT (11164)

Defines citizenship of the United States and of a State, prohibits States from
taking away the rights of alzens unlawfully, &Ines the basis of representation in
the House of Representztives, states certain disqualifications from holding public
office, and confirms certain Civil War debts and disdains others.
FIFTEENTH AMENDMENT (1170)
Declares that no citizen shell loss the right to vote because of race, color, or
previous condition of servitude.

SIXTEENTH AMENDMENT (1913)
Gives Conpess power to enact income-tax laws.

SEVENTEENTH AMENDMENT (1913)
Provides that United States Senators shall be elected by the people.

EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT (1919)
Prohibited the manufacture, sale, or transportation of alcoholic beverages.
(Repealed I. 1933.)
NINETEENTH AMENDMENT (1920)
No citizen shall be refused the right to vote because of being a woman.

TWENTIETH AMENDMENT (1933)

Changes the dais of the loaapwation of the Presides: and of the opening of the
Gloves', and provides for Riling the Presideocy and Vice Presidency under certain

conditions.

TWENTY-FIRST AMENDMENT (1933)
Repeals the 16th Amendment and forbids the untying of alcoholic liquors into
any State, Territory, or possession of the United States in violation of its laws.

TWENTY-SECOND AMENDMENT (1951)
Unsits the number of times anyone may be elected to the office of President.
TWENTY-THIRD AMENDMENT (1961)
Gives citizen residents of the District of Columbia the right to vote for the President and Vice President.

TWENTY-FOURTH AMENDMENT (1964)
Declares that no citizen shell be prevented from voting for the President, the
Vice President, or members of the Congress become he has not paid a taw.
TWEN1Y-FIFTH AMENDMENT (1967)
Sets forth the method of &termini. Presidential disability, and provides a pion
for Idling a many in the office of Vice Pres1deet.
%ore 111
The Constitution and Its Growth by Anseedmentsr Amendments 11 to RS
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ments would take care of. The Constitution has had to
be explained and interpreted so that it could meet the

needs of the times. How has this been done?

I. THE CONSTITUTION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED THROUGH GENERAL
LAWS PASSED BY THE CONGRESS

The Congress has passed laws to establish rules for the
Federal courts and new courts as they have been needed.

The Congress has passed laws creating the Executive
Departments of the Federal Government, and also many
bureaus and commissions. In this way, the Congress has
actually changed and added to the organization of the
Government. It has also passed laws determining who
should become President if the President and the Vice
President should die while in office. Many other details
of government organization have been built up on the
foundation of the Constitution by laws passed by the

Congress.

2. THE MAKING OF TREATIES HELPS TO DEVELOP THE CONSTITUTION

Our relations with other nations are under the joint
control of the President and the Senate. The Constitution provides that the President
"shall have power, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided
two-thirds of the Senators present concur. . . ."
When the President and Senate together agree with a
foreign nation upon a treaty this often helps to develop
the meaning of the Constitution. The Constitution does
not say whether aliens living in this country can own
land, so you might think that the States would decide this
matter. But the President and the Senate have made
treaties with foreign governments in which the right to
own land in the United States was granted to the citizens
of the foreign countries. Again, the Constitution gives
Congress the power to "provide and maintain" a
Navy. The Congress has usually decided how large the
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Navy should be by controlling the amount of money spent

for it. But we made treaties with foreign nations

in

which we agreed to limit the size of.our Navy. Many
more examples could be given to show how treaties help
to develop the meaning of the Constitution.
S. THE FEDERAL COURTS HELP TO EXPLAIN THE MEANING OF THE
CONSTITUTION

One purpose of the Federal courts is to explain or interpret our Constitution, laws, and treaties. The courts
are sometimes called on to decide the meaning of words
of the Constitution. A few of the laws made by Congress
have been held to be unconstitutional (not in agreement
with the Constitution). Many others have been held to
be constitutional. The Supreme Court has approved as
constitutional many acts of Congress that members of the
Constitutional Convention could not possibly have had in
mini at the time when the Constitution was written.

What statesman of 1787 could have imagined the need
for laws to regulate telegraph, telephone, radio, and television between the States? Yet the Supreme Court has
decided that such laws, %nen they are drawn up in agreement with the basic principles of government given us
in the Constitution, are constitutional. Such decisions,
and the laws that they have approved, have enlarged and
added to the Constitution without changing it.
4. CUSTOM AND THE PRACTICES OF OUR POLITICAL PARTIES HAVE
ADDED MEANING TO THE CONSTITUTION

The political parties in this country have adopted different ways of nominating candidates for national offices.
Neither the Constitution nor the Federal laws give us
any standards to regulate such nominations. Yet the
way of choosing officers to whom the people may delegate authority is part of the plan of government built on
the foundation of the Constitution.
Sometimes custom is stronger than written law. It is
a custom that the President shaH in most cases appoint
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members of his own political party to head the Executive
departments of the Federal Government. This has
proved a good way to reach the objective of the Second

Article of the Constitutionthe setting up of an effective
executive branch to put the laws into effect.
5. RULES MADE BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES GIVE MEANING TO THE
CONSTITUTION

Many of the acts passed by the Congress are rather
general. They do not take care of all the details that
are necessary to put the laws into effect. This respon-

sibility is delegated to some government agency, such as a
department, bureau, or commission. Often the agencies

that put the laws into effect have to make rules to fill
in the details. These rules have the same general effect
as acts of the Congress if they interpret the law and do

not go beyond it. In this way the rules made by govern-

ment agencies help to develop the plan of government
outlined in the Constitution.

We can readily see that the Constitution has grown

both through regular amendments and through informal
methods, as Figure 22 shows. A great Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court, John Marshall, said over a hundred
years ago:

"We must never forget that it is a Constiintended to endure for ages to come,
and, consequently, to be adapted to the various
tution

. . .

crises of human affairs."

It should be remembered, however, that the Suprenw
Court of the United States may decide whether each part
o f the government plan built up by laws on the foundation of the Constitution is constitutional or unconstitutional.
^HE CONSTITUTION HAS GROWN BY THE ADDITION OF NEW STATES
TO THE NATION

One by one new States have been added to the Federal
Union. Instead of the original 13 States there are to-
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day 50 States in our country. These new States sometimes were formed by dividing old States. However,
the Constitution provides in the Fourth Article that a
new State may only be formed out of part of an old
State if the legislature of the old State gives its consent.
For example, Maine separated from Massachusetts and
became a new State in 1820, but only after Massachusetts
had consented.

New States have been formed out of some of the ter-

ritories (lands) that have been joined to the United

States. Some of these lands were bought with money ;
some were gained by treaty or ili other ways. The following table shows the new lands that have been joined to

our Nation since 1790.

Study also the map shown in

Figure 23.
TERRITORY ADDED TO THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1790:

LouisianapurchaRed in 1803 from France.
Floridapurchased in 1819 from Spain.
Texasannexed in 1845.
Oregongained in 1846 by treaty with Great Britain.
Mexican cessiongained in 1848 by treaty with Mexico.
Gadsden purchasepurchased in 1853 from Mexico.

Alaskapurchased in 1867 from Russia.
Hawaiiannexed in 1898.
Guamgained in 1899 by treaty with Spain.
Puerto Ricogained in 1899 by treaty with Spain.
American Samoagained by treaty in 1900.
Panama Canal Zoneleased in perpetuity by treaty in 1904
with the Republic of Panama

Virgin Islandspurchased in 1917 from Denmark.
Swain's Islandsovereignty over proclaimed in 1925.

For many years our Government owned large areas of

wegtern lands that were not part of any State. These
it governed as Territories. As time went on, the people

of these Territories applied to the Congress to admit the
Territories into the Union as new States.
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HOW A STATE IS ADMITTED TO THE UNION

When a group of people, living in a particular area
that is not part of an existing State, wishes to set up a

new State, it petitions the Congress for permission to do
so. The Congress may then tell the people of that area
to prepare a State constitution. The people organize to
do this and offer to the Congress a State constitution,
which (1) sets up a representative form of government
for the State group, and which (2) is in no way contrary
to the Federal Constitution. If a majority of the Congress approves of the proposed constitution and thinks
that the area would make a desirable new State, it votes
favorably on a statehood bill, and the new State is then
admitted as a member of the national group of States.
THINGS TO DO

Answer each of the following questions:
1.

How many times has the Federal Constitution been

changed by amendment?

2. Did the Federal Constitution originally contain a

Bill of Rights?
3. What are the four possible ways of adopting amendments to our Federal Constitution?
4. How has che meaning of the Federal Constitution
been developed by general laws passed by the Congress ?
5. Oan the Supreme Court change the Constitution ?
6. How many of our 50 States have State constitutions?
7. Can the State constitutions be amended? (Find
out.)

Some more new words that the student should understand:

accusafioncharge of wrongdoing against a person.
accusedthe person charged with wrongdoing.

adaptedchanged to fit.
agenciesgroups of officials or other penions selected to do some
special job.
annexedadded or joined to something else.
41
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appointmentthe choice of an officeholder not made by vote.
areasdefinite spaces of territory.
assemblemeet together.
Imllmoney or some other valuable object given to any government agency to make sure that a prisoner, if let go, will
appear again for trial.
beveragesthings to drink.
bureausoffices for public business, smaller than Executive Departments, and the people who work in them.

cessiongiving up.
commissionsgovernment groups, usually headed by several
officers with equal powers.
compelforce someone to do something unwillingly.
coneuragree officially.

condemnationa finding that a person is guilty and must be
punished.

confirmmakes something stronger by agreeing to it.
consentagreement.
conseguentlyas a result of factors already mentioned.
contrary toagainst.
crisestimes when difficult decisions must be made.

definesexplains just what a thing is, or how it is done, or can
be done.

DepartmentsGovernment executive groups formed for some
particular purpose, as the Department of Justice.
detailsparticuhr parts of anything.
developmentan advance to meet new needs.
developsadvances to meet new needs.
directguide, or cause to 1110743 in a chosen direction.

disclaimsdenies any connection with or claim to.

disgualificationsquftfities that prevent a person from doing
some task.
effectivesuccessfully producing the end desired.

endurelast.

finespunishment by requiring payment of money.
formaidone according to set rules.
grand jury indictmenta legal accusation of wrong usually
made by a special group of citizens chosen to decide whether
a person shall be brought to trial.

;naugura t ionthe act of taking the oath of office by the
President.

income taxa payment to the Government, the amount of
which is determined by the taxpayer's earnings or profits.
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informaldone in easy ways that are proper but not according
to set rules.
interpretedexplained in language that the listener understands.

/awsuitsactions by which one person sues another in a law
court.

legislatureslawmaking bodies.

maintainkeep up.
manufacturethe making of an object, usually by machinery.
nominatingnaming a candidate for office.
possessionanything that a person or nation owns and holds.
practicesthings done many times.
proposedoffered for action or argument.
providesmakes ready for future use.
punishmentspain, suffering, or loss because of crime.
relationswell-understood connections between two or more persons or things.
repea/edcanceled, given up.
seizurequickly taking and holding by force.
take effectoperate.
testifyswear to the truth of a statement.
trialhearing in a court of justice.
violation, -breaking of a rule of law

warranta legal order
witnessOne who tells under oath what he knows about
thing

1
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CHAPTER 10

Some Rights and Opportunities of Group Life in the
United States
"My corntry, 'tis of thee, sweet land of liberty."

Samuel Frond., Smith.

In chapter 9 you learned that the first 10 amendments
to the Constitution are known as the Bill of Rights, and

in chapter 8 (on pp. 84 and 85) you learned about 6
basic standards or principles in the Constitution itself,
which recognize the rights of the people to govern themselves and to have freedom and justice. All these recognized rights of the people are highly important features

of our Government and must be explained here in a
chapter of their own.
SOME REASONS WHY ALIENS LIVING IN OUR COUNTRY WISH TO
BECOME CITIZENS

Our country is the home of more than 200 million
people.

About 31/2 million of them are today not citizens
of the United States; in other words, about 98 in every
100 persons are citizens. Most of these nearly 31/2, million

noncitizens who have come to this country as immigrants
intend to make their homes here for the rest of their lives.
By our generous system they are given many of the same

advantages that our own citizens enjoy, and can live
the good life of this country in safety and happiness.
After living here the necessary number of years they are
welcome to become citizens by naturalization if they can
prove good character, attachment to the principles of our
Constitution, and that they will make good and useful
105
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Their children born in this country become
('itizens of tlw United States by right of birth.
citizens.

Today nn)re and more of these people are seeing lniw
much they lose by not being citizens of this country. As
noncitizens tlwy cannot vote. They cannot take a full
part in the life or government of their communities. They

are learning that many jobs are Open only to citizens.
Often they do not get the benefit of our laws made to help

citizens who are old or sick or unemployed. SollW of
them wish to be sure they will not have to g back to the
eountry from which they came, for service as soldiers.

Sonie are afraid of being taxed by their old country.
Othem wish to be citizens of this country because their
children are citizens.
There are also a number of unnaturalized persons living in this country who, for one reason or another, have
lost the foreign eitizenship tk.t they had when they came
here. Such persons are no longer members of any country that will protect them. Many others are not sure
about their citizenship. They cannot be sure that the
government of their old country will agree that they arc
its citizens after they have lived in this country for many
years. Naturally, most of these people are eager to become natnralized citizens.
But above everything else, these noncitizens have for

the most part eome to love this great country with a
strung and deep loyalty and are eager to have the privi-

lege of citizenship and the right to serve this country
in the same way that native-born citizens so often do.
OPPORTUNITIES SHARED BY EVERYBODY WHO LIVES IN OUR
COUNTRY

Even as noncitizens, the aliens living in our country
share niany of the opportunities and rights of group
membership.

Every latr-obiding person living in the United States is
free to livo the kind of life that he chooses and can afford
to pay for. provided that he does not interfere with the
11
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He is free to come and gu anywhere in

the country. He is free to chow(' from many kinds of
jobs, to work at his job, or, if he does not like it, to look

for another. No persou has a right to take away his
earnings against his will. He is free to hold, sell, or
exchange his property as he likes. He has the advantage
of our widespread system of public and private schools
and ran get a good education. He is free to discuss his
problems with his neichbors. In his spare time he can
play whatever kinds of games he likes. Tie is a person of
independence, and we judge him much less by what he has

than by what sort. of a person he is and by what he can
do. And all of this applies just as truly to the women of
the Community aS it. does to the men. So do the facts
stated in the rest of this chapter.

As a member of group life in this country, every
personwhether he is a citizen or nothas a place of
some importance. He may decide for himself what kind
of a home he will live in, and he may direct his own home
life, as long as he does it peaceably. He may send his
children to private or public schools, choose which religious gtoup he wants to join, and in general look upon
his family group as his own particular business and responsibility. As a member of his community, he is free
to use its parks, playgrounds, hospitals, police services,
fire protection, and every other good thing that the community provides for its group members.
If he is a citizen, he may become as active as he wishes

in helping to direct the affairs of the community. He
may take a full part in the discussions of community
problems and needs. He may argue for or against a new
school building, playground, street-lighting system, or
paving project. He may organize a group to sign a petition asking for better police protection or better fire protection, or for any other improvement helieved to be for

the good of the people. In urging his community to
become more active in making improvements he may himself become a leader arid may be elected to public office.
4/2 -
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In fact every person is free to work as hard as hp likes
for his own personal good and for that of his community,
State, and Nation, according to the part he decides to
take in government, home, church, business, and other
group act i
BASIC RIGHTS Or MEMBERS oF OUR NATIONAL GROUP

The early settlers valued their freedom very highly.
Their entire way of living was based on freedom. In this
new land they were free to farm, fish, trap, or trade.
They chose the land on which to build their own homes
and could leave it if they went to a newer country. The
dangers of a strange new land added strength to their
spirit of independenee.

When their dwendants formed a new nation they were
careful that no one person or group of persons in it could
entirely control the government. Therefore they estab-

lished certain basic rights to protect all the people.
These basic rights were the very foundation of the new
government, and on that. foundation all the rest of their
duties and privileges were built.
TIIE BILL Or RIGHTS

As we have already told you, that famous group of 55
men who wrote our Federal Constitution in Philadelphia
in the memmer of 1787 did not at first decide to put a
statement of the basic rights of the people into it. But
while they discussed the new Constitution and after they
sent it to the States to he voted on, there was much com-

plaint because it contoined no "bill of rights." A number of the States would not accept the Constitution until
they received a promise that a more complete statement
of principles would be added. So by the end of 1791, the
10 amendments, which have since been called the Bill of
Rights, were adopted by the Congress and the States.
(For some of these special rights, see Figure 24.)

This Bill of Rights speaks throug'iout of "the people"
and of the rights of "persons" and does not try to limit
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to eitizens alone the freedom and justice that it insists

Let us now study some of the rights that are

upon.

guaranteed to us in this way.
TRE RIGHT TO JOIN ANY RELIGIOUS GROUP WE CHOOSE

The very first amendment in the Hill of Rights of the
Constitution forbids the Federal Oovernment to do a
number of things. Let us read it.
mat ANSI/DNEPR

"Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of

speech, or of the press; or the right of the

people peaceably b assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances."
We see, first of all, that the Government is to be kept

separate from religion. Our citizens are free to join
any religious body (or none at all), and each religious
body in this country is free to practice itg own beliefs
and forms of worship; the Government will not interfere, as long as the members have a proper regard for
the law and the peace of the community. In the past,
governments have even carried on wars against religious
groups and have persecuted them cruelly. In some foreign countries today, the citizens are no longer free to
choose their own churches. This right ("freedom of
worship") is very dear to the people of this country,
who believe it is one of the real tests of a truly free
nation.
THE RIGHT TO FREEDOM OP SPEECH AND OF THE PRESS

The First Amendment also guarantees us against any
action by the Government that will interfere with our
right to say, write, print, or publish anything we wish,
so long as it does not injure someone else unjustly. Today when the rights of citizens to talk and write freely
is being denied in so many parts of the world, we are

1.2v'
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especially proud of this national right. Of course, if we
hurt people by false statements in ur writings or speech.
or if we damage someone's reputation imjustly, we can
ne sued in a court of law. But within these limits we
can discuss any question freely. We can write what we
wish to our friends. We ean criticize our Government
when we think it is wrong.
The right of freedom of the press is a strong protection for free government. Newspapers and magazines
are free te print the opinions of all sorts of people who
have had different lives and experiences and who have
different ideas about national problems. Many of these
ideas may not be wise or correct, but people in this country knou that they are not obliged to believe everything
they read. It is safer to discuss all sides of a subject
and to let. everyone have his say than to try to shut off
discussion. In a country where the final authority be-

longs to the people it is important that the people be
informed fully about national problems. It is also im-

portant that government officials know what the people
are thinking and saying.
THE RIGHT TO ASSEMBLE PEACEABLY

Another of the basic rights that is guaranteed to us by
the First Amendment is the freedom to come together in
groups for any peaceable purpose. We call this the
"right to assemble peaceably." More than 300 years
ago, in 1620, while the Pilgrims were sailing toward this
land in their little ship, the "Mayflower," they assembled
in the cabin many times in the long 3 months of the voyage and talked abolit the kind of governmi-nt they would
like to set up when they reached the new country. What
form of government would they choose? How would
officials be chosen ? How would laws be made? They
answered some of these questions. They wrote their
ideas of government on paper. They called the agreement the "Mayflower Compact." It contained some of
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the ideas of government that we have in the United
States today.

Ever since that time our people have recognized the
value of quiet discussion and planning, and have especially vahwd the right to meet together in groups to
discuss their problems. In some parts of the world today, when groups gather to discuss problems, they ar-,
swqwctrd of plotting against their government. In our
country all of our groups, whether study groups, political groups, soeial clubs, or any other lawful groups,
meet when and where they please. They do not have
to get the Government's permission, and they need not
fear interference from the police.

You have probably noticed that gronps that assemble
to protest against something the Government is doing are
given as much police protection as patriotic parades. No
official in this country has the right to prevent a group of
people who disagree with him from meeting peaceably to
l'ritieize him. The final authority in this country belongs
to all the people, and they are protected in this authority by their right of peaceable assembly.
THE RIGHT TO prrrno. THE GOVERNMENT FOR A REDRESS OF
GRIEVANCES

The Bill of Rights also guarantees that, in addition to
assembling peaceably, people may send petitions to the
Government. Any person or group of persons may petition any government body to change its policies, to put a
stop to things being done or planned that are believed to
be harmful, to reduce expenses, or to extend its services.
If you live anywilere in the United States, you have a
right to send letters and petitions to your senators or repr.!sentatives in the Federal or State lawmaking body.
You have a right to petition any officer of your government who is handling a matter in which you are interested. In your own community you have the right to petition the proper government official to make an unsightly
lot into an attractive playground, to make a crossing more
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safe for the sehool children, or to repair the streets. If
you live in the country, you may wish to petition your
local govermnent to build new fami-to-market roads, or to
promote a county fair. Groups like your own study class
have often sent petitions to government officials or
agencies. This does not mean that petitions are always
answered favorably. Both wise and unwise petitions
reach the Government. Public officials must be free to
decide honestly whether to grant a petition or to deny it.
Discuss this right of petition in your group and hare
your leader help you to write out, for practiee. a petition
to the proper official requesting some needed improvement
in your community.
TAR RIGHT TO BE SAPS IN OUR LIVRS AND mums

In the Second, Third, and Fourth Amendments, the Bill
of Rights guarantees the safety of the people from violence. These three amendments remind 1is of the kind of
government that some o: the royal governors who were
sent over to the colonies by Kit George III of Great
Britain had tried to impose upon the liberty-loving
colonists. These amendments were proposed by members
of the First Congress in 1789: and that was only 15 years
after the unhappy time when the colonists seemed help-

less against the great military power of Great Britain.
Between the end of the war with the French and Indians
in 1763 and the beginning of the war against the British
in 1775, some royal governors tried to take all weapons
away from the colonists. They sent soldiers to live in

the houses of peaceful citizens without asking permission.
And they often sent soldiers to search people's houses and
to seize their pmperty without any right or legal permit.
People's lives and homes were not safe.

Remembering that, the people of the United States

added to their new Constitution the Second Amendment,
which provided that the Federal Government should
never take away the right of the people to keep and hear
arms (weapons) and to have a militia of citizen soldiers.
4
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Tlw Third Amendnient provided that in peaeetime no
soldiers could be lodged in any private hfillse without the
consent of the owneN, and in wartinw soldiers could be

quarfrrrd ill private houses only aeeording to laws passed
by the lawmaking branch of the Goveniment. And the
Fourth Amendment pmvided that people had a right to
be safe from search and seizure except nnder a warrant
issued by a law officer and telling where to look and what
to look for. Tlwse three amendments gave the homes

of the people of this Nointry as much safety as the
Englishman himself claimed when he said, "The house
of everyone is to him as his castle.
THE RIGHT TO FAIR AND JUST TREATMENT IN COURTS OF LAW

One of the most important principles of freedom and
justice is that any person can go before a judge who is a
representative of all the people and is a part of the people's government, and can get a fair hearing and a just
and honest decision on any question concerning his legal
rights. The Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Amendments guarantee to the people the following rights of
fair trial:
1. Nobody shall be made to stand trial for a serious
offense (except in time of war or public danger) unless a
grand jury has heard the charges presented and has voted
an indictment.
2. Nobody shall be put in danger of death or imprisonment by being tried twice for the same offense.

3. Nobody can be forced to testify about things that
may prove that he himself is guilty of a crime.
4. Nobody shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property

without a proper trial in a court.
5. No private property may he taken for public use
without a fair price being paid.
6. Anybody accused of crime has a right to a quick and

public trial by an impartial jury in the State and district
where the crime was committed.
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7. Anybody aecused shall be told plainly what crime he
is accused of.
8. Anybody accused shall have the right to hear and
question (usually through his lawyer) all witnesses
against him.
9. Anyone accused shall have the right to compel the
appearance, at the trial, of witnesses who can tell his side
of the story, and to have a lawyer to question witnesses
and to plead his case.

10. In ordinary law suits, not involving crimes, if the
disputes are about property worth more than $20, the
parties to the suit shall have the right of a trial by jury.
11. A person shall not. be denied his freedom during a
trial because the judge has set too high an amount for
his bail.
12. All money fines in punishment of lawbreaking must

be reasonable in amoimt, according to the nature of the
offense.

13. Nobody shall be punished in cruel and unusual ways
for breaking the law.
These provisions, written into the Constitution by the

Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Amendments, are a
very strong defense of the liberties of the people. In
the past history of nations tyrants and dictators have
crushed out liberty among their peoples by imprisoning
patriots without trial on false charges or by holding trial
in such a way that the citizens accused could not learn

what they were accused of, or could not get witnesses to
prove their innocence, or had to plead their cause before
a judge who was not fair. Even today in some parts of
the world, men and women are accused anu condemned
in haste and in secret and are "railroaeke (as we people
call it) to prison without a chanee of proving their innothe
cence. The Bill of Rights protects the people of
do
the
freedom
to
say,
think,
and
United States in their
thing needed for their welfare, provided they do not break
any laws made by the lawmakers whom they themselves
have elected.
e
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THE PEOPLE KEEP FOR THEMSELVES ALL THE RIGHTS THAT THEY
HAVE NOT DELEGATED

The Ninth and Tenth Amendments made clear that the

authority in the United States belongs to "the people."
The Ninth Amendment says that the rights already described in the Constitution and the first eight amendments
are not the only rights of the people, and that. other rights
are not taken away from the people because the Constitution and amendments do not mention them. The Tenth

Anwndment says that any powers not delegated by the
Constitution to the Federal Government, or definitely
taken away from the states, shall be reserved (belong) to
the States, and to "the people." These two amendments
thus recognize the people of the United States as the real
partners in an the government organization and agencies.
THE PEOPLE SHALL ALWAYS HAVE THE RIGHT TO A REPUBLICAN
FORM OF GOVERNMENT

This right is a part of the Constitution itself and was
a very unusual thing when the Constitution was adopted.
All the great nations of Europe were kingdoms or empires and most of them were autocracies in which the
king or emperor had all the authority, the "last word"
which settled all questions without the consent of the
people. But the leaders of the new Nation promised that
the people should always have a form of government in
which the authority would belong to them and would be
used by their representatives for tilc good of all. A citizen who has reached a given age may be chosen to represent the people among whom he lives. All men are equal
as far as the enforcement of the laws is concerned. This,

in general, is what is meant by a republican form of
government.
SPECIAL RIGHTS OF CITIZENS

full member of the United States of
America. An unnaturalized person may live safely in
A citizen is

a
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this country and share in the rights of freedom and justice that we have been describing, but he cannot have a
part in government activities by voting, by serving as a
representative of his neighbors or his district, by helping
to manage the goverment, or by holding a government
job. He has to take the kind of government that citizens
of the United States give him, in his village or city, in
his State, or in the Nation. It is generally a good government, but an alien, as long as he remains so, cannot
vote to change it to meet changing conditions. In most
States aliens cannot be lawyers or doctors or get licenses
to engage in certain other businesses. In many States
they do not get the benefit of public assistance laws and
other laws to help citizens in time of need.
THE RIGHT TO VOTE

With some few exceptions, each of the 50 States has the
power to decide which of its citizens may vote. All citizens
over the age of 18 years, who are otherwise qualified, have
the right to vote in Federal elections. The States have the
right to fix the age of its voters in other elections. State

laws usually provide that, before qualifying to vote, a
citizen must have lived in the State for a certain period of
time. However, under Federal law, a State cannot dis-

qualify a voter in national elections for President and Vice

President because the voter has not met such State residence requirement. Most of the States refuse voting

rights to idiots, insane persons, and those who have
been convicted of serious crimes. The Constitution of
the United States guarantees that no 'citizen shall be re-fused the right to vote because of race, calor, or sex. It
also guarantees that no citizen shall be prevented from
voting for the President, the Vice President, or Members
of the Congress because he has not paid a tax.
Each citizen should do his very best to vote wisely. He
should try to think for himself after hearing and reading
as much as he can on a given question or set of candi-
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dates. Women should use their right to vote and should
help to choose good officials. Today our different governments are making thousands of laws and rules. Many of
these are about our homes, schools, children, and neighborhood living. In towns and cities, as well as in the
Federal and State Governments, laws and rules are constantly being made about such things as our work and
business, and the safety of our homes, our health, and
our money. Study Figure 25 and see how many of the
subjects of laws or rules listed tli.u-e are to be found in
your own neighborhood or community.

It is only through wise voting that we can elect better
officials who will give us a modern, up-to-date government. It is only through frequent elections that we can
learn what the people want, whom they wisb to choose to
manage their government, and how they believe the government should be run. In our country we believe in
"the rule of the majority." This means that decisions
must be made according to the votes of more than half of
those voting.

However, in elections where several persons seek the
same public office, the winning candidate may get less

than a majority of the votes cast, although receiving
more than any of his opponents. The excess of his votes

over those of the next highest candidate is called a
"plurality."
The citizen should give serious thought not only to the
right that he has but also to his duty to vote. He should
vote every time he ir, asked to do so. Only in this way
can we have "a government by the people."
THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. How many reasons can you think of that would
probably make aliens living in our country want to
become naturalized citizens'?

2. Make a list of the valuable rights that members of
your group have shared, even as noncitizens living in
4 "f"
your community.
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3. Would you answer "yes" or "no" to each of the
following statements?
Yes

No.

El

0 1. Is an alien free to share in all the rights and
opportunities of government in the United
States?

CI

0 2. Does an alien share in the personal rights
that are guaranteed to us in the Bill of

CI

0

Rights?
3. May newspapers print opinions that are not

the same as those of the political party in
power ?

CI

0 4. Do citizens of the United States have a right

CI

to assemble (meet together) peaceably?
5. In time of peace, could the Government force
you to let soldiers live in your home if you

0

O0

did not wish to have them?

6. Can an accused person be held for many
years before being granted a trial in this
country?
7. Could a judge sentence an accused person to
be tortured to death?

CI

0

CI

0 8. Is it necessary for every qualified citizen to
vote in order to keep this a true repub-

lican form of government ?
Some more words that the student should understand:
abridgingmaking smaller, decreasing.
autocraciesgovernments in which one person has all the final
authority.

criticizefind fault with a person or thing.
deprivedforced to give up something.
descendantsall the children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc., of the same parents.

dictatorsleaders who have autocratic authority for a short
time.

exchangetrade, barter.
exercise--use or practice.

generousfree about giving things away.
idiotspersons without sound minds from birth.
imposelay a burden or weight on.
impri.sonmentcondition of being locked up in prison.
4
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innocencebeing not guilty.
insanementally unbalanced; mad; crazy.
law-abidingobeying the law.
licenseeauthority to do certain acts or carry on certair businesses.
noncitizenspersons who are not citizens of the country in which
they live.

ownershipauthority over things that belong to one.
patriot8persons who love their country and try to improve it.
peaceablyin a peaceful way.
permita written or printed card authorizing a person to do
something.

pluralitythe excess of votes over those cast for the next
highest opponent.
policieeplans for present or future official action.
practicedo a thing many times.
projectplan for work to be done.

quarteredgiven a place to live (usually said of soldiers).
"railroaded"an American expression meaning that the accused
has been sent to jail without a fair chance of telling his side.
redrese of grievanceschanges to correct conditions that put
persons in danger or make them unhappy or uncomfortable.
reputationwhat other people think and say about a person.
respectingabout, with relation to.

rule of the majoritythe vote of more than half of those
voting.

eentenceorder by a judge for punishment.
sewagewaste and undesirable liquids or other matters carried
off by sewers.

suedforced to appear in a law court to answer someone's
claim of wrong or damage.

suspectedbelieved to be guilty.
torturedput under extreme pain.
tyrantsheads of countries who rule by force and cruelty.
violencerough treatment, force.
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CHAPTER 11

Giving Our Government the Authority Needed for Its
Work
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all mon
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, thart, among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to
secure these rights, governments are ?instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governedThat whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the

people to e2ter or to abolish it, and to institute new
government, laying its foundation on such principles
and organizing its powers in such form, as .to them

shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness."

From the Declaration of Independence,
July 4, 1776.

In chapter 9 you learned how our Federal Constitution has grown. In chapter 10 we studied the Bill of
Rights, which was added to the Constitution shortly after
it was adopted and which declared certain basic principles
and standards as the foundation of our whole plan of
government. Now we are ready to study the authority
of our Government. We are going to learn where the
many units of our Government get their right to do things
and how they use that right. Remember, this is one of
the factors that runs through all our group life. (Review Figure 6.)

FINAL AND DELEGATED AUTHORITY

We have learned that in almost all groups there is final
authority (what we called in chapter 3 the "last word")
122
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and also delegated authority (authority especially given
or passed on to some person or persons). Very often the
final authority belongs to all the members of the group.
But the members of nearly all groups delegate some of
their authority to chosen representatives.
There must be some authority in every business. Let
us take the example of the milkman who delivers milk to
our homes. This milkman must get a permit stating his

right to sell and deliver milk and this permit will be his
written authority to do his work. It is issued by the town
health officer or some other representative of the final
authority, which belongs to all the people of the community. Because a milkman has been given such a permit
we say that he is properly authorized to sell and deliver
milk.
If a friend of yours happens to own a farm, he has the

fmal authority to make a decision to sell it, or even to
give it away. If someone tells him that he does not have
this final authority (called ownership) to sell the farm,

he can ask a government official in his county to help him
prove his authority through records of ownership kept by
the county government. These records are his proof of
authority and ownership. If he rents the farm to somebody else, he delegates enough authority so that the tenant
can use his farm buildings and cultivate the land. However, final authority to sell or give away the farm remains
with the ow-ner.
Even a small girl who is sent by her family group to a
grocery store to buy a pound of coffee has had some authority delegated to her. She has been given the authority to buy the coffee. The groceryman believes that she
has been given this authority or he would not sell her the
coffee on credit.

There is delegated authority in every branch of the

government. If you are planning to take the examination
for United States citizenship, you will want to be sure
that you are being examined by the proper official, who
has the delegated authority to do his work. Certainly
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you would be very sorry if you were to take your examina-

tion and find later that the person who gave it was not
properly authorized as an examiner. But because you
have confidence in our Government, you feel sure that the

examiner who talks to you has had authority properly
delegated to him by the United States Government. The
examiners of applicants for naturalization are only a
small part of our Government, but every single part of it
must have authority to do its work.

You depend on the policemen in your community to
keep order and to arrest criminals. Suppose a group of
gangsters were to dress as policemen and come into your
neighborhood. They might enter your home, arrest you,
and even take your life. They would be a group of persons doing things without authority. The real policeman
usually wears some sort of badge and carries some kind
of card or paper that tells who he is and proves that he
has been authorized to do his work.
THE AUTHORITY OF OUR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

When we come to consider where our government
groups get their authority, we remember that the people
of the country have the last word. (See Figure 26.) It
was "The People" who adopted the Constitution and gave
the Government its authority to do things. Since then
every voting member of our national group has had a
voice in deciding what the Government shall do.
We explained earlier that in most groups in this coun-

try we decide questions by the "rule of the majority"
(which means that the side that gets more than half the

votes wins). This way of deciding things is a democratic
If we believe in it, clearly we believe in the good
judgment of the plain citizen, for we accept the judgment
of the majority as binding on all of us.
Some of our groups are not democratically controlled.
In families, for instance, it would be very unusual to make
decisions by the rule of the majority. Experience has
fully proved that the parents are better fitted to exercise
way.
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authority than one or more of the children. In some
other groups it may be unwise for every member to have
an equal share of the final authority.
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES PLACES THE FINAL
AUTHORITY IN THE HANDS OF THE PEOPLE

As we have learned, our Constitution has been interpreted by many court decisions, has been changed by 25
amendments, and has been developed by many new laws
and treaties and regulations. But the simple fact has remained true throughout the years, that no interpretation
or change has ever been suggested that would take the
final authority of our Government out of the hands of the
people.

The Constitution outlines a division of the delegated
authority to different government groups. The Constitution speaks for the people in dividing up the delegated
authority. It states which parts of the Government shall

have the authority to do this thing or that thing. The
people make up too large a group to decide matters in
some great mass meeting, as they used to do 300 years
ago in their small town meetings.
The Constitution has worked out a plan of representa-

tive government to take the place of our earlier mass
meetings of the people. When people were few, nobody
needed a representative at a town meeting to make laws
because every persrm could go himself. Now we vote to
elect our representatives to make our laws. We help to

choose others to be judges and interpret the laws, and still
others to enforce the laws and put them into effect.
DELEGATED AUTHORITY IN OUR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

After our representatives have been chosen, they take
office and represent us in doing the things we have given
them authority to do. For example, the people cannot sit

down in a great group and make their own laws; so

through the Constitution they have delegated this author-
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ity to representatives especially chosen to act as lawmak-

ers. We call this body of national lawmakers the Congress of the United States. The people canna go out in
a great group to enforce the laws ; so through the Constitution they have delegated this authority to the President
and his helpers, whom we call the Executive Branch of
our Federal Government. The people also need someone

to interpret or explain our Federal laws for them, to
settle disagreements between citizens of different States,
and to decide on the punishment for lawbreaking against
the Federal Government. Certainly the people cannot
meet together in one body to do these things. Su they
have delegated this power to the judges of our national

courts of justicewhich we call the Federal Judiciary.
All of this makes it easy to understand why people

speak of having a government of delegated powers, or a
representative form of government. (See Figure 27.)
In much the same way our Constitution speaks for the
people in delegating certain powers to the Federal Government but reserving other powers to be delegated to the
State governments. Study Figure 28, which shows this
division of authority. It also shows that the Constitution
permits both the Federal Government and the State governments to do certain very necessary things, such as collecting taxes, borrowing money, and setting up courts of
law. These powers are known as the "concurrent
powers." You will also learn from Figure 28 that there
are certain powers that all our government groups are
forbidden to exercise. The people could make use of all
these powers if they wished to, but the majority have
always felt that the people would benefit more without
them.
DELEGATED POWERS CAN BE WITHDRAWN BY THE PEOPLE

The people have the right to add to, or take away from,
the authority that they have delegated. If a large enough
number of voters wanted to change the amount of authority given to the President and his helpers, they could do so
by insisting on an amendment to the Constitution. In the
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DELEGATED POWERS IN THE FEDERAL SYSTEM
A. POWERS OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
(those DELEGATED to it)
EXAMPLES
To control relations with foreign nations.
To punish crimes against the United States.
To establish post offices.
To coin money and regulate its value.
To keep up an army, a navy, and an air corps.
To declare war and make peace.
To set standards for weights and measures.
To regulate commerce among the States and with foreign countries.
To make uniform laws about naturalization and bankruptcy.
To protect authors and inventors by giving copylghts and patents.
To admit new States and to control the temitory of the United States.
To make all laws necessary and proper for carrying into effect the expressly stated
powers and all other powers granted by the United States Constitution.

C. PROHIBITED POWERS

B, CONCURRENT POWERS

EXAMPLES

EXAMPLES
fo borrow money.
To collect taxes.
To build public works.

To deny civil rights (such as freedom
of speech, press, religion, and

To charter banks.
To establish courts.
To help agriculture and industry,
To protect the public health.

To pass laws that make illegal some-

assembly).

thing that has already been done
legally and honestly.

To pass a law that Ands any person
guilty without trial.

D. POWERS OF THE STATES (called RESERVED powers)
EXAMPLES
To authorize the establishment of local governments.
To establish and keep up schools.
To regulate city government groups.
To provide for a State militia.
To regulate commerce within the borders of the State.
To regulate labor, industry, and business within the State.

To provide care for orphans and paupers, and for laid, crippled, insane, and
other helpless persons.

To make laws on all other subjects not prohibited to the States by the Federal or
State Constitutions, and not delegated to the Federal Government.

Figure 211

Delegated Powers in the Federal System
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same way they could give more power or less power to the

courts or to the Cengress. And when the people wish to
take away the authority from any particular group of
officials whom they have elected, they can simply "vote
them out of office" at the next election.
AUTHORITY IN SMALLER GOVERNMENT UNITS

The State constitutions provide that the final authority

within each State belongs to the people of that State.
The people have the "last word" about their State government, so long as they do nothing to interfere with the

Federal Constitution, which is the highest law in the

land.
Each of the 50 State constitutions gives its people three
branches of government, the legislative, executive, and
judicial. To the legislative branch the people, through

the State constitution, delegate authority to make the

laws. To the executive branch they delegate authority to

enforce the laws. To the judicial branch they delegate
authority to explain the laws.
If the people of any State feel that it is wise to make
changes in their State government, they can amend their
constitution, although they cannot change the representa-

tive form of their government, which is guaranteed to
them by the Constitution of the United States. Each
State constitution provides a method by which it can he

amended.
A very interesting example of how the people of a State
can make important changes in their government can be
found in the State of Nebraska. Nebraska's constitution

provided for a legislature divided into two "houses," a
Senate and a House of Representatives, just as the
Constitution of the United States does. But in 1935 the
people of Nebraska decided that a single lawmaking body
could represent their interests better. Therefore they
amended their State constitution to provide that after
January 1937 the legislature should consist of only one
house. In other words, the people of Nebraska decided
4 all
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to have their laws made by a smaller number of representatives, all meeting together. They made a very great
change in the organization of their State government but
did not change its representative form.
CITIES USUALLY HAVE CHARTERS INSTEAD OF CONSTITUTIONS

A city's eharter is given to it by the State in whieh it
is located.

In the charter can be found a statement of the

authority given to the city governnwnt by the State.
State laws may be passed from time to time to change the
charter and give more authority to the city government,
or to take away some of the authority that it already has.
As long as the city government stays inside the limits
of the authority given to it by the State, the people of the
city have the final word. They select their own Officers
to make their local lawsoftm called "ordinances"ami
to carry on the other business of the city. If the people

who make up the city's population wish to change their
charter, thPy have to petition the State government for
the changes that they want. The State assembly of lawmakers then decides whether or imt to grant the petition.
COUNTIES AND TOWNS DO NOT HAVE CONSTITUTIONS OF THEIR
OWN

Counties and towns depend on the State constitution
and State laws to tell them what authority they may exercise. So long as the people within the counties and towns
do not go beyond the authority given them by the State,
they have the last word in their loeal affairs.
SUMMARY

In this chapter we have studied the many govermnent
groups to whieh we all belong. Each of us is a member
of a national group, of a State group, of a county group,
and of either a city, town, or village group. The authority in each group belongs to its own members, but some
of it is delegated to representatives to do parts of each
group's work.
4
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Study Figure 29 and you will see that our government
groups within the United States consist of one Nation,
50 States, over 3,000 counties, thousands of cities, :nd
many thousands of smaller government units. In every
one of these the people have the final authority, but in the

smaller groups they must act within the limits of the
power given to them by the largest group of all, the whole
American people. And in each group they delegate some
of this authority to the officials whom they have selected
to represent them.
THINGS TO DO

Can you select the word or phrase that will make each of the
following statements read correctly?

1. Only the Federal Government has the authority

to

(1) make treaties with foreign countries.
(2) make laws.
(3) enforce laws.

2. The State governments have authority to
(1) admit new States into the Union.
(2) declare war.
(3) establish local government within the State.

3. The Federal Government has the authority to
(1) establish a State church.
(2) make uniform laws about naturalization.
(3) establish county governments.

4. The powers granted the Federal Government in
the Constitution are called
(1) prohibited powers.
(2) reserved powers.
(3) delegated powers.
5. When you are examined for United States citizenship, you will be examined by
(1) authorized examiners.
(2) unauthorized examiners.
(3) the sheriff of your county.
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he Goverrimeth Units That
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"The authority exercised by each government unit is granted by the people.
The government unit exercises this authority for the benefit of the people. When
it does not do so, the people may change It."

Num 29
The Government Units That Represent the People
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6. The Constitution of the United States places the final

authority in our Nation in the hands of
(1) the President.
(2) the people.
(3) the Congress.
7. We call the body of men elected to make our Na-

tional laws the
(1) Legislative Branch.
(2) Executive Branch.
(3) Judicial Branch
8. Our courts of law and justice are
(1) the executive.
(2) the committees.
(3) the judiciary.
9. Our form of government, in which we elect officials

to act for us, is
(1) a dictatorship.
(2) a repiesentative government.
(3) an oligarchy.
Some more words the student should understand:
abolishput un end to.

alterchange.
arresttake or keep a person by authority of law.
authorizedgiven power or the right to act.
bankruptcyinability to pay one's debts.

civil rightsthe privarte legal rights of a citizen and the protection of them.

copyrightslegal rights protecting tho work of authors f torn
being used by other people without permission.

ereditarrangement by which a person can get goods or money
from another person who trusts him to pay for them later.
derivingdrawing or receiving.

destructivehaving the power to destroy, ruin, or tear down.
effectbring to pass.'
housesorganized groups of lawmakers.
institutedset up, esablished, or organized.
judicialhaving to dp wil h a court of justice.

locatedplaced.
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mos meetingmeeting open to everybody who comes.
ordinarwescity laws.
orphanschildren whose parents have died.
posedadopted and made binding on the people.
tenantn person who is delegated or allowed to use the property of another person, usually in return for the payment
of rent.
vniformof the same form with dthers.

4 4 -r
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CHAPTER 12

How the People Make Their Withes Known by Voting
"This Government, with its institutions, belongs to
the people who inhabit the United Scates."

Abraham Lincolin.

In the last four chapters we have learned a great deal
about the rights of the people of the United States and
about the final authority that they always have and that
they generally pass on to persons chosen to represent
them in their government. Let us now consider "the

People" themselves and learn how they make their
wishes known at election time by voting.

WHO ARE THE PEOPLE"?

We have called attention again and again to the fact

that the final authoritythe last wordin our Government belongs to the whole people of this country. This
means that there is no one ruler to tell the people what to
do.

There are more than 200 million citizens in the

United States. The citizens are the rulers of this country.
They have chosen a President to represent them as the
head of their Government.
Although the population of citizens of voting age in
1968 was over 120 million, the number of persons who
voted in the Presidential election in that year was less
than 75 million.
The whole group of voters is called the electorate.
When any large part of the electorate fails to vote, those
persons who fail to do this duty are helping to weaken
government "by the people"; for only through voting can
the people keep up their final authority. Elected officers

of the government, from the President of the United
186
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States to the city alderman or the village constable are
simply representatives delegated to carry out the wishes
of the people; and it is hard to learn what those wishes
really are if the people do nut come forward and express
them clearly by voting.
We citizens here believe in "the rule of the majority,"*

which means that any candidate or any proposal that
gets over one-half of all the votes wins. But if a great
many people should be too careless or too indifferent to
vote, the whole number of votes would be small, and the

number making up the majority would, of course, be
smaller still. In such a case, a few people would be able
to elect officials and to exercise the final authority for the
whole people. Then we would have an oligarchy (rule of
the few) instead of democracy (rule of the whole people). Turn back to pages 29 and 18 for the explanation
of these words.
WHO MAY VOTE?

Probably you are wondering just what groups of people
make up the electorate, since the right to vote is not given
to everybody. Each OM of the 50 States has the right to
decide the voting qualifications of its own citizens. However, the Constitution of the United States provides that
the right of citizens to vote cannot be taken away because

of (1) race, (2) color, (3) sex, (4) previous condition
of s3rvitude (siavery), or (5), failure to pay a tax. Additionally, Federal law places limitations upon the States
concerning the age at which a citizen may qualify to vote
in Federal elections, upon the residence requirements for
voting in Federal elections, and upon the literacy requirements for voting in all elections.

Voting qualifications in the 50 States are much alike.
Persons who are refused the right to vote usually belong
to the following classes :

1. Persons under 18 years old.
2. Criminals.
*For a discussion of "plurality" 'we page 119.
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3. Noncitizens.
4. Persons with mental illnesses.

There are a few other groups of persons who are refused the right to vote in some States. However, we
usually think of any citizen of sound mind (1) who is not
a child, (2) who is not a criminal, and (3) who has lived

in the State for a certain period of time, as being a
"qualified voter"that is, as a person who is fit and
authorized to help in choosing our representatives and in
expressing the wishes of the people as to their
government.
Our groups of "qualified voters" are a most important

part of our democratic system. We have set up a government to provide hundreds of services for us, and it
is clear that we must choose officials who can be trusted
to do this work well. Our Government ean be no better
than the officials who are chosen to carry out the wishes

of the people. We place a heavy responsibility on citizens when we ask them to choose the best kind of men
and women to be representatives of the people.
HOW DO WE LEARN THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE?

In the home it is easy to learn the opinions of members
of a family about any question. They can sit down in a
family group and talk things over,. Each member can
state his opinion directly. The same thing can be done

in a small group of working peoplelet us say, of farmers or factory workers or salesmen in stores. In some
of our groups we learn the opinions of members by taking a written vote after a free discussion. In other
groups we learn the opinions of the members by taking
a spoken vote. But in some groups the membership is
so 'arge that the members cannot get together and hold
a i'iscussion and take a vote on short notice. How, the),
can the will of the majority be learned in oar Nation or
our State or other large groups?
4
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EXPRESSING OUR OPINION ON GOVERNMENT MATTERS

Whether it be in the National group, the State group,
or the county, city, or village group, citizens of our country have a number of chances to express their wishes and
in that way to take an important part in their government. Some of these chances are listed in the following
paragr aphs:
1. THE QUALIFIED CITIZEN CAN VOTE AT ELECTION TIME

Whether it is a matter of electing a President of the
United States or a new mayor for a city or a new road
commissioner for a county, every qualified voter is given
a chance to go to the polling place and express his choice

as to the person to represent him. This is one of the
ways in which our country gives equal opportunities to
all its qualified voters.
2. THE QUALIFIED CITIZEN CAN DO HIS PART IN NOMINATING
CANDIDATES FOR OFFICE

In most government groups a number of persons are
nominated (named) to be voted for at an election. We
cannot choose between the candidatespersons who are
i`running for office"until they have been officially nominated, because the election officials cannot put every likely
person's name on the ballot.

In some States candidates are nominated by petition.
Their laws provide that, if at a reasonable time before
the election a certain number of voters sign a petition
to have some citizen's name printed on the ballot, the
election officials are obliged to do what these persons
ask and to give the voters a chance to vote for the citizen
thus nominated.

Sometimes candidates are nominated at a primary
election. In such cases a special election is held, not to
give all the voters a chance to elect someone to office but

to give the members of each party a chance to choose
their nominees by their votes. At a primary election
each political party has a separate ballot to be used by
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its own members or those who wish to help choose ith
candidates.
Sometimes candidates are nominated by a convention.
By this method the members of a party send chosen delegates to a meeting place to talk things over and then to
select candidates to run for office.

The most important conventions are those that meet
every fourth year to name candidates for the offices of
President and Vice President of the United States. Each
important political party holds such a meetingcalled a
National Conventionwhere its delegates get together
from all parts of the country in some convenient meeting

place and decide on its programcalled its "platform"
and select its candidates.
The National Convention of a political party is usually

a group of more than a thousand delegates chosen from
all of the 50 States. These delegates are chosen in some
States by primary elections and in some by State conventions. When they meet in the Convention they all

try to choose candidates for whom they think that a
majority of the voters wili be likely to vote.
After the National Conventions have nominated candidates for President and Vice President, each party conducts a campaign in which it tries to win as many votes
as possible for its candidates. It holds public meetings,
organizes parades, sometimes gives away buttons and
badges,

sends out books and pamphlets, broadcasts

speeches, and sends its speakers over the country trying
to persuade qualified citizens to vote for the candidates
whom it has nominated and hopes to elect.

Similar campaigns are carried on in each of the States
when State officials are going to be chosen by the people.
The citizen should keep as well informed as possible
before every election, so that he will know what candidates are best qualified for public office. He should also

use his best efforts to have honest and able persons
nominated by his party.

5 .1
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3. THE QUALIFIED CITIZEN MAY WISH TO BECOME A MEMBER OF A
POLITICAL PARTY

In our country and in each of our States, groups

of

people who think somewhat alike on political questions

have formed political parties. They wish to use the

party as an organization through which they can get the
kind of government services they want. Each party has
its program and its platform, which set forth the wishes
and plans of its members.

In this country we have what is sometimes called a
" two-party system." This means that we have two
"major" or larger parties, the Democratic Party and
the Republican Party. These are two large groups of
people who usually oppose each other on political questions and usually favor different candidates for office.

From time to time there have been formed smaller
parties, sometimes called "third parties." These smaller
parties usually are made up of people who are not satisfied with either of the larger parties. They offer sugges-

tions for new policies that they believe will help the
country or their own group. Sometimes, when these suggestions have proved to be good, they have been accepted
by the American people and enacted into laws. Sometimes they have been taken over by one or both of the
major parties and added to their platforms or programs.
The third parties often act as critics of the promises and

performnces of the major parties. By so doing they
help to force the major parties to keep their platforms
up to date as the needs of the people change from time to
time. In tbe past a new party sometimes was successful
in electing a President and Vice President and other officials, as the Republican Party was in 1860; and sometimes third parties have succeeded in electing their candidates in the States but not in the Nation.
Through the organization of the political parties the
voters elect thousands of officials to operate their government. If you study Figure 30 you can see how the people
elect representatives in different government groups.
t
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The Voters Elect Many Representatives
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The election of all members of the House of Representatives and of one-third of the members of the United

States Senate is held in every even-numbered year on
the Tuesday following the first Monday in November.
Some States elect State officials on the same day.

Each of the major national parties is made up of many
smaller groups. Each national political party has many
branch organizations in counties and cities. Most of the
work of the party is done by the men and women in these
local groups. Everywhere the patty worker is trying to

get the voter to vote for his party's candidates. Thousands of citizens offer themselves willingly for this sor;,
of work just before elections, While others work for their
parties at all times. You can see the outline of the party
organization in Figure 31.
The political party has come to be a very real part of
the organization of our government. No mention is made

of political parties in the Constitution of the United
States. These parties come into existence and do work

just as other groups do. They get their authority from
the citizens who join them and they delegate authority to
party leaders. They serve large groups of citizens who
wish to use the party as a good way to make their own
objectives known and to put them into effect. They have
their organization through which to carry on their work.
They keep in close contact with groups of voters in order
to win as many votes as possible for their own candidates.
They keep in close touch with the officials whom they have
elected to office, in order to know whether to try to reelect

the same officials or to find others who will do the work
better. They do all of these things in terms of the principles and standards that are accepted by the members
of the party. A political party can be no better than its
members, for the members set the standards for the whole
group. If you wish to learn other objectives of a political
party, study Figure 32.
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AN OUTLINE OF THE ORGANIZATION OF EACH MAJOR
POLITICAL PARTY
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MANY VOTERS IN THE UNITED STATES JOIN GROUPS
KNOWN AS POLITICAL PARTIES IN ORDER TO
CHOOSE THEIR REPRESENTATIVES

Films 31

The Organize Hon of Each Major Political Patty
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WAYS IN WHICH OUR POLITICAL PARTIES
SERVE THE PEOPLE

POLITICAL PARTIES ARE USEFUL INSOFAR AS THEY
1. Provide us with organizations through which large groups of citizens
can take an active part in the government and can express

their opinions and wishes in a way which will influence public
officials.
2. Keep the people interested in problems of city, State, and Federal
government, so that we may really have a government "by the

people."
3. Spread truthful information about how the government operates
and about how it can be improved.

4. Put into deRnite Form certain important questions affecting the
welfare of the people, by writing them into their programs and
platforms.

5. Provide good leadership For our government by nominating candidates who are worthy to reprement the people. Voters in this

country periodically elect 200,000 officials, ranging in importance from the President of the United States, to the constable
of a village. Most of then are nominated by political parties.
6. Promote good government by insisting that officials who have been

nominated through the party's efforts shall serve the people
well. This is also a good way to get the party's candidates
reelected.

7. Exert a strong influence on officials who have been put into office
by the votes oF the opposing party, thus Forcing them by public
opinion to give good service.

Figure 32

Ways in Which Ow Political Patties Some the Pimple
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THINGS TO IX)

Answer each question in from one to five words:

1. What is the executive head of our Government
called ?

2. What group name do we give to the whole body of
qualified voters?
3. Can noncitizens vote in your State ?
4. How old do people have to be before they can vote in
local elections in your State ?

5. What do you call a meeting brought together to
nominate persons for office ?

6. Are the candidates for the office of President and

Vice President of the United States nominated by
petition or at conventions
7. Does the Constitution of the United States provide
for political parties I
Some more words that the student should understand:
aldermana law-making or rule-making officer representing the
people of a city.

attentionthought and study applied to something.
ballotan official paper given to a voter on which he may mark
his vote.
campaigna struggle between political parties before an election.
constablea law-enforcing officer of a town or township.

eritiespersons who express their judgment about people or
things (usually an unfavorable judgment).

expressmake clear by act or word.
favortake sides with, try to help.
indifferentnot caring seriously.

inhabitlive in.

institutionsanything built up solidly for a definite purpose.

majorlarger.

mayorhead official of a city government.
nomineespersons who are named as candidates.

performancesthings done.
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"platform"--American word for the principles of a political
party.
polling placeplace where citizens vote on election day.
precincta small division of a city or county made for governmental purposes.

primary electionspecial election at which each political party
nominates its candidates for office by its own votes.

quo2ifted votera voter who meets the requirements of the law.

CHAPTER 13

How the People Form Their Opinions Before Voting
"Only enlightened public opinion, based on accurate
information and full and free discussion of facts and

issues, can give to our Nation real and adequate
security."

James Monroe.

In our last chapter we discussed how the people can
make known their wishes by voting. However, the voter
does not do his whole duty as a citizen by voting for the
candidates offered to him by the political parties. Every
citizen should keep himself. well informed so that he can
help in the choice of able and honest representatives. He
should keep up his interest in public officials after they
are elected so that he will know whether they are worthy
.

of holding office and of being reelected. Let us consider

for a few moments how the voter forms his opinions
about his government and its officials.

VOTERS SHOULD HAVE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE

The United States is a democracy in which the wishes
of the people must guide the government in deciding how
it will act. Every voter should know what the government is doing for him and his community. If a large

number of our voters are ignorant or indifferent, our
democracy will be a failure. If our voters are well informed and vote with good, common sense, our Government will serve the people well.
More and more as years go by, we expect our Government to help us with our hardest problems. Therefore,
148
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we should always keep trying to elect able and w ideawake representatives. After the elections are over and
the officials are in office, the people should be interested

in watching how their representatives are doing their
work. Are the legislators making laws that are really
needed? Are other officials really enforcing the laws?
Are all criminals who violate the laws being brought to
trial and punished? Are the needs of the people getting
the attention that they deserve? These and many other
questions should be of interest to our citizens.
HOW CAN THE VOTER KEEP HIMSELF WELL INFORMED?

All voters should be alert and independent enough to
read and think for themselves. The problems of government are changing all the time, and we are constantly
being asked to vote for new candidates and, indirectly,
for or against new plans that groups of citizens tell us
will be helpful to our community or to the whole people.
How can we decide wisely what candidates have the right

answer, as far the welfare of our groups or of the

United States is concerned?
Much of our information must come from newspapers,
magazines, radio, and television. It is a wise thing for
all of us to keep up our reading about public questions

and government affairs and to listen to many kinds of
conversations, lectures, and radio and television talks. A
great many writers and lecturers are friendly and patriotic and really want to help us by giving us information
that will guide us in thinking for ourselves. Some of the
advice that we receive we recognize right away as being
for our own good and for the good of our neighbors, as,
for example, when a police radio broadcast explains to us
why we should obey the traffic rules.
HEARING ROTH RIDES

But we often recognize other information as coming

from persons who wish only to help themselves by getting
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us to support their selfish plans. We read many articles
that we immediately know are intended to make us dislike certain officials or groups of officials, while other
articles are intended to "build up" some new candidate
who is not really worthy of our support. We would be
very foolish to believe all we read or hear, especially when

the writer or speaker is trying to persuade us to think
what he thinks, instead of giving us both sides of the
question for our thoughtful consideration. We should
always try to hear, discuss, and read "the other side of
the story" before we form our opinions. We should read
newspapers and listen to radio and television speeches
on both sides, and then compare the information we have
thus received with the facts that we know already and
with our own experience. The most important thing is

to hear both sides and to measure their arguments by
what we have actually learned in our own lives.
We can get much information in our homes and in the
other groups to which we belong. We must never think
of education as something that ends when we reach the
age of leaving school. We must always remember that

our education continues throughout our livesin our
homes, in our religious groups, in our work groups, in
discussion groups, and in many of our other contacts. In
our homes, for instance, we often find members of the
family helping to educate each other without thinking
much about it. When they come home from work, they
often discuss the different opinions and arguments that
they have heard or in which they have taken part during
the day. By their discussions they help to explain more
than one side of a question. Often they talk about good
books that they have read and encourage other members
of the family to read them too.
DISCUSSION GROUPS

Everywhere in our country there are small and large
groups of people who assemble to discuss questions. They
D
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are using their constitutional right to assemble peaceably
and to speak freely. Sometimes a social group will discuss public questions of importance when it meets at a

neighbor's house for dinnerusually local questions of
life and work in its own community. Sometimes a group
of farmers gets together to talk about the problems of the
farm. Sometimes groups of housewives gather to talk
about problems of the home and children and the price of
household supplies. In all these groups people are talking, listening, reading, exchanging information, and forming opinions.

Some of our groups are more formal than others. The
discussion groups that we have just described are very
informal and are found wherever a few people get together to talk things over. But throughout this country
there are groups that do not simply meet at a dinner or a
luncheon or around a fire in the evening. They are or-

ganized into formal units, meet together regularly at
agreed times and places, and have programs of lectures

and discussions to help their members make up their
minds about public questions.

Many times these formal groups give their members
spoken or written information that tells only one side of
the story. Such information is worth having only if we
learn the other side of the story as well.
Look at Figure 33, which shows in picture form some of
the influences often exerted on a citizen as he tries to form
an honest opinion on a government question. This may
suggest to you that you are going to have a very interest-

ing time in making your preparations to vote sensibly.
You will find this true. Making up your own mind independently about public questions is one of the greatest
privileges of a democracy.
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NEED OF INDEPENDENT MIND

You must remember that-

1. The newspapers often disagree about men and
policies.
2. Books may be written on both sides of any question.

3. Magazines very often publish articles that contradict one another.
4. Each political party must stake its success on its own
point of view.
5. Friends who you admire sometimes see public questions differently than you do.
6. Members of your own family may hold opinions that
you oannot accept.
7. Lecturers may present opposing views.
8. Newsreels may influence your judgment by the way
they show events that happened.

9. Posters and billboards may play up some new
thought on either side of a question.

10. Different groups to which you belong may totally
disagree with one another.

Somehow out of all this information you must get
enough good advice to help you form sensible opinions.
Such opinions are of the highest importance in a democracy, for they guide the people, and the people guide the
government.
SOMETIMES VOTERS TAKE A DIRECT PART IN LAW MAKING

In some States the voters take a direct part in making
laws. Some of the States have provided ways by which
the people themselves can propose State laws. In those
States permission is given by law to any large enough
group of voters to sign a petition asking for a desired law,
and so to begin the process of lawmaking without waiting
for action by their representatives in the State legislature.

Then if enough names are signed to the petition, the
qualified voters of the State must be given a chance at an
election to vote for or against the proposal. If more than
4 011
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half the votes at the election are favorable to the proposed law, it goes into effect. If a majority of the voters
vote against it, it is defeated. By this plan, known as the
initiative, the people (who have the final authority) are
actually using part of that authority to make their own
laws, instead of delegating all of it to their representatives. They are expressing their wishes directly.
Certainly they will need plenty of information about

the proposed law before they can vote wisely for or
against it. If the people of a State that has an initiative
law are not alert and ready to give such proposals thorough study and to vote upon them intelligently, the "rule

of the majority" may be used by a smaller number of
citizens to initiate and pass unwise laws. The initiative
passes back to the people part of the authority usually
delegated to representatives, but it also puts on them a
great responsibility not to neglect that authority.

Many States make use of another plan by which the
people may have a direct part in lawmaking. This is
known as the referendum, and is much more commonly
used than the initiative. The referendum plan provides
that a law that has been passed by the State legislature
may be referred back to the voters of the State either at
their next regular election or at a special election, so that
they may vote whether to accept or reject it. That law
does not go into effect imless it gets a favorable vote of the
people. Nearly half of the States give their citizens this
power of referendum in some form. Peithaps your own
State does. Sometimes a question, instead of a law, may
be referred to the people. For example, the people of a
city may be asked to vote whether they want a new street

car or bus system, or a iaew boulevard cut through a
crowded district, or whether the government shall borrow
money to do certain things. In such cases the people are
again expressing their wishes directly.
In some States the voters may recall (remove from office) an official before his term of office ends. Under this
plan, if a large enough number of voters sign a petition,
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the question of the removal of the official must be voted
on.

If he loses, he is said to be "recalled." The new

official to take his place may be chosen at the same time or

voted for later at an election. The details of this plan are
different in different cities and States.
A SERIOUS RESPONSIBILITY

Such direct decisions on important questions put upon

the voter a serious responsibility. In the initiative, the
referendum, and the recall the citizen does not delegate
his authority to someone whom he regards as more wise
and more experienced than himself. He uses his final
authority directly himself. For small government groups
this may work well, just as the New England "town meet-

ing," at which everybody in the town acts as his own
lawmaking representative, works well as long as the population is small and interested. Certainly it is a democratic process of government.

In any case, it is very important that the citizen keep
well informed about public questions and public officials.
THINGS TO DO

You be the judge:

CASE 1. Mr. X lives in a city that has a law permitting
the recall of city officials. He finds that the mayor of his

city is being threatened with a possible recall. He does
not know why, but decides that the easiest thing for him
to do is to vote as his neighbor tells him. He then forgets
all about it until voting time when he and his neighbor
cast their votes against the mayor.

Do you think Mr. X has the right idea about this important question ? What would you have done if you
had bem in his place ?
CASE 2. Three new citizens, Mr. X, Mr. Y, and Mr. Z,
are discussing their right to vote for officials in the coming
election. Mr. X says that if the voters of the county,
city, State, and Nation do not vote, they are not helping to
give us a government "by the people." He thinks that if
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they do not vote they are not worthy of their citizenship
and should be made to pay a fine, as if they were lawbreakers.
Mr. Y does not agree. He says that it really does not
make any difference whether a citizen votes or not, since
a single vote cannot possibly change the result.
Mr. Z argues that it makes little difference for whom he

votes, so he may as well vote for an old friend who is a

nice fellow, but stupid.
Do you agree with any one of these men? Discuss their

points of view and see what your group thinks about

them.

CASE 3. Suppose that Mr. A, Mr. B, and Mr. C are
candidates for the office of mayor of your city. You find
that each one has certain qualities that you like. Study

the qualities of each as given below and decide for which
one you would vote.
Mr. B
High-school education.

Mr. C

Eighth-grade education.

College education.
Dishonest

Honest.

Honest.

Good judgment.

Good Judgment

Generous.
Friendly.

Excellent Judgment.

Thrifty.
Unsympathetic.

Generous.

Fair public speaker.

Poor public speaker.

Very popular.
Good public speaker.

Other things to discuss in your study group:

1. Discuss the meaning of the quotation printed at the
beginning of this chapter.
2. Perhaps the law of your own State makes provision
for the initiative, referendum, or recall. Ask your study
group leader to help you find out about this.

3. If your State has laws for the initiative, can you
think of any law that you would like to initiate by

petition

4. It is suggested that your group elect or appoint a
committee to draw up a petition requesting some desirable law. Ask the committee to present their petition to
the study group. When the group has discussed the
petition, find out how many members are willing to sign
1 03*.dts4;
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it. Perhaps some members of the study group can show
why the petition should not be signed.
Some more words that the student should understand:
accuratecorrect, true.
adequate securitysafety fully equal to any need.
billboardslarge signboards.
boukvarda fine city avenue or broad street.
contradictdeny the truth of another person's statements.
conversationsinformal exchange of thoughts through spoken
words.

encouragegive someone the courage or desire to do something.
enlightenedwell in formed.
exertedused forcefully.
ignorantuntaught, lacking in knowledge.
initiatemake a beginning, set things going, introduce.
initiativelegal right reserved by the voters of some States to
start the lawmaking process themselves, without waiting for
their representatives to act first.

inUesquestions up for decision on which there are different
opinions.

lecturesspeeches on chosen subjects.
legislatorsmembers of lawmaking groups.

point of viewan argument seriously presented in a public
discussion.

postersprinted statements or pictures intended to be fastened
in public places.
recalltake away the right to hold office.

refmndumlegal right reserved by the voters of some States
to have the last word on acts of the legislature and other
public questions by voting directly on them.

rejectrefuse to accept.
stupid--having a very dull mind.
thriftyeager to save money or things of value.

violatebreak.

CHAPTER 14

The Objectives of Our City Governments
More than half the people in the United States live

in cities. Their needs must be served.

In the last chapter you learned how important it is that
our citizens should know clearly what is going on in the
various government groups of which they are members.
You learned that the wishes and opinions of citizens do
much to decide the course of the government ; for the
people must give the government its authority to act.
But what does the government do? What are its duties?
How does it serve our needs? What are its objectives?
In this chapter we shall discuss the objectives and pur-

poses of a city government.

OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS SERVE US EVERY DAY

Some of our government groups touch our lives very
often. The streets and bridges that we cross in going to

our homes or work are provided by the government.
The roads on which we travel to visit friends in nearby
towns are built by the government. The streetcar or bus
lines on which we ride are regulated by the government.
The water that the people of cities and towns drink is in
most cases supplied by their local government and in most
cases is tested carefully enough by government experts
to make people feel safe in drinking it.
Many times a day we are being protected by the services of one or the other of our government units.
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THE GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF CITY GOVERNMENTS

When we study the general purpose or objective of our
city governments, we find that it is to provide the people
with safe and helpful living conditions in the city. You

learned earlier that in a charter granted by the State
each city group is given authority to set up a local government. The fact that the State gives to the city such

a charter clearly shows that the State government is

;-.

interested in promoting the same objective.
City problems are often difficult. Here, in one small
area, we fmd a large number of people. Some of them

have come from the country to get work in the city.
Others have lived in the city all their lives. Some settle
in the city when they arrive from foreign lands. Still
others move from one city to another in search of better
conditions. Some of these people are wealthy. Others
are very poor. Some have good jobs. Others have none.
Some are good citizens. Others are criminals. All these
people together make up the city population.
Today our two largest cities, New York and Chicago,
have a combined population of more than 11 million.

Other millions live in the many other large and small
cities of this country. But wherever they are, the people
who are grouped in one city call upon the city government to provide for many of their needs, so that they can
live together in peace and safety. Let us examine this
general objective and see what our cities are expected to
do for their people.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO GUARD THE HEALTH
OF ME PEOPLE

If the people living in our cities are to feel safe, they
must live in healthful neighborhoods. One of the most
important things in city lifewithout which no city can
hope to live and growis good water and plenty of it. It
is such a usual thing for all of us to drink water, to cook
with water, to wash with water, to use water in all sorts
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of work, that we come to expect good water without asking where it comes from. A city cannot exist without a
plentiful supply of fresh water. This means that the city
must provide experts to examine the water supply to

make certain that it is pure and safe to drink. It may
have to build great waterworks to pump the water or to
filter and purify it. The city must provide enough water
for everybody and at as low a cost as possible, for millions of gallons will be needed for drinking, cooking, and
washing purposes and to supply factories. Most citics
own pumping stations and networks of pipes under their
streets, and some have to bring their water supply in
large pipes from lakes and rivers many miles away.
The city employs experts to examine all sorts of food,
which, if not properly prepared for sale, may become
spoiled and harmful. Other experts inspect dairy farms

to make sure that the milk offered for sale is pure.

Others examine factories, markets, restaurants, and bakeries to see that they maintain.healthful conditions.
Most cities have public hospitals and clinics that examine school children as to their general health and as to
their teeth, and employ special nurses in the schools to
watch lover the health of the children. These hospitals
and clinics also offer free services to all persons who are
too poor to pay for medical care.
To guard the health of the people, nearly every city
government has a department of health. One of the most
important duties of the officers of a city health department is to prevent the spread of contagious diseases.

They must quarantine (close off from the public) all
places where disease has broken out, give special medical
treatment to persons to prevent them from catching diseases, and disinfect places where contagious diseases are
likely to occur. Furthermore, all the doctors in the city
are required by law to report to the department of health
all cases of contagious diseases. Health officials also must
keep a record of births and deaths in the city and must
study the causes of diseases and deaths. Sometimes, by
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finding out the cause of a death, the doctors are able to
prevent a disease from spreading.
The city government nmst also pay careful attention to
the removal of trash, garbage, and other waste material.

If this is not done, the city will be unclean and diseases
will break out. It lutist build sewers and keep them in
repair and must provide proper drainage for storm water.
Modern health experts have learned that large numbers
of people cannot live close together in a city and keep
healthy unless they have good drainage and good sewers.
In order to keep the city clean, quiet, and healthful, a
good city government will also do all that it can to prevent
unnecessary dust, noises, and smoke.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO GIVE US GOOD STREETS

A special department of the city government is usually
in charge of building and repairing streets. If it is well
managed, it will plan and build bridges and underpasses
where they are needed to make travel easier and safer.
It will keep the streets clean and will forbid householders
and storekeepers to throw trash or rubbish and garbage
into them. It will also keep the streets well lighted and
properly marked.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO MAINTAIN PEACE AND
ORDER

One of the most important departments of our city
government is the police department. It helps to keep
the city an orderly place by arresting lawbreakers and
those who disturb the peace. For purposes of keeping
order the department will usually divide the city into
districts or precincts and will assign a certain number
of policemen to each district so that each policeman may

have special knowledge of the area for which he is responsible. Other policemen regulate street traffic in the
city and help to prevent accidents. The police force also
takes care of lost children and restores them to their
homes.
4
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Policemen must do many kinds of work and, therefore,
must have high qualifications. They must take physical

tests to prove that they are strong and quick and have
good eyesight and hearing. They must also take examina-

tions to prove that they know the laws that they are
employed to enforce.

The policeman must prove himself a good friend to
everyone living in the city, for citizens have a right to
call on him to help them in many ways.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO PREVENT AND FIGHT FIRES

Most cities have a regular force of firemen to fight
fires. To prevent fires they must also have strict building

regulations; these usually provide for the inspection of
building plans and for the issuance of building permits
only after the plans have been approved by a building
department of the city government. Sometimes the building regulations state what kind of materials must be used,
because some materials catch fire more easily than others.

Representatives of the fire department or the building
department usually check up carefully on the electric
wiring in houses and places of business. They examine
furnaces, chimneys, and fire escapes, and check up on the
storage of gasoline, explosives, and motion-picture films.
They inspect schools, theaters, and other buildings where
large numbers of persons come together. Sometimes, too,
firemen are sent to the schools to teach fire prevention and
conduct fire drills.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO MAINTAIN SCHOOLS FOR
THE PEOPLE

Every city must plan for the education of its citizens.
This not only requires the building and maintaining of
grade schools, but of high schools and even of schools for
grown-ups. Often the school system starts classes in
vocational training (special teaching to prepare people for

various kinds of jobs) and classes for the deaf and the
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crippled and for those who cannot yet speak the English
language. Perhaps your own city offers its people other
kinds of education not listed here. City governments
also give the people other aids to education by maintaining libraries, public lecture halls, and training schools for
teachers.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO PROVIDE FOR THE SICK
AND NEEDY

It is generally agreed that the community must take
care of those sick, aged, or helpless persons who cannot
take care of themselves. It must provide for the care of
the insane, the feeble-minded, the orphans, and the poverty-stricken. It must keep a watchful eye on juvenile
delinquentsboys and girls who are beginning to develop
wrong habitsto prevent them from becoming criminals.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO PLAN FOR YEARS TO COME

Most of our older cities have grown without any careful
plan for the future. Today we are learning that a wellthought-out plan is a fine thing for the welfare of any city

and for the health and comfort of its citizens. There is a
real need in every city for a group of people who will

make plans for the growth of the city many years in
Such a planning department can also arrange
for immediate improvements. It can consider new and
better ways of obtaining a water supply, disposing of
sewage, beautifying the city, and improving the streets.
It may plan for new public buildings or for a new airport.
It may plan for better location of railroad tracks. It
sometimes divides the city into zones foi the purpose of
keeping the factories and business buildings out of home
districts. Sometimes the zoning of a city makes it necessary for citizens to give up the full right over their own
property, for the benefit of all the people of the city. For
example, a person owning a home in a residential section
will sometimes not be permitted to rent it as a store or
advance.
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factory, because a store or a factory in a district of homes
will often spoil the whole neighborhood.
You will want to find out whether your city has a planning or a zoning commission.
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO PROVIDE PLACES FOR PLAY

The people of a large city are likely to become unhappy
and unhealthy citizens if they live among narrow streets
and crowded blocks without any chance to get pleasure
from wholesome exercise in the fresh air or to relax and
have a good time among their friends after work hours.
So modern cities very often provide parks, gardens, and

playgrounds for their people. They often have community swimming pools, carefully inspected and kept
clean. They often provide public libraries, museums, and

art galleries. Many modern cities have public golf
courses and community centers. These things all help to
make a city a happier and healthier place to live in. Your

group will want to discuss the play places of your own
city, if it has any ; or, if it has not, why not
WE EXPECT THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO REGULATE PUBLIC
UTILITIES

In some cities there are "public utility" companies
that supply gas, electricity, telephone service, and streetcar or bus service for private profit. The city must take
the responsibility of regulating the private companies to
make sure that the people are fairly treated. Other cities
own and operate their own public utilities. It will be
interesting to learn to which group your city belongs.
SUMMARY

A city government can only fulfill its true objective by

providing services for its people. Naturally, the city
needs an able and active government organization for
these purposes. In our next chapter we shall study the
organization of the city government itself, in order to
see how all this work is done.

ic
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THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. What are some of the things that any person living
in a city can do to prevent dangerous fire ?

2. Why is it important for the city health officers to
fight contagious diseases ? Is it anybody else's business
if you catch a contagious disease ?

3. What does your own city do to prevent contagious

diseases I

You be the judge:

CASE 1. Mrs. Jones, who lives in a city apartment, has
a small daughter very ill with scarlet fever. One morning a neighbor calls and learns of the child's illness. She
asks Mrs. Jones to call a doctor at once, because of the
danger of contagion in the building. Mrs. Jones refuses,
saying she does not want her family to be quarantined.

She asks her neighbor to say nothing alnut the case.

What do you think the neighbor should do ?
Suggested field trips:

1. If you live in a city, your study group, or a committee appointed from it, should learn how garbage,
trash, and other waste is treated. Visit the garbagedisposal plant.
a. Learn how the garbage is collected.
b. Learn how it is disposed of or destroyed.
c. What purpose does the garbage-disposal
plant serve? Do you think it actually helps the
families in your neighborhood ?
2. If all your study group cannot visit the city waterworks, elect a committee to do so.

a. What purpose does the waterworks servel
How does it help the families living in the city

area ?

b. How is the water purified 9
c. Where does the city get its supply of water ?

4"
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3. Have you ever thought about the museums, libraries,
art galleries, and other educational centers in your city ?

Perhaps your leader can arrange for you to take a field
trip to some of these places. When you return discuss
the purposes of these interesting places. In what ways
was the trip helpful to you ?
4. Other places you might visit and discuss :

a. One or more of the large schools or universities.
b. The department of your city government that

supervises the cleaning and repairing of streets
and roads.
c. The planning department of your city government.
Some more words that the student should understand:

art galleriesbuildings or rooms in which paintings, statues,
and other works of art are shown.
community centersbuildings, rooms, or open spaces where the
people of the community can meet for community business
or pleasure.
contagiouslikely to spread easily from one person to another.

disinfectpurify or make free from germs or contagion.

disposinggetting rid of.
drainagesystem for carrying away waste water.

expertspersons who are widely experienced or thoroughly
informed about some particular thing.

explosivessubstances, such as gun powder or dynamite, which
cause a violent bursting.
feeble-mindedpersons whose minds are weak.
fiterstrain through something that will remove impurities.
gallonaliquid measures, each containing 4 quarts.
garbage-disposal planta place where household refuse is got-

ten rid of.
issuanceact of giving something out officially.

juvenile delinquentschildren who do not obey the law.
materialssubstances.
museumsplaces where collections of curiosities or objects of
interest or works of art are kept to be seen.

physicalrelating to the human body.
public utilitiesservices furnished for public use, such as gas,
electricity, telephone service, bus or streetcar service.
ele ole
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quarantinzkeep persons or places separated because of the
danger of spreading disease.

residentialused for homes.
sewerspipes or other drains for carrying off water, sewage,
or other waste.
vocational trainingtraining for different kinds of jobs.
waste materialworthless matter.

waterworksa system by which water is furnished in large
quantities, usually to a town or city.

sonesareas, divisions of a city in which the kinds and uses
of buildings are strictly limited.

4.^

CHAPTER 15

How Our City Governments Are Organized and Operated
Because the services of our modern city affect the
citizen's welfare every day, it is important that the
city government be well organized and operated.

In the last chapter you studied the objectives of the
city government. You learned that it provides a great
many services for its people, who depend upon it to
guard their health, lives, and property. We know that
these services are important; but how are they to be car-

ried out? How is the city government organized to do
its work?
HOW CITY GOVERNMENTS DIFFER FROM ONE ANOTHER

Th9 cities of the United States have a number of different forms of government organization. However, there

is almost always some kind of central group or council
of chosen representatives to direct the city's business,
and a mayor or manager to act as the head of the organization. Then there are the heads of the important departments among which the work is divided, and there
are a large number of employees who work under their
leadership.

There are three general plans of city government. In
some cities the voters elect a chief officer known as a
mayor and a lawmaking group called a council, the members of which are usually called aldermen or councilmen
an.: are elected from city districts called wards; in some

cities, however, the voters of the whole city elect all of
the aldermen. In other cities the voters elect officials to
form a government group called a commission. In still
168
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other cities the voters elect a small group of representatives to make the city laws, but these are also given the

special duty of choosing a city manager to act as the
executive head of the city's government These three
forms of city government are usually spoken of as (1)
the mayor-council plan, (2) the commission form of government, and (3) the city manager plan. Many cities
have worked out forms of organization that combine parts
of these three general plans.

We cannot say that any special form of city government is "the best." Any form of organization is good
that works effectively for the good of the people and in
which the people have the "last word" at the elections.
THE MAYOR-COUNCIL FORM

During the early years of our Nation, the mayor-council
form of organization was used in almost all of our cities.

It is the oldest form of city government in the United
States. In many ways it is like our Federal and State
organizations. You can see in Figure 34 that in this
form of organization the mayor is the chief executive
officer of the city. He is elected by the people and is
often given great powers. He usually appoints the heads
of the departments of the city government and a large
number of lower officers, although the city council some-

times has the power to confirm or reject the more important of these appointments. The mayor may sign or
veto city ordinances. He is responsible for putting the
ordinances into effect and has niany officials under him
to help him do so. Sometimes he is required to prepare
a budget, which is his recommendation to the council as
to how the money of the city shall be collected and spent.
From your study of the objectives of the city govern-

ment you know that there is need for departments of
public health, police, fire protection, education, etc.

All

of these departments provide services for the people.

"ci 3
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Hundreds of persons are employed in these departments
and in other departments that enforce the city's building

regulations, pave and clean its streets, make its plans
about raising and spending money, conduct its lawsuits,
and do many other necessary things. Under the mayorcouncil plan the heads of all these departments have their
authority delegated to them either by the mayor or the

city council, whose own authority is delegated by the
people.
The council is the legislative group in this form of city

government. The council passes the city laws, which are
called ordinancea, but it does not have the right to pass

ordinances that violate the city charter, the Federal or
State laws, or the Federal or State Constitutions.
In this plan the mayor and the council share the authority delegated by the people. The council makes the
laws, but the mayor must enforce them through the police
and other executive officers. The council has the power

to decide the tax rate for the people. With the advice of
the mayor, it decides how much money is to be spent by
each of the city departments and the purposes for which
it is to be used.
THE COMMISSION FORM OF CITY GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION

A commission form of city government is much newer
than the mayor-council plan. In this kind of city organization the voters elect three or more commissioners to
represent them. These commissioners are usually elected
from the whole city, rather than from districts or wards.
They are given both the law making and the law-enforcing powers of the city government. They decide on the
tax rate for the city and plan how the city's money is to

be spent. They grant permits to various companies
whose work must be inspected (watched) by the city
government. One of the commissioners is chosen to pre-

side as chairman and is usually called the mayor, although in most cases he does not have more power than
the other commissioners.
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You can see in Figure 35 that the work of the city is
divided into several departments. It usually relates to
public safety, public improvements, finance, parks, and
public property. Each commissioner supervises the work
of one or more of the departments and is responsible
for it.
THE CITY MANAGER FORM OF GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION

The city manager form was first used in Staunton, Va.,
in 1908. Since then many cities have adopted it. In
this plan the people elect a small group or council to

make city ordinances and to decide general matters of
planning. They give to the council an important duty,
which is to select as the head of the city organization a
manager who is especially well qualified by experience
and training for that kind of work. The people author-

ize the council to pick the best man they can get, whether

he lives in their own city or not. This city manager
appoints the heads of departments and some of the other
officers.

The manager is responsihle for the enforcement of the

ordinances passed by the council. He reports to the
council on the needs of the city and suggests plans as
to how the city's money shall be spent and how improvements shall be made. In most cases he holds office as
long as the council is pleased with his work.

The people retain control over their city government
because their council can dismiss the manager at any
time. Furthermore, the members of the council are, in
some cities, subject to recall b., the voters. And, of
course, they can be voted out of office at the next regular
election if the people are not satisfied with them. (Study
Figure 36).
ALL CITIES HAVE A SYSTEM OF COURTS

Every city has some system of courts. Sometimes the
judges of these courts are elected by the voters of the
city, but sometimes they are appointed by the city council
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or commission, by the governor of the State, or by some
other person or group to whom authority is delegated by
the people for that purpose.
WHAT KIND OF LAWS DOES A CITY MAKE?

There are many kinds of city ordinances. Some of
them are about the organization of the city government;
others are about the raising and spending of money, the
planning and upkeep of public buildings, parks, and city
streets; and still others are about such matters as water
supply, drainage, and sewage. Many deal with the health,
safety, and lives of the people. Other ordinances give
permits to certain kinds of private husinemes that serve
the people.
We have learned that sometimes private companies supply the city with gas, electric lights, telephones, streetcars, and busses. Each of the companies is required to
get from the city government an operating permit called
a franchise, which states its right to do business and is its
authority to act. For example, if a streetcar or bus company wishes to rum. a new line through a city, it must get
a franchise to do so from the city government.
THE TEST OF A CITY GOVERNMENT

No matter what the form of organization of a city go
ernment may be, the important thing is whether it reaches
its objectives and gives the people what they need. The
people of the city should be interested in knowing how
their officials operate the government, in keeping themselves well informed, and in making known to the officials

their real needs and wishes. They should use their final
authority and spear_ their "lagt word" by voting intelligently and by putting and keeping honest and able rnen
and women in public office.

All of us should study our city governments, having
mind the following questions:

in

1. What is the general objective of the city govern-

ment?
0.C1
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PROBLEMS OF MY CITY
Think obovt the general conditions of yaw own city. Does it have
good lights, good streets, clean coneys, and amoctive parks? Does
it have a traffic problem and ore there enoegls polkemen to ereForce
the laws and prevent accidents?

Try to complete this chart.

SOME PROBLEMS OF MY CITY ARE:
1.

2.

.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

S.

9.
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2. What are the objectives of the principal departments?

3. How is the government organized to reach these
objectives I

4. Are the several department,: and other parts of the
government doing their work well and at a reasonable
cost to the taxpayers?
THINOS TO DO

Select the word or words that will finish each of the following
statements correctly:

1. Three forms of city government organization are
the

a

2. The oldest form of city government organization is
the

3. City laws are called

4. The permit that the city may give to a private compi.ny to carry on a public service is called a
5. In the mayor-council form of city government the
chief executive officer is called the

6. The form of city government in which an elected
group of representatives makes the city laws and each
member of it acts as the head of an operating department
is called a

7. In the mayor-couneil form of city government the
legislative body is generally called the

8. In the city manager form of government the person
responsible for the business management of the city government is called the
Questions about roar dig government (for students who live in

dties):

I. What form of city government organization do you
have?

2. What important officials do the people eleet ?

109
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3. For how long a term does the mayor or manager of
your city serve I

4. What departments are there in your city government organimtion ? What are the chief objectives of
each ?
Some more words Mal Me student should understand:

niferfact upon or influence.
bmiaiia list showing money expected to be (vale-fed and
money planned tc, he spent during a certain period.
gmup of pemons who meet together for diforwetion.
rmployre*pemnfe employed to do work.

finance-4hp system by which money is raised and spent.
fronrhisea special right or privilege granted by a government
to some definite person or group.
reromsnendalionsrl of asking for favorable consideration.

anrerriae.shas duty of oversseing.
fer rydeiamount of tax to be paid, as measured by the value
of the property taxed.
refotefuss i o appmve.

CHAPTER 16

The Objectives and Organization of Our Other Local
Governmnts
No citizen ran afford to be indifferent to his government. Every hour he if, being affected by it. .errires
and regulation..

In our last two chapters we discussed city governments
in the United Sta.cs. You learned about their objectives
and services and how they organize and operate to reach
these objectives and give these services. Now we shall

study other local govermnentsthe township, town, or

village, and the larger and more important unit known as
the county. We shall study their objectives and see how
they serve many of our needs. 'We shall also talk about
their organizations and the various officials who do the
work required for reaching their objectives.
WHY SO MANY LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS HAVE GROWN UP

In the early days, when our people lived farther apart
and there were not so many of them in this country, the
services that are now provided by our government units
were carried on by single persons and small groups. In
the days of the 13 Colonies, for example, there were very
few or no police in the Mies. The citizens watched and
guarded their own homes and properties. The city governments provided neither street lights nor street cleaners. The people provided for themselves whatever they
felt they needed.
Today, even in our small towns, we call on oar government units to furnish hundreds of services to us. We

1.0tj
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prefer to pay taxes for these services rather than perform
them ourselves. We want our town government to

provide street lights and good sidewalks. We want it to
clean the streets and alleys. We want it to provide
enough polieemen so that we shall feel protected in our
homes. We want a sheriff in our county to arrest criminals who violate the law. We want the government to do
whatever else is needed by the citizens so that we may
have all orderly place in which to live.
WHAT DO THE TOWNSHIP GOVERNMENTS DO?

All our States are divided into districts called counties
(or, in Louisiana, parishes), and in many States the counties are divided into districts called townships. In the
New England States the town is an important unit of
government. At least once a year, in some townships, the
voters come together in their town meeting, where they

make their own laws about their local roads, bridges,
streets, schools, and other such matters. They fix the
tax rate and decide how the money shall be spent. They
elect officials to enforce the laws. In this form of local
government, therefore, "the people" act directly in making their laws. This is an interesting example of direct
democracy in which the final lawmaking authority of the
people is not delegated to any representatives.
In other States the townships are generally used as
election districts, although some of them ha :e a few
township officials, such as jastiees of the peace, constables, and road superrisors.
WHAT THE VILLAGE AND TOWN GOVERNMENTS DO

The village or town is like a small city. When people
begin to settle close together and to form communities,
they find that they have certain needs in common. They
find they must elect their own officials and have their own
government to serve these needs. They therefore petition the State government for authority to set up either
a village or a town government. If this authority is
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granted, the community heroines an "incorporaird" village or town. The word "incorporated" as here used
means that the community has been delegated authority
by the State to have a local government.
The general imrpose of a village or town government is

to provide for the needs of its people. To carry out this
purpose the loeal overnment must perform a number of
services. Among othei things it may
1.

Pave and light the streets.

2. Provide a water supply.
3. Provide police and fire proterti,m.
4. Make local health regulations.
5. Provide for disposal of sewage, garbage, and other
waste.

6. Work with the State, county, or school district officials to have necessary schools.

7. Decide upon a special tax rate to meet the expenses
of these services.
HOW THE VILLAGE AND TOWN ORG ANIZE TO DO THEIR WORK

We have learned that our villages and towns have governments to serve the people. Village or town government is usually in the hands of a village or town board or
council. Sometimes it is known as a "board of fruRtee.q."
Members are elected by the people. Some villages and

towns elect a president or mayor and give him special
powers. Usually there is also a village or town clerk, a
health officer and police officers. These officers serve the
people of the village or town in their local self-government.
WHAT ARE ME SERVICES PERFORMED BY A COUNTY GOVERNMENT?

County governments in the United States furnish many
services to the people. Here are some of them;
1. The county has charge of local elections and helps to
conduct State and National elections.
2. The county maintains courts in which many important law suits are argued and decided and in which perr1 4'1
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sons accused of crimes are brroght to trial and either
acquitted or ronvirted and senteneed to punishment; also
in which the frills of persons who have died may be filed
and all matters concerning estates may be settled.
3. The county decides on a tax rate that will bring in
the money needed for its own expenses and then collects
the taxes. It also collects taxes for the Strte, city, township, town, or village.

4. The county builds and maintains its own schools,
although often with State aid.

5. The county keeps official records of the births,
deaths, and marriages that take place within its borders.
6. The county keeps copies of important documents for
the people. Such documents include deeds and title
papers that show ownership of property, mortgages that

prove debts and protect the rights of creditors, judgments of courts of law, and wills left by persons who
have died, to provide for the division of their estates.
7. The county usually cares forits own poor, its poverty-stricken old people, and its orphans.
8. The county helps to prevent diseases and the conditions that cause the spread of disease. Many counties
maintain county hospitals.
9. The county grants some licenses or permits, such as
licenses to marry and permits to conduct certain kinds of
bu-Ainess.

10. The county does its share in building and repairing
roads, underpasses and bridges within its boundaries.
11. The county usually maintains a courthouse and a
jail, and helps to maintain other public buildings.
ROW OUR COUNTIES ARE ORGANIZED AND OPERATED

In each of our counties there is one town known as the

"county seat," which is the headquarters of the county
government. The county officials usually have their offi-

ces at the county seat, in a building called the "county
building" or "county courthouse."
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Usually there is a board of commissioners or board (If
supervisors in general eharge of the county government.
Sometimes the county board is very small, but sometimes
it is quite large. If the board is small, it usually is made
up of members elected ')y the voters of the entire county.
If the board is large, it usually is made up of representatives chosen by the townships in th( county.
Certain county officials help the board to do its work.
The county officials are sometimes elected by the voters
of the county. In sonw eounties they are appointed by
the county board, or by the governor of the State, or by
the State legislature. Usually their powers and duties
are fixed by State law. The following pages describe the
duties of the officials usually found in counties throughout
the United States.
Every county maintains at least one court of justice
and the judicial officers necessary for its operation. It
has its own courthouse, although the judges who hold

court there sometimes do not live in the county but are
members of the State judicial system itad hold court in
other counties as well. In many States the counties are
grouped into judicial districts or circuits, each of which
has one or more judges. In some States these judges
are appointed by the governor or by the legislature. In
other States, however, judges are elected by the voters.
PROSICITTING ATTORNITS-BURRWFS-CORONERS

The duty of one of the most important county officers,
called the prosecuting attorney (or sometimes the district
attorney) is to enforce the law against criminals of every
kind, from the petty thief to the murderer. When the
prosecuting attorney brings a criminal to trial, he explains the ease to the court and asks that the criminal be
convicted. He must have witnesses brought in to prove
that the prisoner committed the crime for which he is
being tried. If this important officer is not brave and
honest, he may fail to prosecute the guilty as vigorously
as he should. If he is honest and worthy of his office,
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he will enforce the law without fear or favor and thus
help to preserve the good order and peace of his county.
Sometimes the less important cases are ;ried before a
justice of the peace, who is usually an elected officer of
the township.

Anothor important county officer is the sheriff.

It is

this official's duty to arrest and put in jail those who
disturb the peace or otherwise break the law. He is the
supervisor of the connty jail. He carries out the orders
of the udges. He notifies witnesses and jurors when to
appear in court. When ordered by the judge, he sells the
property of persons who do not pay their taxes.
You learned in r.hapter 5 that the sheriff has the authority to call on any person in the county to help him
arrest a criminal or preserve law and order against any
outbreak of farriessn(R.q. When a sheriff cannot keep
order in his county even with the aid of such a group of
persons (called a "posse"), he may ask the governor for
help. In such casesand particularly in cases of great

disturbancethe governor may send the State militia
into the county to restore order and take over the local
police power.
An officer called a coroner is given the duty of inresfi-

gating sudden or violent deaths which happen under
suspicious conditions and of determining the cause of
such deaths. He may call together a jury of citizens to
help him find out the truth about such cases.
COUNTT TRDASUARDS. AUDITOR& AND AMMONS

An officer called the county treasurer usually receives,
guards, and pays out the county's money. Sometimes he
is aided in his work by assistant collectors. He turns
over to State, city, and town officials those parts of the
tax money that should go to them and uses the county
taxes to pay the costs of the county government. This
officer usually has to put up a bond to protect the county
against possible loss of money through the dishonesty or
carelessness of anyone in his office The treasurer is
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usually elected by the people. You can easily see that lw
must have a very high standard of honesty.

There is often a county auditor, who has the duty of

examining the cash accounts of other county officers.
Some counties have as.sessors to study and decide upon
the mInalion of all the taxable property in the county.
Hy setting an "assessed ralaation" on property, they help
the county board or the county treasurer to determine
how much tax money should he collected from different
property owners.
Often a special board or group of officials hears appeals
from taxpayers who think the assessor has placed his
valuation of their property too high. The board may
lower the valuation, may agree with the assessor's figure,
or may raise it if it has been set too low.
You have already learned that the county keeps important records. A county clerk keeps the records of births,
deaths, and marriages in the county. He also keeps copies
of deeds and mortgages, and usually copies of all wills
that are brought to him to be made official records of the
county. These become public records so that any person
can find out the truth about property ownership: as such
they must be kept accurately and in good condition by the
county clerk.
In many counties there is a county stiperintendent of
w'hools, who supervises teaching, selects teachcl-s, and
cooperates with the State superintendent of schools.
There may be health offieers to fight diseases and unhealthful conditions in the county. There may be overseers of the poor to supervise the care of poor people in
hospitals, in homes for the aged r)r on county poor farms.
There may he county road commissioners responsible for
the building and repair of county roads. And your own
county may have still other officers who are not mentioned
here.

TRE COUNTY MANAGER PLAN OP ORGANIZATION

In recent years a number of counties have decided to
change their government organization. They feel that it
Iff-Sot
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is much better to have one man, a single leader, in general

charge of the government. The voters in such couniies
elect a small board of commissioners, who in turn choo3e

an official called a "county manager." The board also
chooses an auditor and a prosecuting attorney.
all other officials are selected by the manager.

Nearly
People

who favor this plan feel that the manager can find the
persons best qualified to work with him. He appoints his
sheriff, his finance officers, general welfare officers, and
others. Then be is responsible for their work and for
the operation of the county government as a whole. You
can learn more about this plan by studying Figure 38.
THINGS Tv no
Some questions to discuss in goar study group:

1. What are ihe principal activities of your own township and county governments? Of your village or town ?
How do they help the people of the communities?

2. What needs do you find in your village or county
that you would like to see your government serve ?
Would these services help the families of the neighborhood?

3. What are some ways in which the county government cooperates with the State government ?
Your county, village, and township address:

jf you live on a farm, you must have a town or village
address from which your mail is sent by the Rural Delivery Service. Complete the following sentences:
My name is
My village addr&ss is
My rural delivery serviee address is
My county is
The county seat of my county is
My village has a population of about
The number of counties in my State is
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Name of the official

Term of office, and
salary

How chosen?

Work Project: My County Officials

Figure 39

Duties

MY COUNTY OFFICIALS
Qualifications needed
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Work projects:

1. If you are a qualified voter in your county, you have
the right to help elect officials to local offices. Consider
carefully the work that each of thme officials must be
qualified to do. Then try to make a list of the qualities
you would hope to find in a candidate who was asking you
to vote for him for any one of these offices. Fill out the
lists below to show the qualities needed for the offices
named.
QUALITIES NEEDED BY GOOD COUNTY OFFICIALS

kiheriff

Prosecuting
attorney

Tmasurer

Auditor

1

1

1

1

2
3

2
3

2

2
3

3

2. Study the public offices, including memberships on
boards and commissions, in your county. When you have
found out all you can about them, try to complete a chart
of them like the one shown in Figure 39. After you have
completed this work, discuss it in your study group.
What conclusions do you reach as to whether the work of
your county government is well organized and well done?
Some more words that the student should understand:
acquittedfound not to be guilty.

appealsrequests that a higher authority change a

decision

or correct a mistake of a lower authority.
tt assessed valuation"the Lioney value set on property to determine how much it shall be taxed.
bonda written agreement to perform some duty honestly or,
upan failure, to make good by paying ,t43 the person damaged
by the failure a sum of money set aside for the purpose.
circuitsdistricts to be traveled over.
conclusionsfinal decisions.
convictedfound guilty of a crime.
coronerofficer who inquiries into deaths when there is reason
to suppose that they are not due to natural causes.
creditorspersons to whom sums of money are owed.
deedswritten papers, prepared according to law, transferring
the ownership of real estate to someone else.
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estatesproperties left by persons who died.
headquartersa principal place of busireis.

"ineorporated"authorized by the legislature to have a local
government.

investigatingmaking careful inquiry about.
justices of the peacejudges of local courts that are authorized
to decide only simple casPB.

lawlessnesstotal disregard and disrespect for the law.

mortgageslegal papers providing for the future transfer of
property in case some promise, usually to pay back money
that is borrowed, is not kept.

overseerspersons in charge.
pettysmall or unimportant.
police powerauthority given to a law-enforcing agency to do
those things necessary to protect the health, safety, peace, and
general welfare of a community.

posse"a group o.": persons in a county whom the sheriff has
called together to help arrest criminals or preserve the public
peace.

prosecuting attorneya government law officer who argues in
court for the conviction of persons accused of having broken
the law.

road supervisorsofficers whc have charge of roads in a county
or district.
sentencedordered by a court to undergo punishment.
superintendent of schoolschief officer having authority over
the schools in a district,
taxableproperty that should be taxed.
title paperspapers showing ownership of land and buildings.
trusteespersons who are trusted by others to represent them in
business matters.

underpassespassages underneath, as where a road is built

under a railroad bridge.
valuationthe value or worth,

willslegal papers in which persons declare what they wish
done wAth their property after their death.

CHAPTER 17

The Objectives of Our State Governments
The State and its services enter into the everyday
life of the citizen and his family in a thousand and one
ways.

In the last chapter we studied the objectives of our local

governments. You learned how they organize and oper-

ate to do their work. Now you are ready to study the
objectives of our 50 State governments. Each one of them
has come to serve many valuable purposes in the lives of
the people who delegate to it its authority.

THE STATE AND ITS CITIZENS

If you look back to chapter 7 you will be reminded how

the early Americans organized State governments and
then, forming a Union for common safety and for better
cooperation, adopted a Federal Constitution and organized the Federal Government. Town and township and
city governments had been organized earliest of all, because they were all that were needed at first in a wild,
new country. But let us not forget that, in the days of
the Constitutional Convention at Philadelphia, the people
had far more loyalty to their ow:a States than they ever
expected or wanted to have to any central government.

The States were first in importanceor at least, so the
people thoughtand were the government units that most
closely touched the lives of the people. All laws as to
how the people should live and behave and get along to-

getherall laws about personal conduct and the home,
and about people's work problems and their property
191
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rightswere State laws. Even the Federal Constitution
delegated to the Government only a limited list of powers

and reserved all the rest for the States and the people.
So we have today a dual (or double) system of government, with the States (like the cities, as we explained in
the last chapter) providing more and more services for
the people, as the problems of people's own lives grow
more and more complex. You will see in later chapters,
however, that the Federal Government, although acting
only in matters too broad for single States to handle, still
has many important services to perform for the Nation
and its people.
EACH STATE HAS A CONSTITUTION TO GUIDE IT

You will remember that the first 13 of these constitutions are older than the Federal Constitution, and that
the Fathers of the Constitution were very careful not to
take away from the States very many rights that their
own constitutions claimed for them. The States are
simply required to have a republican form of government
and not to adopt laws that contradict or violate the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States. When
new States are admitted to statehood, as we explained in
chapter 9, they have to show their proposed constitutions
to the Congress and get its approval. But in general the
objectives and services of the State governments are
closely related to the life, comfort, and welfare of each
individual citizen.
WHAT DO WE FIND IN THE STATE CONSTITUTIONS?

In most State constitutions we will find the following:
1. A statement of the objectives of the State government (usually found in a preamble).
2. A statement of the rights of the people living in the
State (often called a bill of rights).
3. A general plan to show how the State government
must be organized.

"4U0
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4. A statement about crimes and their punishment in
the State.

5. Rules for the cities, eounties, townships, and villages
in the State.
6. General conditions under which public utilities, business corporations, State banks, charitable institutions and
other groups may operate in the State.
7. A section outlining the ways in which the State constitution may he amended.
Each Of the State constitutions provides that the final

authority in the State belongs to the people. Each of
them tells the objectives of the people in setting up their
government. Each outlines an organization for the State
government. Each provides for contacts between State
government groups and many other groups organized tinder the authority of the State. And each State constitution announces certain principles and standards that the

people of the State have adopted as the foundation of
their government.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF OUR STATE GOVERNMENTS

State governments have many objectives. The most
general objective of each State government is to provide
for peace and order in the State, and to cooperate with
other units of government for this and other purposes.
The State must protect its citizens in the rights that belong to them, but it must prevent anybody from using
these rights in a way that will harm others unjustly. For
example, a person has.a right to own property, but on that

property he must not carry on any business that does
harm to other people or is forbidden by the State.
SERVICES PERFORMED BY OUR STATE GOVERNMENTS

In order to carry out this general objective, our State
governments provide many services for the people. What
arc some of them? Among other things the State helps
to-1. Guard the health of its people.
2. Provide for the education of its people.

n1
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3. Protect the lives and property of its people.
4. Improve transportation within its borders.
5. Care for those in need of public aid.
6. Protect the forests of the State, its mineral deposits,
and the soil of its farms.
7. Regulate many kinds of business in the State.

8. Improve the living and working conditions of its
people in many other ways.
A STATE MAY HELP IN GUARDING THE HEALTH OF ITS PEOPLE

In all of the 50 States we find some group of government officials helping to protect the health of the people.
What do they do? Under the authority of the State constitution and State laws, they arrange for the examination
of doctors, nurses, druggists, and others who help to fight
disease and ill health; then, if they are satisfied, they issue
licenses that authorize these applicants to do their work.
The State laws usually provide that persons who make
and sell medicines, persons who make a business of nursing the sick, and persons who practice any form of curing
disease or ill health by medicine or surgery, must have
official permission to practice their calling in the State.
The States also maintain hospitals for the sick and insane.
State officials carefully examine many kinds of food and

drugs to find out whether they are safe for the people to
use. Most States forbid the sale of harmful drugs and
impure or spoiled food. In many other ways they try to
prevent diseases among their people. They require regular health examinations for school children. States also

have laws which require that dairy cattle must be inspected and, when found to have tuberculosis or other
dangerous diseases, must be destroyed.
A STATE MAY PROVIDE FOR THE EDUCATION OF ITS PEOPLE

The State governments do a great many things to help
their people get a good education. They provide State
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schools paid for out of tax money. The system of public
schools supported by tax money is an important part of
the foundation of our way of living. The States may
make laws to eompel children to attend school.

State officials often have the duty of deciding what
courses of study shall be given in tlw various grades of
the public schools, and are even required in many cases
to decide what textbooks shall he used. They sometimes
have the power to allot State funds to poor communities
that cannot themselves raise enough money to have good
schools. They build and operate schools and colleges in
which teachers are trained. Most States maintain a State
university and other State colleges. Sometimes the States
provide special schools or classes where housewives can
learn home management, where workmen can learn trades
and crafts, and where farmers can learn scientific farming. They also often have experiment stations where ex-

perts make many kinds of tests to find better ways of
educating and protecting the people. You will want to
study the educational system of your State and learn
about the different kinds of schools that it provides.
IT IS THE DUTY OF A STATE TO PROTECT THE LIVES AND PROPERTY
OF ITS CITIZENS

As you have learned, police officers, sheriffs, and constables have the duty of keeping order, preventing crime,

and arresting criminals. The State maintains groups of
trained soldiers, known as the militia or National Guard,
who may be called upon for help when the local officials
need it. The governor of the State is the commander of

the National Guard. He may send these soldiers to any
part of the State when he thinks that local officials are not
able to keep peace and order there. This State military
organization offers to the people an additional protection

against violence and helps to protect life and property.
Some States have also established a State police force to
maintain order on the highways and elsewhere and to
offer immediate help in time of need.
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A STATE MAY HELP TO IMPROVE WAYS OF TRAVEL

At the present time more and more people are driving
automobiles. There are millions of automobiles licensed
in the United States every year. We need many miles of
good roads. Most of our States have worked long and
hard at road building, and today this country has some of

the finest roads in the world.
Ili providing good roads local governments always need
help. Many of our roads must extend long distances,
sometimes the whole length of the State and farther. So

the States build and repair "State roads" and usually

help to pay the cost of building and repairing county and
township roads. The State governments cooperate with
the Federal Government in planning, building, and paying for national highways that cross their own States.
The States also issue licenses to owners of motor cars
and trucks, and drivers' licenses or permits to qualified
drivers. Sometimes they allow a "toll" to be charged for
the use of public roads or bridges until the cost of build-

ing such roads or bridges has been paid back by the

people who use them.

Most States require that railway crossings that are

used by many people shall be guarded by gates or signal
lights. They also set State speed limits for automobiles
and sometimes for railroad trains.
A STATE MAY MAHE PROVISION FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE IN DISTRESS

State governments usually help to care for citizens who
are unable to care for themselves. They often maintain
homes for orphans and crippled children, homes for the
aged, and special schools for the deaf and blind. Espe-

cially during times of unemployment, the work of the
States in caring for their needy citizens is very necessary
and important.
WE EXPECT THE STATE TO HELP TO PROTECT ITS NATURAL RICHES

For many years the people of this country have wasted
their forests, the soil in which food can be grown, and the

,
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minerals under the, ground.
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Today State governments

and the Federal Government are trying to stop such
waste. Among other things they are cooperating to

ll_ Set aside or buy timberlands for State or National
forests and regulate the cutting of trees on them.
2. Plant trees to take the place of those cut down, blown

down, or burned.

3. Prevent the washing away (erosion) of the soil.
4. Set aside and manage State and National parks,
5. Protect wild birds and animals.
6. Keep the soil fertile by teaching farmers how and

when to plant crops and how to use fertilizers.

7. Provide for the wise use of water power in rivers

and streams.
8. Regulate the development and removal of underground deposits of oil, coal, and other minerals.
9. Carry water from rivers and lakes to irrigate (put

water on) lands that have before been too dry to grow
crops.

10. Educate the people of the country so that they understand how large an interest they have in these natural
riches and how they can share in protecting them.
WE EXPECT THE STATE TO PROTECT AND REGULATE VARIOUS
BUSINESSES

Usually when persons wish to form a private company
to do business they must get a charter (permit) from the

State in which they wish to have their principal

office.

From time to time these companies may be asked to make
reports to the State showing the condition of their businesses. A State charter gives the company that holds it
the authority to have its head office in that State and to
do its work them and elsewhere.
State constitutions usually give State governments the

right to supervise and inspect conditions in mines, factories, and other places where citizens work. The States
may supervise and make certain rules for the transportation lines within their borders; for telegraph, telephone,

20,8
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gas, water, and electric companies serving their people ;
for banks and insurance companies to which citizens may

entrust their money.

The purpose of these laws and

rules is to protect both the persons who are customers of
these companies and the persons whose money is invested
in them.
WE EXPECT THE STATE TO REGULATE CERTAIN LIVING AND
WORKING CONDITIONS OF ITS CITIZENS

The States pass many laws for the welfare of their
citizens under the authority usually known as their
"police powers." This means the power delegated to a
State by its people to protect their lives, health, and
morals and to provide for their safety, comfort, and convenience. The States use their police power when they
pass laws forbidding all sorts of gambling and lotteries

and when they prohibit or regulate the sale of liquor.
Under the police power the States have sometimes passed
laws regulating the hours of labor of women and children
and protecting workers from dangerous conditions. Such
laws include factory rules that require proper air supply,

lighting, toilet arrangements, fire protection, and the
guarding of dangerous machines. In case workers are
injured at their work, many States have made legal provisions by which those workers receive pay for the injury.
States often set up special agencies to help employers and
employees settle their differences by peaceful methods.
THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. Find out about and discuss some of the State institutions in your State. How many of the following are there
in your State that are kept up by the State ?
1. Colleges and universities.
2. Prisons.
3. Schools for the deaf.
4. Schools for the blind.
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5. Schools for training teachers.
6. Hospitals.
7. Homes for the aged.
8. Homes for orphans.
9. Institutions for the insane.
What purpose is served by each of these institutions?
If it is possible, arrange for field trips to several of
them. Study the objectives of each institution visited and
discuss your findings in your class group.

2. Discuss any improvements that your State has
helped to make in the transportation system of some

nearby community. How have these proved useful to the
citizens of the State?
3. While every citizen has the right to own property,
in what cases may his right to use it as he pleases be
limited ? Do you think this is important for the citizens
of the State? Why or why not ?

4. Why is it important to every citizen in the State

that surgeons, dentists, and druggists be required to take
out State licenses?
5. In what ways do the licenses that the State issues to
owners of motor cars act as a protection to you and your
friends?
6. Is there any program in your community that is a
part of the State's program to protect the natural riches
of the Nation? How are these programs valuable to the
individual families in the community or State ?
Some more words that the student should understand:
allotgive a share of something to.
charitabledoing good to those in distress.
erosionthe wearing away or washing away of soil and rocks.
experiment stationsplaces where new ways of doing things
are officially tested.

fertilizersmaterial that makes the soil more fertile and

feeds

the plant life in it.
insurance companiesbusinesses that contract to pay money
case certain events occur, as fires, accidents, deaths, etc.
investedused money to buy some other kind of wealth.

in
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irrigatesupply farm lands with enough water to make plants
grow.

moralspersonal conduct as to right and wrong.
seientifwbased on knowledge and system.
timberlandslands on which trees are growing thickly.

"tora fixed charge for some privilege, as of traveling on a
road or bridge.

transportation linescompanies that operate vehicles or ships
to carry persons or goods.
tubereulo8i8a disease, usually of the lungs.

*

*
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CHAPTER 18

How Our State Governments Are Organized
Each State has a constitution which provides for
the general organization of the State government and
which is the highest State law.

You have just read about the many services that our
State governments provide for us. Many officials and
their helpers are needed to perform these services, and
they must have some kind of an organization through
which to do their work. So each of our 50 States has its
own plan of government. This chapter will tell us about
the organization of our State governments and how the
organization operates.
STATE CONSTITUTIONS PROVIDE THE GENERAL PLAN OF GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION FOR THE STATES

Each of the groups of people who gathered to write a
State constitution faced problems that were peculiar to
its own State. Some had to consider how the State would
set up governments for large cities ; but all had to consider how the State would set up governments for towns,
counties, and. other local units.

Our 50 States are very different from one another.
They vary greatly in population and in area. On the
one hand we find Rhode Island with an area of little more
than 1,200 square miles, and on the other hand, we find
Texas with an area of about 267,000 square miles. In
population we find Nevada with only about 285,000 in-

habitants and New York State with over 16,000,000.
Some of our States contain mostly farm lands ; others
contain great industrial sections. Yet in our United
201
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States Senate all States have equal representation. And
in their authority to attend to their own local affairs and
to do business with one another they stand as equals.
In spite of the differences among the 50 States, they all

have governments that are somewhat alike in organization.
IN SOME WAYS THE GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS OF THE CITIES,
THE STATES, AND THE NATION ARE ALIKE

There are three general branches of the governments of
our cities, States, and Nation. These are the legislative
branch (to make the laws), the executive branch (to en-

force the laws), and the judicial branch (to explain and
apply the laws). Study Figure 40 and you will see how
this division of authority runs through the government
qrganization of the Nation, the States, and the cities.
THE LAWMAKING BRANCH OF THE STATE GOVERNMENTTHE
LEGISLATURE

The lawmaking branch of the State government is
made up of two separate groups in every State except
Nebraska. Each group can change or defeat a proposed
law that the other group has passed.
The State lawmaking body is generally called the State
legislature or assembly. It is divided into two groups or

houses, one usually called the senate and the other the
house of representatives. Members of the senate are
usually called senators, while members of the house are
known as representatives or assemblymen. In most cases

the house of representatives is much larger than the
senate.
Although the county is usually the basis of representation in both senate and house, senators in some States are

elected from districts formed by grouping a number of
counties together or by dividing a large and populous
county into two or more districts. In most States the
senators serve 4 years and representatives 2 years, although in a few States both serve 2 years, and in still
others, 4 years.
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The mayor or manager or
board of commissioners.

The City Council or Com-

missionen.
Fisure 40

The city courts.

The State courts.

Millis.

The Federal

and apply the laws

Each has a Judicial
Branch to explain

How the Organization of Government in Cities, States, and the Nation Is Much Alike

.

The governor and heads of
executive departments.

The State Legislature.(iwo

The State Gov.rnment .

The City Govern

President, Vice President, 11
Executive Departments,
and other executive
agencies.

The Congress.Senate and
House of Reprenntatives.

The Federal G.-:ernment:

houses in all States but
Nebraska.)

Each has cm Executive Branch
to enforce the laws

Each has a Legislative Branch
to make laws

HOW THE ORGANIZATION OF GOVERNMENT IN crnEs, STATES, AND THE
NATION IS MUCH ALIKE
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In most States the two houses meet in the State capital
for a legislative session every 2 years. In a few States
they meet every year. They may, however, be called into
special session by the governor of the State whenever he
considers it necessary.
How Are the State Lawmakers Chosen?

The State is divided into districts and the people of
each district have the right to elect one State senator and

one or more representatives. It is nearly always required that candidates for these offices shall live for at
least 1 year in their districts before they can qualify for
election. The State government often has great difficulty in dividing the State into districts so fairly that
both city and country people get equal representation in
the State legislature.
How Doos the State Legislature Operate to Make State Laws?

In the 49 States that have legislatures divided into two
houses, laws are made in the same general way.

Any member of either house of the legislature may
bring forward a proposal (called a bill) that he wishes
to have enacted into a law. After the bill is introduced
in either house it is turned over to a committee of that
house for study.

Most of the business of the State legislature is carried
on by committees. In considering important bills the
committees usually hold public hearings. At these hearings they listen to persons favoring and opposing the bill,
who may explain their reasons and urge the house to pass
it or not to pass it. If the committee decides that the bill
should become a law, it makes a report to the house and

tells what good this legislation is expected to do and
why it should pass. In the case of many bills, however,
the committee to which they are sent does not approve
or cannot agree, and so makes no report. Such bills fail
el 4
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to get any consideration from the full membership of the
legislature, unless the legislators favoring them can persuade a majority of the house to vote to p onsider them
without a committee report.
After a committee has made a favorable report on a bill,
there is usually some debate on the "floor" of the house
before the bill is voted upon. Members may want to tell
how good or bad they think it is. When the vote is taken,
a majority of those voting must show themselves -favorable
or the bill is defeated. The committee may make changes
(called amendments), and even after the committee has
recommended the bill individual members of the house
may propose amendments to be voted on by their fellow
members.

After a bill is voted on favorably by either hcuse it is
sent to the other house. Here it gets much the same
treatment. It is referred to a committee for study and a
report. If it is sent back with a favorable report, it is
usually the subject of a debate in the second house before
it COITIQS tO a vote. If the bill is changed by the second
house, it is then sent to a committee made up of members
of both houses, called a "conference committee." It may
be rewritten or adjusted by the conference committee to
include the changes that the committee believes will be
satisfactory to both houses. If this is done successfully,
the bill is then voted on favorably by both houses. It is
then sent to the governor of the State. If 11k3 signs it the
bill becomes a law.

In almost every state, the governor may disapprove
(veto) a bill if he does not like it. If he vetoes it, or
rei'uses to sign it, he can ordinarily prevent it from becoming a law. However, the legislators have a right to
vote on the bill again to decide whether it shall become
a law without the governor's approval. In some States
a majority of the legislators in each house can pass a law
in spite of the governor's veto. In other States a twothirds vote of the members of each house is required.
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What Laws Does the State Legislature Make?

From your study of the last chapter, which describes
the services that a State provides for its people, you can
judge what sort of laws the State legislature is likely to
make. In general, State laws cover the special needs and
purposes of the people of the State. They deal with
such matters as marriage, divorce, education, public
health, the protection of the lives and property of citizens, and the care of the poor and needy. They provide
for police protection and for the punishment of crime.
They tell when and how State elections shall be field and
how State taxes shall be assessed and collected.
You have already learned that the State legislature does
not have authority to pass any law that conflicts with the

Federal Constitution, the laws of Congress, or our treaties with foreign countries.
THE LAW-ENFORCING BRANCH OF THE STATE GOVERNMENTTHE
EXECUTIVE

The executive branch of the State government includes
the governor and other important officers.
The Governor is the Chief Executive Officer of the State

He is elected by the people of the State. In some
States his term of office is 2 years, in others 4 years.
The powers of the governor are outlined in the State
constitution. He may help to make laws by advising the

legislature about new laws that he thinks are needed.
He may call the legislature to special meetings (sessions)

to consider such laws. He appoints members of a large
nmnber of bcards and commissions in some States his
principal appointments nmst be approved by the State
senate. He is the head of the National Guard of his State
and may use it to keep order when he thinks there is danger of riot and bloodshed. He may pardon persons who
have been convicted of crimes by the State courts. He
may also shorten the sentences of such criminals.
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If a governor dies or is removed from office, the State
law usually provides that his place shall be taken by the
lieutenant governor. The lieutenant governor usually
acts as the presiding officer of the Senate.
Other State Officers

The executive branch of the State government includes
many important executive officers. There is a secretary
of state who keeps the official records of the State. He
publishes the State laws and sends out notices of elections. He usually makes the final report of the result of
any State election.

The attorney general is the chief law officer of the
more
State. He goes into the courts, or sends one orcase
in
of his assistants, to represent the State in any

which the interests of the people of the State are involved.
He also advises the governor and other State officials as
to the meaning and application of many State laws.
The State treasurer takes care of the money that comes
he
to the State from taxes, licenses, and fees. When
receives proper warrants (orders), he pays the bills of

the State.

The State auditor or comptroller examines all the bills
of the State. If be fmds they are correct, he issues warrants to the treasurer to pay them. He must keep a careful record of all money paid into the treasury, of all
money paid out, and of all money that the State legislature has voted to spend. This official also examines the

records of the county, city, and village officers who collect
money for the State. In many cases the auditor is elected
by the people.

The executive branch includes many departments and
official called a labor
commissions. In most States an
commissioner (or a group called a labor board) is made
responsible for labor conditions in the State, as explained
in the last chapter. Usually there is a banking commission in charge of examining the way in which State banks
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conduct their business. A board of health carries out the
program already discussed for improving the health of
the citizens. Usually a highway commission has charge
of road building. Your own State may have other important boards and commissions. You will want to learn
something of their work.

As a rule the most important of the State executive
officials are elected by the people. In some States the
governor is given a considerable amount of control over
the work of the other State officials, but in others he has
practically no control at all. It is, of course, a great deal
better for the citizens when he has enough control over

their work so that he can be held responsible for the
efficiency of the entire executive department of the State
government.
Some States use a system called "civil service" for choos-

ing employees for State positions. Under this system
persons wanting positions in the State government must
take examinations to prove their qualifications to do the
work well, and are not eligible for appointment unless
they pass these examinations with a satisfactory rating.
This way of choosing helpers for the officials whom the
people have elected is intended to put much of the work
of government offices into the hands of qualified workers

In some
States, however, there are considerable numbers of posi-

not subject to political control and change.

tions for which a civil-service examination is not required.
THE LAW-EXPLAINING BRANCH OF THE STATE GOVERNMENT-THE
JUDICIARY

Each State has a system of courts, which is called
the State judiciary. The judges of these courts have the
duty of explaining the State laws and of telling how the
laws shall be applied in cases brought to the court by persons or organizations, or by the State in seeking to punish
criminals. They try to settle disagreements in which persons, groups of persons, or even the State or local governments may be involved. They hear cases about personal
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rights and property. They help to decide the guilt or
innocence of persons accused of breaking the State laws
and determine the punishment of crimes.
The State supreme court may declare that a State law
that does not agree with the State constitution or the Con-

stitution of the United States is void and cannot be enforced. Such a law, as we have learned, is then called
"unconstitutional."
The State Courts Have Authority To Decide Two General Classes of Cases

The State courts have authority to try two general
classes of casescivil and criminal. You have learned
that every person has certain rights to his freedom, property, and life. If another person does not respect these
rights but violates them, he can be sued in court by the
persons whose rights are violated. It is the duty of the
court to hear both sides of the case and to stop the injury
and make the person at fault pay for whatever damage he
has caused. In such a case between two persons, where

the injury does not affect the general public, the court
action is called a "civil suit." If the injury does harm
to the public welfare and breaks a 'law that protects the
people, the act is considered a crime and the State brings
a "criminal action" against the person who has broken the
law. Among the principal crimes are murder, burglary,
robbery, bribery, arson, and perjury (false swearing).
Kinds of State Courts

The simplest form of State court is usually presided
over by a justice of the peace. This court hears cases in
which the amount of money or the offense involved is not
great. In large cities, however, such work is usually done
by the police courts or special municipal courts.
To hear cases involving more important questions, the

States and counties have various other courts, usually
called district courts, superior courts, circuit courts, or
common pleas courts, which are, in most cases, authorized
to decide both civil and criminal cases.
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The highest court in the State is usually called the
supreme court. The supreme court hears many cases that
have already been argued and decided in a lower court,
but in a way that the loser believes to be unfair ; in fact,

most of its work is in hearing such appeal cases. The
supreme court is given power to review (consider over
again) the decisions of the lower courts under certain
conditions, in order to protect all parties from possible
injustice. The right to such a review is known as the
right of appeal.

In some States there is a larger number of special
courts. For example, there may be a probate court to
help to distribute the property left by persons who have
died. There may be children's courts (sometimes called

"juvenile courts") to try cases of children accused of
having broken the law. There may be courts of domestic

relations to settle the disagreements of husbands and
wives. And there may be small claims courts to handle
cases of small debts in a very inexpensive way.
The Judges

All trials are presided over by judges, who are usually
elected by the people, although in some States they are

appointed by the governor or the State legislature. In
the higher courts the judges keep their positions for a
long time, usually from 6 years to 15 or more. In lower
courts the terms are shorter.
The Procedure in Our Courts Is Much Like That in England

Many of our court practices have come from the English courts. You already know, for instance, that generally persons who are accused of crime in the United
States have the right to a trial by jury. And you know
that an accused person cannot lawfully be punished twice
for the same offense.
There Are Two Kinds of Juries

A grand jury is made up of a number of persons, called
jurors, who decide whether a person accused of a crime
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shall be obliged to defend himself in court. It usually
reaches its decisions by a majority vote of its members.
If the grand jury finds there is enough evidence to bring
the accused person to trial, it signs a formal charge in
writing, called an indictment. Then a trial must be held
to decide whether the person is guilty or innocent.. For
this purpose a trial jury (sometimes called a petit jury)
is chosen. The trial jury usually consists of 12 citizens.
Its members hear the evidence at the trial and decide
whether the accused person is guilty or innocent. In most
States the decision (verdict) of the petit jury must be
agreed to by every member of the jury (by a unanimous
vote). To help the jury reach its decision, it is the duty
of the judge to explain the law to the jurors.

If the accused person cannot afford to pay for legal
representation, the State provides at public expense a
lawyer, whose duty it is to defend the accused person and

see that he gets a fair trial. A prosecuting attorney presents the State's case to prove that the accused person
is guilty as charged if the evidence so shows.

If the jury decides that the accused person is "not
guilty," he is acquitted. If the jury decides the person is
"guilty," he is convicted, and the judge must set the punishment for his offense. The accused person may "appeal" to a higher court if he thinks his trial was not fair
or according to law.
THINGS TO DO

Complete each of the following:

1. The three branches of every State government

are

(1)
(2)
(3)
2. Three important executive officials of the State are

(1)
(2)
(3)
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WORK PROJEa
The Constitution of your State is the kgal foundation for your
State government. Ask the leader of your study group to help you
get a copy of it From your Secretary of State. When you receive it

learn

a. When it was adopted.
b. Whether it hos been amended.
Compare it with the Constitution of the United States for ways in
which the two documents are alike and different. Make a large

chart, something like the one below, and MI it out as completely
as you can.

Two sets of comments are given you on the chart below

to indicate how to make your chart. After you have Finished the
work, discuss your comments with your study group and see what
conclusions you can reach.

A STUDY OF OUR FEDERAL AND STATE CONSTITUTIONS
State Constitution

Constitution of the United States
SIMILARITIES:

1. Preamble

sets

forth

the

1. Same.

objectives.

2.
3.
4.
5.

2.
3.
4.
5.

CONTRASTS:

1. Rather short.

1. Rather long.

2.
3.
4.

2.
3.
4.

CONCLUSIONS:

1.
2.
3.

Figure 41

Work Projseh A Study of Our Federal and State Constitutions
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3. Three kinds of courts found in most of our States

are

(1)
(2)
(3)
4. The two houses of the State legislature are usually

called

(1)
(2)
Choose the word or words the make the correct ending for each
of the following sentences:

1. Each of our 50 States has a
( 1 ) constitution.

(2) Federal legislature.
(3) one-house lawmaking body.

2. The general plan of each State government is out-

lined in

( 1) the Federal Constitution.
(2) the national laws.
(3) the State constitution.

3. The legislative branch of the State government
(1) explains the laws.
(2) makes the laws.
(3) tries cases in the courts.
4. Bills may be introduced in the State legislature by
(1) the President of the United States.
(2) the governor.
(3) members of the State legislature.

5. The executive branch of the State government
(1) hears court cases.
(2) enforces the laws of the State.
(3) makes laws for the State.
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THE LAWMAKING BRANCH OF YOUR OWN STATE
GOVERNMENT
Discuss in your group the lawmaking branch of your own State gor
ernment. Perhaps you will want to learn more about it from your
State constitution. See how much of the following chart you can
complete.
Lower home

Upper house

Name

Number of members
in each

How members are
elected to each

Length of term of
members of each

How often are sessions held

Qualifications cf the
members of each

Most important committees in each

Figure 42

Work Project: The Lawmaking Branch of a State Government
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Select the word or phrase that will make each of the following
statements read correctly:

1. The State legislature usually consists of
one house.
two houses.

The system of courts in the State is called
the State judiciary.
the State executive.
3. The government in each of the 50 States has.

-3 branches
6

does
4. The State legislature does not have authority to pass
a law that conflicts with the Federal Constitution.
Some more words that the stut: ent should understand:
adjustedarranged in a way that satisfies everybody.
applicationthe act of testing a general principle by putting it
into practice.
arsonthe malicious burning of property.

basisfoundation.
briberythe act of giving or receiving something of value for

the purpose of influencing official action in an improper way.
conflictsis contrary to, or in opposition to.
efficiencythe way to get the best results with the least cost of
time, money, or effort.
eligiblefit to be chosen.

enactedmade into law.
guiltthe fact of having broken a law.
hearingspublic meetings that are held to discuss bills.
invoLvedincluded, as a necessary part.
labor commissioneran executive officer having charge of mat.

ters concerning wage earners.

municipalhaving to do with a city.
parcknexcuse or forgive, relieve from kuther punishment.
peculiarspecial, especially belonging to.
petit jurya group of persons, usually 12, chosen to hear and
decide cases in court.

populoushaving many people.
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probatehaving to do with proving that a will was properly
made by a person who has died.

reviewconsider over again.
umanimousall agreeing.
verdictdecision of a jury.
voidempty, having no effect.

i
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THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF YOUR OWN STATE

GOVERNMENT
Discuss in your group the executive branch of your own State
government. IF you wish, use your State constitution to help you in
completing the Following chart.

Official

Appointed or
elected

Term of
office

Duties

Governor

Lieutenant
governor

Secretary

a State

State treasurer

Attorney general

Superintendent of
schools

Other officials

Figure 43

Wolk ProjeCh US Executive Branch of a State Government
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CHAPTER 19

The Objectives of Our Federal Government
Each of our 50 States yields to the general interest
of the entire Nation in recognizing the Federal Government as the one which holds the Nation together
and promotes the welfare of all of the people.

In the last three chapters we have been reading about
the objectives and services of our State, city, and local
governments, and about their organization.
Now we come to a study of the Federal Government.
This is the government that holds the whole Nation together as one great republic. It is organized to serve the
general needs of all the people throughout the Nation.
We call it the "Federal" Government to distinguish it
from State and local governments.
In the early chapters of this book you learned how 13
colonies along the North American shore of the Atlantic
Ocean were governed by the King and the Parliament of
Great Britain and how they declared their independence.

You learned how the new States, after living through
nearly 13 years of war and stormy peace under a weak
central government, held a convention at Philadelphia
and finally agreed upon a Federal Constitution and a
union of all the States. Naturally the first thing the
Fathers of the Constitution wrote on paper was a statement of their objectiveshow they expected the people

to profit from a new central government.
218
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HOW THE CONSTITUTION EXPLAINS THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

In chapter 8 you learned very briefly about the Preamble of the Constitution. It contains only 52 words
and is so short that, in the hand-written document which
was signed at Philadelphia on September 17, 1787, and
which may be seeA in the Library of Congress at Washington, it fills only three lines of writing. Yet in it is
the combined wisdom and experience of the 39 signers,
led by such far-seeing statesmen as George Washington,

Benjamin Franklin, James Madison, and Alexander
Hamilton, who were able to set down with unmistakable

clearness the great objectives of our Federal Union.
These objectives every citizen of this country should
understand and remember.
Look again at Figure 15, which quotes the Preamble of

the Constitution in full. You will see that the Fathers
of the Constitution had the courage and self-confidence
to speak for the whole people. It begins: "We the

?eople of the United States." Then it states six purr oses or objectives that the people had in mind in establishing the Constitution. These objectives have been the

guiding principles of the Government of the United
States ever since.
(I) WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, IN ORDER TO FORM A
MORE PERFECT UNION

The matter of a "more perfect Union" was one of the
hardest problems facing the 13 new States in 1787. We
explained in chapter 7 how many difficulties blocked the
path of the Fathers of the Constitution. It was quite
clear, of course, that ahnost any union would be more
"perfect" than that which had existed under the Articles
of Confederation. The union of the independent States,
which was put into effect in 1789, however, has lasted
over 175 years, has grown to include 50 States, and is today strong and effective in providing many valuable services for all of our people.
42-30 )
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The writers of the Constitution let the States keep all
the powers required to meet their local needs and to do
those things that their people especially needed and
wanted in their everyday lifeprovided that such powers
did not interfere in a few specified ways with the needs

and welfare of the whwe

people.

This was THE

UNION, about which the men of 1787 thought and argued
so long and so patiently and which our people have valued
so dearly ever since. The power of each State over its
local affairsmatters such as business organization, work
conditions, marriage and divorce, local taxation, and the

ordinary "police powers" (which we have already explained)is so fully recognized and accepted that often
we find two States situated side by side that have widely
differing laws on the same subjects.
About 100 years ago, in the days when slaves did most

of the heavy labor in the southern part of this country,
this question of "States' rights" led to a long and bloody
war between the States ; for the people of the Northern
States claimed that the Federal Government should regulate slavery in new States, while those of the Southern
States insisted that the ownership of slaves was a matter
about which each State, old or new, had the authority
to decide for itself. It was proved then that a majority
of the people favored an undivided Union of all the
States and were willing to fight a long war to save the
Union from being broken up. At the end of the war, all
of the States were held together in the Union under the
Federal Constitution ; and since the Constitution guar-

anteed to each State a republican form of government, the
States continued, after this stormy time, to manage their
own affairs as before, with the single exception that before

the end of the war slavery had been abolished by an

amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
A Union of 50 States, spread out over a great country
like ours, with so many different problems and interests,

can never be "perfect"; but the Union planned by the
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Fathers of the Constitution has been of immense and last-

ing value to the people of the United States, and the

objective of maintaining and improving the Federal Union

is worthy of the loyalty and untiring efforts of all our
government groups.
(II) WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, IN ORDER TO .
ESTABLISH JUSTICE

. .

We have learned that one of the most important guides
followed by the Fathers of the Constitution was the Declaration of Independence. This great document of human
liberty announced the principle that "all men are created
equal" and that they have certain rights that should never
be taken away from them, among which are "life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness."
In the United States all persons are equal in the eyes
of the law. Even though one person may be rich and another poor, or one person may be a famous public character and another a quiet worker who is known only to
his neighbors, both are equal before the law. Both must
obey the law and both have an equal right to its
protection.
All persons who are found guilty of disobeying the law
are held, according to the objectives of the Constitution,
to be equally subject to punishment, whether they are rich
or poor, famous or obscure. When a law is broken, the
government must punish the lawbreaker, whoever he is.
The same spirit of fairness is guaranteed to the people in
settling their personal or business disagreements in the
law courts. In old times when people disagreed they
often settled their disputes with swords or pistols or by
assembling groups of friends or followers and fighting it
out among themselves. Then the man who had the
strongest arm or the sharpest eye or the most friends or

followers could seemingly prove that he was right,

whether he really was or not. Under our form of govern-

ment we insist that people shall settle their disputes
peaceably, and we maintain courts of justice for that
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purpose. "We the People of the United States" wish and
plan that everybody shall receive equal justice from our

laws and our courts.

(III) WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, IN ORDER TO .

. .

INSURE DOMESTIC TRANQUILLITY

"Tranquillity " means "peace," " domestic " means " at
home," and "insure" means "make sure of." One reason
for the adoption of the Federal Constitution was to make
it possible for the States to be on more friendly terms
with one another ; another was to insure peace at home
by making the Federal Government strong enough to pro-

tect the people from the violence of enemies. In the

Fourth Article of the Constitution, the United States Government undertook to protect every State from invasion,
and, if a State government asked it, to protect such State
from outbreaks of violence at home. The State governments have generally proved powerful enough to maintain
law and order within their own borders without help ; so
the Federal Government has not often 'been called on for
protection against domestic violence. But the whole
power of our strong Federal Government stands always
ready "to insure domestic tranquillity."
(IV) WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, IN ORDER TO
PROVIDE FOR THE COMMON DEFENSE

...

In the early days of this Nation its citizens were

threatened with many dangers from foreign nations.
The British owned Canada, the French owned Louisiana,
and the Spanish owned Florida, Texas, and Mexico. Our

young and weak Nation was thus surrounded by the
territory of European nations which at that time were
none too friendly and which, soon after our Federal
Gov ernment was first organized, began to fight among

themselves in a long series of European wars. The constitutional objective of "the common defense" became very
important but was very slow to be developed by the Fed-

neln:
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eral Government because a great part of our national
energy was turned to the settling of the newly opened
territory west of the 13 original States and to the subduing of the Indian tribes in that territory.
In the years from 1812 to 1814 the United States was

obliged to fight a second war with Great Britain, because
the British adopted a practice of searching and seizing
our merchant vessels, which were carrying goods to other
European countries, and of taking seamen forcibly from

our ships to fight on British war vessels against the

French. In doing so they refused to recognize the citizenship of many of this country's newly naturalized citizens.
This war went very badly for the United States at first,
because our Government had failed to provide for the

common defense. Fortunately for us, the British had
many troubles in Europe and did not work hard to win
the war, although they did succeed in capturing the city

of Washington and in burning the Capitol. Our Navy
grew steadily stronger as the war went on, and our Government slowly learned how to choose capable generals
and how to organize and equip armies that could win
battles. In the end a peace was made that did not settle
any of the questions about which the war had been
fought. But this country had learned a valuable lesson
about "the common defense."

The duty of maintaining a proper defense for our

country and our people is divided by the Federal Constitution between the Legislative and the Executive
Branches of the Government. The Congress is given authority to declare war and to maintain and pay the expenses of an Army, a Navy, and an Air Force. The
President is made Commander in Chief of our armed
forces. It is not the policy of the United States to attack
other nations, but by maintaining a powerful military
establishment, this country stands ready to fulfill the
constitutional objective of providing for the common
defense.

n4
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(V) WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, IN ORDER TO
PROMOTE THE GENERAL WELFARE

. . .

"To promote the general welfare" means to work for
the good of the whole people.

At the end of the War for Independence the people of
the United States found themselves in a position of great
hardship. Many of their young men, whose strength was
needed to help raise the crops, build the homes, and
operate the shops and factories and shipyards of a growing nation, had been in General Washington's armies for
6 years or more. The business of most of the commu-

nities in the 13 States had come to a standstill. The Nation

and all of the States were so deeply in debt that their

paper money had come to have very little value. Everybody suffered from such conditions, and many people
hoped that a stronger central government might somehow
do great things to promote the general welfare.
In giving the Congress its authority to make laws for
the good of the whole people, the Federal Constitution
provides, in section 8 of its First Article,
"The Congress shall have power to . . . lay

that

and collect taxes,

to pay the debts and provide
for the common defense and general welfare of
. . .

the United States ; . . ."
So we find the common defense and general welfare
mentioned twice in the Constitutiononce in the Preamble and once in the First Article. They are evidently
very important objectives of a democratic government
"of the people, by the people, for the people."
Today our Federal Government provides many services
for the general welfare of our people. You will find a
great number of such services listed in chapters 23 and 24
of this book, which describe the activities of the executive
departments and agencies in putting into effect the laws
for the general welfare that are passed by the Congress.
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(VI) WE THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES, IN ORDER TO . . .
SECURE THE BLESSINGS OF LIBERTY TO OURSELVES AND OUR
POSTERITY

One of the purposes of the people in adopting the Federal Constitution was to make sure that the freedom that
they had just won would not be allowed to slip away from
them.

The Fathers of the Constitution, in giving au-

thority to the Federal Government, were careful to protect the rights and privileges of all persons by placing
limits on the powers of both the Federal and State Governments, beyond which they were not permitted to go.
In this way, the people of the United States, as long as
they obey the law, may go freely from place to place; may

enjoy their lives and property in safety; and may go to
the courts for justice and protection in cases in which
they feel their rights are being taken away from them,
either by the Government or by other people.

So long as our Government lasts, it must serve the
needs of the people who give it authority, for this is the
only way to preserve and secure the "blessings of liberty." It is this objective that was in the minds of the
writers of the Declaration of Independence when they
declared that the people "are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life,
That to secure
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

these rights, governments are instituted among men,

deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed
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THINGS TO DO

Fill in the, blanks with the proper words:

1. The government that holds the whole Nation toGovernment.
gether is called the
2. The Preamble to the Constitution begins with these

woHs "
3. There are

91

(give number of) cvbjecfives set forth in the Preamble to the Constitution.
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WORK PROJECT
We have been reading about the objectives of our several government units. Every government unit, whether it is the Nation or a

small town, has many tasks to do. Make a large chart something
like the pattern shown below. Try to complete it. Add other units
or agencies if you wish and tell what purpose each serves.

OBJECTIVES OF GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND UNITS
The unit or agency

One or more objectives of each

The Nation
Your own State..

Your State lawmaking body_
Your State Governor
Your State courts
The State Highway commission

Your city or town_

Your local police

Your local fire departmentOther agencies

Figure 44

Work Projecfi Objectives of Government Agencies and Units
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Questions to answer in your study group:

1. Why did the Fathers of the Constitution want to
make the Union of the States stronger ?
2. Can your State make its own laws about things that
concern it alone ?

3. Could a poor man be punished more severely for
committing a crime than a rich man who committed the
same ?,rime

4. If there is an uprising within a State, may that State
call on the Federal Government for help ?
5. If a foreign country should try to invade one of the
50 States, would the Federal Government send help to the
State ? Why or why not ?
6. How many things can you think of that our Government does to help our general welfare ?

7. What did the Fathers of the Constitution mean by
wanting to "secure the blessings of Liberty to Ourselves
and Our Posterity" Is that still a wish of our country
today ?
Some more words that the student should understand:
Capitolthe building in which the United States Congress
meets in Washington, D.C.

distinguishmake a thing stand out from other things.
obscurenot well known.
specifiednamed or set apart particularly.
yieldsgives way to.
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CHAPTER 20

How Our Federal Government Is Organized
THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH (1)
"All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested
in a Congress of the United States, which shall consist
of a Senate and House of Representatives."

First Article of the Federal Constitution.

In the last chapter you learned about the objectives of
the Federal Government. In this chapter and the next
four we shall consider how the Government is organized
and how it operates in serving the people. We shall see
that the organization of the Federal Government is very
much like that of the States.
In this chapter let us study the Legislative Branch of
the Federal Government ; in doing so we shall be greatly
helped by what we have already learned about the legislatures of tl'e States.
THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

The first sentence of the First Article of the Federal
Constitution is printed at the beginning of this chapter.
In the Constitution itself it follows directly after the Preamble. So the first authority that "We the People" delegated to our representatives was the authority to make
laws, and that authority was given not to one group but
to two, known as the Senate and the House of Represent-

atives, working together as the Congress of the United
States.
How the Two Houses of the Congress Are Organized

In chapter 7 you learned that in the Constitutional Convention the delegates from the smaller States asked to be
228
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LEGISLATIVE BRANCH OF OUR FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT

*

THE CONGRESS MAKES THE LAWS
THROUGH

THE HOUSE OF

THE SENATE
(100 Senators)

Oualikations: At least
30 years old, 9 years a
citizen of the United
States, an in:habitant of
the State where elected.

2 Senators from each
State

REPRESENTATIVES
(435 Representatives)

At least 25
Ouahhcations:
years old, 7 years a citizen of the
United States, an inhabitant of the
State where elected.
THE NUMBER OF REPRESENTATIVES SENT BY EACH STATE IS
New Hamp8
Alabama
2
shIre
1
Alaska
New Jersey... 15
3
Arizona
4 New Mexico. 2
.
Arkansas
California .... 38 New York.... 41
Colorado.. ... 4 North Caro11
lina
Connecticut... 6
North Dakota. 2
1
Delaware
12
10
2
2
24

Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

11
7
5

Kansas

7
8
2
Maine
Maryland.... 8
Massachusetts. 12
. 19
Michigan
Minnesota.... 8
Mississippi.... 5
10
Missouri
2
Montana
Kentucky
Louisiana

Nebraska

Nevada

..

3

24
Ohio
Oklahoma ... 6
4
Oregon
Pennsylvania . 27
Rhode Island.. 2
South Caro6
lino
South Dakota. 2

Tennessee , ... 9
Texas

Utah
Vermont

Virginia

23
2
1

10

Washington... 7
West Virginia.

5

Wisconsin.... 10
Wyoming .... 1
(13ased on
1960 Census)

1

Figure 45
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given equal representation with the larger States in both
Houses of the Congress but finally compromised by agreeing that in the Senate each State should have two Senators
while in the House of Representatives each State should
be allotted Members on the basis of its population. If
you turn to Figure 45 you will find a list showing how
many Representatives are at present allotted to each of
our 50 States.
Since the Seventeenth Amendment was adopted in 1913,
United States Senators are elected by the voters of the
States at a regular election. Representatives have always
been elected in that way. Before 1913 Senators were
elected by State legislatures, and the people had no direct
part in their selection. This was because in the early days
of the Constitution the Senators were supposed to represent the State governments in seeing that the small States
got equal treatment with the large States.
The Reason for Having Two Houses of the Congress

Most of the 13 Colonies had had governors' councils
appointed by the King, and these councils had been given
the royal authority to review the actions of the assemblies
made up of representatives of the people. Usually the
members of these councils were either rich and prominent
men of the Colonies or relatives of the governors or members of old English families. They were the representatives of wealth and property and were supposed to be

strong for law and order. When the Colonies became

States, their taxpayers were afraid to give the whole lawmaking authority to assembly members who were elected
for only a short term and who did not have to be men of
much property. So all the new State constitutions (except Pennsylvania and Georgia) set up Senates, whose
members were elected for longer terms and had to be men
of property.

When the Constitutional Convention made its plans
for a lawmaking group, it found great usefulness in this
State custom of having two houses of legislaturt,. This
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made possible the Great Compromise of 1787, of which
you read in chapter 7. The Fathers of the Constitution
also reasoned that if two separate groups, one representing the State governments and one representing the people, must both approve of every proposed law before it
became effective there would be little danger of passing
laws hurriedly and carelessly. One house could always
check (put the brakes on) the other. The interest of the
small States, so well represented in the Senate, could balance the interest of the larger States which would have
so many more Members in the House of Representatives.
This was a part of the "system of checks and balances,"
1

of which you will read more later on.
The Qualifications of Members of the Congress

We have told you that when the new States adopted
constitutions before 1787, most of them required at least
their Senators to be property owners. The Federal Constitution left to the States the authority to send to the
Congress such United States Senators as the State legislatures might select, provided they were 30 years old at the

time of their election, had been citizens of the United
States for at least 9 years, and actually lived in the State
that they were chosen to represent. (In other words,
no newly naturalized citizens could be chosen.) It
authorized the voters of the States to elect as their Members in the House of Representatives only such of their
inhabitants as were 25 years old when elected and had
been citizens for 7 years. Other qualifications might be
set by the States, but the Constitution makes each House
of the Congress the judge of the qualifications of its own
Members.
THE PRESENT NUMBER OF MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS

You have learned that each State is represented in the
upper House of the Congress by two Senators. The State
of Rhode Island, with an area of only 1,214 square miles,

has the same share in the Senate's lawmaking as the
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State of Texas, which covers 267,339 square miles; the
State of Nevada, which had only 285,278 inhabitants by
the last official count in 1960, has as many votes in the
Senate as the State of New York, where a population of
over 16,782,000 was counted for the 1960 census. The 50
States, therefore, have a right to be represented by 100
Senators.
In the House of Representatives, the number of Mem-

bers is determined by the Congress. This number is
then divided among the States according to their populations. A provision was included in the Constitution for
the periodic enumeration of the people, so that the number of Representatives from each State could be changed
as the population changed. In this way the share of
each person in the Government is kept on as nearly equal
a basis as possible, and the people of one State have no
more voice in the affairs of government than do those of
any other State.
Although the population of the United States has increased at a very rapid rate, the number of Representatives has increased much more slowly. There were 65
Representatives in the First Congress. The number
from each State was determined by the Constitutional
Convention. After the First Census in 1790 the number
of Representatives was increased to 106 and redistributed
among the States. There has been a reapportionment,
or redistribution, of Representatives every 10 years since
then, except after the census of 1920. If there were now
allotted a Representative for the same number of persons
as in 1790, there would be over 4,000 Representatives in
the Congress.
According to our present laws, the President must re-

port to the Congress the populations of the States as
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determined by the census, and the number of Representatives that should be assigned to each State on the basis
of a total membership of 435. These assignments are
computed by a process known as the method of equal
proportions. The Clerk of the House of Representatives
certifies to each State the number of Representatives to
which it is entitled.
No matter what the size of the State is, the Constitution
guarantees at least one Representative to every State.
After it has been determined how many Representatives are to be sent to the Congress by each State, the
State legislatures then decide how these Representatives

are to be

chosen.

As a rule, the State is divided into

districts as nearly equal in population as possible. There
is a separate district for each Representative, and no part
of the State is omitted from some district. The people
of each district then elect a Representative, who speaks
for them in Congress. (See Figure 46.)

However, there is no law at present that forces the

States to divide into districts. In some States, therefore,
no change has been made for many years. In other

States there are fewer districts than there are Representatives. In such States the additional Representatives
are then chosen by all of the people of the State and are
called "Representatives at Large."

The Term of Office of United States Senators Is 6 Years
ri

Senators are chosen at the national election held in

November of each even-numbered year, but only one-third

of them are elected at any one election. In this way the
Senate can never be made up entirely of new Senators,
but will always have at least a two-thirds majority of
experienced members.

410-591 0 - 71 - 14
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The Voters of each State send their

Represeatatiues to Washirikori to
belp make the Laws

Massechusettshown. ir
outline in the map above)
sends 12 Representatives.
onefron n. each, disfrict
numbered on the mapOther Metes ore represenfed

in sirnd.r meaner

Apse 46
The Voters Send Representatives to Washington

The Term of Office of Representatives Is 2 Years

Representatives also are elected in November of evennumbered years. However, in the case of the House of
Representatives, the term of every Member comes to an
end on the same day and each has to seek reelection (if
he wants it) at each national election. Many Members
are well enough liked in their districts to be reelected
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over and over again, so that even in the House of Repre .
sentatives there is never an entirely new membership at
any one time.
When and Where Does the Congreu Meet?

Since Members of the House of Representatives are
chosen every 2 years, the life of a Congress is considered
to be 2 years. The Twentieth Amendment of the Constitution provides that the Congress shall meet in regular
session at noon on January 3 of each year unless it shall
pass a law to fix a different date. It meets in the Capitol
at Washington, D.C. (See Figure 47.) It remains in
session until its Members vote to adjourn. The President may call a special session whenever he thinks it is
necessary.
HOW THE TWO HOUSES COMPARE IN POWER

Both Houses Have Equal Power in Sone Things

1. Each House has power to start the consideration of
any proposed law (except laws for raising revenue, which
are discussed later in this chapter).
2. Each House has power to vote for or against any
proposed law that is sent to it for approval after being
passed by the other House.
The Two Houses Do Not Have Equal Power in Other Things

Under the Constitution the Senate has the following
powers that the House of Representatives does not have:
1. The Senate has the power, by refusing its consent,
to block the President's choice of officials to fill many
important offices.
2. The Senate must give its consent (by a favorable vote

of two-thirds of the Senators present) to any treaty of
the United States before such treaty can go into effect.
3. The Senate has "sole power to try all impeachments." The House of Representatives, however, has the
sole right to impeach (that is, to bring charges of misIrN 4 r
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conduct serious enough to justify dismissal against a civil

officer of the United Stateswho shall then be tried
before the Senate).

On the other hand, the House of Representatives is
given by the Constitution a very important and special

money-raising power ; which is, that all laws about raising

revenue must be passed by the House before the Senate
can act on them. As a result, in reaching the first decision as to the way in which necessary money shall be
raised for the Federal Government, the large States have
more votes than the small States. In actual practice, of
course, the Senate may vote any number of amendments
to a revenue bill that the House has passed. Then a
"conference committee," made up of Members appointed
from both Houses, must work out some sort of a compromise satisfactory to both before the bill can become a law.
However, the authority of the House of Representatives
to originate revenue bills is a very important one and is
one of the "checks and balances" of the Legislative
Branch of our Federal Government.
SUMMARY

You have learned in this chapter how the Constitution
of the United States set up a Legislative Branch called
the Congress, and how it gave every State an equal representation in the United States Senate. You have learned
how the House of Representatives has grown from a
small group of 65 lawmakers to a very large group of 435.
In allotting the 65 seats of the first House of Representatives among the 13 States, the Constitution provided that

each Representative should represent not more than
30,000 people; but this cotmtry has grown so fast that
today each Congressman represents about 412,000 people.

Even so, the people of the United States still feel and
know that the final authority belongs to them and that
their Congressmen and Senators are their representatives
and must answei to them for the welfare of the country.

4%0
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MAKE-UP OF THE CONGRESS
Senate

House of Representatives

Total member-

435

100.

According to population.

2.

Voters of Congressional
district. (For Congressman at Large,
voters of entire State.)
2 years.
Filled by special election or at next national election.

Voters of entire State.

S42,500*
Meets January 3 of

S42,500**

ship.

Number of
members for
each State.
Elected by

TEM of office...Vacancy

Salary
Session (regular).

6 years.
Special election or temCaappointment

vern°, until
special or regular
election.

Meets January 3 of
each year.
Vice President of the

each year.
Presiding officer_ Speaker.

United States.
Powers that
each house
exercises exclusively.

(1) To originate revenue bills.

(1) To consent or refuse
to consent to

(2) To impeach civil

treaties.

officen.
(3) To elect a President
if no candidate
has a majority of
the electoral
votes.

(2) To try persons impeached.

(3) To conAnn or refuse
to conAnn appointments made
by the President.

(4) To elect a Vice
President if no
candidate has a
majority of the
electoral votes.

Figure 4$

Make-Up of the Camels
Speaker melees p17,500 and 110,0:0 kw expenses.

The Vice President (President of the Benste) rereivss MEG and sio,Oco he expenses.
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In our next chapter we shall learn what kind of laws
the Congress is authorized to make, and how it goes about
its lawmaking duties.
THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. Why did the Fathers of the Constitution decide that
a bill should pass both Houses before it could become a
law ?

2. Why is it important that we elect able and qualified
persons to the Congress?
Furnish the missing information in the following outline:

My name is
The two United States Senators from my State
are:

(a)
(b)
My State is entitled to

Representatives in

the House of Representatives.
I live in Congressional District No.
The date on which we next elect our United States
Senators and Representatives is
Select the word or phrase that will make each of the following
statments read correctly:
1.

The main task of the Legislative Branch of our

Federal Government is
to make the laws.
to explain the laws.
2. The upper House of the Congress is ca .ed the
House of Representatives.
Senate.

3. Each State elects
Senate.

2

members of the United States

4. Senators and Representatives are chosen
by the direct vote of the people.
by tho State courts.
Ir alb (IN -

u
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5. The required age for United States Senators is

higher

than that for Members of the House of Representlower
atives.
6. The number of Representatives each State is entitled
to send to the House of Representatives depends upon the

area
of the State.
population
7. The Senators are elected to serve terms of 8 years.
6
Members of the House of Representatives are elected to
serve terms of 2 years.
8. Revenue bills must be introduced in the
House of Representatives.
Senate.

9. Before bills become laws they must be passed by
both

only one of the

Houses of the Congress.

Complete each of the following:

1. Two qualifications required of United States Senators are :
1

2

2. Two qualifications required of Representatives in the
Congress are :
1

2

Some more words that the student should understand:
impeachmentsaccusations of wrongdoing against government
officials for their public act&
originate--take the first action on.
revenuethe income of the Government.
vestedplaced under the authority of.

CH APTER 21

How Our Federal Government Is Organized
THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH (2)

"Each House may determine the rules of ith proceedings."

First Article of the Faeral Constitution.

In our last chapter we discussed the organization of
both Houses of the Congress and pointed out that all the
States have equal representation in the Senate, but that
in the House of Representatives the number of Members
allotted to each State depends on the size of its population. Although every State is guaranteed at least one
Representative, no matter how small its population may
be, in general the present allotment of membership of
the House is about 1 Member to each 412,000 inhabitants of a State. You also learned that the two Houses
of the Congress have almost the same authority in the
making of laws, that either House can begin the consideration of a new law (except a law to raise revenue)

and, on the other hand, may refuse to pass a law on
which the other House has already voted favorably.
It will now be interesting to consider what kinds of laws
the Congress has authority to make and how it operates
to make such laws.
WHAT KINDS OF LAWS MAY THE CONGRESS MAW

You will recall that the people, thmugh the Constitution of the United States, delegated certain powers to the
Federal C-1 9vernment. In doing so, however, it definitely
listed 19 subjects on which the Congress might make laws
341

604
446
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and left all other lawmaking power to the States. The
subjects, as listed in the eighth section of the First Arti-

cle of the Constitution, are very broad and important ones.
Among the powers delegated by the Constitution to the
Congress are the following:
1. To lay and collect taxes.
2. To borrow money.
3. To make rules and regulations for commerce among
the States and with foreign countries.
4. To coin money, to state its value, to fix the standard
of weights and measures, and to provide for the punishment of counterfeiting.
5. To make a uniform rule of naturalization.
6. To establish uniform laws for the whole country on
the subject of bankruptcy.
7. To establish post offices.
8. To issue patents and copyrights.
9. To set up a system of Federal courts having less
power than the Supreme Court set up by the Constitution.
10. To punish piracy.
11. To declare war.
12. To raise and support armies.
13. To provide for a Navy.

14. To make rules and regulations for the Armed

Forces.

15. To provide for calling out the militia to enforce
the Federal laws, to suppress lawlessness, or to repel

invasion.

16. To cooperate with the States in organizing and

arming the militia.
17. To make laws for the District of Columbia.

18. To make laws needed to put into effect all the

powers given by the Constitution to the Government of
the United States or to any agency or officer of the United
States.

19. To make laud, rules, and regulations ai:out the territory and all property belonging to the United States.
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Among the things that the Constitution does not allow
the Congress to do are:
1. To suspen4 the writ of habeas corpus, except in time
of rebellion or invasion.

2. To pass laws that condemn persons of crimes or

unlawful acts without a trial.
3. To pass any law that will declare to be criminal any
act already done that was not criminal when it was done.
4. To lay direct taxes on citizens of States, except on
the basis of a census already taken.
5. To tax exports from any State.
6. To give especially favorable treatment in commerce
or taxation to the seaports of any State or to the vessels
using such seaports.
7. To authorize any titles of nobility.
WHO ARE THE PRESIDING OFFICERS AND LEADERS OF THE
CONGRESS?

The Constitution provides that the Vice President shall
be President of the Senate, but shall have no vote except

in case of a tie. It also provides that the House of

Representatives shall choose its own Speaker and other
officers, and that the Senate shall choose a President pro
tempore (to preside if the Vice President is absent) and
other officers.. The Speaker is always a member of the
political party to which the largest group of Members of
the House belong and has great influence both in selecting of Members for important committees and in conducting the business of the House. Under the Presidential
Succession Act of 1947, should the President and Vice
President both die or be unable to act, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives becomes President if qualified.
The members of each political party represented in the
Senate meet at the beginning of each new Congress and
select a "floor leader" and appoint various Senators of
their own party to help him ; and the members of the
political parties in the House do the same thing. These
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leaders are not selected in accordance with any law but
according to the custom of each political group. But
they do very important work in helping the passage of
laws which their parties favor and the defeat of laws
which their parties oppose. They have come to be important parts of the constitutional process of lawmaking.
HOW DOES THE CONGRESS MAKE THE LAWS?

It is easy for any of us to understand that 435 Members of the House of Representatives cannot possibly
work well as a single group in deciding on the wording
of some new law or in studying just what the effect of
all its provisions will be. This is also true of the Senate
with its 100 Members. For the careful work and study of
preparing workable' laws and determining that they do
not cause confusion with the many thousand laws already
in force, both Houses of the Congress have come to rely
upon the work of smaller groups of their Members called
committees.

Each House always arranges for a number of important committees. Among them are committees to consider such important subjects of lawmaking as Agriculture, Appropriations, Armed Services, Banking and
Currency, Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Finance,
Foreign Relations, Judiciary, Labor and Public Welfare,
and Rules and Administration. The Senate has 16 standing (regular) committees and the House of Representatives has 21. Each committee has a chairman who is
usually one of the older Members of the Congress in
length of service.
CONOWITIES OF

coNcena

What do these committees do ? Every bill introduced
in either House by one of its Members is referred to one
of these committees for study. Where do these bills come

from? Some of them are drawn up by the committees
themselves, or by special committees of the Congress, to
meet special needs of the people. Some are suggested by
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the President or other executive officers to meet new ex-

ecutive needs or to improve old ways of doing things.
Others are suggested to Members of the Congress by citizens or organizations; and still others represent the personal views of Congressmen themselves. But whenever a

bill is introduced in either House, it is read by iis title,
given a number, and then referred by the Clerk of that
House to the appropriate committee. A bill to help the
wheat growers, for example, would be referred to the
Committee on Agriculhre. If hearings are held by the
committee, persons who favor or oppose the bill may
appear and state their views. Sometimes the arguments
for and against a bill at a committee hearing may last
several weeks or months.

What may the committee do with the bill? The committee may (1) recommend it to the Congress just as it
was introduced, (2) change it slightly, (3) rewrite it entirely, or (4) ignore it altogether. If the bill is ignored,
the committee does not report it back to the House in
which it was introduced, and usually it does not receive
further consideration. However, it is possible for a majority of the Members of the House of Representatives,
by signing a petition, to take the bill away from a committee arid bring it before the House for action. In the
Senate a committee can be discharged from consideration
of a bill through a motion passed by a majority of the
Senators present. This procedure is called "forcing a bill
out of committee."
NOW RILLS ARK PAM=

What happens to a bill after it is reported back to the
House in whieh it was introduced? After a committee
reports a bill back to the House, the Members usually discuss it in open debate and then vote on it. In the House
of Representatives, because of the large number of Members, the Rules Committee usually sets a time limit on the
debate ; but in the Senate the debate can usually go on as
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long as Senators have anything to say. If a bill is passed
by one House, it is sent to the other House for action.

In the second House the hill goes through much the
same procedure as in the first House. The second House
may pass or defeat the bill. If the bill is passed by the
second House with amendments, it must be returned to
the HO Ilse in which it was first introdueed. If the first
House refuses to agree to the changes, the bill may go to
a "conference committee," on which each House is equally
represented. If the conference committee can adjust the
points of differenee, the bill as agreed upon is presented
to each House for its approval.
TRI APPROVAL OP TIM PRICIODENT

After a bill has heft) passed by both Houses it is sent
to the President. The Constitution provides t'lat "Every
bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives
and the Senate, shall, before it beeome a law, be presented
to thi President of the United States . . ." The President may approve the entire bill or disapprove it. If the

President has not signed the bill within 10 days after it
reaches him (not counting Sundays), it becomes a law
without his signature. However, if the Congress adjourns in the meantime, the bill does not become a law
unless the President signs it within the 10-day limit.
This way of preventing a bill from becoming a law is
known as the "pocket veto."

If the President vetoes a bill while the Congress is in
session, it does not befiome a law unless each Hotise passes

it over the President's veto by a two-thirds majority
vote.

If the President signs the bill it. is then sent to the
National Archives and Records Service to be given a
number. Later the new law is published in the volumes
of "Statutes at Large of the United States."
There are thousands of bills introduced at each session
of the Congress. Only a small number of them become
laws. We must depend on our lawmakem in the Congress
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to pass the kind of laws that the Nation needs. That is
one reason why we should elect able and well-qualified
men to represent us.
ME CONGRESS MAY MAKE INVESTIGATIONS

A very important practice of the Congress is that of
making investigations. Either House may do this. Either
House may use one of its regular committees or appoint a
speeial committee to do this work. Sometimes the Houses
appoint a "joint committee," consisting of Members from
both Houses, to make an investigation.
What is the purpose of' such investigations ? It may be

to study certain conditions that seem to call for new
laws. It may be to find out how the members of the
Executive or Judicial Branch are doing their work. It
may bp to create interest on the part of the people in
needed reforms. Sometimes the Congress goes beyond its
own Members and employs experts or asks private citizens to supply information. These investigations help to

keep the Congress in touch with the real needs of the
people so that it can make the laws needed by them.
THE CONGRESS IIII7ST REPRESENT MANY ormitzsrs

Every Member of the Congress is called upon to perform many serviees. He usually tries to follow the pro-

gram of his political party, since he has been elected
through a party organization. He is expected by those
who elected him to work for the good of the people of his
district and State, since they have selected him to represent them and have delegated to him his authority. And,
since he is a member of the national lawmaking body, he
is called upon to think of the welfare and needs of all the
people of the entire Nation.
There are always special groups of people who repre-

sent some one single interest, and who eagerly present
their needs and wishes to their Congressmen. But a
national lawmaker must try to adjust group interests
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and make laws that will best serve the greatest possilde
number of people of the United States.
THINMS TO lrK)

Questions M discuss in your study group:

1. Why does the Congress do so much of its work
through committees ?

2. Do you think it is important for Members of the
Congress to keep in touch with the needs of the people
of the Nation ? Why?
Complete each of the following:

1. Three subjects upon which the Congress may make
laws are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

2. Two ways in which a committee may dispose of a bill
that has been referred to it are:
(1)
(2)

3. The Senate and House of Representatives have
standing committees on such important affairs as:
(1)
(2)

4. Two official actions that the President may take with
regard to a bill, when he receives it, are :
(1)
(2)

Some more words that the student should understand:
Appmpriation.sacts authorizing the Treasury Department to
pfty out money for special uses.

by OA fitleby the short descriptive statement printed at the
beginning of each bill.

counterfeitiftgmaking imitation money for the purpose of
passing it as good money.

currencymoney in use, either coin or paper money.
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dehaferegulated presentation of arguments in public.

direct forritaxes that must be paid by the taxpayer direct.
diAehargedfreed.
export*articles shipped out of a country.
ignorepay no attention to.
inreAtigationlsystematic inquiries.
piraryroithery on the high seas.
pro temporeacting for a limited time during the absence of
the regular officer.

rebellionorganized resistance of citizens against their government.

repeldrive or force back.
Speakerthe officer who presides over the House of Representatives.

supprea*put down by force.
atopendintemipt, hinder the enforcing of.
writ of Wen.* corpmscourt order requiring that a person
named shall be brought into court so that the judge may
decide whether he is being unlawfully deprived of his liberty.

4in-54I
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CH A PTER 22

How Our Federal Government Is Organized
THE PRESIDENCY
"The executive power shall be rested in a President
of the United States of America."
Second Artide of the Federal Congtitution.

In the last two chapters we studied about the Legislafive Branch of our Federal Government. We learned
how it is organized and how it makes laws. But we can
readily understand that no law can be of much value to a
government group unless it is, and can be, put into effect
and enforced. This is the duty of the Executive Branch
of the Government. In this chapter we shall study how
the Executive Branch is organized to do its work.
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

At the beginning of this chapter, you can read the first
sentence of the Second Article of the Federal Constitution. It provides that the executive power is vested in
(placed in) a President. It does not give any executive
power to a Vice President, or to members of a President's
Cabinet, or to other officials. It gives the whole executive
power to one official, the President of the United States.
Before the Constitution was adopted, some of the States
had their executive power vested in councils of several
officers, no one of whom had more power than the others.
In the Constitutional Convention, Benjamin Franklin
urged that this same arrangement be adopted. The delegates had before them an example in the Swiss Republic,
250
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THE PRESIDENT

Tenn of effice--4 years.

Sakwr-000,000 a yeas.
Ekction--Noveraber of every foirdr year.

Ineurpwationjaneary 20 following *lithos.
ElectedBy the people &ail, the Electoral College.
OrsoNlartionsNotwal-bonr citizen at least 35 yews oW and at
kw 14 yeas a resident of the United States.

&mention to the afro1. Vice President.
2. Speaker of doe Howse of Representatives.
3. President pro temper, of the Senate.
4. Secretary of State.
5. Secretary of the Treasury.
6. Secretary of Defense.

7. Attorney General.
S. Secretary of the Interior.
9. Secretary of Agricelture.
10. Secretary of Comenems.
11. Secretory of Labor.
12. Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
13. Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.
14. Secretary of Transportation.

Chief Aiwa and dotyTo enforce dee ConsMotion, the laws mode by
the Congress, and treaties.

Other pavan1. To veto bills.
2. To recommend measures to the Cowes.
3. To call special gessions of the Congress.
4. To deliver messales to the Congress.
5. To appoint helms! bodges.
6. To appoint ropmemdatims to foreign coentries.
7. To appoint Deportment heeds and other important °Fidel&

I. To pardon.
9. To carry on official bunions wNi foreign nations.
10. To be Commander in Cleiet of the Armed Forces.
figure 49

The %velem el the UMW Sloes
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which for many years had becii extremely well governed
by an executive council. The delegates could easily remember the danger which the Colonies had hardly survived because of the too great power of the British King.
Nevertheleas, the delegates decided to give all the executive power to a single official, to be known as the President of the United States.

They also decided that a Vice President should be
elected in the same way Ls the President, but should be
given the sole duty of presiding over the Senate. In case
of the removal of the President from offiee or of his death,
resignation, or inability to use the powers or perform the
duties of his office, the Vice President was given the right
and duty of taking his place. The Constitution gave the
Congress the right to decide what other officer should become President if both the President and Vice President
should die or withdraw. From Figure 49 you can learn
how the Congress has decided this important question.
The President is in fact the head of a very large executive organization, including 11 Departments, each with a
Cabinet Member at its head, and also many independent
agencies. Through them he enforces the provisions of the
Federal Constitution and the laws made by the Congress,
and conducts Government business in the interest of all

the people. He is the leader of this great Nation.
The President lives in Washington in an official residence called the White House. There he -.las his executive offices as well as his home.

The Constitution provides that the President (1) must
he a natural-born citizen of the United States, (2) must
be at least 35 years old when he takes office and (3) must
at that time have been a resident within the United States
for at least 14 years. (See Figure 49.)
The President's term of office, Ls provided in the Constitution, is 4 years. The Twenty-second Amendment to
the Constitution limits the number of times a person may
be elected to the office of President.
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Haw Is the President Nominated?

Candidates for the office of President are chosen at conventions held by the principal political parties. (Review
chapter 12.) Each political party selects a city as the
meeting place of its convention. It arranges to have its
conventions meet in the early summer of the election year,
and to have each of its State organizations send a group
of delegates.
After the convention has eleeted its .)fficers and committees and has adopted a platform of party prineiples, it

is ready to nominate a candidate for President; and

afterward one for Vice President.. The chairman orders
a roll call of the States. At this time the members of any
State delegation, when the State's name is called, may
nominate a candidate for President. After every State
delegation has had an opportunity to offer the name of its
candidate, all the delegates cast their votes for one of the
nominees. The person thus chosen by the delegates becomes the party e.ididate for President to be voted on
in the next November election.
How Is the President Sleeted?

Members of the Constitutional Convention at Philadel-

phia did not think it wise that the people should vote
directly for a President. So they wrote into the Censtitution an "indirect method" of electing the President.

At the November election the voters of each State select
as many Presidential Electors as the combined number
of Representatives and Senators which that State has in
the Congress. These electors will have been nominated
by the political parties for the sole purpose of voting for

their party's candidates for President and Vice President.. The electors from all 50 States become a group
known as the "Electoral College"; but the whole group

never meets, since the Twelfth Amendment of the Con-

stitution directs that the electors shall meet in their
own State to cast their votes. In this way the Electoral
411, .1,
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College chooses the President and Vice President. Really,
the electors in each State are bound to vote for the candidates who have received the greatest number of votes in
their State.
THE PRESIDENT'S OATH OF OFFICE

Oa the 20th of January that follows his election in
November, the President begins his official duties with a
ceremony called the Inauguration. It is customary for
him to go to the Capitol to take his oath of offiee, which
is administered to him by the Chief Justice of the rnited
States.
PREHDENTIAL OATH or OFFICE AP STATED Hi ThE CONRITIVTION

"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully
execute the office of President of the I7nited States, and
will to the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and defend
the Constitution of the rnited States.-

The President usually makes an inaugural address,
which is broadcast widely and is heard or read by millions of people throughout our Nation and the world.
WHAT ARE THE GENERAL POWERS OF THE PRESIDENT?

The Constitution says that the exeeutive power of our
Federal Government shall be legally delegated to a President of the United States of America. All other executive officers are responsible to him and receive from him
the right to perform executive duties as his delegates. The

President and the Vice President are the only officers
elected by the vote of the whole people.

The office of President of the United States is one of
the most important and powerful in the world. In the
first place, he nuist "take care that the lP,vis be faithfully
executed" and must manage the tremendously large organization that carries on our Federal Government. To
do this he is given not only the authority to operate the
Executive Branch of the Government, but also important
powers in legislative and judicial matters. In Figure 49

-400r
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you will find a list of many of the chief powers and
duties of the President.
What Are llta Powers in Legislative Matters?

The President has the power to prevent any bill passed
by the Congress from becoming a law, unless it is passed

again, after his veto, by a two-thirds majority vote in
each House. He may exert an influence on the Congress
through his right to call it together in special session to
consider and take action on any national problem that he
considers important. In his annual and special messages
to the Congress he may recommend that it pass laws that
he believes the people need. And often in his public
addresses he may advise the Congress indirectly.

The President, as the only officer (except the Vice
President.) elected by the whole people, is held responsihle by the Nation for a general program to promote the
welfare of the country. As head of his political party
he may properly nrge the members of his party in the
Congress to support such a program.
What Are His Powers in Judicial Matters?

When vacancies occur, the President. appoints Federal
judges, including members of the Supreme Court of the

United States. His appointments must, however, be
confirmed by the United States Senate.
The President may grant a full or a conditional pardon
to any person who has been convicted of breaking a
Federal law, except in a ease of impeachment. He may
shorten the prison term or reduce the fine which has been
imposed as punishment for a crime.
What Are His Executive Powers?

The executive powers of the President are so numerous
that it is not possible to mention all of them here.
The President enforces the Constitution, treaties with
other countries, and the laws made by the Congress. In
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doing so, he has to issue numy rules, regulations, and instructions. Some of these are called Executive orders
and proclamations.
The Constitution provides that "the President shall be

Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the
United States, and of the militia of the several States,
when called into the actual service of the United States."
This provision gives the President great power in time of
war or danger of war.
The President Ras Authority To Deal With Foreign Countries

Foreign nations look upon our President and his Secretary of State WI the representatives of the United States

who are responsible for establishing and keeping up
friendly relations with other countries. The Constitution
gives him the powei to make treaties, to appoint ambassadors, ministers, and consuls, and receive foreign ambassadors and other public ministers. Here are some of
the ways in which he deals with foreign nations:
1. The President, with his Secretary of State, carries
on all our official contacts with foreign governments.

2. The President, through the Department of State,
arranges for the protection of our citizens when they
travel abroad, and protects foreign persons traveling in

this country.
3. The President appoints officials (ambassadors, ministers, and consuls) to represent the United States. These
appointments must, however, be approved by the Senate.
4. The President receives the representatives sent to
our country by foreign governments. Through this power
it is 1.3ossible for the President to recognize or refuse to
recognize a new nation or a new government.

5. The President, with the help of his Secretary of
State, makes treaties with other governments. But no
treaty is binding on the United States until it has been
approved by a two-thirds vote of the Senators present.
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Executive Branch of Our Federal Government
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Figure 50
The Executive Branch of Our Federal Government
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6. The President may make "executive agreements"
with foreign governments on matters that do not require
the approval of the Senate.

7. The President may order our armed forces to any
part of the world.
The President Makes Many Appointments

We have mentioned the President's right to appoint
Supreme Court justices, Federal judges, ambassadors,
and ministers. He also chooses the heads of the 11 Executive Departments which carry on the principal business of the Government and appoints many other persons
to important Federal positions. (See Figure 50.)
However, thousands of workers in the Executive Departments are selected through the civil-service system.

This method of appointment requires them to pass an
examination showing their fitness for the positions that
they are seeking.
THINGS TO DO

Answer "yes" or "no" to each of the following questions:
Yes

No

El

El

El

0
o

O
O

0

O

0

O

o

O

0

1. Is it the President's principal duty to make
laws?
2. Can the President be removed from office ?

3. Are the candidates for the offices of President and Vice President nominated directly by the people?

4. Can a naturalized citizen become President
of the United States ?
5. Is the President's term of office fixed at 4
years by the Constitution ?

6. Does the President have the authority to
call special sessions of the Congress?
7. Does the President have to get the consent of
the Senate to all his appointments?

0
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8. Must every bill passed by both houses of the
Congress be sent to the President to sign
or veto?

9. Can the President pardon a person who has
broken a Federal law?
0 10. Is the President Commander in Chief of the

0

militia in peacetime ?

El

0 U. Does the President have to share with anybody else his authority to make treaties
with other countries?

Some more words that the student should understand:
administeredoffered with official guidance.

Cabinet Memberhead of one of the 11 Executive Departments, and member ef the President's advisory council.
ceremonya formal program on a solemn or important public
occasion.

conditionalnot absolute, but granted on certain clearly understood terms.

inaugural addressthe speech that is made by the President
when he has taken the oath of office.

urbcvnrelating to cities and towns.
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How Our Federal Government Is Organized
THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS (1)
"Public office is a public trust."

Charles Sumner.

You have just learned how the President of the United
States is elected and what qualifications are required for
this high office. You have studied some of his powers and
duties. You found that his chief duty is to use his executive authority in enforcing the laws of the Congress and

in managing the Federal Government. Naturally, he

must have help in so great a task. Among his assistants

are the heads of the 11 Executive departments having
cabinet rank, and other agencies. You will read about
four of the Executive departments in this chapter.
THE 11 EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS

To help the President enforce and administer the
Federal laws, the Congress ha3 created 11 Executive
departments. It has provided that the heads of these
departments shall be chosen by the President and approved by the Senate. (See Figure 51.) These 11
department heads form a council called the "President's

Cabinet."
George Washington appointed only four cabinet members at the beginning Gf his first term as President. As
the services of the Government increased, new departments were authorized by the Congress, until there were
12 of them. However, in 1970 the President signed a
law establishing the United States Postal Service as an
independent agency and abolishing the Post Office Department. We now have 11 Executive departments.
They are :
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THE PRESIDENT

The President appoints the
heads of the Departments

of:

LABOR

HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE

HOUSING AND

ITRANSPORTATION

URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Figure 51

The President and the Executive Departments Having Cabinet Rank
ro4
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THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS
Department

Head of the Department

1.

State
2. Treasury
3. Defense
4. Justice
5. Interior
6. Agriculture

The Secretary of State
The Secretary of the Treasury
The Secretary of Defense
The Attorney General
The Secretary of the Interior
The Secretary of Agriculture

7. Commerce

The Secretary of Commerce
The Secretary of Labor

8. Labor

9. Health, Education, and
Welfare

The Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare

10. Housing
and
Development

Urban
The Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development

11. Transportation

The Secretary of Transportation
THE CABINET

Each Secretary is responsible to the PresiderA, and the
President is responsible to the country for each of them
and the work of their departments. The President may
dismiss a Cabinet member at any time. A new President
may choose to retain some of the experienced menibers
of the previous Cabinet but usually surrounds himself

with advisers of his own choosing. He holds meetings
of his Cabinet as often as he wishes. These meetings
are not open to the public.
The Constitution makes no exact provision for a President's Cabinet. It provides that the President "may re-

quire the opinion, in writing, of the principal officer in
each of the Executive departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of their respective offices," but it does
not name the departments or describe their duties. The
Cabinet members are simply a council of advisers for the
President and the heads of the Executive departments.
This group or council has come to be generally accepted
as part of our Government organization. The law fixes
no special qualifications for Cabinet memlyrs.
4
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Each Cabinet member has authority delegated to him
by the President to manage his own department. As an
officer of the Federal Government, his duties extend to all
parts of the country and he must have many assistants
and advisers. His department will he found divided into
many bureaus, divisions, offices, or services, through
which different parts of his work will be done. There

are hundreds of these divisions in the 11 Executive

departments.
Let us consider the organization and chief objectives of
each of these departments.
THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The Secretary of State ranks as an executive officer

next to the President and Vice President. In succeeding
to the Presidency, however, he comes after the Speaker
of the House of Representatives and the President pro
tempore of the Senate. The Secretary of State is the
President's adviser on matters relating to foreign policy.
The general objectives of the Department of State are
(1) to maintain friendly relations between the United
States and foreign countries, as far as it is possible to do
so, (2) to build up our foreign trade and commerce, and
(3) to protect citizens of the United States and their
property abroad.
In carrying out these general objectives the Department of State performs the following tasks:

1. It supervises the Foreign Service of the United
States, which includes our ambassa4ors, ministers, and

consular officers, through whom the Department maintains the necessary contacts wi.th foreign governments,

and helps to protect our citizens and their interests
abroad.

2. It aids in the making and enforcing of treaties and

other agreements with foreign countries.

41'1
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3. It issues passports to our citizens who wish to travel

abroad.

4. It arranges for the reception by the President of

foreign ambassadors and ministers.

5. It helps to decide whether a new foreign government should be recognized by the Government of the

United States.
6. It gathers information about economic, political, and
social conditions in foreign countries.
7. The consular officers of the United States in foreign
countries examine the applications of citizens of foreign
countries wishing to come to the United States as immigrants or nJnimmigrants and, if the applicants are found
to be admissible under our immigration laws, the consuls
issue them the appropriate visas (documents permitting

them to travel to the United States and apply for
admission).

In addition to these tasks, the State Department publishes all treaties between the United States and foreign
governments, and certain other official papers.
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

The general objectives of the Department of the Treasury are (1) to manage the financial affairs of the United
States Government effectively, (2) to plan for the protection and increase of the Government's income, and
(3) to protect the buying power of money of this country
and the borrowing power of the Federal Government.
Among the many tasks performed by the Department
of the Treasury in carrying out these general objectives
are the following:
1. It supervises the collection of taxes for the Government.

2. It arranges to borrow money for the United States.
3. It supervises the payment of the bills and debts of

the Government as directed by law.
4. It reports to both the Congress and the President on
the financial condition of the Government.
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5. It supervises the coining of money and the printing
of paper money, bonds, and postage stamps.

6. It regulates the sale of alcohol in interstate and
foreign conunerce.

7. It operates the Secret Service.
THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The principal objective of the Department of Defense
is to protect and defend our national safety. It also has
control over a number of nonmilitary activities. The Department of Defense is headed by the Secretary of Defense, who is a member of the President's Cabinet. The
Department is made up of the Department of the Army,
the Department of the Navy, and the Department of the
Air Force, together with the Armed Forces Policy Council and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Each of the three Departments is headed by a Secretary who is responsible for matters relating to national
security in his particular field. They recruit and train
officers and enlisted personnel ; provide necessary equipment and permanent installations ; and in their respective
fields supervise the building and maintenance of forts,
camps, naval bases and yards, warships, airplanes and
bases, and the care and improvement of rivers, harbors,
and canals.
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The Attorney General is the head of the Department

of Justice, and as such, the chief law officer of the
Federal Government. He represents the United States
in legal matters generally, and gives advice and opinions
when requested by the President or by the heads of the

other Executive agencies. He appears in the Supreme
Court of the United States in cases of unusual impor-
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Frequently the services of the Department of
Justice are used for the drawing up of new legislation,
tance.

especially when such legislation is about new and difficult problems.
The Solicitor General assists the Attorney General and

acts under his direction. He appears for the Government in the Supreme Court of the United States. All
appeal work in which the Government has an interPst
is under his supervision. Any appeal to be made on behalf of the Government either to one of the courts of
appeals or to the Supreme Court of the United States
must be authorized by him.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is a branch of
this Department. It has charge of investigating crimes
in violation of Federal laws and of finding and arresting
the offenders.

Among the services rendered by the Department of

Justice in carrying out these objectives are the following:
1. It conducts suits in behalf of the Government in the
Supreme Court of the United States and in other Federal courts.
2. It supervises and has direction over United States
attorneys and marshals throughout the United States.
3. It investigates and prosecutes violations of the Federal laws.

4. It supervises Federal prisons and other Federal

penal institutions.

5. It inveStigates and reports to the President con-

cerning petitions for paroles, reprieves, and pardons.
6. It assists in drawing up rules of procedure for the
Federal courts.
7. It gives advisory opinions on legal questions when

requested to do so by the President or heads of the
Executive Departments.

8. It undertakes to protect the individual members of
this Nation in the exercise of the civil rights guaranteed
1"4
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to them by the Constitution and laws of the United States.
9. It enforces the immigration and nationality laws of
the United States.
10. It regulates the sale of narcotics and dangerous drugs
in interstate and foreign commerce.
SUMMARY

We have described in this chapter the services furnished the people of this country by four of the Executive departments and in the next chapter we shall describe

the work of the remaining seven departments and of a
number of " independent agencies" of the Federal
Government.

It is almost impossible for any citizen to remember all
the different kinds of services that his Government fur-

nishes for him. From some of the departments he gets
benefits about which he does not even know. Other services of the Federal Government are called to his attention
every day. It is, therefore, a good thing for the student
to read over these lists of the activities of the Executive

departments with careful attentioneven though he may
not fully understand the exact nature of some of them.
The descriptions will give him a good picture of the
working of a government "of the people, by the people,
for the people."
THINGS TO DO

Complete each of the following:

1. The group made up of the heads of the 11 Executive
departments is known aS the President's
2. Heads of the Executive departments are appointed
by the

and confirmed by the

3. If you wish to get a passport to travel in foreign
countries, you must apply to the Department of

4I0
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4. The Department that collects taxes and supervises
the spending of public money is the Department of the
5. The chief law officer of the Federal Government is
the

Try to think of some of the services that are being
given to the people of your own community by the four
Departments about which you have been studying. Perhaps you can name some of them below:
Two of the services performed by the Department of

State are:
1

2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
the Treasury are:
1
2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
Defense are:
1

2

Two of the services performed by the Department of

Justice are:
1
2

Some more words that the student should understand:
economicrelated to the production, distribution, and use of
wealth.
imancial,related to money matters.

naval ba8e8fortified starting points from which war vessels
may operate.
parole8releases of prisoners on their word of honor to observe
certain conditions.
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passportsofficial documer ts issued by governments to their
citizens when they wish to travel in foreign countries, requesting that the holders be permitted to travel safely.
penal institutionsi'dildings or other places in which persons
are imprisoned as punishment for law-breaking.
receptionformal occasion on which a person or group officially greets or wekomes other persons.

reprievestemporary delays in applying punishment.

risasofficial permits for aliens to proceed to a country and
apply for admission.

CHAPTER 24

How Our Federal Government Is Organized
THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS (2)
"The President . . . may require the opinion, in
writing, of the principal officer in each of the executive
departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of
their respective offices . . ."
Section 2 of the Second Article of the
Federal Constitution.

In the last chapter you studied the duties and services
of four of the 11 Executive departments of the Federal
Government and discovered many ways in which they
"promote the general welfare" of the United States. In
this chapter we shall study the remaining seven depart-

ments and some of the many other organizations that
have been created by the laws of the Congress to serve
the people.

*

!

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

The principal objective of the Department of the LLterior is to protect and develop the natural resources of
the country for the benefit of all the people.

Among the many services rendered by this Department in carrying out this objective are the following:
1. It supervises the public lands of the United States,
including range lands reserved for grazing.

2. It studies the natural resources and products of the
United States and exercises some control over the production of oil, coal, natural gas, water power, minerals,
and other products of the earth.
270
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3. It :supervises the study of irrigated (watered) lands
'Ind the water resources to be used on such lands, and

directs the spending of money made available by the
redamation laws for construction and operation of irrigation projects.

4. It investigates the cause of accidents in mines ai.d
studies methods of preventing accidents and waste.

5. It supervises the health, welfare, and. education of
tho American Indian citizens of the United States.

6. It administers the Federal laws that regulate hunting and fishing and protects the Nation's fish, wildlife,
and wild fowl resources.
7. It supervises the national parks of the United States,

protects their natural beauty, and makes them available
as playgrounds for the American people.
8. It promotes the economic, political, and social development of dependent areas under its supervision.
THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

The principal objective of the Department of Agricul-

ture is to help the farmer to raise good crops and sell
them at a profit. In carrying out this general purpose,
the Department puts into effect the acts passed by the
Congress in an effort to adjust tile production of crops
to the demand for them, so that there will not be great
surpluses that cannot be Ftold or great shortages that
raise food prices too high for the consumer.
Among the many services rendered by the Department
of Agriculture are the following:
1. It encourages soil-building practices and crop rota-

tion, in order, to hold and increase the fertility of the
Nation's farms.
2. It cooperates to develop better livestock, to protect
the Nation's supply of meat and dairy products.
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3. It issues reports on the supply, movement, and
prices of farm products, thus helping the farmer to sell
his crops intelligently.
4. It fights animal and plant diseases and insect pests.
5. It provides a complete and coordinated credit system for agriculture and also credit facilities for farmers'
cooperative marketing, purchasing, and business service
organizations.
THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The principal objectives of the Department of Commerce are to promote and develop the foreign and
domestic commerce of the United States, as well as the
mining, manufacturing, shipping, and fishing industries
of the United States.
In carrying out these objectives this Department ren-

ders many services through the bureaus and agencies
under its jurisdiction. Among them are the following:
1. The Bureau of International Commerce studies the
production and distribution of goods and encourages, promotes, and. develops commere at home and abroad.
2. The Coast and Geodeti urvey conducts surveys and
prepares charts of our seacoast and tidewater rivers and

reports upon tides and currents to safeguard shipping.
3. The Bureau of the Census takes a population census
of the country every 10 years. It is continuously engaged
in gathering other statistics and taking censuses covering
manufacturing and many other subjects.
4. The Patent OffierJ grants special rights by issuance of
patents for inventions and by registration of trade-marks,
prints, and labels.
5. The Bureau of Standards establishes and maintains
official weights and measures, so that all people may be
treated alike by merchants and manufacturers and pro-

tected against fraud.

This Bureau also makes many

tests to determine standard qualities of articles.
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6. Through the Weather Service, it issues weather
forecasts and storm, cold-wave, frost, forest-fire, and
floot

warnings.
THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

The principal objectives of the Department of Labor
are "to advance the public interest by promoting the welfare of the wage earners of the United States, improving their working conditions, and advancing their opportunities for profitable employment."
Among the services rendered by this Department in
carrying out its general objects are the following:
1. It collects information on the subject of labor, the
hours and wages of workers, and ways of promoting their
welfare.

2. It reports upon matters relating to the welfare of
women.

3. It helps to set up better working conditions in all
parts of the country, with reasonable protection for the
health and safety of the workers.
4. It sets standards of hours, wages, and working conditions under which many kinds of Government supplies
are manufactured.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

This Department was created by law effective on April
11, 1953. The Federal Security Agency previously performed the film:dons of this Department.
The principal objective of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare is to improve the administration
of those Government agencies which are responsible for
the promotion of the general welfare of the Nation in the
fields of health, education, and economic security.
Among the services rendered by this Department are
the following:
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1. To protect and improve the health of the people
through research and the application of new knowledge to
prevent and control disease.

2. To collect statistical and other information on educational institutions and administrative procedures, and
advise and consult with Sttite and local school officials on
educational matters.
3. To administer the various social security progranw,
throughout the United States.
4. To enforce the pure food, drug, and cosmetic laws,
promoting purity, standard potency, and truthfulness in
labeling of such commodities.
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

T'ae principal objectives of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development are to assist the President in
achieving the best administration of the programs of the
Federal Government as they relate to housing and urban
development, including the furnishing of information to
aid State, county, and other local governments in developing solutions to community devellpment problems.

Among the services rendered by this Department in
carrying out its objectives are the following:
1. It advises the President with respect to Federal
programs and activities relating to housing and urban
development, and coordinates these activities.
2. It develops and recommends to the President policies for promoting the orderly growth and development
of the Nation's communities and metropolitan areas in
which a large majority of its people live and work, and
it provides technical assistance and information to aid
State and local governments in solving these problems.
3. It encourages private homebuilding and moi -age
lending industries to make maximum contributions to
housing, urban development, and the national economy.

nr,a
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

This is the Department most recently estahL

cl

in

the Federal Government.

The principal objective of the Department of Transportation is to improve sa-fety and efficiency in every
means of transportationautomobiles, trains, planes, and
ships.

Among the services rendered by this Department Are
the following:
1. It supports and promotes research and development
in the field of transportation.
2. It provides general leadership in the identification
and solution of transportation problems.
3. It encourages the cooperation of Federal, Statc, and
local governments, carriers, labor, and other interested
parties, -;.n. order to establish transportation policies which
will serve the needs of the public, private industry, labor,
and national defense.
THE INDEPENDENT AGENCIES

Besides the 11 Executive departments there are many
other government groups and agencies that have been
given part of the duty of placing into effect the Federal
laws. These are usually called Independent Agencies or
Offices because they are not a part of the 11 Executive
departments and are not responsible to them. Some are
organized as independent units because the work allotted
to them by law is entirely different from the work of .any
of the Executive departments; some are more like courts
(established to explain 'and apply some special law or to
find out and report on some special set of facts) ; some

do a special kind of work for all of the Executive

departments.
To finish this chapter, we will name and give a short
description of several independent agencies of our Fed-

eral Government. We do not suggest that any of our
readers try to remember all of them, but by r tiding the
CYO
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names and descriptions you will once more be impressed
with the great number of services that a modern government must provide for its people in our complex presentday life.

THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION holds competitive exam-

inations to guide the Government in choosing well-

qualified workers for several hundred kinds of positions.
More and more Government positions are being placed

under "Civil Service"which means that the workers

must prove their fitness by examination before getting a
job, and afterward are protected from removal unless
they fail to do their work properly, or are found to be
members of organizations which advocate the overthrow
of our constitutional form of government.
THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, headed by the Comp-

troller General of the United States, settles and adjusts,
independently of the Executive departments, claims and
demands by or against the Federal Government and
money accounts in which the Government is concerned.
THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYS-

TEM and the Federal Reserve Banks under the Board's
supervision carry out certain monetary powers of the
Congress. They perform central milking functions and
have other duties in the field of money and credit.

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION has the duty of in-

vestigating and preventing trade abuses and unfair ways
of doing business.

THE TAX COURT OF THE UNITED STATES holds hearings

and decides cases that are appealed by taxpayers on questions involving, among others, income tax, excess profits,
estate, and gift taxes.

responsible for
building and managing hospitals for disabled veterans
and for many forms of relief and aid to war veterans and
their widows and dependents.
THE VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION iS

THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE COLPORATION insures

the money deposited in most of the banks in the United
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States. To preserve its assets and to aid mergers, the

corporation is empowered by law to act as receiver for

most insured banks that close and to make loans to
prevent bank closings.
THE SECURIIMS AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION was estab-

lished to ,Irotect investors who buy stocks and bonds.
The laws that it administers require companies that plan
to raise money by selling their own securities (stocks and

bonds) to file with the Commission true informaf on
about the securities and the company.
THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD enforces the law

which requires that employers must bargain collectively
about wages, work hours, and labor conditions with organizations and representatives chosen by the workers
themselves.
THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION has as its purpose "to

effectuate the declared policy of the people of the United
States that, subject at all times to the paramount objective
of assuring the common defense and security, the development and utilimtion of atomic energy shall, so far as practicable, be directed toward improving the public welfare,
increasing the standard of living, strengthening free competition in private enterprise, and promoting world
peace."
THE GENER 4L SERVICES ADMINISTRATION serves the Ex-

ecutive Branch of the Federal Government by attending
to such matters as the purchase, supply, and maintenance
of Federal property ; management of public utility service for Government offices ; and sale of surplus Federal
property. Through its National Archives and Records
Service, this office protects the original documents of the
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the
United States. The Declaration and the Constitution
are on public display in the Archives Building in Wash-

ington, D.C. Through its Federal Register Division,
the General Services Administration publishes all the
rules and regulations under which the various administrative agencies operate.
fri

-
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When the Congress passes a proposed amendment to
the Constitution of the United States, the Administrator
of General Services sends it to the States. As the States
ratify the amendment, they report to him. When the
necessary number of States have ratified it, he lets the
Congress and the people know that the amendment has
been added to the Constitution.

first independent agency in the Federal Government that was formerly .an Executive department. Created as the Post
Office Department in 1872, it remained an Executive
department, headed by the Postmaster General, until
1970, when it was abolished and a United States Postal
Service created. The Postal Service provides mail services and postal facilities.
THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE iS the

THINGS TO DO

Complete each of the following:

1. If you were interested in getting information about
the American Indians, you would write to the Department of the

2. The Department that keeps us informed about the

weather is the Department of

3. If a farmer wanted information about soil, plants,
or animals, he could get help from the Department of
is concerned
4. The Department of
with wages received and conditions under which work is
done by women employed in industry.

5. Protection and improvement of the health of the
people of this Nation is a concern of the Department
and
of
Try to think of some of the services that are being
given to the people of your own community by the seven
Departments that we have been studying. Perhaps you
can name some of them below :
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Two of the services performed by the Departmeneof
the Interior are:
1

2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
Agriculture are:
1

2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
Commerce are:
1

2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
Labor are:
1

2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare are :
1

2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development are:
1
2

Two of the services performed by the Department of
Transportation are:
1
2
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Some more words that the student should understand:
carrierspersons, companies, or corporations in the transportation business.

collectivelythrough representatives authorized to make bargains that will bind the whole group.

competitivein which one's work is compared with other people's and one is required to do as well or better than others.

crop rotationthe planting of different kinds of crops on a
piece of land each year to prevent taking out of the soil
certain values and wearing out the land.

dependent areaspublic lands placed under supervision of an
Executive department.

facilitiesways of doing things easily; good equipment and
arrangement.

fertilityability to reproduce or grow things in plenty.
investorspersons who use their money to buy stocks and bonds.
livestockfarm animals, such as cattle, sheep, pigs, and horses.

natural resourcesnatural wealth that can be made useful to
the Nation.

paramountfirst, supreme.
productionthe act of making or growing.
range landsopen unfenced areas on which cattle, sheep, or
horses may graze.

receivera business manager appointed by a law court to
straighten out a business that cannot pay its debts.
reclamationbringing something, such as land, back to use or
production.

shortagesamounts that fall short of what is expected or
needed.

statisticsa study of any subject by the use of numbers.
surplusesamounts that are greater than what is expected or
needed.

utilizationto make use of.
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CHAPTER 25

How Our Federal Government Is Organized
THE JUDICIARY
"The judicial power of the United States, shall be
vested in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior
courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain
and establish."
Third Article of the Federal Con8titution.

In the last few chapters you have studied about two of
the great branches of our Federal Government. You
learned that the Legislative Branch is made up of two
Houses, a Senate and a House of Representatives, which
together are called the Congress of the United States.
You learned that the Executive Branch includes the
President, the Vice President, the 11 Executive departments, and a numb er of other independent agencies.
A third branch of our Federal Government, the Judicial Branch, is made up of our Federal courts. It has
the duty of explaining and interpreting laws, settling lawsuits between citizens of different States, and punishing

those who break the Federal laws. In this chapter you
will study its organization and work.
WHAT DOES THE JUDICIAL BRANCH OF OUR FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT DO?

You have learned that the Congress makes the laws, and

the Executive branch enforces them. But sometimes
the meaning of a Federal law is not clear, and that law
cannot. be enforced in some cases until it is better ex281
410-591 0 - 11 - 19
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plained. Then the Judicial Branch comes to the aid of
the other two branches.

In addition to explaining and interpreting the laws
passed by the Congress, there are rawly other things
that our Federal courts do. They explain the meaning of
the Constitution. Since the Constitution is the highest

law of our land, this is a very important task. ThPse
courts also explain treaties and agreements with other
governments.

When a person is accused of breaking a Federal law,
he is brought to trial in one of our Federal courts. It decides whether he has really broken the law or not. Such
a decision calls for a study and determination by the court

as to what are the actual facts of the case and how the
law, in its true meaning, applies to the facts as proved.
This is the way in which the principle of "equal justice
for all" is made to work.

The States need the Federal courts, to which they can
take their disputes with one another. And if a citizen of
one State has a legal dispute with a citizen of another
State, he may go to a Federal court to settle it.
You will recall that the Constitution gives the Legislafive and Executive Branches of the Federal Government

a great many difficult duties to perform. The courts act
as a check on both Branches in deciding whether one or

the other has tried to use more authority than it was
actually given by the people in the Federal Constitution.
You will recall also that the Constitution gives certain

powers to the Federal Government and reserves other
powers for the States. The Federal Judiciary is needed
at times to decide when either the Federal or the State
Governments have taken more power than they should,
according to the Constitution.

To sum up, let us make a list of some of the valuable
services performed by the Judicial Branch of the Federal
Government. Among other things our Federal courts

"
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1. Explain the meaning of the Constitution and the
laws and treaties.

2. Settle legal disputes between citizens of different
States.

3. Settle legal disagreements between two or more
States.

4. Settle legal questions between States and the Federal
Government.
5. Give those persons accused of breaking Federal laws
a fair and just trial.
6. Settle disagreements, under certain circumstances,
between S+ates and foreign governments or citizens of
foreign governments.
THE SUPREME COURT

If you read the quotation at the beginning of this chap-

ter, you will see that the Supreme Court of the United
States is the only Federal court set up by the Constitution itself. It could not be abolished without amending
the Constitution. Let us learn more about it.
The Supreme Court is the highest court in the Nation.

When it makes a decision there is no other court to
which the case can be taken on appeal. Its decisions are
final.

Although the Congress did not create the Supreme
Court, it has the power to pass various laws about its
organization and work. The Congress decides from time
to time how many justices the Court shall have and what
their salaries shall be. The President's choice of persons
to become Supreme Court justices (when vacancies have
occurred) must be approved by the Senate. Within certain limits, the Congress may decide what cases shall be
tried in the Supreme Court. The Congress cannot, however, change the powers given to the Supreme Court by
the Constitution itself.

."1
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OTHER FEDERAL COURTS

The Fathers of the Constitution did not write the details of our court system into the Constitution. They
left tc, the Congress much authority over the Federal
courts. The Congress can decide when to establish more
Federal courts and judgeships, and what cases each kind
of Federal court shall hear. It can even change or abolish
any Federal court except the Supreme Court.

The Congress has established two kinds of Federal
courts (besides special courts). These are (1) the district courts and (2) the courts of appeals for the various
circuits. Turn to Figure 52, which shows the relationship of these and other Federal courts.

These lower Federal courts keep the work of the Supreme Court from becoming too heavy. The Congress
has passed laws which require that most litigation (trial
of cases) in the Federal courts shall start in the district
courts. If persons in certain kinds of cases are not satisfied with the district court's decision, they can appeal to
a higher Federal court. Sometimes such cases can be
taken directly to the Supreme Court; sometimes they
must be appealed to a court of appeals. In some cases
the decision of a court of appeals is final.
Our Nation is divided into 11 judicial circuits. In each
of these circuits there is one court of appeals and several

district colnts. One of these appellate courts is the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Every person in the United States can
be sure that there is a Federal court in his section of the
country, no matter where he lives.
The Supreme Court holds its sessions in Washington,
the National Capital. For many years it met in a small
courtroom in the Capitol. In 1935 it moved into a build-

ing of its own, which is one of the most beautiful in
Washington.

r-c
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The Congress has established various special courts.
You will notice in Figure 52 that we have certain other
Federal courts besides those already mentioned. In 1855
the Congress established a special "Court of Claims."
Before this date there had been no court to which a person

could present a money claim against the United States
Government. The Congress has also set up a "United
States Customs Court," which settles disputes about the
amount of any customs tax on goods being brought into
this country ; and a "United States Court of Customs
and Patent Appeals," which is an appeal court for customs cases as well as cases in which a person who has
been refused a patent on some invention argues that the
Department of Commerce has treated him unfairly by its
refusal.
OUR FEDERAL JUDGES

Federal judges are appointed by the President and approved by the Senate. Most of them hold office as long as
they do their work satisfactorily. If one of them commits a serious offense while in office, he may be impeached
by the House of Representatives in the same way that the

President and any other civil officer of the United States
may be impeached. The Congress decides the amount of
pay that Federal judges shall receive, but the Constitution

provides that the salary of judges "shall not be diminished during their continuance in office."

The Supreme Court of the United States consists of
a Chief Justice and eight Associate Justices. The Chief
Justice aets as presiding officer of the Court and all the
justices sit as a group (unless excused for some good
reason). All decisions of the Court are reached by a
majority vote of the justices who have taken part in the
hearings.

All of our Federal judges are required to uphold the
Constitution of the United States. After a new Federal
judge is appointed, he must take the following oath:
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do solemnly swear (or
affirm) that I will administer justice without

"I,

,

respect to persons, and do equal right to the poor

and to the rich. and that I will faithfully and
impartially dischave and perform all the duties
according to the
incumbent upon me as
best of my abilities and understanding, agreeably to the Constitution and laws of the United
States. So help me God."
THINGS TO 1)0

Select the words that will make each of the following statements

read correctly:

1. The Judicial Branch of our Government1. makes the laws.
2. explains the laws.
3. enforces the laws.
2. The chief objective of our court system is to give the

people a way to1. change the laws.
2. collect taxes.
3. provide equal justice for all.
3. Most Federal judges hold office1. during good behavior.
2. for five years.
3. for one year.

4. The one court that cannot be abolished without
amending our Constitution is1. The Court of Claims.
2. the Supreme Court of the United States.
3. the United States Customs Court.
5. The Federal judges are selected by1. the voters.
2. the House of Representatives.
3. the President.
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6. When Federal judges are chosen, their appointments
must be approved by1. .the United States Senate.
2. the people.
3. the newspapers.

7. The presiding officer of the Supreme Court of the
United States is called1. the Chief Justice of the United States.
2. the Chancellor.
3. the Moderator.

8. On the Supreme Court of the United States there

are-

1. five justices only.
2. one Chief Justice and twelve Associate

Justices.
3. one Chief Justice and eight Associate Justices.
9. To establish our lower Federal courts, the Constitution gave authority to1. the Attorney General.
2. the Congress.
3. the States.
Complete each of the following:

1. Two things that the justices of the Supreme Court
promise to do when they take their oath of office are :
1

2

2. Two kinds of Federal courts established by the Congress are :
1
2

3. Two reasons why we need Federal courts are :
1
2

nrNa
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Some more words that the student should understand:
diminishedreduced in amount, made less.

impartially dischargefairly, justly, without taking sides, to
complete, finish, carry out.

incumbentwhich are laid.
litigationthe act of carrying on a suit in a law court.
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CHAPTER 26

How We Pay For Our Government
Our government units represent the people. Through
the payment of taxes the people help pay for the services of their governments.

We have learned that our government is divided into
many units or groups, such as the town, the city, the
county, the State, and the Nation. Each of these groups
is made up of human beings, who have set up a government and given it authority both to govern and to serve
them. The people naturally expect to pay for government services just as they do for services supplied by
private citizens. Since the government provides so many
services, the cost of government often seems high. Let

us consider, in this chapter, the cost of government
services.

Each of the government groups must be supported by
the people who are its members. The people support
their govermnents by paying taxes. And, of course, all
money paid as taxes must be used for public purposes.
A COMMUN/TY WITHOUT THE SERVICES FOR WHICH TAXES ARE
COLLECTED

What would our community be like without the serv-

ices we get for our taxes? We would find that among
other things:
1. Our property would not be protected by law.
2. There would be no public schools for our children.
3. There would be no public-school classes for grownups or special free schools for teachers.
290
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4. Our health might not be well protected against contagious diseases.

5. Our food would not be inspected, and we would not
have expert advice as to whether it was fit to eat.

6. Our water suppply might not be kept pure and
drinkable.

7. There might not be enough water to use in our houses
or to fight fire.
8. Garbage might not be removed promptly.
9. Sewage and rubbish might not be disposed of satisfactorily.
10. There would be no policemen to preserve the peace.

11. There would be no jails for criminals.
12. There would be no courts.
13. There wouild be no money to build roads, bridges,
airports, and to make other improvements.

14. There would be no public playgrounds or public
parks.

15. We would be less safe in traveling from place to
place.

Would we want to live in such a place? Our families
would have few of the chances of comfort and happiness
that they now have. How much better it is to pay for
the services that we need. We could not possibly, all by
ourselves, get our families all of these advantages. There-

fore, we pay our share of the cost with our tax money
and let our government agencies serve us. (See Figures
8 and 53.)
HOW DO OUR GOVERNMENTS MANAGE THEIR MANY AFFAIRS?

Our Nation, most of our States, and many of our cities
now have budget systems. Any budget system is a list of
needs for which money must be spent, an estimate of how
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We Must Pac4Ar the Services
cy` oar novernment

"The services named above
are some
thosefor which the taxpayer pays
Figure 53
We Must Pay for the Services of Our Government
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much each need will cost, and another estimate as to
where the money is coming from. When the amount of
money that can be counted on is as great as the amount
that must be spent, the budget is said to be balanced.
In most States the governor plans the budget. In some
cases there is a board or commission in charge of this
important work. After the budget is planned, it is submitted to the State legislature, which must approve it
before it becomes effective. In a county the county board
usually plans the budget. In a city, as a rule, the
mayor, the city manager, or a special board has the duty
of preparing the budget.
The Federal Government also has its budget. It must
plan how to meet its bills. The President, with the help
of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, figures out
what the expenses of the Government are likely to be for
the coming year. Then he suggests how the money can
be raised to meet these expenses. When the plan is completed, it is sent to the Congress, which must approve
or reject these proposed expenditures and the proposed
ways of raising the money to meet them. Only the Congress has the authority to decide how money shall be
raised and spent by the Federal Government. The Pres-

ident and the Executive departments cannot spend any
money unless they are authorized by the Congress to
do so.
WHERE DOES THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT GET ITS MONEY?

There are a number of ways in which the Government
of the United States gets the moncy that it needs to pay
the cost of its services to the people. We cannot study
all of them, but some of the most important are indicated
below.

(1) A great deal of the Government's income comes

from taxes on the incomes of persons and business organizations. A person's income is the money that he receives
in any year as salary, wages, fees, profits, interest, divi'OU
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dends, or rent. Most companies' incomes are received as
profits from selling things, or fees for services, or interest
on money loaned, or rents collected. The Federal Gov-

ernment permits people who pay income tax to make
deductions for various expenses that they have paid out,
and then collects a tax on the amount of income left over
to be spent on themselves (which it calls their "net taxable income"). A person or company with a large taxable
income has to pay at a higher tax rate than one with a
small income. Persons with very small incomes do not
have to pay any tax. A man who is supporting a wife
and children does not have to pay as large an income tax
as another man who has the same income but who has no
family or dependents to support.
(2) The Govermnent collects large sums of money as
estate taxes. This is a tax charged against the estate of
a person who dies leaving money and property. It also
collects a tax on any large gifts of money or property that
living people give to one another.
(3) Large amounts of money come to the Government

from taxes on the manufacture and sale of liquors, cigarettes, tobacco, playing cards, firearms, and cosmetics
also on the sale of gasoline.

(4) By the operation of the tariff laws, the Government collects custom duties (a kind of tax) on many different kinds of goods that are brought into the United
States from foreign countries.

(5) People have to pay a tax on such things as the
transfer of stocks and bonds, and on theater tickets and
club dues, telephone, and telegraph messages.
(6) Business corporations have to pay a tax on the
value of their capital stock.
(7) To pay part of the cost of social security insurance
(money set aside by the Government to pay special benefits to wage earners who have retired from employment
because of old age or disablement or to wage earners who
are unemployed or to the Widows or children of wage
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earners who have died), the Government charges a tax
against pay rolls of employers in many industries.
(8) The sale of Government property also brings some
money to the Government.

(9) The Federal Government receives the tolls paid by
ships passing through the Panama Canal.
(10) Sometimes sums of money are paid to our Government by foreign governments who owe us money.
These are not all of the sources from which our Federal
Government gets its funds. But they give us an idea of
its principal sources of revenue. You will recall that the
Treasury Department is in charge of receiving and paying out the Government's money, and must report all such
transactions to the Congress.
WHERE DO THE STATES GET THEIR MONEY?

Like the Federal Government, the State Governments
receive funds from a number of sources.

(1) Many of the States require persons living within
their borders to pay an income tax. This tax is like the
Federal income tax, which we have just described.

(2) A State property tax is another way by which
many States raise money. This is a tax against the value
of land and buildings, and of furniture, equipment, and
other forms of wealth. If you turn back to page 185 you
may read how these property taxes are determined and
collected.

(3) Nearly all of the States collect an inheritance tax
against the property of their own people when they die.
Because the State provides many services to protect the
property of dead persons and to help in passing it on o
their legal heirs, its laws often assess high taxes agai st
(
large estates.
(4) Some of the States have a business tax (sometiines

called corporation tax). This is a tax on the earnings of
business concerns.
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(5) A very general form of State tax is known as a
franchise tax. It is charged against private companies
such as railroads, streetcar and bus companies, electric
and gas companies whose business requires that they shall
use public highways or other public property.
(6) Everyone who travels in an automobile knows that

there is a gasoline tax collected by each State. You will
remember that there is also a Federal tax on gasoline. So

we pay both State and Federal taxes when we "get a
tankful of gas."
(7) Nearly all States collect license fees from owners
and operators of automobiles, trucks, busses, and motorcycles. They also charge license fees for the right to sell
liquor, cigarettes, tobacco, and other articles. Sometimes

they charge a tax on theater tickets and other luxuries.
(8) Some money comes to the State as fees for recording legal documents, such as mortgages and deeds. A
small charge is made for these services. Fees (sometimes
called tolls) are collected at some docks, canals, bridges,

and ferries that are operated by the Stath governments.
(9) Every State collects fines, which are sums of money
assessed by law courts against persons convicted of breaking the law.
(10) Many of the States collect a sales tax. This is a
small amount paid on almost everything sold in the State.

It is usually paid by the buyer as part of the price of an
article, but the seller is held responsible for paying it to
the State.
(11) Sometimes there is a tax called a special ossessment. This is charged against land and buildings to help
pay for paving, sewers, or other improvements that will
increase the value of such land and buildings.

(12) The State may receive money from the Federal
Government to be spent for agreed purposes, such as
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roads, bridges, and certain other improvements ; or for
grants-in-aid.
WHERE DO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS GET THEIR MONEY?

You have learned that the county, town, and city governments perform many services for us. They must have
money with which to do these things. Some sources of
their money are :

(1) General property taxes charged against property
(land, buildings, furniture, machinery, etc.). This tax is

often shared by the local government and the State.
(2) Licenses (permits) to automobile drivers, hunters,
fishermen, dog owners and others ; also marriage licenses.
(3) Licenses to sell liquor, cigarettes, or other articles,
or to operate place?, of amusement.

(4) Franchises to private business companies, such as
street-railway companies, telephone and telegraph companies, and gas, water, and electric companies that use
the streets and alleys.
(5) Taxes on the earnings of local public-service corporations, such as waterworks, electric-light companies,
gas companies, etc.

(6) Fines collected from those who break the law.
(7) Grants from the State government for education,

road buildings, etc.
(8) Special taxes (often called assessments) from those

who will receive some special benefit from a public
improvement.

Everybody is really paying taxes in one way or another, either directly or indirectly. A person who rents
rooms in a landlord's house is really helping to pay a land
tax. If there were no land tax, the landlord could get
along witli lower rent,. The wage earner in an industry
that must carry old-age or unemployment insurance under

the social security laws might have a higher wage if
money were not being set aside, through a payroll tax, for

his protection. When we buy at stores, we find in some
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WORK PROJECT
Talk with your neighbors about the kinds oF taxes paid by the people
oF your community. Try to decide whether they are local (county,
city, or town), State, or Federal. Then complete the- chart below.
KINDS OF TAXES
Federal

State

Local
1

1.

1

2

2.

2.

3

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6.

Now consider some oF the things in your community, State, and
Nation that you get For your taxes, and complete the chart below.
THINGS WE GET FOR OUR TAXES
In my Nation

In my State

In my county, town, or
city

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

4.

4.

4.

5.

5.

5.

6.

6.

6

Figure 34
Work Project: Taxes and Things We no* lot ...1,1f Taxes
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States that we have to pay a sales tax ; but in all States
we are helping, by the price we pay, to supply the earnings on which the storekeeper must pay income and other
tax. Therefore, all the people of the country are indirectly taxpayers and are paying for the services of their
Government. They should be interested in knowing
whether tax money is wisely spent by the Government.
THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuu in your study group:

1. What are the principal kinds of taxes ?

2. In what way are the expenses of the Government
our own expenses?

3. Why should we be expected to pay for the services
of our Government?
4. Give as many reasons as you can why you would not
want to live in your own community if the people living
there received none of the services of the Government.
5. Why are the Government units able to do so many
more things for us than we could do alone `?
Complete each of the following:

1. The tax that we pay on our earnings is called
an

tax.

2. When a person pays the Government a part of the
money that he has inherited from someone else, he pays
an

tax.

3. The Department of our Federal Government in
charge of all money matters is called the Department of
the
4. Practically everyone who drives an automobile pays
a
tax.
5. The fees collected at some canals, bridges, and ferries
run by the State are called

6. States and counties issue

to

hunters and fishermen for which they charge a
7. When a person breaks a law he may be punished by
having to pay a
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Some more words that the student should understand:
customs dutiestaxes imposed by law on merchandise brought
into a country.
deductionsamounts allowed to be subtracted.
dependentspersons who depend on other persons to pay their
living expenses.

dividendsamounts divided among owners of a company as
their share of its profits.
grants-in-ai dmoney paid by the Federal Government to such
State governments as are willing to cooperate in relief and
welfare projects.

inheritanceany property that passes to a person by law upon
the death of another person.
interesta fee paid for the use of money.
luxuriesthings bought for a person's pleasure and not needed
for actual living.
tariff a tax on goods imported into a country.
tramactionsbusiness deals completed.

4
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CHAPTER 27

How Our Government Units Work Together
"One Nation under God, Indivisible, with Liberty
and Justice for All."
From the Pledge to the Flag.

In the last chapter we discussed the cost of our government's services and how we pay for them. In this
chapter we shall find that our Nation is not made up of
many parts that have nothing to do with one another.
We shall learn that all parts of the Nation work with one
another and for one another. The States cooperate with
the Nation, and the Nation cooperates with the States.
The States cooperate with the cities, and the cities cooperate with the States. It is because the several government units cooperate that our Nation is so strong and
can render so many services to the people.

WHY OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS COOPERATE

You will recall that at the very beginning of this book
you learned that our country is made up of many groups
and that these groups work together in order to get things
done. Individual members of a family help one another
as a group. Families in a neighborhood work together
to make a better neighborhood. Different neighborhood

groups work together to make a better town or city.
School and church groups work together to improve the
community life.

Our government units work together so that they can
get their work done more easily and more successfully.
They work together to build a stronger country for us.

ri4
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Tis the StarSpanslecS 13anner
wave
oh lon,g rna9

Cer the lam) of the ;free
and -i-he home of the brave"

SALUTE TO THE FLAG

"l pledge allegiance to the Rag of the United States of
America and to the Republic For which it stands: One nation
under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."

Figure 55

Flag of the United States
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If this were not true, our Nation would fall to pieces
perhaps, into 50 independent States, or into thousands of
unconnected towus and cities. But the towns, cities,
States, and the Nation depend on one another in many
different ways. They could hardly do without one
another.
HOW THE NATION COOPERATES WITH THE STATES

The Federal Government cooperates with the States in
helping them with many of their problems. It cooperates
in road building, in improving agriculture, in protecting
natural wealth.
The Federal Government protects each State from outside invasions. It also helps to keep the peace if there is
any outbreak of lawlessness that a State cannot control.
We have learned that the Federal Government has set
up courts to which the Staths may take their disputes with

one another and get a fair hearing and trial. The Federal Government guarantees each State a republican form
of government. In turn, the State officials are boimd by
oath to support the Constitution of the United States.

As you learned earlier the Federal Government is

bound by the Constitution not to exercise those powers
that are left to the State governments and to the people.
If it should overstep its power, the States could ask the
Federal courts to stop it.
Turn back to the description of the work of the Executive agencies and the independent agencies in chapters 23
and 24, and you will be reminded that much of the work
of government officials both at Washington and throughout the Nation consists of helping the States.
HOW THE STATES COOPERATE WITH THE NATION

The States have charge of the elections at which Senators and Members of the House of Representatives are
elected to the Congress. In general and within limits set
by the Constitution, each State may decide what classes
of persons may vote for these officials. If you will re0.1.%
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read the chapter that tells how the President is elected,
you will see that the States play a very important part in
his election also.

The States must approve or refuse to approve of any
amendment to the Federal Constitution that is suggested
by the Congress. The American people cannot amend
their Constitution unless the legislatures or conventions of
at least three-fourths of the 50 States vote their approval.
This means that any 13 States can defeat an amendment
to the Constitution.

When the Federal Government needs help in time of

national danger it may call on the militia (National
Guard) of the several States.

In general the States make and enforce most of the
laws that apply directly to the protection of the lives and
property of citizens, except from dangers that may extend across State lines. Because citizens in general have
citizenship both in one particular State and in the United
States, they are protected by both the State and Federal
Government and owe loyalty to both.
HOW THE STATES COOPERATE WITH ONE ANOTHER

The 50 States also work together. They live as 50 large
neighbors Who depend on one another for many things.
This is very important for every citizen who lives in any

The court decisions, laws, and records of your
State are equally binding in every State of the Nation.
State.

The United States Constitution provides that :

"Full faith and credit shall be given in each
State to the public acts, records, and judicial
proceedings of every other State."

If the States did not cooperate in this way, a marriage
performed according to the laws of your State might not
be recognized in another State. And a title or deed to
property in your State might not be accepted in another.
People can move from one State to another freely. For
example, if you move from Rhode Island to Massachu-
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setts, you may be sure that the State of Massachusetts
will not place higher taxes on your income or your property than it places on the income or property of its own
citizens under the same conditions. The Constitution
provides that :
"The citizens of each State shall be entitled to
all privileges and immunities of citizens in the
several States."

However, a State may require you to live there for a
certain length of time before you may vote or hold office.

If a criminal crosses from one State to another, the
second State, on request of the governor of the first State,
will usually send the criminal back to the State in which
he committed the crime. In this way States cooperate in
enforcing State laws.
Sometimes when neighboring States have a problem in
common they join and work as one group. For example,
those States that sometimes are flooded by the waters of
the Mississippi River have joined together to try to solve
their common problem. As another example, New York

and New Jersey worked together to improve the conditions of the Port of New York.
HOW THE STATES, COUNTIES, CITIES, AND TOWNS COOPERATE

You learned earlier that cities and towns get their authority from the State. In some States cities are allowed
alm'ost complete freedom in establishing their own government. The counties also get their authority from the
State.
Sometimes the State cooperates with the towns or coun-

ties in such matters as supervising education, building
roads and public buildings, and caring for the poor and
sick.

The State offers to local units of government and to
citizens its system of courts to which they can bring their

disputes for a fair trial. In some eases it helps to keep
the peace in local communities.
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The Arnericaa's Creed4
I believe in the United
States 9,4 America as
a Governrnel oir The
Fiatople, by the -%ople,

.for the Fiaoplei whose
Just Powers a re Derived

jtrorn the Consent 94

the Governed; A Democracy in, a
Rppublici A Soverei5n Nation of rnany
5overe'5n States; A p_!grect
One and Inseparable,tsfablished upon
those Principles of freedom.,Equaiity
Justicesand Hurnanitj Ar which.

American Patriths SacrOced their
Lives and fortunes.
I Tberefire Believe it is My Duty lo
M9 Country to Love it; to support
its Constitution; to Obey its Laws;

to Rpspect- its flag; and fo deAnd it

Almost All Enemies.
Williestrayler Pap
Nets 56
The American's Geed
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The local government units often cooperate with the
State in enforcing State laws. The counties, towns, and
cities help to collect taxes for the State. They have
charge of elections at which State officials are chosen.
SUMMARY

Our Nation, the 50 States and thousande of smaller
units help one another and depend on one aLother. Because of this the many parts of our country are drawn
closely together into one whole. They make "a more
perfect Union" wherein the people rule. This cooperation makes it possible for us to move from one State to
another without inconvenience or loss.

In 1918 the House of Representatives of the United
States adopted a short statement drawn up by William
Tyler Page, Clerk of the House, which it called "The
American's Creed." We cannot give a better summary
of the ways in which American Govermnent cooperates
for the common good than by quoting it. Read it in
Figure 56, then discuss its meaning in your class group.
THINGS TO DO

Complete each of the following:
1.

Four of our government units that cooperate are :
1

2

3
4

2. Three ways in which the Federal Government cooperates with the 50 States are:
1

2

3

3. Three ways in which the 50 States cooperate with
our Federal Government are:
1

2
3
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4. Three ways in which the 50 States cooperate with
one another are :
1
2

3

5. Three ways in which the States cooperate with their
counties, cities, and towns are :
1

2
3

6. Three ways in which the counties, cities, and towns
cooperate with the State are :
1

2

3
Some more words that the student should understand:

immunitiesprivileges that let people be free of certain obligations or requirements.

indivisiblenot possible to be separated or divided.
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CHAPTER 28

Some of the Ways in Which Our Government Units
Cooperate With and Keep Contact With Groups of
Citizens
Public officials are the trustees of the people.
Grover Cleveland.

In chapter 27 we have outlined the ways in which many
government groups in this country keep in contact with
one another and cooperate for the basic objectives of good
government.
Our government units are also in close contact with the
people, from whom they get their authority and for whom
they render many services. Most government officials in
this democracy keep constantly in their minds the fact
that they are representatives of the people and therefore

servants of the people, and that it is very necessary to
keep close to the people.
ME CONTACTS OF INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATIVES WITH ME
GROUPS OF CITIZENS WHOM THEY REPRESENT

Holders of elective public office in villages, towns, townships, cities, and counties are called upon many times during their terms of office to help their fellow citizens solve

many kinds of problems. This is also true of State officials and of officials of the Federal Government. Every
member of the Congress, for instance, gets many letters
from his constituents, asking help in some local problem,
or recommending the passage of some new Federal law,
or suggesting some improvement in the Federal service.
ape
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These letters, and the many personal calls that public officials receive, are usually answered in a spirit of cooperation. The government of this country truly belongs to the
people.
THE CONTACTS OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT WITH GROUPS OF THE PEOPLE

Because the Executive Branch is responsible for render-

ing most of the many services to the people that the
Legislative Branch decides upon and authorizes by its
laws, the more formal contacts of groups of citizens with
the Federal Government are usually with representatives

of its various Executive departments and independent
agencies. The most common contact by every citizen
with the United States Government is, of course, with
the Postal Servicealthough this can hardly be called
a very formal relationship. The many services of the
post office in carrying and delivering letters, post cards,
publications, packages, and other valuables safely, quickly,

and at the lowest possible cost are so much of an every-

day matter that most citizens hardly give a thought to
this vast smoothly running Government organization.
They do not often think, either, about the Department
of the Navy when they set their watches by some clock
in a public place that is regulated by the correct, official
Naval Observatory time. Nor do they think of the Department of Commerce when they look in their newspapers far the Weather Service report to hell) theni
make plans for outdoor activities. The postman's uniform may remind them that he is an official representative of the Federal Government, just as the uniform of
the ranger in a National Park may remind automobile
vacationists, or the uniform of the Immigration or Customs inspector may remind travelers returning from
abroad of the same fact. These are some of the many
contacts which are taking place day by day between the
Government and the people.

Here are a few of the many other ways in which our
Government units cooperate with groups of citizens:
" r% as
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HOW OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS COOPERATE WITH THOSE WHO
PROTECT THE HEALTH OF THE PEOPLE

We citizens of the United States believe that the people
must have good health, sound minds, and strong bodies if

we are effectively to "secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity"which is one of the basic
objectives set down in the Preamble of the Constitution.
In past chapters we have often mentioned the parks and
playgrounds, as well as the hospitals and clinics, that are
maintained by Government units. These aids to good
health are used in connection with the efforts of all kinds
of groups of citizens to promote the same objective. The
officials of our public school systems and State universities

are leaders in protecting the health of young people and
do much to cooperate with the students and their parents
in this line. State, county, city, and town governments
often employ doctors and trained nurses to protect the
!lealth of school children and others.

Within the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare the United States Government maintains a Public Health Service to prevent the spread of diL -ases from
one State to another, to make and enforce quarantine regulations, to study national problems of health, and to learn
how best to cure many dangerous diseases. In these ways
the United States Public Health Service gives valuable
cooperation to private members of the medical profession.

It also inspects aliens to prevent them from bringing
contagious diseases into this country. It is a Nationwide
cooperative health organization to improve the physical
condition of the people. Its free publications on all sorts
of health problems are sent to many citizens every year.
HOW OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS HELP THE WAGE EARNERS

There are many Federal and State laws dealing with
the conditions of labor. As a general thing State governments are rc-ponsible for the conditions under which
their people live end work, as we have already explained.
So most States now have labor departments, commissions,

22
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or bureaus. Many such State agencies help unemployed

workers to find new jobs and cooperate with worker
groups in many ways to make their work safer and
healthier. They enforce laws that require healthful con-

ditions in factories and safety devices on dangerous
machines and appliances. It is also the duty of State
governments to use their best efforts in helping employers
and employees to settle their disputes peaceably and with

as little disturbance and loss to either group and the
public as possible.

The Federal Government has a Department of Labor,
as you have learned, especially established by law to improve the condition of the wage earner. This Department cooperates with State labor departments in many
ways and also performs many services for workers on
Government contracts and in interstate commerce.
HOW OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS HELP THE FARMER

Many Government agencies throughout the Nation are
testing and finding better ways of farming, and are teaching the farmer how he can produce more from his land

and how he can fight farm pests, animal diseases, and
other dangers. For after all the farmer grows the food
on which we all must live.

The Federal Department of Agriculture tries to find
new uses and better markets for the farmer's products ;
it has brought to this country from foreign lands many
valuable new plants that he can grow profitably. Its free
publications on farm problem3 are the guide of many
progressive farmers all over the country.

The Department of Commerce maintains a Weather
Bureau to give the farmer warning of coming frosts,
floods, storms, and heat waves, and to help him decide
when to harvest his crops.
Both the Federal and State Governments have been in-

terested in working with the farmer in preventing the
ri
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washing away of soil on which crops may be grown. They
have cooperated to prevent destructive floods in river valleys.

On the other hand they have often helped the

farmer to obtain a sufficient water supply for land that
would otherwise be too dry to grow crops.
HOW OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS HELP THE PEOPLE TO SAFEGUARD
THEIR MONEY AND INVESTMENTS

.

Almost everybody in this country has some dealings
with a bank, because our national banking system undertakes to keep people's money safe for them and also to
have supplies of money ready at places where they are
neededfor pay rolls and other purposes. The banks are
allowed to lend to their customers part of the money they
hold, under conditions limited by law. Some of the
banks, chartered as "National Banks," are responsible
to the Federal Government for obeying Federal laws,
while others chartered as "State Banks," are answerable
to the State governments. In both cases, the governments send examiners to the banks every few months to
see that their business methods do not violate the law and
that the people's money is safe.
To regulate the supply and movement of money in the

United States, the Federal Government has also established a Federal Reserve System, with Federal Reserve
regional banks in different parts of the country, all of
which are supervised by a central board at Washington.
This system is a form of cooperation among gronps of
bankers, under Federal supervision. To protect the peo;

ple who have money to invest, it has established the Semrities and Exchange Commission, which cooperates with

dealers in stocks and bonds in giving to investors complete and correct infornmtion about the companies that
are being financed and in preventing dishonest practices.
HOW OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS COOPERATE WITH MANY GROUPS
INTERESTED IN TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION

Various Government units are lawfully charged with
eonsiderable responsibility for the safety of travel in the
41. 1 41
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United States and on the bodies of water that wash its
shores, and the Government is therefore in close touch
with many groups interested in transportation. All ships
that operate in our waters must be inspected and approved
by the United States Coast Guard. Ships' officers are
supplied with charts and maps prepared by the Department of the Navy.
Railroad, motorbus, and motortruck equipment must
comply with safety standards set by Government units.
The rates charged for various forms of interstate travel
and transportation are determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission, so that the cost paid by the people
for passenger, express, and freight transportation may be
reasonable.

United States citizens who wish to travel in foreign
countries may obtain passports from the Department of
State and are free to call upon that Department's consular

officers abroad for information and help during their
travels.
OUR GOVERNMENT UNITS HAVE MANY CONTACTS WITH COMMERCE
AND BUSINESS

It is only possible to mention a few of the very great
number of such contacts here. The Bureau of the Census,
an agency of the United States Department of Commerce,
provides merchants and businessmen with much useful
information. Besides its general census of the population
taken every 10 years, it takes numerous other censuses,

such as that of manufacturers and agriculture every 5
years. It also supplies at frequent intervals valuable official information about many trades and industries. The

National Bureau of Standards in the same Department
gives to merchants the correct weights and measures to be
used in business. The Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, through its Food and Drug Administration,
helps manufacturers and dealers to handle only such food

and drug products as come up to certai;: standards set
by laws and regulations. The Bureau of Internal Rev-
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WORK PROJECT
For several days try to learn some of the ways your different government units touch your life and direct your actions. Consider the
streets you walk on, the food you eat, the water you drink. Talk
with your neighbors about this. Then make a large chart something
like the one below and 211 in the blank spaces. Later you may wish
to discuss your work in class.

SERVICES OF MY GOVERNMENT UNITS
How my governments PROTECT me:
1.

2.
3.

Things that my governments INSPECT and REGULATE:
1.

2.
3.

Things that my governments HELP by lending or giving money:
2.
3.

Things that my governments OPERATE or CONTROL
1.

2.
3.

Other serViCOS that I would like my governments to furnish:
1.

2.

Nom 57
Work Profeth Services of Gammon. Wits
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mite, through its Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division, reg-

ulates the manufacture of akoholie beverages.

Tlw

Department of the Interior, through its Bureau of Mines.
help: the owners and operators of mines and petroleum
(oil) and natural gas prorrties to conduct their business
safely and with as little accident and waste as possible.
In this chapter we have mentioned and described a few
of' the many contacts that Government units have with
individual citizens and groups of citizens in matters having to do with their work, travel, business, money, and
the everyday incidents of their lives. It is well to remember that, in all these contacts, a democratic government, is
tr:-ing to serve the people that it represents and whose

final authority gives it its right to exist. Government
units in a democracy only make and enforce such laws
as seem P.t the time to he for the good of the people.
THINGS TO DO

Complete each of the following:

1. Two ways in which our Government units cooperate
with wage earners in our country are:
1

2

2. Two ways in which our Government units cooperate
with farmers are:
1

2

3. Two ways in which our Government units cooperate
with those in charge of transportation are:
1

2

4. Two ways in which our Government units cooperate
with the merchantm are :
1

2
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5. Two ways in which our (lovernment units cooperate
with investors and hank depositors are:
1

2

1. How do the representatives that the people elect to
office know the wishes of their constituents ?

2. Can you name some direct contaets that you have
with officers of the Oovertunent

3. List some of the services that the Government provides for the people.

4. Why is it better to have the Government perform
eertain services for the people than for the people themselves to do them ?

Some more words that the student should understand:
romfituomfathe group of persons who vote for and elect an
official to represent them in a public office.

rooperaf;reharing all units working together to bring shout
one result.

flimpf,elfurnished with money.
alfrquardguarci to protect safely.

CH 4PTER 29

Some Basic Principles of the United States Government
(I) PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION IN
OUR DEMOCRACY

Liberty Awl Vnion, now and

forever.

one, and

ingeparable.

0,in;,1 Ire hitter.
You have nearly completed your stivly of the Government groups of which this great country is made up. You

have learned (1) how our Government units get their
authority to exist and do their work: (2) what their objectives are; (3) how they are organized and (4) how
they keep contact with and cooperate with one another
and with many groups of citizens in this country.
All of these factors in group living, as shown on the
human hand in Figure 6, rest on certain basic principles
and standards of our system of Government.. These principles, therefore, have a direct influence on the authority,
objectives, organization, and contacts of our Government
units. Every new citizen should understand the basic
principles of our Government, in order that he may know
what obligations he has undertaken and what rights he
has gained by taking an oath of allegiance and becoming
a citizen.
Some of these principles and standards have to do with
our Government organization and how it must be safeguarded to preserve our highly valued demoeracy. Others
have to do with the relationship of the Government to
each individual citizen and noncitizen.
In this and the following chapter we shall review many
things that 3 ou have learned in the course of your study.
We shall repeat many points to which you have already

ara
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given much thought and dismission. For these principles
are the fonndation stones on which the whole stnietnre of
our eountry's government is built, and nothing planned by

man can be stronger than its foundations. The set of
principles described in this chapter are those on which
the form of democratic government was developed for the
United States. through the wisdom of its early statesmen
and because of tlw special problems of its early history.
They have stthwl the test f time and proved to be sound
working principles of democracy in reviewing them and
the principles discussed in the next chapter. we can sum
up the whole teaching of this book.
THE PRINCIPLES OF A FEDERAL SYSTEM

One of the basic principles of government in the United
States is that every citizen has two separate citizenships
a National citizenship and a State citizenship. The State

government exercises the principal "police power in
safeguarding his freedom to live and work and vote as
he likes, but limiting that freedom so that he does no
unlawful damage to any other citizen or group of citizens. The Federal Government must think and plan for

the whole Nation and. becanse of this larger objective.
may seem farther removed from the individual citizen
than his State government. Yet there are so many problems in this great country, that cannot be limited to individual States but stretch across State boundaries, that
the Federal Government is often the only government
with broad enough powers to furnish important and necessary set-6,es for the people. We know this from our
study, in chapter 28, of the contacts of the Federal Government with its citizens.
By this dual Federal system the people of this country

have built up a workable government organization big
enough and strong enough to develop and rule a great

nation and yet close enough to each citizen to give
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friendly attention to his or her individual needs. In
smaller countries a single government may fulfill both
requirements, hut for a nation covering more than 3 million square miles and mad.. up .4 over 200 million peor le.
the existence of 50 self-governing States in a cooperative

Federal system and under a wise Federal Constitution
has proved a mighty safeguard to democracy.
THE PRINCIPLE OF DELEGATED POWERS

Closely related to the principle of a Federal system is
that of delegated powers. This means that our Federal
Government ddes not have unlimited power but can exercise only such powers as are given to it by the people.
through the Constitution. In chapter 11 in Figure 28 you

will find a list of subjects on which the Constitution
gives the Congress power to make laws and rules. All
powers not delegated to the Federal Government, or kept
by the people, are reserved to the States. There are certain things that both governments can do, and certain
things that neither goveriinwnt can do. In Figure 28
you will see how these powers are distributed.
THE PRINCIPLE OF DIVISION OF AUTHORITY

You studied this principle when we were discussing the

organization of the Federal Government. You saw that

the authority of the Federal Government is divided
among three branches, and that none of the three has
authority enough to dominate the whole government.
The Constitution tells what each branch is to do: The
Legislative is TO MAKE THE LAWS, the Executive is To PM'
THE LAWS INTO EFFECT, and the Judicial is TO APPLY AND
EXPLAIN THE LAWS.

You will recall that the Congress is divided into two
Housesthe Senate and the House of Representatives.
(See Figure 45.)
The Executive Branch includes the President, the Vice
President, the 11 Executive departments, and other Government officials and agencies.
r1 1r
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The .Tudicial Brancb is made up of the Federal courts.
which, in deciding c3ses brought before them, interpret
the meaning of the laws made by the Congress and apply
them to many different situations that. arise in the life
of a great Nation. (See Figure 52.)
It may be well to remember that. State governments am
divided into the same three branc'ies.
THE PRINCIPLE OF AN INDEPENDENT JUDICIARY

One of the three separate branches of our Government.

the Judiciary, is especially created to give the people
"equal justice under the law." Our Constitution provides Cult the judges of most of our Federal courts shall
be appointed by the President without limit of time but

during good behavior, and that their pay may not be
lowered during their term of office. This arrangement
gives to the Federal judge a safe position as long as he

performs his duties properly, removes from him any
problem of reelection, and tends to make him independent of outside influences.
THE PRINCIPLE OF CHECKS AND BALANCES

Although the three branches of our Federal Government hare separate powers, each branch is given certain
authority over the other two. Thus the powers of all
three can be kept in balance. The Constitution provides
ways by which one branch can check another from getting more power than belongs to it. It also provides
checks by which each branch can keep final action from
being taken in too great a hurry. What are some of these
checks?

Laws passed by the Congress may be signed or vetoed
by the President. In this way the Executive Branch can
suggest tin the Legislative Branch that it has not acted
wisely. But even if the President vetoes a law, the Congress can pass it again over his veto if a two-thirds vote

of each House can be obtained to show thst the Legisrt
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lative Branch still stands firm in favor of the proposed
law.
The Houses of Congress check each other. Every bill
must be passed by a majority vote of both Houses before

it can become a law. Each House may amend any bill
that has been passed by the other House, hut both must
agree on its final form or it does not become a law. (Sef.
Fizure 59.)
The people of the United States cann.# take all the
power away from a political party at a single election.
and this fact is a check on hasty changes in national
policy. The President serves a 4-year term; Members of
the House of Representatives serve a 2-year term; Senators serve a 6-year term, and only one-third of the Senators are elected at any one national election. Therefore,
we cannot have a sudden and complete change of Federal
officials at any one time.
Any Federal court, in deciding a case, may declare that
a Federal law is unco qtitutional. If the Supreme Court
agrees with the decision, the law, although it has been
deliberately passed by the Congress and approved by the
President, is void and of no effect. By such a decision
the Judicial Branch checks the Legislative Branch. It.
also sometimes checks the Executive Branch holding that
a law-enforcing officer has acted beyond his powers in
attempting to enforce the law in an illegal way.
Although the President is given the power to appoint
judges of the Federal courts and thus to put into important judicial positions men who think as he does abeut
national problems, his appointments must be approved
by a majority vote of the Senatean effective check on
his appointive power. The Senate can in the Jame way
check other important Presidential appointments, such
as those of our ambassadors to foreign countries and the
heads of Federal departments and agencies.
The President may negotiate treaties, hut they become
effective only with the consent of two-thirds of the Senate.
r-1
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He is Commander in Chief of our Armed Forces and
may egalh do many things that might bring about a war,
but both Houses of the Congress must agree to a declaration of war. This joint control of foreign relations is a
very important part of our "check and balanee" principle.
The President plans a budget of money to he raised and
spent in operating the Federal Government and presents
it to the Congress. The Legislative Branch may cheek
him by refusing to approve his budget or by refusing to
raise the money to El Itq't its requirements. You will recall
that all money bills must get their legislative start in the
House of Representatives.
The House of Rerresentatives may, through impeachment proceedings, bring charges against any executive or
udicial officer of the Vnited States. These charges are

pr,sented to tie Senate, which is authorized to act as
judge in all impeachment eases. If the person is found
gnilty he is removed from offiee. The power of impeachment gives the Legislative Branch a cheek on both of the
other branches of our Government.
These cheeks are for the purpose of keeping a balance
of power among all the parts of our government organiza-

tions. They assure us that no one part will take all the
power into its own hands.
THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. When a person becomes naturalized, of what two
government units does he er she become a citizen?

2. Why do you think that it was wise to divide the authority of our Federal Government among three separate
branches?

3. Name some of the principles of our government that

have led people to eorm to this country from foreign
lands.
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Complete each of the following:

1. Four of the basic principles of the organization of
our government are:
1

2

3
4

2. Two ways in which the Legislative Branch may be
checked by the other branches of the overnment
1

2

3. Two ways in which the Executive Bra Lch may be
checked by the other branches of the Government are:
1

2

4. Two ways in which the Judicial Branch may be
checked by the other branches of the Government are:
1

2

,33 7

CHAPTER 30

Some Basic Principles of the United States Government
(2) PRINCIPLES OF THE GOVERNMENT'S
RELATIONSHIP TO THE CITIZEN
c.

.

government of the people, by the people, for the

people

.

.

."

Abraham Lhwoln.

We have now discussed the basic factors of group life
authority, purpose or objective, organization, contacts,

and principles and standardsas applied to local, State,
and Federal Government groups in this country. In
chapter 29 we considered certain basic principles of government organization that the people of the United States
have established for themselves and in which they wholeheartedly believe.
In this last chapter we shall review the basic principles
of our Government and Constitution that have to do with
the relationship of every citizen and inhabitant of this
broad land to the governing organizations and groups in
which he or she has membership. We believe that these
basic principles are the strong foundation without which
successful democracy cannot exist. The details that we
give you in describing these principles are in some cases

peculiar to the United States, but the principles themselves are the bedrock on which must he built up every
"government of the people, by the people, for the people."
(See Figure 60.)
THE PRINCIPLE OF REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT

Our Constitution is based on the principle that the people actually take part in government through chosen rep327
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It is never possible to get all the people of
this great country together in one place to make their own
laws and to take a hand in the work of governing. But
resentatives.

they must keep the final authoritythe last word. So
they elect a President, Vice President, and a nation&
lawmaking body to represent them. And all over the

country groups of voters choose State, county, city, and
town officials to represent them in smaller government
units. Such officials must do their work in a way that
satisfies the wishes of a majority of the voters, or that
majority is likely to vote them out of office and to choose
other more satisfactory representatives. We have frequent elections in this country in order to give the people
a chance to use this final authority.
In many other countries this is not true. The people
who are being governed have no "last word"sometimes

they do not even have a first word or any word at all
about their government. Their laws and regulations,
their taxation, their right to freedom and justice, are exactly what some person or group of persons at the top of
the government wishes to give them, regardless of their
desires.

In our country, even the President of the United States
must go to the polling place on election day and cast his
ballot like any other voter, if he wishes to do his full duty
as a citizen. And his vote counts exactly as much as
that of his humblest fellow citizen, an, no more. On election day he proves that he too is one of "the governed,"
with the same right as the rest to help choose his representatives in the government of Ins country.
THE PRINCIPLE THAT THE CONSTITUTION IS A LIVING DOCUMENT
AND MAY BE CHANGED TO MEET CHANGING CONDITIONS

You learned very early in this book that when the representatives of the 13 original States were drawing up the
Constitution they recognized that they could not devise a

system of government that would remain in effect for
many years without change. So they gave to the Consti410-591 0
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tution its Fifth Article, which makes provision for the
adoption of amendments whenever the people and their
representatives in the Congress decide that changes are

This keeps the Constitution from being rigid
and unchangeable and from getting out of date as the
Nation grows and develops. It is one of the reasons why
the Constitution of the United States is today the oldest
written constitution still in force. If you turn back to
Figure 18 you will see at a glance the method by which
our Constitution may be amended.
We have changed our Constitution by formal amendment 25 times. Look at Figures 20 and 21 and study the
many important additions and changes that have been
necessary.

made by these amendments.
We have developed the meaning of our Constitution by
informal methods also. Many powers implied in the Constitution have been brought out more clearly by court decisions. The Constitution has been the foundation on which
many amplifying acts of Congress, regulations, and customs have been built. If you will turn back to Figure 22

you will see a list of the various ways in which the

meaning of our Constitution has been developed.
Because our Constitution can be changed by formal
amendments and developed by informal methods to meet
our needs we call it a living document. When we wish to
change any part of our Government we can do so in an
orderly manner and according to the will of the people.
THE PRINCIPLE OF THE SUPREMACY OF THE LAW

Our laws are higher than any one man or group of men.

No person in our country is so great that he can freely
disobey or disregard our law. No person is so poor or so
needy that he is refused the protection of the law. All
our officials in our 50 States and in our Nation are bound
by their oaths of office to uphold the Constitution and
laws of our country. No officialnot even the President
of the United Stateshas a right to issue decrees or
el 4 "
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orders that are contrary to the laws emwted by the lawmaking representatives of the people.
THE PRINCIPLE OF FREEDOM AND EQUALITY

We citizens of the United States have always loved our

freedomour freedom to work and to play, to think and
to talk, to make plans and to improve ourselves and our
families. We believe that all men and womenrich and

poor alikeshare equally the rights of life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. The objective of our Government is to protect this freedom and these riights for us.
But we ourselves must share these rights with our neighbors a-id with all the people. We do not have the right,

for instance, to live like drones at the public 4,xpense;
or the right to neglect the economic or social problems
of our community; or the right to pursue happiness by
interfering with the rights of other people. No onenot
even the Government itselfhas authority to take away
the human rights of law-abiding persons.
The right of qualified persons to vote cannot be taken
away from them because they are of a certain race, color,
or sex, or have not paid a tax. The vote of every qualified
person is given equal value.
Our officials are elected or appointed to their offices in a

peaceful manner. They do not inherit their offices from
someone else. They do not get them because they were
born in certain families or classes. When an immigrant
becomes a naturalized citizen, he or she becomes just as
eligible as a native-born citizen for any office in our Government, except that of President or Vice President.
THE PRINCIPLE OF THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE
INDIVIDUAL

One of the principles of our Constitution is the protec-

tion of basic human rights. Most of these rights are

described in the first 10 amendments of the Federal Constitution, which are known as the Bill of Rights.
el A r
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Our people have tile right to speak, write, print, or publish their opinions with tile utmost freedom. We I UM'
always believed that freedom of speech and freethun of
the press all' valuable aids to independent thinking. This
is very important in a democracy where the people elect
their own reiwesentatives and help to solve their own
problems.
In this country all persons have the right, to assemble
peaceably in groups at any time. These groups may meet
for any lawful purpose. They may wish to discuss matters about the government or they may wish to petition
the government for something that they believe they need.
Our entire group life in this country is based on the right
of our people to meet together for any peaceable purpose.
(Review Figure 24 in connection with this principle.)
No matter whether a person living in our country is
rich or poor, weak or strong, our Constitution guarantees
that he will not have his life, liberty, or property taken
away without "due process of law." This means that he
must be given a chance to be heard and to have his side of
the question seriously considered by the Government,
according to well-understood legal rules.
Our people have a right to be the masters of their own
homes. The Constitution makes it unlawful for a Federal
officer to search a home or take away any property from

it without having a formal warrant (permit from the
Government) to do so.
If a person is accused of having committed a crime, our
courts are required to regard him as innocent until he has
been proved guilty. This prevents a person from being
convicted without convincing proof of his guilt. During
a criminal trial the accused person need not testify unless
he wishes to do so. Even if the person is found guilty,
the court cannot order a cruel or unusual punishment or
an unreasonably large fine. If a person has been arrested

and tried for a crime and found not guilty, he cannot
legally be tried a second time for the .same offense.
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THE PRINCIPLE OF GOVERNMENT BY AND FOR THE I'EOPLE

In our system of democracy, governnwnt must always
be the servant of the people. In this country any person
has the right to ask the Covernment for help in meeting

the problems of his life and work. Any person in this
country, for example, has the privilege of addressing and
sending a letter to the President of the United States, as
the head of the people's government, asking for help or
suggesting improvements ; and a great many persons do
so. This is a part of the constitutional right of the people
to petition for the "redress of grievances." Unless the
letter is unreasonable and evidently unworthy of serious
consideration, the President or someone in his office may

either answer it or refer it to the appropriate executive
agency for prompt attention.
As we pointed out in chapter 28, when discussing the
various contacts of our Government with the people, this
same situation exists with regard to the appeals of individual citizens to Members of the Congress. Senators

and Congressmen are giving constant attention to the
affairs of their constituents and are furnishing many services for their benefit. The doors of government offices
open easily, and with a ready invitation, to those who hold
the final authority in a democracy.

The people have set up a government because they
know they must delegate their great authority if it is to
be used cooperatively for the benefit of all. Someone
must govern the people, but "with the consent of the governed." We believe that we have described in this book
an effective system of people's government, aimed and
directed toward the happiness and well-being of all the
people equally.
THINGS TO DO

Questions to discuss in your study group:

1. Tell in your own words what a government "of the

people, by the people, for the people" means to you.
41
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2. Why ace V4)vernment officials sonietilliCS vaned
-serVatits a the people"?
3. What do We mean Wile II we say We can change and
develop Our Constitution by formal and informal
methods?

4. Can the President issue effetive orders that are

contrary to law?

5. What does the principle of freedom and equality

mean to yon in your own everyday life?

6. Can you become President of the United States?

AVhy or why not ?

7. How many rights can you name that are guaranteed
to you in the Bill of Rights?
8. Why do you want to become a citizen of the United
States ? You might make a list showing the rights that
you will receive and another list showing some of the
duties you will undertake as a citizen.
Some more words that the student should understand:
amplifyingenlarging, expanding.
devi.semake up, plan, or prepare.
dronespersons too lazy to work.
humblestmost modest or least known.
rigidstiff, unbending, unable to change in form.
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The Declaration of Independence
IS CONORFSS, JULY 4, 1776

The Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen United States
of America

When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political hands which
have connected them with another, and to assume among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle
them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are

created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving

their just powers from the consent of the governed,
That whenever any form of government becomes destruc-

tive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
to abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its
foundation on such principles and organizing its powers
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect
their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dic-

tate that governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly
all experience hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpa-

tions, pursuing invariably the same object evinces a
design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their
335
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right, it is their diity, to tlinAv off such government, and
to provide new gliards for their Ulm. security.---Sueh
has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; awl
sueh is now the necessity which ('onstrains them to alter
their ft)rmer systems of government. The history of the
present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated
injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the
e3tablishment or an absolute tyramiy over these States.
To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candi(l world.
He has refused his assent to laws, the most wholesome
and necessary for the publie good.
He has forbidden his Governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their
operation till his assent should be obtained; and when so
suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them.
He has refused to pass other laws for the accomodation of large districts of people, unless those people
would relinquish the right of representation in the legislature, a right inestimable to them and formidable to
tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository
of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing
them into compliance with his measures.
He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for
opposing with manly firnmess his invasions on the rights
of the people.
He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions,
to cause others to be elected; whereby the legislative
powers, incapable of annihilation, have returned to the
people at large for their exercise; the State remaining in
the mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion
from without, and convulsions within.
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these
States; for that purpose obstructing the laws for natural-

ization of foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither, and raising the conditions of new appropriations of lands.
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He has obstructed the administration of justice, by
refusing his assent to laws for establishing judiciary
powers.

He has made judges dependent on his will alone, for
the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment
of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of new offices, and sent
hither swarms of officers to harass our people, and eat
out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace, standing
armies without the consent of our legislatures.

He has affected to render the military independent of
and superior to the civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged
by our laws; giving his assent to their acts of pretended
legi lation :
For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:
For protecting them, by a mock trial, from punishment
for any murders which they should commit on the inhabitants of these States :
For cutting off our trade with all parts of the world :
For imposing taxes on us without our consent :
For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of trial
by jury :
For transporting us beyond seas to be tried for pretended offenses :

For abolishing the free system of English laws in a
neighbouring province, establishing therein an arbitrary
government, and enlarging its boundaries so as to render
it at once an example and fit instrument for introducing
the same absolute rule into these colonies :

For taking away our charters, abolishing our most
valuable laws, and altering fundamentally the forms of
our governments:

For suspending our own legislatures, and declaring
themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all
cases whatsoever.

i.346
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He has abdicated government here, by declaring us out
of his protection and waging war against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burnt
our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.
He is at this time transporting large armies of foreign
mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation
and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of cruelty

and perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous
ages, and totally unworthy the head of a civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow citizens taken captive on

the high seas to bear arms against their country, to become the executioners of their friends and brethren, or to
fall themselves by their hands.

He has excited domest:c insurrections amongst us, and

has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of our
frontiers, the merciless Indian savages, whose known rule
of warfare is an undistinguished destruction of all ages,
sexes and conditions.
In every stage of these oppressions we have petitioned
for redress in the most humble terms: Our repeated peti-

tions have been answered only by repeated injury. A
prince, whose character is thus marked by every act which

may define a tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free
people.

Nor have we been wanting in attentions to our British

brethren. We have warned them from time to time of
attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable
jurisdiction over us. We have reminded them of the
circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. We
have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity,
and we have conjured them by the ties of our common
kindred to disavow these usurpations, which, would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence.

They too have been deaf to the voice of justice and of
consanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce in the
necessity which denounces our separation, and hold them,
as we hold the rest of mankind, enemies in war, in peace
friends.
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WE, THEREFORE, the Representatives of the United
States of America, in General Congress, Assembled, ap-

pealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the
rectitude of our intentions, do, in the name, and by authority of the good people of these Colonies, solemnly
publish and declare, That these United Colonies are, and
of right ought to be FREE AND INDEPENDENT STATES ; that

they are absolved from all allegiance to the British Crown,

and that all political connection between them and the
State of Great Britain, is and ought to be totally dissolved ; and that as free and independent States, they have
full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances,

establish commerce, and to do all other acts and things
which independent States may of right do. And for the
support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the
protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to
each other our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor.
JOHN HANCOCK.
New Ham,pshire
JOSIAH BARTLETT'

MATIMEW THORNTON

WM. WHIPPLE

Masaachmetts Bay
ROBT TREAT PAINE

SA ML ADAMS
JOH N ADAMS

ELDRIDGE GERRY

Rhode Island
STEP. HOPKINS

WILLIAM ELLERY
Connecticut

WM. WILLIAMS

ROGER SHERMAN
SA M L HUNTINGTON

OLivEs WoLcorr
New York

Flux& LzwIs
Lzwis Monis

WM FLOYD

PHIL. LrvirrosTorr
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New Jersey
RI CHD. STOCKTON

JOHN HART

N 0 WrntERSPOON
FRAS. HOPKINSON

AURA CLARK

PennsyLvania
ROBT MORRIS

JAS. Salmi

BENJAMIN RUSH
BENJA FRA NKLIN

GEO. TAYLOR
JAMES WILSON

JOI I N MORTON

GEO. Ross

GEO. CLYMER

Delaware
TII0 M'KEAN

CAESAR RODNEY

GEO READ

Maryland
SAMUEL CHASE

C1IARLES CARROLL

of Carrollton

WM. PACA
TII OS. STONE

Virginia
THOS. NELSON JR.
FRANCIS LIGHTFOOT LEE

GEORGE Wyrt I E
RICHARD HENRY LEE
TII JEFFERSON
BENJ A HARRISON

CARTER BRAXTON

117 orth

Carolina

WM HOOPER
JOSEPI I HEWES

JOH N PENN

South Carolina
EDWARD RUTLEDGE.

THJMAS LYNCH JUN R.

THOS HEYWARD JUNR.

ART1IUR MIDDLETON

Georgia
BUTTON GWIN NETT
LYMA N HALL

GEO WALTON.
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Constitution of the United States of America
PREAMBLE

WE THE PEOPLE of the United States, in order to form

a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote
the general welfare, and secure the 'blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America.
ARTICLE I

SECTION 1. All legislative powers herein granted shall
be vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall

consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.
SECTION 2. The House of Representatives shall be com-

posed of members chosen every second year by the people of the several States, and the electors in each State
shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the
most numerous branch of the State Legislature.
No person shall be a representative who shall not have
attained to the age of twenty-five years, and been seven
years a citizen of the United States, and who shall not,
when elected, be an inhabitant of that State in which he
shall be chosen.

Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned
among the several States which may be included within
this Union, according to their respective numbers, which
shall be determined by adding to the whole number of
free persons, including those bound to service for a term
of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of
all other persons. The actual enumeration shall be made
within three years after the first meeting of the Congress
of the United States, and within every subsequent term
of ten years, in such manner as they shall by law direct.
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The number of representatives shall not exceed one for
every thirty thousand, but each State shall have at least
one representative ; old until such enumeration shall be
made, the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to
choose three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode Island and Providonce Plantations one, Connecticut five, New Tork six,
New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, De' aware one,

Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South
Carolina five, and Georgia three.
When vacancies happen in the representation from any

State, the Executive authority thereof shall issue writs
of election to fill such vacancies.

The House of Representatives shall choose their
Speaker and other officers ; mid shall have the sole power
of impeachment.
SECTION 3. The Senate of the United States shall be
composed of two senators from each State, chosen by the

legislature thereof, for six years and each senator shall
have one vote.

Immediately after they shall be assembled in consequence of the first election, they shall be divided as
equally as may he into three classes. The seats of the
senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expiration of the second year, of the second class at the expiration of the fourth year, and of the third class nit the expiration of the sixth year, so that one-third may be chosen
every second year; and if vacancies happen by resignation, or otherwise, during the recess of the legislature of
any State, the executive thereof may make temporary ap..
pointments until the next meeting of the legislature, which

shall then fill such vacancies.
No person shall be a senator who shall not have attained

to the age of thirty years, and been nine years a citizen
of the United States, and who shall not, when elected, he
an inhabitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.
The Vice President of the United States shall be President of the Senate, but shall have no vote, unless they be
equally divided.
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The Senate shall choose their other officers, and also a
President pro tempore, in the absence of the Vice President, or when he shall exercise the office of President of
the United States.
The Senate shall have the sole power to try all impeach-

ments. When sitting for that purpose, they shall be on
oath or affirmation. When the President of the United
States is tried, the Chief Justice shall preside : And no
person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two
thirds of the members present.

Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend
further than to removal from office, and disqualification
to hold and enjoy any office or honor, trust or profit under
the United States: but the party convicted shall neverthe-

less be liable and subject to indictment, trial, judgment
and punishment, according to law.

The times, places and manner of holding
elections for senators and representatives, mil-mil be prescribed in each State by the legislature thereof ; but the
SECTION 4.

Congress niaT at any time by law make or alter such regulations, except as to the places of choosing senators.
The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year,
and such meeting shall be on the first Monday in December, unless they shall by law appoint a different day.
SECTION 5. Each house shall be the judge of the elections, returns and qualifications of its own members, and

a majority of each shall constitute a quorum to do business; but a smaller number may adjourn from day to day,
and may be authorized to compel the attendance of absent
members, in such manner, and under such penalties as
each house may provide.

Each house may determine the rules of its proceedings,
punish its members for disorderly behaviour, and, with
the concurrence of two-thirds, expel a member.
Each house shall keep a journal of its proceedings, and
from time to time publish the same, excepting such parts
its may uI their judgment require secrecy; and the yeas
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and the nays of the members of either house on any question shall, at the desire of one-fifth of those present, be
entered on the journal.
Neither house, during the session of Congress, shall,
without the consent of the other, adjourn for more than
three days, nor to any ether place than that in which the
two houses shall be sitting.

The senators and representatives shall receive a compensation for their services, to be ascertained
by law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United States.
They shall in all cases, except treason, felony and breach
of the peace, be privileged from arrest during theii attendance at the session of their respective houses, and in
going to and returning from the same; and for any speech
or debate in either house, they shall not be questioned in
any other place,
No senator or representative shall, during the time for
SECTION 6.

which he was elected, be appointed to any civil office under
the authority of the United States, which shall have been

created, or the emoluments whereof shall have been in-

creased during such time ; and no person holding any office
under the United States, shall be a member of either house
during his continuance in office.
SECTION 7. All bills for raising reveLue shall originate
in the House of Representatives; but the Senate may propose or concur with amendments as on other bills.
Every bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a law,

be presented to the President of the United States ; if he
approves he shall sign it, hut if not he shall return it,
with his objections to that house in which it shall have
originated, who shall enter the objections at large on their
journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after such reconsideration two thirds of that House shall agree to pass
the bill, it shall be sent, together with the objections, to
the other House, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and. if approved by two thirds of that House, it shall
become a law. But in all such cases the votes of both
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Houses shall be determined by yeas and nays, an(' the
names of the persons voting for and against the bill sl,11l
be entered on the journal of each House respectively. .1.1
any bill shall not be returned by the President within ten
days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to him, the same shall be a law, in like manner as
if he had signed it, unless the Congress by their adjournment prevent its return, in which case it shall not be a
law.

Every order, resolution, or vote to which the concurrence of the Senate and House of Representatives may
be necessary (except on a question of adjournment) shall
be presented to the President of the United States ; and
before the same shall take effect, shall be approved by
him, or being disapproved by him, shall be repassed by
two thirds of the Senate and House of Representatives,
according to the rules and limitations prescribed in the
case of a bill.

The Congress shall have power to lay and
collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the debts
and provide for the common defense and general welfare
of the United States ; but all duties, imposts and excises
shall be --miform throughout the United States;
To borrow money on the credit of the United States;
To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among
the several States, and with the Indian tribes;
To establish a uniform rule of naturalization, and uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies throughout the
United States ;
To coin money, regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and measures ;
To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and current coin of the United States;
SECTION 8.

To establish post offices and post roads ;

To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by
securing for limited times to authors and inventors the
exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries;
410491 0 - 71 - 23
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To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court ;
To define and punish piracies and felonies committed
on the high seas, and offenses against the law of nations ;
To declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal,
and make rules concerning captures nn land and water ;
To raise and support armies, but no appropriation of

money to that use shall be for a longer term than two
years ;
To provide and maintain a Navy ;

To make rules for the government and regulation of
the land and naval forces ;

To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the
laws of the Union, suppress insurrections and repel invasions;
To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the
militia, and for governing such part of them as may be
employed in the service of the United States, reserving to

the States respectively, the appointment of the officers,
and the authority of training the militia according to the
discipline prescribed by Congress;

To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever, over such district (not exceeding ten miles square)
as may, by cession of particular States, and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat of the Government of
the United States, and to exercise like authority over all
places purchased by the consent of the legislature of the
State in which the same shall be, for the erection of forts,
magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and other needful build-

ings ;And

To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper
for carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and all
other powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any department or officer
therof.
SEcirioN 9. The migration or importation of such persons as any of the States now existing shall think proper
to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prioi to
the year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a tax
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or duty may be imposed on such importation, not exceeclLig ten dollars for each person.
The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be

suspended, unless when in ca,s of rebellion or invasion
the public safety may require it.
No bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall be passed.
No capitation, or other direct, tax shall be laid, unless
in proportion to the census or enumeration herein before
directed to bt, taken.

No tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from
any State.
No preference shall be given by any regulation of commerce or revenue to the ports of one State over those of
another : nor shall vessels bound to, or from, one State,
be obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in another.
No money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in
consequence of appropriations made by law; and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditures of all public money shall be published from time to
time.

No title of nobility shall be granted by the United
States: And no person holding any office of profit or trust

under them, shall, without the consent of the Congress,
accept of any present, innolument, office, or title, of any
kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.
SECTION. 10. No State shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation; grant letters of marque and reprisal; coin money; emit bills of credit; make any thing
but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts;
pass any bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts, or grant any title of
nobility.

No State shall, without the consent of the Congress, lay
any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except what
may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection
laws: and the net produce of all duties and imposts, laid

by any State on imports or exports, shall be for the use
of the Treasury of the United States ; and all such laws
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shall be subject to the revision and control of the Congress.

No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any

duty of tonnage, keep troops, or ships of war in time of
peace, enter into any agreement or compact with another
State, or with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless
actually invaded, or in such imminent danger as will not
admit of delay.
ARTICLE II

SECTION 1. The executive power shall be vested in a

President of the United States of America. He shall
hold his office during the term of four years, and, together

with the Vice President, chosen for the same term, be
elected, as follows:

Each State, shall appoint, in such manner as the legislature thereof may direct, a number of electors, equal to

the whole number of senators and representatives to
which the cltate may be entitled in the Congress ; but no
senator or representative, or person holding an office of
trust or profit under the United States, shall be appointed
an elector.

The electors shall meet in their respective States, and
vote by ballot for two persons, of whom one at least shall
not be an inhabitant of the same State with themselves.
And they shall make a list of all the persons voted for,
and of the number of votes for each ; which list they shall
sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of the
Government of the United States, directed to the President of the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in
the presence of the Senate and House of Representatives,

open all the certificates, and the votes shall then be
counted. The person having the greatest number of votes
shall be the President, if such number be a majority of
the whole number of electors appointed; and if there be
more than one who have such majority, and have an equal
number of votes, then the House of Representatives shall
immediately choose by ballot one of them for President;
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and if no person have a majority, then from the five
highest on the list the said House shall in like manner

choose the President. But in choosing the President, the
votes shall be taken by States, the representation from
each State having one vote ; a quorum for this purpose
shall consist of a member or members from two thirdi of
the States, and a majority of all the States shall be necessary to a choice. In every case, after the choice of the
President, the person having the greatest number of votes
of the electors shall be the Vice President. But if there

should remain two or more who have equal votes, the Senate shall choose from them by ballot the Vice President.
The Congress may determine the time of choosing the
electors, and the day on which they shall give their votes;
which day shall be the same throughout the United States.
No person except a natural born citizen, or a citizen of
the United States, at the time of the adoption of this Con-

stitution, shall be eligible to the office of President;

neither shall any person be eligible to that office who shall
not have attained to the age of thirty-five years, and been
fourteen years a resident within the United States.
In case of the removal of the President from office, or
of his death, resignation, or inability to discharge the
powers and duties of the said office, the same shall devolve
on the Vice President, and the Congress may by law provide for the case of removal, death, resignation, or inabil-

ity, both of the President and Vice President, declaring
what officer shall then act as President, and such officer
shall act accordingly, until the disability be removed, or
a President shall be elected.

The President shall, at stated times, receive for his

services, a compensation, which shall neither be increased
nor diminished during the period for which he shall have
been elected, and he shall not receive within that period
any other emolument from the United States, or any of
them.
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Before he enter on the execution of his office, he shall

take the following oath or affirmation :"I do solemnly
swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the office
of President of the United States, and will to the best of
my ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution
of the United States."
SECTION 2. The President shall be Commander in Chief

of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the
militia of the several States, when called into the actual
service of the United States ; he may require the opinion,
in writing, of the principal officer in each of the Executive

Departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of
their respective offices, and he shall have power to grant
reprieves and pardons for offenses against the United
States, except in cases of impeachment.

He shall have power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two thirds
of the Senators present concur ; and he shall nominate,
and by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
shall appoint ambassadors, other public ministers and
consuls, Judges of the Supreme Court, and all other officers of the United States, whose appointments are not
herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by law: but the Congress may by law vest the appointment of such inferior officers, as they think proper,

in the President alone, in the courts of law, or in the
heads of departments.
The President shall have power to fill up all vacancies

that may happen during the recess of the Senate, by
granting commissions which shall expire at the end of
their next session.
SECTION 3. He shall from time to time give to the Con-

gress information of the state of the Union, and recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall
judge necessary and expedient ; he may, on extraordinary
occasions, convene both houses, or either of them, and in
case of disagreement between them, with respect to the
time of adjourmnent, he may adjourn them to such time
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as he shall think proper ; he shall receive ambassadors and
other public ministers ; he shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed, and shall commission all the officers
of the United States.
SECTION 4. The President, Vice President and all civil
officers of the United States, shall be removed from office
on impeachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery,
or other high crimes and misdemeanors.
ARTICLE III

SECTION 1. The judicial power of the United States,
shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior
courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and
establish. The judges, both of the supreme and inferior
courts, shall hold their offices during good behaviour, and
shall, at stated times, receive for their services, a compensation, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office.
SECTION 2. The judicial power shall extend to all cases,

in law and equity, arising under this Constitution, the
laws of the United States, and treaties made, or which
shall be made, under their authority ;to all cases affecting ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls ;
to all cases of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction Hto

controversies to which the United States shall be a
party ;to controversies between two or more States ;
between a State and citizens of another State ;between
citizens of different States,between citizens of the same
State claiming lands under grants of different States, and

between a State, or the citizens thereof, and foreign
States, citizens or subjects.
In all cases affecting ambassadors, other public minis-

ters and consuls, and those in which a State shall be a
party, the Supreme Court shall have original jurisdiction.

In all the other cases before mentioned, the Supreme
Court shall have appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and
fact, with such exceptions, and under such regulations as
the Congress shall make.
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The trial of all crimes, except in cases of impeachment,

shall be by jury ; and such trial shall be held in the
State where the said crimes shall have been committed;
but when not committeed within any State, the trial shall
be at such place or places as the Congress may by law
have directed.

SECTION 3. Treason against the United States, shall
consist only in levying war against them, or in adhering
to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. No person shall be convicted of treason unless on the testimony
of two witnesses to the same overt act, or on confession in
open court.

The Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason, but no attainder of treason shall work
corruption of blood, or forfeiture except during the life
of the person attainted.
ARTICLE IV

SECTION 1. Full faith and credit shall be given in each

State to the public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of every other State. And the Congress may by
general laws prescribe the manner in which such acts,
records and proceedings shall be proved, and the effect
thereof.

SECTION 2. The citizens of each State shall be entitled
to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the several
States.

A person charged in any State with treason, felony, or
other crime, who shall flee from justice, and be found in
another State, shall on demand of the executive authority
of the State from which he fled, be delivered up, to be
removed to the State having jurisdiction of the crime.
No person held to service or labour in one State, under
the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged
from such service or labour, but shall be delivered up on
claim of the party to whom such service or labour may
be due.
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SECTION 3. New States may be admitted by the Congress into this Union ; but no new State shall be formed
or erected within the jurisdiction of any other State; nor

any State be formed by the junction of two or more

States, or parts of States, without the consent of the legis- latures of the States concerned as well as of the Congress.
The Congress shall have power to dispose of and make
all needful rules and regulations respecting the Territory

or other property belonging to the United States, and
nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to,
prejudice any claims of the United States, or of any particular State.
SECTION 4. The United States shall guarantee to every
State in this Union a republican form of Government, and
shall protect each of them against invasion ; and on application of the legislature, or of the executive (when the
legislature cannot be convened) against domestic violence.
ARTICLE V

The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall
deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to this Con-

stitution, or on the application of the legislatures of two
thirds of the several States, shall call a convention for
proposing amendments, which, in either case, shall be
valid to all intents and purposes, as part of this Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of three fourths of
the several States, or by conventions in three fourths
thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratification may
be proposed by the Congress; provided that no amendment which may be made prior to the year one thousand
eight hundred and eight shall in any manner affect the
first and fourth clauses in the Ninth Section of the First
Article; and that no State, without its consent, shall be
deprived of its equal suffrage in the Senate.
ARTICLE VI

All debts contracted and engagements entered into, before the adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid
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against the United States under this Constitution, as
under the Confederation.

This Constitution, and the laws of the United States
which shall be made in pursuance thereof ; and all treaties
made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the
United States, shall be the supreme law of the land ; and

the judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any
thing in the Constitution or laws of any State to the
contrary notwithstanding.
The senators and representatives before mentioned, and

the members of the several State legislatures, and all

executive and judicial officers, both of the United States
and of the several States, shall be bound by oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution ; but no religious test
shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or
public trust under the United States.
ARTICLE VII

The ratification of the conventions of nine States shall
be sufficient for the establishment of this Constitution
between the States so ratifying the same.
Done in convention by the unanimous consent of the
States present the seventeenth day of September in the
year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty
seven and of the Independence of the United States of
American the twelfth. In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names,
Go. WASHINGTONPrethrt.

and deputy from Virginia
Attest WILLUM JACKSON Secretary

New Hampshire
JOHN LANODON

NICHOLAS GILMAN

Massachmetts
MMus KING

NATHANIEL GORHAM

Connecticut
Wm. SAML. JOHNSON

ROGER SHERMAN
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New Y ork

Ammo= HAMILTON
New Jersey
WY. PATIBSON

WIL : LIVINGSTON
DAVID BREARLEY

JONA : DAYTON

Pennsylvania
Thos. FITZSIszows

B. FRANKLIN
THOMAS MIFFLIN
Row MORRIS

JARED INGERSOLL

JAMES WILSON
Gouv MORRIS

GEO. Cizsims

Delaware
RICHARD BASSETT
JACO : BROOM

Gm): READ
GUNNING BEDFORD JUN
JOHN DICKINSON

Maryland
JAMES MCHENRY
DAN OF ST. THOS. JENIFER

DAN CARROLL

Virginia
JAMES MADISON JR.

JOHN BLAIR-

North Carolina

Hv Wu.u.taisoN

WM. BLOUNT
RICHD. DOBBS SPAIGIrr

South Carolina
CHARLES PINCKNEY
PIERCE BUTLER

J. RUTLEDGE
CHARLES COTESWORTH

PINCKNEY

Georgia
ABR BALDWIN

WILumet FEW

**
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Amendments
ARTICLE I

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof ; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press ; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.
ARTICLE II

A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security

of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear
arms, shall not be infringed.
ARTICLE III

No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any
house, without the consent of the owner, nor in time of
war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.
ARTICLE IV

The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches
and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall
issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affir-

mation, and particularly describing the place to be
searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
ARTICLE V

No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or
otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the

land of naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual
service in time of war or public danger ; nor shall any
person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in
jeopardy of life or limb ; nor shall be compelled in any
366
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criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor shall private property be taken for public use,
without just compensation.
ARTICLE VI

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of
the State and district wherein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been previously
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and
cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him ; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance
of counsel for his defense.
ARTICLE VII

In suits at common law, where the value in controversy
shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall
be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise reexamined in any court of the United States, than
according to the rules of the common law.
ARTICLE VIII

Excessive hail shall not be required, nor excessive fines
imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
ARTICLE IX

The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights,
shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained
by the people.
ARTICLE X

The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, ore reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
ell .1
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ARTICLE XI

The judicial power of the United States shall not be
construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by
citizens of another State, or by citizens or subjects of any
foreign State.
ARTICLE XII

The electors shall meet in their respective States, and
vote by ballot for President and Vice President, one of
whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same
State with themselves ; they shall name in their ballots the
person voted for as President, and in distinct ballots the
person voted for as Vice President, and they shall make
distinct lists of all persons voted for as President, and of
all persons voted for as Vice President, and of the num-

ber of votes for each, which lists they shall sign and
certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of the government

of the United States, directed to the President of the
Senate ;The President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open
all the certificates and the votes shall then be counted;
The person having the greatest number of votes for President, shall be the President, if such number be a majority
of the whole number of electors appointed ; and if no
person have such majority, then from the persons having
the highest numbers not exceeding three on the list of
those voted for as President, the House of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the President.
But in choosing the President, the votes shall be taken by
States, the representation from each State having one
vote ; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member
or members from two-thirds of the States, and a majority
of all the States shall be necessary to a choice. And if
the House of Representatives shall not choose a President
whenever the right of choice shall devolve upon them,
before the fourth day of March next following, then the
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Vice President shall act as President, as in the case of
the death or other constitutional disability of the President.The person having the greatest number of votes
as Vice President, shall be the Vice President, if such
number be a majority of the whole number of electors
appointed, and if no person have a majority, then from
the two highest numbers on the list, the Senate shall
choose the Vice President ; a quorum for the purpose
shall consist of two-thirds of the whole number of Senators, and a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice. But no person constitutionally ineligible

to the office of President shall be eligible to that of Vice
President of the United States.
ARTICLE XIII

SECTION 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude,

except as a punishment for crime whereof the party
shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the
United States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction.
SECTION 2 Congress shall have power to enforce this
article by ap)ropriate legislation.
.

ARTICLE XIV

SEcTIoN 1. All persons born or naturalized in the
United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are
citizens of the United States and of the State wherein
they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States ; nor shall any State deprive

any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law ; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the laws.
SECTION 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among
the several States according to their respective numbers,
counting the whole number of persons in each State, excluding Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at
any election for the choice of electors for President and
n
0 1 U.
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Vice President of the United States, Representatives in
Congress, the executive and judicial officers of a State, or
the members of the legislature thereof, is denied to any of
the male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years

of age, and citizens of the United States, or in any way
abridged, except for participation in rebellion, or other
crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced
in the proportion which the number of such male citizens
shall bear to the whole number of male citizens twentyone years of age in such State.
SECTION 3. No person shall be a Senator or Representa-

tive in Congress, or elector of President and Vice President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the United
States, or under any State, who, having previously taken
an oath, as a member of Congress, or as an officer of the
United States, or as a member of any State legislature, or
as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to support
the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged
in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid
or comfort to the enemies thereof. But Congress may by
a vote of two-thirds of each house, remove such disability.
SECTION 4. The validity of the public debt of the United

States, authorized by law, including debts incurred for
payment of pensions and bounties for services in suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned.
But neither the.United States nor any State shall assume
or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim

for the loss or emancipation of any slave; but all such
debts, obligations and claims shall be held illegal and void.
SECTION 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce,

by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.

Amax XV
SECTION 1. The right of citizens of the United States to
vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States

or by any State on account of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude.
7:- is We wi
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SECTION 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation.
ARTICLE XVI

The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes
on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several States, and without regard to
any census or enumeration.
ARTICLE XVII

SECTION 1. The Senate of the United States shall be
composed of two senators from each State, elected by the
people thereof, for six years ; and each senator shall have
one vote. The electors in each State shall have the quali-

fications requisite for electors of the most numerous
branch of the State legislatures.
SECTION 2. When vacancies happen in the representation of any State in the senate, the executive authority of
such State shall issue writs of election to fill such vacancies: Provided, That the legislature of any State may empower the executive thereof to make temporary appointments until the people fill the vacancies by election as the
legislature may direct.
SECTION 3. This amendment shall not be so construed as
to affect the election or term of any senator chosen before
it becomes valid as part of the Constitution.
ARTICLE XVIII

SECTION 1. After one year from the ratification of this
article the manufacture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors within, the importation thereof into, or the
exportation thereof from the United States and all territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage purposes is hereby prohibited.
SECTION 2. The Congress and the several States shall
have concurrent power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
et vib
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SECTION 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it
shall have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of the several States, as provided
in the Constitution, within seven years from the date of
the submission hereof to the States by the Congress.
ARTICLE XI X

SECTION 1. The right of citizens of the United States to
vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States
or by any State on account of sex.
SECTION 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this
article by appropriate legislation.
ARTICLE X X

SECTION 1. The terms of the President and Vice President shall end at noon on the 20th day of January, and the
terms of Senators and Representatives at noon on the 3d
day of January, of the years in which such terms would

have ended if this article had not been ratified ; and the
terms of their successors shall then begin.
SECTION 2. The Congress shall assemble at least once in
every year, and such meeting shall begin at noon on the

3d day of January, unless they shall by law appoint a
different day.
SECTION 3. If, at the time fixed for the beginning of the
term of the President, the President elect shall have died,
the Vice President elect shall become President. If a
President shall not have been chosen before the time fixed

for the beginning of his term, or if the President elect
shall have failed to qualify, then the Vice President elect
shall act as President until a President shall have qualified ; and the Congress may by law provide for the case

wherein neither a President elect nor a Vice President
elect shall have qualified, declaring who shall then act as
President, or the manner in which one who is to act shall
be selected, and such person shall act accordingly until a
President or Vice President shall have qualified.
A obi -f
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SECTION 4. The Congress may by law provide for the

case of the death of any of the persons from whom the
House of Representatives may choose a President whenever the right of choice shall have devolved upon them,
and for the case of the death of any of the persons from
whom the Senate may choose a Vice President whenever
the right of choice shall have devolved upon them.
SECTION 5. Sections 1 and 2 shall take effect on the 15th

day of October following the ratification of this article.
SECTION 6. This article shall be inoperative unless it
shall have been ratified as an amendment to the Congtitu-

tion by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several
States within seven years from the date of its submission.
ARTICLE XXI

SECTION 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to the

Constitution of the United States is hereby repealed.
SECTION 2. The transportation or importation into any
State, Territory, or possession of the United States for
delivery or use therein of intoxicating liquors, in violation
of the laws therof, is hereby prohibited.
SECTION 3. This article shall be inoperative unless it
shall have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by conventions in the several States, as provided in
the Constitution, within seven years from the date of the
submission hereof to the States by the Congress.
ARTICLE XXII

SECTION 1. No person shall be elected to the office of the

President more than twice, and no person who has held the
office of President, or acted as President, for more than
2 years of a term to which some other person was elected

President shall be elected to the office of the President
more than once. But this Article shall not apply to any
person holding the office of President when this Article
was proposed by the Congress, and shall not prevent any
person who may be holding the office of President, or
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acting as President, during the term within which this
Article becomes operative from holding the office of Presi-

dent or acting as President during the remainder of such
term.

SECTION 2. This Article shall be inoperative unless it
shall have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitu-

tion by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several
States within 7 years from the date of its submission to
the States by the Congress.
ARTICLE XXIII

SECTION 1. The District constituting the seat of Govern-

mehi of the United States shall appoint in such manner
as the Congress may direct:

A number of electors of President and Vice President
equal to the whole number of Senators and Representatives in Congress to wnich the District would be entitled

if it were a State, but in no event more than the least
populous State ; they shall be in addition to those appointed by the States, but they shall be considered, for
the purposes of the election of President and Vice President, to be electors appointed by a State; and they shall
meet in the District and perform such duties as provided
by the twelfth article of amendment.
SECTION 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation.
ARTICLE XXIV

SECTION 1. The right of citizens of the United States
to vote in any primary or other election for President or
Vice President, for electors for President or Vice President, or for Senator or Representative in Congress, shall

not be denied or abridged by the United States or any
State by reason of failure to pay any poll tax or other
tax.

SEcnoN 2. The Congress shall have power to enforce
this article by appropriate legislation.
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ARTICLE XXV

'SECTION 1. In case of the removal of the President
from office or of his death or resignation, the Vice President shall become President.
SECTION 2. Whenever there is a vacancy in the office
of the Vice President, the President shall nominate a
Vice President who shall take office upon confirmation
by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress.
SECTION 3. Whenever the President transmits to the
President pro tempore of the Senate and. the Speaker
of the House of Representatives his written declaration
that he is unable to discharge the powers and duties of
his office, and until he transmits to them a written declaration to the contrary, such powers and duties shall be
discharged by the Vice President as Acting President.
SEcnoN 4. Whenever the Vice President and a majority of either the principal officers of the executive departments or of such other body as Congress may by law
provide, transmit to the President pro tempore of the
Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives
their written declaration that the President is unable to
discharge the powers and duties of his office, the Vice

President shall immediately assume the powers and
duties of the office as Acting President.
Thereafter, when the President transmits to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives his written declaration that no
inability exists, he shall resume the powers and duties of
his office unless the Vice President and a majority of
either the principal officers of the executive department
or of such other body as Congress may by law provide,
transmit within four days to the President pro tempore
of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives their written declaration that the President
is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office.
Thereupon Congress shall decide the issue, assembling
within forty-eight hours for that purpose if not in session.
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If the Congress, within twenty-one days after receipt of
the latter written declaration, or, if Congress is not in
session, within twenty-one days after Congress is required
to assemble, determines by two-thirds vote of both Houses
that the President is unable to discharge the powers and

duties of his office, the Vice President shall continue to
discharge the same as Acting President; otherwise, the
President shall resume the powers and duties of his office.

GLOSSARY
A
word

abjure
abolish
abridging

accurate
accusation

A. used

Mansing

on P&P

declare under oath against a thing
put an end to
making smaller, decreasing
correct, true

13

122
109
148

accused

charge of wrongdoing against a person_ _
the person charged with wrongdoing_ _ _

acquitted
activities

found not to be guilty
things that a person or a group of persons do

adapted
changed to fit
adequate security_ _ _ _ safety fully equal to any need
adjusted
arranged in a way that satisfies everybody

administered
admiration
admission

admitted
adopted
advantages
advocate .

agricultural
alderman
alien
allegiance

alliance
allot

alter
ambassadors

offered with official guidance
great liking for
permission to enter into or join
permitted to enter or join

11

accepted

things that are helpful
a person who urges some special course
act upon or influence
groups of officials or other persons selected to do some special job
connected with farming
a law-making or rule-making officer representing the people of a city
a person who is not a citizen

change

the highest-ranking persons sent by one
nation to represent it officially in
dealing with other nations
11"

57
39

65
168
99
51
137
13

the duty of faithfulness which a person
owes to his country
agreement of groups to cooperate _
give a share of something to

2

26
99
148

205
254
56
40

of action
affect
agencies

94
94
182
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13

59
195
122
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Meaning

Word

Amendment

a change in, or an addition to, a con-

Americanization

the process by which foreign-born per-

stitution or law
sons

annexed
antisocial
.appeals

on Page

12

are helped to become good

American citizens
enlarging, expanding
parents, grandparents, and their parents
and grandparents all the way back_
added or joined to something else
against alb good of the people
requests that 3. higher authority change

amplifying
ancestors

A. used

6
330

34
101

4

a decision or correct a mistake of a
lower authority
a person asking for something_

applicant
application

the act of testing a genzral principle by
putting it into practice
chosen for a job, but not by vote
the choice of an office-holder not made
by vote

appointed
appointment

Appropriations

acts authorizing the Treasury Department to pay out money for special

areas
argued
arguments
arrange
arrest

definite spaces of territory
gave reasons in favor of or against____ _
reasons in favor of or against
put things in order

185
14

207
31
93

244

LISCS

101

78
78
37

take or keep a person by authority of
law

124

the malicious burning of property
buildings or rooms in which paintings,

arson

art galleries

209

statues, and other works of art are
shown

article

articles
articles

Articles of Confederation.
assemble

164

a particular part of a writing consisting
of two or more parts
particular things

76

40

written or printed statements of facts
J

or reasons
written agreements for cooperation between the 13 independent State government groups after the Declaration
of Independence
meet together

7-9

78

64
94
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assemblies

assenting
if assessed valua-

tion".
assign
attachment
attention

AI used
CM Me

Mess*

Word

the meetings of a group; a word often
used in connection with lawmaking
groups
agreeing, or voting "yes"
the money value set on property to determine how much it shall be taxed
set aparL.
devotion or loyalty to

authorized
autocracies ______ _ _

autocratic

power that must be obeyed
given power or the right to act
governments in which one person has
all the final authority
governed by the power or authority of
one person

basis_
beverageo
billboards
Bill of Rights

money or some other valuable object
given to any government agency to
make sure that a prisoner, if let go,
will appear again for trial
an official paper given to a voter on
which he may mark his vote
inability to pay one's debts
things at the foundation or base of, that
work together to get results
foundation
things to drink
large sign boards
an official statement of basic rights be-

binding

serving to connect persons or things

bail

ballot
bankruptcy
basic factors

longing to the people of a nation__ _ _

closely together

bond

136
21
123
116

22

94
139
129

21

202
95
153

84

55

a written agreement to perform some
duty honestly or, upon failure, to
make good by paying to the person

damaged by the failure a sum
borders
boulevard

185
24
15

thought and study applied to something..

authority

53
76

of

money set aside for the purpose.. ___
edges or boundary lines
a fine city avenue or broad street
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As used
Meaning

Word

bribery
British

budget
burdens
bureaus

by its title

on Page

the act of giving or receiving something
of value for the purpose of influencing
official action in an improper way..___
people of England, Scotland, and
Wales

spent during a certain period
things heavy or hard to carrry
offices for public business, smaller than
Executive Departments, and the people who work in them
by the short descriptive statement
printed at the beginning of each

of_

certificate
cession
ch airm an

charitable _
charters

51

a list showing money expected to be
collected and money planned to be

Cabinet Member__ _ _ head of one of the 11 Executive Departments, and member of the President's
advisory council
a
struggle between political parties
campaign
before an election.
persons seeking office
candidates
place for the headquarters of the governCapital
ment..
the
building in which the United States
Capitol
Congress meets at Washington, D.C_
persons, companies, or corporations in
carriers
the transportation business
made
an important or a happy occasion
celebrated

ceremony

209

a formal program on a solemn or important public occasion.
an official statement in writing or print
telling some important fact.
giving up
person who takes charge of a meeting__
doing good to those in distress

169
55

96

245

252
140
21

79

223

275
59

254
15
101

24
193

sets of general rules authorized by the
Government that are the foundations on which certain kinds of organi-

zations are built up

31
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As used

on Me

checks and balances._ ways in which each principal branch of

the Federal Government can prevent
one of the other two branches from
acting too fast or becoming too
powerful

circuits
circulated
citizen
citizenship
civic organizations__ _
civil rights
classify_

clinic

85

districts tu be traveled over
passed around to people
a full member of a city, state, or nation_ _

membership in a city, state, or nation_ _
groups working under officers for particular purposes and interested in the
good of a city or community
the private legal rights of a citizen and
the protection of them
divide into classes
an organization of doctors, usually con-

183

78
2
2

3
129
3

nected with a hospital or medical
school, that examines and treats sick
or injured persons
collectively

whole group_

Colonies

newly settled communities or countries
that belong to an older national
group

colonists
commissions

persons living in a colony

committee

group selected to do a special piece of

277

50
50

government groups, usually headed by
several officers with equal powers__ __ _

96
24

work_

common defense_

acts for protecting all the people of a

community

a group of people living together who
have some common interest
buildings, rooms, or open spaces where

country
community centers_ _

21

through representativ6s authorized to
make bargains that will bind the

81
2

the people of the community can
compact

meet for community business or pleastire
an official agreement
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Meaning

Word

compel

As need
on page

force someone to do something unwill94

ingly

competitive
complicated
compromise

in which one's work is compared with
other people's and one is required to
do as well or better than others..
with several parts so woven together as
to be I ard to understand
make a bargain in which each person or
group gives up something in order to
make agreement possible
final decisions

conclusions
agree officially
concur
concurrent powers.._ _ powers that the Nation and any State

may use at the same time
condemnation

a finding that a person is guilty and

conditional

not absolute, but granted on certain

Confederation

clearly understood terms_
the group of 13 original States under the
Articles of Confederation

confidence

trust, belief in someone's honesty or

confirms

ability to make good
makes something stronger by agreeing
to it
is contrary to, or in opposition to_

conflicts
confusion
congregations

must be punishee

disorder
groups of people who come together for
religious services_

Congress, the

the national group of lawmakers in the
United States

consent
consequently
constable

agreement
as a result of factors already mentioned_
a law-enforcing officer of a town or township..

constituents

the group of persons who vote for and
elect an official to represent them in

constitutional

in agreement with the principles of the
Constitution

a public office

08 3

276
82

66
189
96
82

94

255
64
33
95

206
23
6
12

94
99
137

309
34
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373
AI used
su Pude

set of general rules and principles of
Constitution of the government on which the whole
United States.
Federal Government of the United
...lates is built

constitutions

b uilt
consuls_

contacts
contagious

12

sets of general rules that are the foundation upon which organizations are
officers who represent a nation in business matters in a foreign city
places where things touch
likely to spread easily from one person
to another

31

82
21

160

contest
struggle
Continental Congress_ a group of delegates from all the Colonies
which met first in 1774 to make plans

76

to protect the rights of the colonists_
the truth of another person's
statements

55

con tradict

deny

contrary to

against
power of directing or guiding persons or
things
handy, well suited for ready use
a meeting of delegates

control
convenient
convention
conversations
convicted_
convinced
cooperates_

informal exchange of thoughts through
spoken words
found guilty of a crime
satisfied by argument_

works in a friendly way with other
people

cooperative
copyrights
coroner

corporations
council

153
102

24
34
65
149
182

78
33

having all units working together to
bring about one result_
legal rights protecting the work of authors from being used by other people_
officer who inquires into deaths when

there is reason to suppose that they
are not due to natural causes
groups of people who join in business,
each group with legal permission to
act as one person
a group of persons who nieet together
for discussion

384-
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129

184
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tto sued
Meaning

Word

counterfeiting

making imitation money for the purpose
of passing it as good money

counties_

parts into which a State is divided for

created
Creator
credit

government purposes_
made new
God, the Supreme One
arrangement by which a person can get

gocis or money from another person
who trusts him to pay for them later_
creditors

crises

Critical Period
criticize
critics

crop rotation

242
1

60
60

123

persons to whom sums of money are
owed_

criminal groups

Oft page

persons who join together to do things
that are against the law
times when difficult decisions must be
made
the time when difficult decisions had to
be made
find fault with a person or thing
persons who express their judgment

182

3

99
64
111

about people or things (usually an
unfavorable judgment)
the planting of different kinds of crops
on a piece of land each year to prevent

141

taking out of the soil certain values
Currency
customs_
CustOrils duties

and wearing out the land..

272

money_

241

money in use, either coin or paper
C0111121011

taxes imposed by law on merchandise
brought into a country

regulated presentation of arguments in
public
acts of deciding, or statements of what
decisions
has been decided
deciding,
having final influence on the
decisive
result
the public statement by which the Continental Congress declared the 13
Declaration of IndsNorth American Colonies to be free
pendence.
from Great Britain

1

294

debate

245

22
56

57
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Word

deductions
deeds

amounts allowed to be subtracted

definite
delegate
delegates

deliberately
demand
democracy
democratic

demonstrate
Departments
dependent
dependent areas
dependents
deprived
deputies
deriving
descendants

A mod
*II PM*

13

declare

say

defend
defines

375

294

written papers, prepared according to
law, transferring the ownership of real
estate to someone else
protect from danger

182
14

explains just what a thing is, or how it
is done, or can be done

93

clearly known

11

pass on to others

23

persons to whom other persons give
authority to represent them, usually
at a meeting
acting only after careful thought
ask or call for with authority

55
76
56

a government of the people, by the
people, for the people
governed by the power or authority of

11

the people
to prove by doing

23

Government executive groups formed
for some particular purpose, as the
Department of Justice
relying upon others for support
public lands placed under supervision
of an Executive Department
persons who depend on other persons to
pay their living expenses
forced to give up something
represen tatives

drawing or receiving

15

96
45
271

294
114

66
122

all the children, grandchildren, great
grandchildren, etc., of the same par108

ents

destructive

having the power to destroy, ruin, or

details
development
develops
devise
dictators

particular parts of anything
an advance to meet new needs
advances to meet new needs
make up, plan, or prepare
leaders who have autocratic authority
for a short time

tear down

GOB
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96
90
90
329
115
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Meaning

Word

autocratic authority given to a leader__
reduced in amount, made less
guide, or cause to move in a chosen direction
taxes that must be paid by the taxpayer
direct
failure to agree
freed
denies any connection with or claim to__

dictatorship
diminished
direct
direct taxes
disagreement
discharged
disclaims
discuss
discussion
disinfect

talk over
talking things over
purify or make free from germs or contagion
getting rid of

disposing
disputes
disqualifications__

quarrels
_

distrust
distrustful
dividends
document

22
286

92

243
22
245
95
9
23
160
163
64

qualities that prevent a person from
doing some task

dissenting
distinguish

Ae need
OR page

voting "no"

95
76

make a thing stand out from other
things
feel no trust or confidence in
having no trust or confidence in what is

218
64
67

going on

amounts divided among owners of a
company as their share of its profits.
a written or printed paper that often is
used as a guide for action

at home
domestic
domestic tranquillity_ peace at home or in the community_ _ _ _

293
57
14
81

draft

wording, choice of words to express

drainage
drones
duties

ideas already agreed on
system for carrying away waste water_ _

71
161

persons too lazy to work

331
16

those things which a person should eo_ _ .
Z

economic

related to the production, distribution,

education
effect

and use of wealth
teaching and learning
bring to pass

001

264
6
122
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on Page

effective
efficiency

successfully producing the end desired__

92

the way to get the best results with the
least cost of time, money, or effort_ _

208

elected

chosen by the votes of members of a
group

electors

11

persons chosen by the voters to meet and

select a President and a Vice Presieligible

employees
enacted
encourage
endowed
endure
enemies
enforcing

dent for the United States__ _ ______
fit to be chosen
persons employed to do work
made into law
give someone the courage or desire to do
something
given valuable gifts or rights
last
those working against something

using authority, or even force, to put a
law or rule into effect

79

208
168
204
150
60
99
14

40

enlightened

well informed

148

erosion

the wearing away or wuhing away of
soil and rocks

197

established

stablisbment
estates
evasion
examination
examiner
exchange
executive

executive _
exercise
exerted
exist
expenses

set up or created
setting up, putting into effect
properties left by persons who died_ _ _ _

a tricky way of hiding the truth
the testing of a person's fitness by asking him questions
a person whose job is to test the fitness of
another person by asking questions_
trade, barter

14
14

15
107

an officer or group of officers whose duty

is to put something into effect, as a
law

64

things into effect

71

having authority and power to put
use or practice
used forcefully
keep on living
cost of things

A
000
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As mud
011 pip

MOW*,

Word

that which has been learned by having
tried a thing
having remembered and profited from
experienced
trial and practice
experiment stations.._ places where new ways of doing things
are officially tested
persons
who are widely experienced or
experts
thoroughly informed about some particular thing
explained very clearly
explicit
substances, such as gunpowder or dynaexplosives
mite, which cause a violent bursting.
articles
shipped out of a country
exports
make clear by act or word
express
experience

40
65
195

158
76

162
243
137

F

ways of doing things ugly; good equipment and arrangement
take
sides with, try to help
favor
for instead of against
favorable
important and noticeable parts
features
Federal Government_ the persons who have charge of the public business; and the organization (big
facilities

272
141

76
21

enough for the whole nation) that
they manage
Federal system
feeble-minded

fertility
fertilizers
fidelity
filter

the central government working

1

in

agreement with state governments_ _ _
persons whose minds are weak

ability to reproduce or grow things in
plenty
material that makes the soil more fertile and feeds the plant life in it
faithfulness, loyalty

financed
financial
fines

197
14

160
15

the last
the system by which money is raised
and spent

173

furnished with money
related to money matters

313
284

punishment by requiring payment of
money

Beet

271

strain through something that will remove impurities

final
finance

81
163

number of ships under one command_ _

389

94
59
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Word

wi

pi

ordered by someone in authority that

forbidden

something is not to be done_
business of buying and selling between
people of two courgries
done according to set rules
starting or setting up
a special right or privilege granted by a
government to some definite person or

foreign trade
formal
founding
franchise

group_

fraud

trickery

gallons

liquid measures,

32
90
51

each containing 4

waste food matter
fa place where household refuse is gotten
1

51

175
76

quarts
garbage
garbage-disposal
plant.
generous

379

rid of
free about giving things away

160
25
165
105

good moral character.. qualities that result in good conduct
usually honesty and respect for the
rights of others
good will

13

willingness to live or work together
43

well

a legal accusation of wrong usually made

grand jury indictgrants-in-aid

by a special group of citizens chosen
to decide whether a person shall be
brought to trial
money paid by the Federal Government

guaranteed
guilt

willing to cooperate in relief and welfare projects_
made safe or certain
the fact of having broken a law

hitrbor

a body of water forming a safe place

headquarteri
hearings

where vessels may stay
a principal place of business
public meetings that are held to discuss

hospital

a building in which sick persons are

ment.

94

to such State governments as are
297
85
209

32
182

204

bills_

cartd for.

33

4
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Mesa*

Word

by the people to make laws, particularly the "lower house" of Congress._
organized groups of lawmakers
most modest or least known

houses
humblest

thoughts or opinions
persons without sound minds from birth_
untaught, lacking in knowledge
pay no attention to
a newcomer to a country
privileges that let people be free of certain obligations or requirements

ideas
idiots
ignorant

ignore_
_

_

immunities
impartially discharge.
impeachments
impose
imprisonment
improve
improvement

on P40*

la group of elected represen ta tives chosen

House of Representat:ves.

immigrant___

A. ued

67
130

329

67
117
148
245
12

305

Ifairly, justly, without taking sides to
I

complete, finish, carry out
accusations of wrongdoing or error
against government officials for their
public acts
lay a burden or weight on
condition of being locked up in prison._
increase in value or quality
that which increases a thing in value or
quality

287

235
113
114

40
24

inaugural address..___ the speech that is made by the Presi-

dent when he has taken the oath of
office

inauguration

income tax
inconvenience

"incorporated"

incumbent
independence

the act of taking the oath of office by the
President
a payment to a Government, the amount

254

95

of which is determined by the taxpayer's earnings or profits
discomfort; something that gives a person trouble
authorized by the legislature to have a
local government .
which are laid
freedom from being ruled by someone
else

95
43
181

287
50
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Meaning

Word

independent

not needing the support, or subject to

indifferent
indivisible
influence

the control, of someone else
not caring seriously
not possible to be separated or divided_
power of a person to sway the opinions
or actions of others

informal

done in easy ways that are proper but

inhabit
inhabitants
inheritance

live in

initiate

make a beginning, set things going,

not according to set rules
people who live in a place

instituted
institutions

50
137
301

65

90
136
59

154

legal right reserved by the voters of
some states to start the lawmaking
process themselves, without waiting
for their representatives to act first.. _
being not guilty
mentally unbalanced; mad; crazy
looked at carefully
careful study or inquiry made by actually looking at the thing examined_ _ _
set up, established, or organized

154
115
117

45
45
122

anything built up solidly for a definite

purpose
protection against loss
insurance companies_ businesses that contract to pay money
in case certain events occur, as fires,
accidents, deaths, etc
interest
a fee paid for the use of money
interests
special things that a person or group

insurance

likes

136

45

198

293
2

interfere

act in a way to hamper the actions or

interpreted

explained in language that the listener
understands
an unfriendly entering or attack

freedom of another person
invasion

on pap

295

introduce

innocence
insane
inspected
inspection

As wad

any property that passes to a person
by law upon the death of another
person

initiative

381

04
V 11

53
96
67
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A. used
Meaning

Word

invested
investigating
in vestigations
in vestors

involved
irrigate
issuance
issues

italic type
judicial
judiciary
jurisdiction

jury

used money to buy some other kind of
wealth
making careful inquiry about_
systematic inquiries

on Me

198
184
247

persons who use their money to buy
stocks and bonds
included, as a necessary part
supply farm lands with enough water to
make plants grow
act of giving something out officially_ _
questions up for decision on which there
are different opinions_
printed letters which slope to the right_

277
207

having to do with a court of justice__ _ _
a system of courts of justice

130

the lawful power of a government over
its people and their property_
a group of citizens who are chosen to listen to trials in a ceurt and to decide
which side is right

197
162

148

9

71
12

43
81

absolute fairness
justice
justices of the peace_ judges of local courts that are authorized
to decide only simple cases
children
who do not obey the law
juvenile delinquents_

180
163

labor commissioner._ _ an executive officer having charge of
matters concerning wage earners____ _

207

an owner who rents his land or buildings
to someone else
obeying the law

44
106

landlord
law-abiding_
lawlessness

total disregard and disrespect for the
184

lawsuits

law
actions by which one person sues another

lectures

in a law court
epeeches on chosen subjects

94
149

legal

in agreement with law, or connected

legislative

having power or authority to make

legislators

laws
members of lawmaking groups_

with law

393

84
71

149
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sums*

word

legislatures
lawmaking bodies
liberty of conscience.. freedom to think what you believe is
rightlibraries
buildings or rooms where books are kept
to be read
licenses
authority to do certain acts or carry on
certain businesses
litigation
the act of carrying on a suit in a law
courtlivestock
farm animals, such as cattle, sheep,
pigs, and horses
local
closely connected with one place
local problems
neighborhood questions that need answering
located
placed
loyal
faithful
luxuries
things bought for a person's pleasure
and not needed for actual living

383
sead

on PIP

91

78

45
117

284
271
2

46
131

13

296

M
:

i
i
I

maintain
major
manage
manufacture
mass meeting
materials
mayor
member

keep up _
larger
carry on

96
141

6

the making of an object, usually by
machinery
meeting open to everybody who comes_
substances
head official of a city government

one who is part of, or has a share in, a
group

membership

3

the belonging to a group formed for a

common cause
mental reservation...- some thought that you hide in your
mind and do not tau anyone
merchant
a person whose business is to buy and

militia

95
126
162
130

sell things_
an organisation of soldiers who in peace-

3
14

44

time have other jobs, and who drill
and are trained only on a part-time
taxis_

model

something to be copied

00*
.
,

.

43
66
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Monist

Word

monument

something large and fine, built or kept

morals
mortgages

personal conduct as to right and wrong_

naval bases
neighborhood

nominating
nominees
noncitizens

75
198

legal papers providing for the future
transfer of property in case some

municipal
museums

naturalization

On P404

up to remind us of some person or
past event

natural resources_ _

As used

_

promise, usually to pay back money
that is borrowed, is not kept
having to do with a city

209

places where collections of curiosities or
objects of interest or works of art are
kept to be seen_

164

natural wealth that can be made useful
to the Nation
the way in which foreign-born persons
are given citizenship
fortified starting points from which war
vessels may operate
place where people live close together;
everything near you is in your neighborhood
naming a candidate for office
persons who are named as candidates_ _
persons who are not citizens of the coun-

try in which they live.

182

270
12

265

2

97
139

105

0
obedience
objective
obligation
obscure
occupations
officers

doing what one is told to do
purpose or aim
something we owe or must do
not well known
ways of earning a living

oligarchy

operate

6
14
221

57

persons given authority by a group to
hold definite jobs or "offices"

officials
official

36

officers

issued by the Government
a government in which a few people have
the final word
do work

44
44
15

22
21
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Mess Ay

Word

oppression
ordain
orderly

what a person thinks, without knowing
it to be true
chance to better oneself
cruel use of authority or power
give a formal order for
peaceable, free from sudden change by

ordin ances

violence
city laws

opinions _

opportunity

originate
orph ans
overseers
ownership_

take the first action on
children whose parenta have died
persons in charge

first, supreme

passports

patriots
peaceably
peculiar
penal institutions_ _

25
131

237
129
185
118

277
206

releases of prisoners on their word of

honor to observe certain conditions_ _
Parliament, the_ _ _ _ _ name for the British lawmaking group_
passed

1

75
80

excuse or forgive, relieve from further
punishment

paroles

66

authority over things that belong to
one

paramount
pardon

As Irma
fa PEW

adopted and made binding on the
People-

official documents issued by governmente to their citizens when they
wish to travel in foreign countries,
requesting that the holders be permitted to travel safely.
persons who love their country and try
to improve it_
peaceful way
special, especially belonging to
in

266
53
131

264
115
107
201

buildings or other places in which per-

sons are imprisod as a punishment
for lawbreaking
performances
permit
persecuted
persuade
petition

petit jury

petty

266

thinr done
a written or printed card authorizing a

141

person to do eomething
treated with repeated acts of cruelty_ _ _
win over by argument
to make a written application
a group of persons, usually 12, chosen to
hear and decide cases in court
small or unimportant

113
51

%) V

57
13

211
183
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relating to the human body

physical.
Pilgrims

piracy
"pla t form"

plurality

As effil

Amnia,

Wart

--

162

persons who lef t England to find religious
freedom
robbery on the high seas

American word for the principles of a
political part y
---- the excess of vote over those cast for

51

242
140

the next highest opponent
an argument seriously pre.ented in a
public discusimion.
authority given to a law-enforcing
agency to do those things necessary to
protect the health, safety, peace, and

119

184

policies

general welfare of a community_._ _ _ _
plans for present or future official action _

political parties

organized groups that urge certain ways

point of view
police power

153

112

of running a government and try to
get their own members elected to
office

polling place

21

place where citizens rote on election
139

day

population

people living in some particular place or

populous

having many people
a group of persons in a county whom the

7S

area

202

sheriff has called together to help
arrest criminals or preserve the public
184

peace

possession

anything that a person or nation owns
95

and Lolds_

posterity

our children and their children, and so
80

on; our descendants_

rosters

printed statements or pictures intended

potentate

one having great power, as the ruler of
a country
do a thing many times
things done many times
an opening statement
a small division of a city or county made
for governmental purpoaes
keep safe or in good condition
the chosen chief officer of a group

to be fastened in public places__

practice
practices
Preamble
precinct
preserve
President

____

153
14

109

97
141

144

69
11
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Wrote*

Ward

pm., the

anything printed and offered to the
public, such as newspapers, maga-

primary election

special election at which each political

387
A. wird
IP Peer

zines, or books

party nominata; its candidates for
office by its own votes
principles

139

general rules or true beliefs that can
he used as a foundation for oth-r rules
or plans

privilege

a special advantage that we should

probate_

having to do with proving that a wi'i was
properly made by a person who has

problems
proclaimed

questions to be answered

44

prize _

210

died

production
profit

programs
prohibited
pro,ect
promote

promote
proPerty right°

13

2

made a public statement about an
important thing
the act of making or growing
gain, sale of an article foi more than was

paid for it
orderly arrangements of things hoped or
planned to be done
forbidden, not allowed
plan for work to be done _
raise from one school grade to another_ _
bring or force forward

57
271
51

24
S3

107
23

rights that a person has in things that
he owns

offered for action or argument
prosecuting attorney_ a government law officer who argues in

proposed

36
90

court for the conviction of persons
accused of having troken the law__
for the good of the people
get along well

prosocial
prosper
protection

a guard or defense against danger or

pro tempore

acting for a limited time during the
absence of the regular officer

provides

4

32

25

loss

protested

1 S3

objected to (usually against something
that injured the objector)
makes ready for future use

336

243
69
93
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As serf

public ministers_ _

el Per

Mandy

Word
_

high officials sent by one nation to repre-

sent it in dealing with another nation;
kwer in rank than ambassadors

82

public utilities

services furnished for public use, such SP
164

published
punishments
pursuit

bus or streetcar service_ _______ _ _
printed and offered to the public _ _ _ _ _
pain, suffering, or loss because of crime.._
speech for

13

"qualified voter"_ _ _ _

met certain requirements
a voter who meets the requirements of

qualify

the law
prove our fitness for something

qu alified

gas, electricity, telephone service, or
_

qu aran tine

keep persons or places separated because
of the danger of spreading disease__ _ _

quartered

given a place to live (usually said of

78

94
60

138
11

160
114

soldiers).

ft

"railroaded"
range lands

ratification
ratified
rebellion
recall
receiver

reception

an American expression meaning that
the accused has been sent to jail without a fair chance of telling his side__ _
open unfenced /MLA on which cattle.
sheep, or horses may graze
adoption, acceptance, favorable vote_ _ _
accepted and made official
organized resistance of citizens against
their government
take away the right to hold office
a business manager appointed by a law
court, to straighten out a business
that cannot pay ita debts

recogn ize
recogn i sled

recommendation _ _

270
71

75
243
154

276

formal occasion on which a person or
group officially greets or welcomes
other persons_

reclam ation

115

204

bringing something, such as land, back
to use or production
accept with approval

271

accepted
act of asking for farorable consideration_

59
169

333
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redress of grievances_ changes to correct conditions that put

persons in danger or make them unhappy or uncomfortable
referendum

109

legal right reserved by the voters of
some States to have the last word on
acts of the legislature and other pub-

lic questions by voting directly on
them
regulate

make rules for, or do a thing according

regulation

rule to limit or direct action (usually

to rules

government action)
reject
relations
relationship

religious beliefs
renounce
repealed
rePel

representation
representatives
reprieves

refuse to accept
well-undenstood

connections between
two or more persons or things
__ a well-understood connection between
two or more persons or things
a system of faith and worship
declare against, or disown
canceled, given up_

drive or force back
choice of a few persons to act fcr a larger
group
persons chosen to act for a group

26
45
154
96

32
2
13

95
242
67
24

temporary delays in applying punithmeat

republic

154

266

a country governed by leaders who are
selected by the people themselves and

are expected to do what the people
want
fa government by leaders who get their
authority straight from the people_ _ _
what other people think and say about
_

republican form of
governm en t .

reputation

a person
reserves
reside

saves especially for a purpose

residential
resolution

used for homes

respecting
responsible

responsibility
revenue

live
statement of an official group adopted
by vote
about, with relation to
ready to answer for one's acts
readiness to answer for one's acts; or a
call to duty that must be answered_ _
the income of the Government

as
111

82
12
163

76
109
23
24
235
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390

Unite.

Prso4

review
revise

consider over again
improve by changing

men t.
rigid

stiff, unbending, unable to change in

A. sent
04

MP

210
72

righ t of self-govern- Jright of a group of people to manage
their own affairs

1

330

form

officers who hare charge of roads in a
county or district.
nik. of the majority. _ the vote of more than half of those votroad supervisors

180
119

ing
8

safeguard
scien tific

secure
seizure
self -e viden t

self-sacrifice

guard to protect safely
based on knowledge and system
make a thing safe
quickly taking and holding by force__ __
so clear that nobody can misunderstand..

_

sen ten ce
sen ten ce
gen ten ced

"upper house" of Congress
several words used together that exprvas
a complete thought
order by a judge for punishment

ordered by a court to undergo punishment
a useful thing to be done or given_ _ _ _ _

religious meetings for the purpose o.

setetion

worshiping God
meeting

sewers

sheriff
shortages
sim ilar
9011Tres

60

43

67
81

120
182
26

20
37

waste and undesirable liquids or other
matters carried off by sewers

118

pipes or other drains for carrying off
water, sewage, or other waste
a law-enforcing officer of a county_ _ _ _ _

161
43

pected or needed
somewhat alike
places from which anything comes or is

271

amounts that fall short of what is ex-

got ten

sovereign ty

72
94

a group of lawmakerspartinilarly the

service
services_
sewage

195

a giving up by a person of things he
needs, usually in order to help other
persons _

Sen a te

313

a kingdom or very powerful state

30
68
14
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Waft*

Urea

00

of Rep resen tatives

_

named or set apart part icularly
fixed rules or measures
a study of any subject by tbe use of num-

specified
stan dards

statistics

bers_

sued_ _ _

sufficient
superintendent

superittendent of
schools.

supervises

support
suppress
supreme
surpluses

surrender
suspected
suspend
system

Me

the officer who presides over the House

Speaker

stupid
submitted

391

having a very dull mind
passed on to someone else for action or
assent
forced to appear in a law court to answer
someone's claim of wrong or damage.
enough
a person who watches and directs the
activities of others in an orTranization.
jchief officer having authority over the
schools in a district
has the duty of overseeing
uphold
put down by force
1

highest, most important, having most
authority
amounts that are greater than what is

243

220
22

273
156
84
111

76

30
185
173
14

242
63

expected or needed
give up
believed to be guilty

271

interrupt, hinder the enforcing of
an orderly arrangement

243
22

59
112

take effect

operate

tariff
taxable
taxes

a tax on goods imported into a country_ _

294

property that should be taxed

185

money that people must pay to the
Government to help pay its expenses_

tax rate
temporary

tenant

91

amount of tax to be paid, as measured
by the value of the property taxed__
lasting only a short time
a person who is delegated or allowed to
use the property of another person,
usually in return for the payment of
rent_

33
171

77

123

392
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swear to the truth of a statement_ _
eager to save money or things of value_
lands on which trees are growing thickly_
papers showing ownership of land and

test ify

_

thrifty
timberlands

title papers

buildings

182

a fixed charge for some privilege, as of
traveling on a road or bridge
put under extreme pain
a community larger than a village: also
a form of government

"toll"_

tortumd
town_

trial

vided for government purposes
persons who go against their allegiance_
business deals completed
way of getting from one place to another_
companies that operate vehicles or ships
to carry persons or goods
an important agreement between two or
more nations
hearing in a court of justice

trustees

persons who are trusted by others to

tuberculosis.

represent them in business matters__ _
a disease, usually of the lungs
heads of countries who rule by force and
cruelty

treaty

tyrants_

196
120
6

parts into which a county may be di-

townships

traitors
transactions
tran.sportation
transportation lines_

94
156
197

_

1

57

295
30
197

59
94
181

194
115

Ii

unalienable
uhanimous
underpasses_
uniform
Union

that which cannot be taken away
all agreeing

60
211

passages underneath, as where a road is
built under a railroad bridge
of the same form with others

182
129

things joined to make a single whole,

unit& .

like the States in our Nation
single things, single parts of a group or

universities

organization
places of higher education

urban

relating to cities and towns

utilization

to make use of _

valuation

the value or worth
are diffIrent from one another_

vary

64
7

6

251
277

185
3
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Word

verdict_

___._

vested
veto

vigorous
villages
violate

violation
violence
visas_

void

volun tary
vote

warrant

wa,te material
waterworks

Ae seed

Mrsestso

es Me
211

decision of a jury
placed under th., authority of
refuse to approve
full of life
small communities

228
169

65

break

brtaking of a rule or law
rough treatment, force
official permits for aliens to proceed to a
country and apply for admission__

vocational training

393

__

training for different kinds of jobs
empty, having no effect_
according to one's free will
express one's choice between men or
plans by indicating "yes" or "no" _ _ _

a legal order
worthless matter
a systet i by which water is furnished in

149
95
113

264
162

209
43
44

94
161

large quantifier usually to a town or
city_

withdraw

rich
things to fight with, as guns
good living conditions
legai papers in which persons declare
what they wish done with their property after their death
to get away or to take away

witness

one who tells what he knows about

witnesses

persons brought before a judge or government officer to tell what they have
seen or heard or know about some-

wealthy
weapons
welfare
wins

something_

worship

thing
pay honor to a supreme being

160
72
56
46

182
64
94

14

20

writ of habeas corpus_ court order requiring that a person
named shall be brought into court so
that the judge may decide whether he

is being unlawfully deprived of his
liberty

41A-Sat 0 - 71 - 28
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Wee Rot

Wort

yields_

_

tones_ _

As wed
a PIMP

218

Orel way to

city in which the
kinds and uses of buildings are strictly

tress, divisions of
hmited

435

163
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